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The first question you may ask is Why learn Chinese? The
answers could vary enormously based on your particular
interests but I offer a few tentative suggestions here. The
Chinese are the largest single ethnic grouping in the world, so a
form of Chinese is spoken by more people than any other
language. Chinese is also the world's oldest language, its written
records stretching back about 3500 years. Surely a good reason
for more people to learn it? Most people imagine Chinese must
be a very difficult language to learn. However, after shedding
some of the possible preconceptions about language that
you may have, you may well find that spoken Chinese is not
as difficult as you had thought - you may even find it
comparatively easy! The written language is a different kettle of
fish entirely, being made up of individual characters which do
have to be memorized but hopefully Chapter 13 will whet your
appetite and make you eager for more.

China's cultural and philosophical heritage is enormous, a rich
storehouse of knowledge and wisdom waiting to be tapped and
although it would be foolish to pretend that by working through
this book you will have access to very much of it in the original,
it will, at the very least, have given you the possibility of seeing a
little into that inscrutable Oriental mind and of making
interesting and valuable comparisons with your own culture and
way of thinking. I have found these reasons stimulating enough
to go on studying Chinese for over 30 years and propose to go
on doing so for at least another 30 or so! The Chinese have a
saying:

Xue dao ldo, hUD dao ldo, ha; you siinfen xue bu dao.
Study reach old, live reach old, still have three-tenths study not
reach.



This is certainly true as far as Chinese is concerned, but the
rewards are great. It will take time, but if you can keep your
mind open you will be surprised at the results.

Zhu ni xuexi yukuai!
Wish you study happy!

You will find out what the 'accents' over the words mean on
pp. xiii and xvi-xx.

The Chinese language
Some of you will have heard of the term 'Mandarin ' or
'Mandarin Chinese' which was how the West referred to the
language spoken by the officials or 'mandarins' at the Imperial
Court. It was then broadened to refer to the northern dialect, a
version of which is spoken by over 70% of the Chinese or Han
people and has become the lingua [ranca for the whole of China.
This national language is known in China as putonghua
'common speech' which is now sometimes referred to in the
West as Modern Standard Chinese although the term Mandarin
still lingers on. Beijing (Peking) pronunciation is taken as the
standard but there are many regional variations, some not easy
to cope with. Try and find someone who claims to have a fairly
standard accent to practise with in the first instance and listen hard
to the recording which is available with this book . Putonghua is
taught in schools and used in universities and colleges all over
China. The majority of TV and radio programmes as well as
films for the cinema are also made in putonghua. This means
that hopefully you will be understood all over China although
you will sometimes have difficulty in understanding non
standard accents. Chinese have this problem too!

Putonghua is known as huayu in overseas Chinese communities
and as guoyu 'national language' in Taiwan, but it is all the
same language. There are many different dialects in Chinese,
some of which are as different from one another as say English
is from French, although they all have the same written
language. The Cantonese dialect guangdonghua is spoken in
Canton, Hong Kong and the New Territories and by many of
the Chinese you will find in Britain. Many more Hong Kong
Chinese are now learning putonghua so this is the one to go
for!

xi
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xii Romanization
The written language does not have a phonetic alphabet but
various systems have been devised for transcribing Chinese
sounds into the Latin script. The standard form in use today is
known as pinyin (literally 'spell sound') which was adopted as
the official system of the People's Republic of China in 1958 .
It has now been almost universally adopted in the West for
transliterating Chinese personal and place names, replacing the
Wade-Giles system which had been used previously. A few
examples using the two different systems are given below.

Pinyin Wade-Ciles (and earlier)

Deng Xiaoping Teng Hsiao-p'ing
Mao Zedong Mao Tse-tung
Beijing Peking
Guangzhou Kwangchow (Canton)
Tianjin Tientsin

Pinyin is used as a tool to teach the correct pronunciation of the
Chinese language to children starting elementary school and to
enable them to write little essays in Chinese before they have
mastered enough characters. It is taught for a relatively short
time in the north where putonghua is widely spoken as a first
language but for a longer period in the south where many
children speak a different dialect at home. Difficult characters in
children's books often have the pinyin in brackets next to them
as an aid to learning. Many street signs in big cities are written
in pinyin as well as characters, which can be quite useful when
you are trying to find your way around!

Mao Zedong once expressed the aim of eventually turning the
Chinese written language into an alphabetic system of writing
but this idea seems to have been quietly dropped. Aesthetically
and visually pleasing, Chinese characters are too much part of
the Chinese national heritage to disappear without a very long
struggle, if ever.

The Chinese language is essentially still based on the character,
which is per se monosyllabic (one character representing one
idea) so the single-syllable morpheme is the basic unit in Chinese.
As a result, there is still discussion in China as to what units of
speech should be written together in pinyin. In general I have
tried to keep to the system adopted by the Beijing Language



[and Culture] University for its textbooks, using the Xiandai
Hanyu Cidian (Modern Chinese Dictionary) produced by the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences as a definitive reference.
Thus 'syllables' are written separately except where they are
seen as being one idea. I have, however, kept verb-objects
separate for clarity.

Sounds and tones: general
introduction
There are just over 400 basic monosyllables in Chinese
which seems an incredibly small number and must be the
result of sound-simplification over a few thousand years. It
is not surprising therefore that the language has so many
homophones, but the difficulty is alleviated somewhat by the
fact that Chinese is a tonal language. Tones are obviously one
way of coping with this phonetic poverty. There are four tones
in putonghua, so by multiplying 400 by four we get a total of
approximately 1600 separate items, although not all basic
sounds exist in all four tones. The other way is by combining
two syllables with a similar meaning into one 'word'. For
example, iti and qing mean 'love' and 'feelings' respectively and
could be confused with other 'words' if used separately, but
together they can only mean 'love' aiqing, This makes
communication considerably easier all round.

What we mean by 'syllable' in Chinese is usually composed of
an initial and a final. The initial, if there is one, is a consonant at
the beginning of the syllable and the final is the rest of the
syllable, e.g. hang in which h is the initial and ang is the final.

Initials
Modern Chinese has 21 initials, 23 if you count 'w' and 'y'
which some people regard as semi-vowels. There is also a sound
'ng' which only occurs at the end of a syllable as in English.
These include six pairs (i.e. 12 initials of which six are aspirated
and six are not) . These 12 are all voiceless. (Aspirated means
that the air is puffed out strongly when you make these sounds.)
If you hold a piece of paper in front of your mouth it should
move when you make an aspirated sound, but not when you
make an unaspirated one. Voicelessmeans that the vocal chords
do not vibrate. The six pairs are listed on the next page.

xiii
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Unaspirated Aspirated Description
(all voiceless)

'b' like b in bore 'p' like p in poor labial plosive

'd' like d in door 't' like t in tore alveolar plosive

'g' like g in guard 'k' like c in card velar plosive

'z' like ds in adds 'c' like ts in its blade-alveolar
affricate

'zh' like j in jelly 'ch' like eh in chilly blade-palatal (or
retroflex) affricate
The tongue must
be curled back

' j' like g in genius 'q' like eh in chew front-palatal affricate
Tongue flat, corners
of lips drawn back
as far as possible

Other small groups could be:

'm ' like m in me voiced, labial, nasal
'n' like n in need voiced, alveolar, nasal
'ng ' like ng in sing voiced, velar, nasal

'sh' like sh in shy voiceless blade-alveolar fricative
The tongue must be curled back

'r' like r in ray voiced, blade-palatal fricative
The tongue must be curled back with
only slight friction

's ' like s in say voiceless blade-alveolar fricative
Tongue flat, corners of lips drawn back

'x' like sh in sheet voiceless, palatal fricative
Tongue flat, corners of lips drawn back
as far as possible

'f' like f in fan voiceless labio-dental fricative
'h' like eh in loch voiceless velar fricative

Arch the back of the tongue towards
the roof of the mouth

'1' like I in lie voiced alveolar lateral

'w' like w in way voiced labial-velar approximant
'y' like y in yell voiced palatal approximant



'c', 'q' and 'x' bear little resemblance to Western alphabetic
values so take particular care with them.

u Pay attention to the retroflexes 'zh', 'ch', 'sh' and 'r' which
are made with the tongue curled back. Southern Chinese
have difficulty with them too!

The above examples are only approximate equivalents. Pur
chase of the accompanying recording is strongly recommended.

Difficult initials

xv

a

a

'Z', cc', 's' as in 'za', 'ea', 'sa' 'zh', 'ch ' as in 'zhu', 'chu'

'i', 'q', 'x' as in 'jian', 'qian', 'sh', 'r' as in 'she', 're', 'he'
'xian'

'a' like a in father '0' like ore in more
'ai' like i in bite 'ou' like 0 in go
'ao' like ow in cow 'ong' like ung in Jung
'an' like an in man
'ang' like ang in bang 'u' like 00 in moo

'ua' like ua in suave
'e' like ur in fur 'uo' like war in war
'ei' like ay in play 'uai' like wi in swipe
'en' like un in under 'ui' like weigh in weigh
'eng' like ung in dung 'uan' like wan in wangle

'un' like won in wondrous
'i' (after z, c, s, zh, eh, 'uang' like w-ong in wrong

sh and r only) without the 'r' (very
like er in wonder approximate)

'i ' like ea in tea
('w' replaces 'u' at the'ia' like ja in German ja

'iao' like eow in meow beginning of syllables if there

'ie' like ie in French Pierre is no initial consonant)

'iu' like yo in yo-yo 'li' like eu in pneumonia
'ian' like yen in yen 'lie' like eu of pneumatic'in' like in in bin
'iang ' like yang in yang plus air said quickly

'iian' like eu of pneumatic'ing' like ing in ring plus end said quickly
'iong' like Jung in Jung 'un' like eu of pneumatic(the psycho-analyst) plus pun said quickly
('y' replaces 'i' at the (Written as yu, yue, yuan andbeginning of syllables if there

yun as complete syllables)is no initial consonant)

er as in err making the 'r'
retroflex



xvi Finals
There are 36 finals in Chinese. A final is a simple or compound
vowel or a vowel plus a nasal consonant. A few 'syllables' may
have no initial consonant but every one has to have a vowel.
The tables above should be of some assistance in guiding you,
although the recording is essential if you are to attempt more
than an approximate pronunciation of the sounds.

The '-i' in zi, ci, si, zhi, chi, shi and ri is quite different from
the '-i' with all the other consonants which is a long '-i'.
This 'i' is more or less only there for cosmetic reasons
because no syllable can occur without a vowel. Say the
consonant and 'sit on it' and you have the sound.

u "e' is made by dropping the jaw straight down. Get hold of
your jaw, pull it down and make the sound!

m 'a', ' i' , '0 ' , 'u' and 'ii' - the degree to which the mouth is
opened gets narrower and narrower as the lips get rounder
and rounder. (Look in a mirror!)

IV 'ang', 'eng', "ong' are nasalized vowels. The mouth aperture
gets narrower, the lips rounder. Hold your nose as you prac
tise these sounds. You should be able to feel the vibration!

v '-ian' is pronounced as '-ien '.
VI 'ii' occurs only with the consonants on', '1', 'j', "q' and 'x'.

As 'j', "q' and 'x' cannot occur as j+u, q+u or x+u, the
Chinese in their wisdom have seen fit to omit the umlaut
(..) over the 'u ' in [u, qu and xu! Nand 1,however, occur as
both nu and nu, lu and lu so the umlaut has been retained.

vu The '-r' suffix may be added to some words e.g, bian ~
bianr, wan ~ wanr, hai ~ hair, tian ~ tianr and is used
extensively in the Beijing dialect. Normal 'spelling' practice
is to add the '-r' but you can choose whether or not to say
it. I have sometimes used it so that you can become familiar
with it.

Tones
The tone is the variation of pitch whether it be rising, falling or
continuing. In speech we move smoothly from one tone to
another, not in leaps and bounds. Every syllable in Chinese has
its own definite tone and so tones are as important as vowels
and consonants in forming syllables. Putonghua has four distinct
tones so almost every basic monosyllable can be rendered in
four different ways. These four tones all fall within your natural
voice range, so some people speak Chinese at a higher or lower
pitch than others because their voices are naturally higher or



lower. You don't have to have a particular type of voice to speak
Chinese. Now to the four tones themselves.

The first tone is a high, level tone and is represented as -. The
tonemark is placed over the vowel (if there is only one vowel)
e.g. zhong 'middle' or on the main vowel of a syllable where
there are two or three vowels, e.g. gao 'tall', but tie 'to stick'.

The second tone is a high, rising tone and is represented by the
tonernark ", e.g. gu6 'country'.

The third tone is a falling and rising tone. It descends from
below the middle of the voice range to nearly the bottom and
then rises to a point somewhere near the top. It is represented by
the tonemark v, e.g, jidn 'to cut '.

The fourth tone is a falling tone . It falls from high to low and is
represented by the tone mark " e.g. zhu 'to live'.

Figure 1 may help to make this clearer:

xvii
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figure 1
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The common problems that occur are:

a pitching the first tone too high,
b getting the second and fourth tones confused ,
c getting down on the third tone but not being able to get up

again.

Below are the solutions and how to practise the tones (you may
need a mirror):

First tone: Pitch it where you feel comfortable. Say '00' as in
'zoo' and keep going for as long as you can. You should be able
to keep it up for maybe half a minute. When you have got used
to that, change to another vowel sound and practise that in the
same way and so on.

Second tone: Raise your eyebrows every time you attempt a
second tone until you get used to it. This is infallible!

Third tone : Drop your chin onto your neck and raise it again.
Then practise the sound doing the movement at the same
time.

Fourth tone: Stamp your foot gently and then accompany this
action with the relevant sound.

Try saying two third tones together. Difficult isn't it? When this
happens, the first one is said as a second tone but it is still
marked as a third in the text, otherwise you may think that the
syllable in question is always a second tone, which it is not: Nf
hdo is said as Ni hao 'How are you?' If three third tones occur
together, the first two are said as second tones: Woye hao is said
as Wo ye hao ' I'm OK too'.

Bit (~) is fourth tone but it becomes second before another
fourth tone . As this is a straightforward rule I have marked bu
as second tone when it occurs before a fourth in the text .

Yi (-) is first tone as an ordinary number: yi 'one', shiyi
'eleven' , yiyue 'January' but when it precedes other syllables it is
fourth tone before first, second or third tones and becomes
second tone before another fourth tone: Yixie 'some' , yiqf
'together', y,1it 'all the way'. It has been so indicated in the text.
(Many dictionaries always list bu and yi as fourth tone and first
tone respectively.)



Note that in the phrase yi ge ren 'one measure word person'
the ge is said without a tone, although it is actually fourth,
but it still carries enough weight to change the yi into a second
tone.

Neutral tone: some syllables in Chinese are toneless or occur in
the neutral tone.

I Particles are always in the neutral tone.
11 The second half of a reduplicated word is often in the neutral

tone: gege 'elder brother', mdma 'mum', baba 'dad', meimei
'younger sister'.

111 Syllables such as zi that only have a 'fill-in' function (i.e. to
make the word disyllabic) are toneless: beizi 'cup', beizi
'duvet', zhuozi 'table', yhi 'chair'.

IV The second syllable in compound words is sometimes
toneless and is so indicated in the text. In another context it
may have a full tone . Some people may pronounce certain
words with a tone, some without, as in the word dongbiiin
'east side' which may also be pronounced as dimgbian
particularly when 'r' is added: dongbianir},

In actual speech, tones are rarely given their full value but they
have to be learnt as if they were. Stress and intonation are also
very important but this is best learnt by imitating the speakers
on the recording as closely as possible without thinking too
much about individual tones, and by listening to any Chinese
native speaker. Intonation does not remove tones, it only
modifies them. Learn the tone which goes with a word and as
you listen and speak more you will hopefully find that you
increasingly pick up the correct tones and intonation.

Just as a final word on tones, it's amazing how much most
Chinese understand even if your tones are largely wrong so
don't give up just because you think you haven't got the right
ear! The Chinese love punning so I expect they enjoy lots of
jokes at our expense, but does it really matter? Tones come
with practice, listening and imitating - don't try too hard with
them.

The following ten sounds, each written in the four different
tones and therefore represented by four different characters,
should serve to illustrate some of the points I have been
making.

xix



xx ImFf (Four tones)
:r
~ 1 ~ ~ ~ flQ.
c yf (one) yi (aunt) y{ (chair) yi (hundred8:
0 million)
:J

2~ 7G 11. ~
wu (house) wu (none) wu (five) wu (fog)

3~ !k Dll ~
yan (cigarette) ydn (salt) yan (eye) yrJn (swallow)

4:Wh JfJ !b ~
ma (mother) md (hemp) md (horse) ma (scold)

5 J\. 1£ re ~
ba (eight) ha (to pull up) ha (to hold) ba (father)

6!Mt ~ ~ .Ifn.
xue (boot) xue (study) xue (snow) xue (blood)

7~ *" ~ jJl
tang (soup) tang (sugar) tang (to lie tang (scalding

down) hot)

sDI • ~ ~
yao (waist) yao (shake) ydo (to bite) yao

(medicines)

9~ JJl ~ ~
qidng (gun) qidng (wall) qidng (to rob) qiang (irritate

the throat)

10 ~ ~ a ~
shu (book) shu (ripe) shu (a rat) shu (tree)

Working through the book
A few sentences introduce the text of each chapter. By Chapter
20 this introduction is also written in Chinese. Almost all the
texts are dialogues which allow scope for good, colloquial
Chinese to be used, but the continuous passages used in



Chapters 7-10 mean that a great deal of useful vocabulary can
be introduced in a fairly natural way.

Chapters 1-5 are in pinyin romanization with a literal
translation directly underneath to enable you to see how the
'nuts and bolts' of the language work. There is an idiomatic
translation on the right.

Chapter 6 shows many of the objects to be found in a house and
lists the vocabulary for them. This can be used for reference at a
la :er stage.

Chapters 7-10 are in pinyin with an English translation directly
underneath. The beginning and end of each sentence in Chinese
and English is indicated with a 'I' to enable you to mentally 'line
up' the two more easily.

Chapter 11 has the dialogue in pinyin with an English
translation following. This will give you a real chance to see
how much you have learnt without referring to the English as
soon as you hit a problem!

Chapter 12 is a small reference grammar, expanding on a few of
the points referred to in the chapters themselves. Some of them
are presented in tabular form for ease of reference.

Chapter 13 gives an introduction to Chinese characters, their
background and how to write them, with many useful examples.

The characters used in this book are always in the simplified
script. Simplified characters are used in the People's Republic
of China, Singapore and increasingly in overseas Chinese
communities. They are commonly taught to foreign students
learning Chinese. Full-form characters are used in Taiwan and
Hong Kong (although this may change in the future in the case
of Hong Kong).

Chapters 14-18 are in characters with the pinyin romanization
underneath. The vocabularies show all the new characters used
in that chapter even if they have appeared in pinyin in previous
chapters. In addition the vocabularies of 14 and 15 show the
radicals or signifies of all the characters introduced in that
particular chapter. 14-18 also contain tables showing the stroke
order of Chinese characters.

Chapters 19-22 have the character text in a block followed by
the pinyin also in a block. You can decide to work in pinyin or
characters or both.

xxi



xxII
Some of you may not want to get too involved in the learning
and writing of characters, so I have made it possible to work
through the entire book almost solely in pinyin, but do still
read the introductory chapter on characters (Chapter 13)
to understand how they work, as this is essential background
knowledge as well as good fun. Conversely, those who are
particularly interested in characters can go back to Chapters I
II and write out the texts in Chinese characters for extra
practice . You will find the character texts for Chapters 1-5 and
7-11 at the back of the book, pp.343-53.

Within each chapter, the text appears first followed by the
vocabulary in the order in which it appears. In the vocabularies
I have sometimes split up a word by means of a dash to show
how the different parts fit together but have ·kept to the
orthodox system in the text, grammar points and exercises.
The grammar section deals with the new grammar points, also
in the order in which they appear in the text. Any exercise
relating to a particular grammar point follows on directly after
that grammar point. Each chapter also contains at least one item
of interest about the Chinese way of life (0). It should be
noted, however, that China is changing so fast that some
situations and any prices or figures and percentages that occur
in the book should not be taken as accurate.

At the end of each chapter are exercises of a more general kind.
Both these and the information passages often contain useful
supplementary vocabulary. The new words in the exercises
which do not appear in the vocabulary proper of a subsequent
chapter are included in the Vocabularies at the back of the book,
but without a chapter number. This is to avoid confusion with
the new words which occur in the texts . (It was impossible to
include all supplementary vocabulary for reasons of space.)

A Key to the Exercises precedes the Chinese (pinyin)-English
Vocabulary and the English-Chinese (pinyin) Vocabulary which
give all the vocabulary items (pinyin and English) which have
occurred in the texts in alphabetical order. Note that in the
English-Chinese (pinyin) Vocabulary, entries beginning with
'be' have been listed under the second item for ease of reference
so that 'be willing' for instance will be found under 'willing', 'to
be engaged' under 'engaged' and so on. This also applies to
similar entries such as 'feel jealous' which are glossed under
'jealous'. Do remember that variations are possible in some of
the answers to the exercises so don't assume you're always



wrong. Bear in mind too that the exercises are there to help you
to learn as well as to practise what you have learnt, so not all the
answers will be immediately obvious.

A final note regarding Chinese grammar. Over 30 years of
experience have taught me that I should never be too categorical
as far as Chinese grammar is concerned and always to preface
remarks with 'nearly', 'always', 'almost invariably', etc. If I have
forgotten to do so at any point in this book please regard it as
said. Putonghua is still developing as a language so that even
Chinese linguistics experts may, for example, hold a three-day
meeting to discuss'le'. It is as exciting to be in on this as it is to
be learning a language with its roots 3500 years in the past 
with Chinese you have both!

xxiii

List of abbreviations

pp
ps
PW
prep.
QW
RV
RVE

num,
o

n
N

adjective
adverb
auxiliary verb
compound
directional ending
colloquial
conjunction
directional ending
demonstrative
adjective
demonstrative
pronoun
interjection
measure word
negative

noun
proper name
numeral
object
pronoun plural
pronoun singular
place-word
preposition
question word
resultative verb
resultative verb
ending

s subject
TW time word
v verb
v-o verb-object

Note: I have chosen what I feel to be the most helpful
grammatical descriptions. Other people may well use another
term for auxiliary verb, resultative verb and so on .

interj.
MW
neg.

demo p.

adj.
adv.
aux. v.
CDE

coll,
conj.
DE
demo adj.
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In this chapter you willleam
• how to say hello
• how to observe basic

courtesies
• how to say please and

thank you
• the order of names in

Chinese



Yes, thank you, I'm very
fond of China tea.

No thanks, I don't drink
coffee.
Would you like some
China tea then?

Thank you.

Have some coffee.

Please, sit down.

How do you do, Mr King.

How do you do, Mr Li.

LT

LT

LT

a Mr King (Wang xiiinsheng) has come to China to teach
English at Beijing University. Mr Li (Lt xiiinsheng) is a friend
and colleague of Mr King's Chinese teacher in Britain. The
meeting takes place in Mr Li's office.

LT Wang xifmsheng, nThao!
King/first-born/you/good/

Wang U xiansheng, nThao!
Li/first-born/you/good/
QTngzuo.
Invite/sit!

Wang Xiexie.
Thank/
QTng he kafei.
Invite/drink/coffee/

Wang Xiexie, wo biJ he kafei.
Thank/I/not/drink/coffee/
Name, ZMnggu6 cM
So/middle country/tea/
xfng bu xfng?
be OK/not/be OK/

Wang Xfng, xiexie nTl Wo hen
Be OK/thank/youlllvery/
xThuan he Zh6nggu6 cM.
like/drink/middle country/tea/

o.....

xiansheng (n)
nT (ps)

hia (adj.)
qTng (v)
zuo (v)
he (v)

kafei (n)
xiexie (v)

wo (ps)
bu (neg.)

name
Zhonggu6 (N)

cM (n)
xing (v)

hAn (adv.)
xThuan (v)

Mr, gentleman
you
good
to invite
to sit
to drink
coffee
to thank
I, me
not
in that case, so
China
tea
to be all right
very
to like



Grammar

1 Names

In Chinese, names always appear in the following order:
surname, given name (Christian name) , title (when used), e.g,
Mao Zedong tongzhi; where Mao is the surname, Zedimg the
given name and tongzhi 'comrade' .

2 NThao

Some Chinese adjectives can also function as verbs so hdo means
'to be good' as well as 'good'. (Some people call such adjectives
stative verbs.) Thus no separate verb for 'to be' is used. Note
word order in 'Wang xiiinsheng, ni hdo', Mr King comes first in
Chinese.

3 Use ofqing

Qing means 'to invite or to request somebody to do something'.
Do not think of it as 'please' as this will create problems with
word order later on. Note also that Chinese verbs are invariable,
the same form is used throughout.

4 Negation with bil

With one exception (the verb 'to have' you), all verbs are negated
by putting bu in front of them.

5 Questions 'xing bu xing?'

One common way of asking a question in Chinese is to put the
positive and negat ive forms of the verb together in that order:
Xing bu xing? 'Is it all right (or not)?' The answer is not 'yes'
or 'no' but either the positive form of the verb, in this case xing
or the negative form, i.e. bu xing. (This construction is often
referred to as the choice-type question form.) Note that the
second half of the question, i.e. bu plus the verb, is sometimes
written without tones as it is normally said unstressed in
everyday speech . I have followed this convention at times to
familiarize you with it.

o....



o.....

6 Position of adverbs
Most adverbs in Chinese precede the verb, e.g. 'I like you very
much' is Wo bin xlhuan ni.

7 Tone of biJ
Bit is normally fourth tone (-) but changes to second tone (,)
when followed by another fourth tone, e.g. bu zuo not bu zuo,
Also note that in Xing bu xing?, bu is toneless.

Exercise 1.1
Make the following sentences negative:

Wo he ka(ei ~ Wo bit he kafei. (Check the tone-mark on bu is
correct) .

1 Wo zuo,
2 Nlhao.
3 Wo he cM.
4 NI xlhuan ZbOngguo.
5 U xidnsheng xiexie wo.
6 Wang xidnsbeng qlng ni he Zhongguo cbd,

Exercise 1.2
Make the following statements into questions and then answer
them first in the positive and then in the negative:

Ni he chd. ~ NI he bu he cha? ~ Wo he cM.
Wo bit he cbd.

1 Wo xibuan he kafei.
2 Nt xiexie wo.
3 Wang xidnsheng qlng wo zuo,
4 Li xiiinsheng xlhuan he shUt (water) .

Exercise 1.3
Translate into colloquial English:

1 Wang xidnsheng qtng wo he Zhongguo chd,
2 U xidnsheng hen bit xihuan Wang xidnsheng.
3 Wang xidnsheng ye (also) bit hen xihuan Lt xidnsheng,
4 NI bu xiexie wo, name wo ye bu x iex ie ni.

Exercise 1.4
Translate into Chinese:

1 How do you do, Mr King. Please sit down.
2 1 don't drink tea.



3 In that case, will coffee do?
4 Thank you, coffee would be marvellous.
5 I like you very much.
6 Please have [some]" China tea.
7 He (ta ) doesn't like me either. (Use ye.)

.. English words in square brackets should not be translated into
Chinese.

o On meeting people
On meeting somebody for the first time on a formal occasion, the
Chinese will usually shake hands and incline the head a little at the <:)
same time in greeting. This will probably be accompanied by such .....
questions as Nfn gulxlng? 'What is your surname?' (Ut. you [polite
form] expensive surname) or QTng wen damfng? 'May I ask your
(famous) name?' or JiUylmg, jiuyang. ' I'm very pleased to meet you'
(Ut. long time raise head looking for you to come).

In less formal situations, an older person may pat a younger one on
the shoulder, close friends of the same sex may hug each other and
pat each other on the back a few times and say for instance, M hai
hu6zhe? 'You're still alivel' or SMnme fang bB nTchui lai? 'What wind
blew you here?'. Secondary school students still stand up when the
teacher comes in and chorus out Laoshi hao! 'How do you do
teacher' (Lit. teacher good!) and the teacher will normally answer
T6ngxuemen Mo! 'How do you do students' (Lit. fellow students
good).

Hopefully this will give you a few guidelines which you can then
supplement from your own observations.
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• how to make simple
introductions

• how to exchange greetings
• how to address people

correctly
• how to make simple

apologies
• what measure words are
• numbers 0-99



Thanks, I'll have one.

Mr King, may I introduce
my wife, Zhou Dejin?

What about an orange
juice then?
Fine, thank you.

No thanks. I don't drink.

What about you, Mrs Li?

Please sit down. How
about a drink?

How do you do, Mr King.
I'm really pleased to meet
you.

How do you do, Mrs U.

LT (t.)

LT(t.)

LT

a Mr King has invited Mr and Mrs Li (Lt taitai) to his room
for a drink.

LT Wang xlansheng, wo gel ni
King/first-bom/I/give/you/
jiesh8.o ylxla, zhe shi wo
introduce/rthls/be/I/
airen, Zh6u Dejin.
love person/Zhou/Dejin/

Wang u taitai, nfn Mo!
UlMrs/you/good/
Wangxiansheng, nfn Mo!
King/first-bom/you/good/
Renshinfn, wo zhen gaoxing.
Know/you/I/really/happy/

Wang Qingzuo, qing zuo. He
Invite/sit/invite/sit/Drink
yi bei jiU ba .
one/cup/alcohol//
Xiexie, wo he yi bei.
Thank/I/drink/one/cup

Wang U taitai ne?
UlMrs//

LT (t.) Xiexie, wo bUhul
Thank/I/notlknow how tot
he jiiJ.
drink/alcohol!

Wang Name, juzizhi Mo ma?
S%range juice/good//
HfJo, xiexie nfn.
Good/thank/you/

.. Extra obliques (11) signify the existence of a Chinese word
which has no simple English equivalent.

giI (prep.; v)
Jl8sh8o (v)

yfxls
zhe (dem. p.ladj.)

shl (v)
siren (n)
tltltal (n)
nrn (ps)

renshl (v)

for; give
to introduce
see Exercise2.2
this
to be
husband, wife
Mrs, wife
you (polite form)
to know, recognize



zhen (adv.; adj.)
gaoxlng (adj.)

yi(num.)
bei (MW)

jiU (n)
ba
ne

hul (aux. v.)
juzi-zhi (n)

ma

really; true, real
happy
one
cup (ful)
alcohol
particle indicating suggestion
question particle
to know how to; can; will
orange juice
question particle

o
N Grammar

1 Use of ge;

Gei may be used in several ways. Its basic meaning is as a verb
meaning 'to give': Wo gei ni juzizhi 'I'll give you orange juice' or
it can stand with a personal noun or pronoun before the verb
with the meaning of doing the action of the verb for that person:
Wo ge; ni he 'I'll drink (it) for you'. 'To introduce A to B' is ge;
B jieshao A in Chinese.

2 Yix;a

The subtlety of the Chinese language lies in the way it conveys
nuances of meaning. In this context yixia softens the abruptness
of Wo gei ni jieshao without having any specific meaning,
although in other contexts it can mean 'on one occasion' or
'have a little go at doing the action of the verb'.

3 Use ofshi

The verb 'to be' is used much less in Chinese than in English. It
is mostly to be found in A=B sentences: Lt taitai shi ni airen
'Mrs Li is your wife'. The test of whether shi has been used
correctly is to turn the sentence round and if it still makes sense
(albeit clumsily) then the shi is correct: N{ airen shi Li taitai
'Your wife is Mrs Li'. Note that shi is unstressed unless the
speaker wishes to emphasize it: Tii (she) sbi ni airen 'She is
your wife'. (Doubt having been cast as to whether or not she
was.)



4 Nin
Nin is the polite form of nl but it is not used frequently. It is
used to indicate respect, e.g. when addressing one's 'elders and
betters'. It is not used in the plural. The table below lists the
other personal pronouns.

Personal pronouns

wo
ni
nin
ta

I, me
you (sing.) }
you (sing. polite)
he, she, it

women

nimen

tamen

we, us

you (pl.)

they, them

5 Topic construction
The Chinese are very fond of this construction and use it
frequently. It consists of stating what you are going to talk about
first, often in the very broadest sense, and then going on to state
your view or reaction to it.

Rensbi nin, wo zhen gdoxing.
topic reaction

6 Measure words
In Chinese something called a measure word has to be used
between a number and its noun. Different measure words are
used with different categories of nouns. For example ben is used
for books and magazines whereas zhiing is used for rectangular,
flat objects such as tables, beds, maps, but is not a true measure
as to length or anything else. Some measure words like bei are
actual indicators of quantity. The noun accompanying the
number and measure word is often omitted when it is clear from
the context what this is. For example, Mr Li says in answer to
Mr King's question that he will he yi bei (jiu 'understood'). For
a more comprehensive table of measure words see Chapter 12,
pp.123-4.

7 Ba
Ba is placed after a verb or phrase to denote a suggestion or
to ask for confirmation of a supposition: Hdo ba 'Is that all right
then?'.



8 Ne
When the same question is put to two or more people
consecutively ne is usually used to replace the question which
has been put to the first person. For example, Mr King suggests
to Mr Li that he might like a drink and then turns to Mrs Li and
asks: Lt taitai ne?

9 Hui

One of several auxiliary verbs expressing 'to be able to, can'.
Hut conveys the idea of 'knowing how to, having learnt it'. It is
used to express knowledge of a foreign language: Wo hut
Yingtoen 'I know English' and ability to smoke or drink, etc. 'I
don't drink (alcohol) ' becomes Wo bu hUt he jiu ('I don't know
how to drink alcohol') in Chinese. Its other meaning is to
express the possibility that something 'will happen in the
future': Td hut lai 'He will come'. Both meanings are used in the
exercises,

10 Question particle

The addition of ma at the end of any statement makes it into a
question. For example: ]uzizhi hdo becomes ]uzizhi haD mar

11 Numbers 0-99

0 Irng 8 ba 16 shniu
1 yi 9 jiu 17 shrqi
2 er 10 shr 18 shrba
3 san 11 shryi (10 + 1) 19 shijiu
4 sl 12 shrer (10 + 2) 20 ershr (2 x 10)
5 wu 13 shrsan 30 sanshr
6 liu 14 shrs1 65 liushrwu
7 qi 15 shrwu 99 jiushijiu

An apostrophe (') is used to show where the break comes
between two syllables if there is any possible ambiguity in
pronunciation, so it is shi'er and not shier.



o Female equality

In the People's Republic of China (PRC) airen means 'husband' or
'wife' , but in overseas Chinese communities such as Singapore and
Hong Kong it can still mean 'lover' , so be careful how you use itl A
Chinese woman, married to a Mr Zhang is seldom, if ever, addressed
as Mrs Zhang ~hfJng taitai), unless she is an overseas Chinese or is
being addressed by a foreigner. She keeps her maiden name and
when being introduced, this will be given together with her 'Christ ian
or given name', e.g. ZMu Delln. A foreigner married to a Mr King may
be variously addressed as Wang taitai or Wang fOren.

Exercise 2.1
True or false?

1 Lt xidnsheng bit he jiu.
2 U taitai he juzizhi.
3 Lt xidnsheng gei Wling xidnsheng jicshao ta airen .
4 U taitai renshi Wang xidnsbeng bit gdoxing.
5 ZhOu Deitn hui he jiu.

Exercise 2.2
Re-arrange the words given to produce the meaning in brackets:

Yi bei he hui wo jiu. [I (can) drink a little alcohol.]
-+Wo hui he yi bei jiu.

1 Gaoxing Li taitai nin rensbi zhen wo . [I'm really happy to
meet you, Mrs Li.]

2 Ba juzizhi name hdo. [How about an orange juice, then.]
3 He wo xihuan hen jiu. [I adore drinking.]
4 Bit he si hui bei putliojiu (grape alcohol) nin . [You won't

dr ink four glasses of wine.]
5 Gei wo airen Lt xidnsbeng wo jicshao. [I introduce my wife

to Mr Li.]

Exercise 2.3
Translate into colloquial English:

Wling xidnsheng qfng Lt xidnsbeng he jiu. U xiiinsbeng hen
gdoxing, Ta hen hui he ua. Ta airen Zhi5u Dejin ne? Ta airen
bu hui he jiu. Tii he juzizhi. Tii ye hen bit xibuan Lt xiiinsheng
he jiu.

'\
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Exercise 2.4
Translate into Chinese:

1 Do you drink?
2 I'm a teetotaller. What about you? (Use nin.)
3 Mr Zhou, may I introduce you to my wife?
4 Does she know him?
5 [When]· my husband smokes (xi yiin v-o), I'm very cross.
6 How about [some]" coffee? (Use ha.)
7 Mr Zhang (Zhiing) doesn't know English (Yingyu).
8 You won't drink seven glasses of wine.

• NB The English words in square brackets should not be
translated into Chinese.
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In this chapter you will learn
• how to ask someone if they

have children
• how to ask how old the

children are
• how to ask if someone is

married or has a boyfriend!
girlfriend

• how to invite someone to
your home

• to tell the time
• about question words and

their position in the sentence



Are you married, Mr King?

Duixiang means girlfriend.
Do you have a girlfriend?

No, I'm not.

The boy is 14, the girl is 9.

Yes, we have two; a boy
and a girl.

How old are they?

Do you have a steady
girlfriend?
What does the word
duixiang mean?

LT

LT

LT (t.)

LT

LT (t.)

a Mr King continues his conversation with Mr and Mrs Li.

Wang U xiansheng, nTmen you Do you have any
Li/first-born/you (pl)/have/ children, Mr Li?
xiaoMirma?
children//
You, women you IifJngge 
Have/we/have/two/MW/
yf ge nanMir, yfge
one/MW/male child/one/MW/
nOMir.
female child/

Wang NanMirJIsui?
Male child/how many/years/
NOMir j7sui?
Female child/how many/
years/
NanMir shfsi sui, nOMir
Male child/14/years/female
jiU sui.
child/9/years/
Wang xiansheng,
King/first-born/
jie hOn le ma?
tie marriage///

Wang Mei you.
Not/have/
You duixiang ma?
Have/facing image//

Wang 'Duixiang'shishenme
Facing image/be/what/
yisi?
meaning/
'Duixiang ' shi nO
Facing image/be/female/
p{mgyou de yisi . NI you
friend//meaning/You/have/
nOpengyou ma?
female/friend/!



Wang You. Yes, I do.
15Have/

LT (t.) Taz;}i nar? Taye Where is she? Is she in 3
III

She/be at/where/She/also/ China too? i!!:
::I

z;}i Zhanggu6 ma? Il:I

3:be atlmiddle countryll CD
::I

Wang Dui, ta ye z;}j Zhanggu6. Yes, she is. Co
Ut

Correct/she/also/be at/ -=
middle country/

S

LT Wo xiang qTng nTmen I'd like to invite you both
I/feel Iikelinvite/you (Pl)/ over to our home. What
qiJwomenjia wanr, hao ma? do you say?

0g%ur/home/play/goodll W
Wang Na t;}i hao le. That would be great.

That/too/goodll
LT (t.) NTmen mfngtian Are you free tomorrow

You (pl)/tomorrow/ evening?
wanshang you kong ma?
evening/have/spacel/

Wang Youkong. Yes, we are.
Have/space/

LT Name, qTng nTmen lia Then how about you both
So/invite/you (pl)/two/ coming over for a meal
mfngtianwanshangqiJ tomorrow evening?
tomorrow/evening/go/
women jia chi fan ba.
our/home/eat/cooked ricell

Wang Na tai xiexie nTmen le! Thank you very much
That/too/thank/you (p1.)/1 indeed. What time shall
JT dian zhang qiJne? we come?
How many/pointlclock/goll

LT (t.) UiJdian zenmeyang? How would 6 o'clock suit
6/point/how about it/ you?

Wang Xlng, jiiJ liiJdian ba. Fine, 6 o'clock then.
Be all right/then/6/pointll



you (v)
xliohilr (n)
lling (num.)

g8 (MW)
nin (adj.)

nO (adj.)
jT (QW)
sui (n)

jle hun (v-o)
le

m" (neg.)
dulxlang (n)

shenme (QW)
ylsl (n)

p6ngyou (n)
de

zal (v; prep.)
nir (QW)
y6 (adv.)
dui (adj.)

xllng (aux. v.; v)

qu(v)
jUi (n)

win(r) (v)
na (dem. p.ladj .)

tal (adv.)
mrngtlan (lW)

wlnshang (lW)
you kong (v-o)
III (num + MW)

chTfan (v-o)
dlAn zhong (MW + n)

z6nmeyang (QW)
jlu (adv.)

to have
child (small)
two
see 3.1·
male
female
how many Oess than ten)
year (of age)
to marry, to get married
modal particle
not (only used with you)
steady boy- or girlfriend
what
meaning
friend
marker
to be at; at
where
also, too
correct
to feel like doing something;
to think
to go
home; family
to have fun
that
too
tomorrow
evening
to have free time
two
to eat (meal)
o'clock
what about (it)?, how?
then; just, only, merely

... i.e. Chapter 3, grammar point 1.



Grammar

1 More on measure word ge
Ge is by far the most common measure word in Chinese and is
used with a whole range of nouns which do not have their own
specific measure word. When in doubt as to which measure
word to use, use ge - not all Chinese get their measure words
right every time either! When said in normal speech, ge is
usually toneless (see p.xix).

2 More on numbers er and liang
Lidng (two of a kind) is used with measure words instead of
er, so 'two children' is lidng ge xidobair not er ge xidobdir.
Some people find it helpful to think of lidng as the bound form
'two of a kind'. Lia (an abbreviated form for lidng gel is often
used with personal pronouns we, you (plural), they, instead of
lidngge, thus 'the two of us' may either be women lid or women
lidng ge.

3 Question words and their position
In Chinese, question words such as if 'how many' (generally
expecting an answer less than ten), which is always used with a
measure word, duoshao 'how many' (indicating any number),
shenme 'what', shenme shihou 'when' (Lit. what time), shei
'who' (also pronounced shui), ndr 'where', if didn (zbOng) 'what
time' (Lit. what o'clock), zenmeyang 'what about it, how',
appear in the sentence in the same position as the word which
replaces them in the answer. Tdmen if sui? 'How old are they?'
Nanhtiir shisi sui, ni'ihtiir jiu sui. (Note that no verb is necessary
when stating age in terms of years.) Tii zai nar? Tii ye zai
ZbOngguo.

The particle ne is often to be found at the end of the sentence
containing a question word and has a softening effect. It also
helps to make the sentence feel more balanced. Try saying such
sentences with and without ne and hear the difference:

<:)
W

[i didn zhimg qu?
Td zai ntir?

]f didn zhimg qu ne?
Td zili ntir ne?

Note that sentences containing question words do not take
ma,



Exercise 3.1
Replace the bold words with an appropriate question word:

Nanhair wU su, ~ Nanhair jt su,?

1 Women he juzizhi.
2 Li xiiinsbeng he (and) U taitai you tiang ge xiaohair.
3 Putaojiu hin hdo.
4 Wang xidnsheng de nii pengyou zai Biijing.
5 Tiimen mingtidn u/dnsbang qi didn zbimg qit cbi fan.
6 Wang xidnsbeng qlng tdmen chi fan.

4 Verbal suffix -le
Le is the delight of all Chinese grammarians, but only its more
straightforward aspects will be dealt with in this book. Here it is
put after the verb to indicate that the action of the verb has been
completed:

Wang xiiinsheng jie hun le mai If he had been married the
answer would have been: Jie hun le. The negative form of this
construction is me! you + verb where the you may be omitted.
The verb may be omitted when answering a question with -le in
the negative but you then has to be retained, so Mr King could
equally well have replied: Mei you jie hun or Mei jie hun instead
of Mei you. There is no completed action indicated in the
negative so there is no -le. Note that the negative form of you is
mei you not bit you. This is the one exception to the rule that all
verbs are negated by bit. (See 1.4.)

The question form is made by adding ma to the statement or mei
you after it:

Wang xidnsheng jie hun le ma? or Wang xiansheng jie hun le
mei you? This is identical to the choice-type question form
found in 1.5 except that the verb is not repeated. (You is never
omitted in this type of question form.) Another alternative
question form is: Wang xiiinsheng jie hun mei jie hun?, the
answers, whether positive or negative, being as before.

5 Markerde
Two nouns may be linked by de, the first being subordinate to
the second. Whatever comes after de is the main idea, i.e. what
is being talked about, and what precedes de gives additional
information about that main idea. Thus the sentence: Duixiang
shi nu pengyo« de y,si tells us that the y,si 'meaning' of duixiang



is nil pengyou. In pengyou de xidohdir we are told that the
xidohdir is 'a friend's' (xiaohair).

De is also used with pronouns in the same way: Ni de jia 'your
home'; wo de beizi 'my cup'. For obvious reasons some students
tend to regard this de as being possessive, but as can be
seen from the first example this may be misleading. One way out
of this difficulty might be to regard wo de, ni de, etc. simply as
possessive adjectives meaning 'my', 'your' and not as wo +
de, etc.

In close personal relationships: ta mama 'his mum', ni airen
'your husband/wife', wo pengyou 'my friend ' the de may be
omitted . A Chinese newspaper article or official spokesman will
also refer to China and to the Chinese government as Wo guo
('my country' - 'China') and Wo zhengfu ('my government' 
'the Chinese government').

6 Answering questions
Although questions in Chinese are not answered with 'yes' or
'no' (see 1.5) the answer is sometimes prefaced with a dui
'correct' or a ba dui (which is often reduced to a simple bit). The
text provides a good example of this: Mr Li asks if Mr Wang's
girlfriend is in China too and he replies: Dui, ta ye zai
ZhOngguo. If the answer had been negative, he might well have
replied: Bit, ta ba zai Zhimgguo or Bit, ta zai Yfngguo (Britain).

7 Ta; verb le
As le is Chinese grammar's bete noire, any hints on its usage are
indispensable. For example, it is almost invariably to be found
together with the adverb tai 'too' as in ra; bdo le 'great', ra; xiexie
nimen le 'thank you very much indeed'. Don't ask me why!

8 Adverbial phrases of time (time when)
As is stated in 1.6, most adverbs in Chinese precede the verb.
Adverbs of 'time when' are no exception to this rule (for adverbs
of 'time how long' see 10.12), so that in Qzng nimen mingtian
Lai 'Please come tomorrow' mingtidn precedes ldi, This is the
reverse of normal English usage. Such adverbs can also precede
the subject or topic for emphasis. For example Wo jintidn ldi,
mingtiiin wo bit lai 'I'll come today, (but) I am not coming
tomorrow'.
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9 Verb-object constructions
This construction is a featu re of the Chinese language so tha t
whereas an English speaker is quite happy with simply stating
that 'He likes eating' or that 'She is going to eat', a Chinese will
normally say that he likes 'eating cooked rice' or that she is
'going to eat cooked rice' (chi fan), where chi is the verb 'to eat'
and fan the object 'cooked rice'. There are numerous examples
of this construction, some of the most common are given in the
following table.

<:) chi fan to eat shui jiao to sleep
CA» cooked rice sleep sleep

do shii to study shuo hua to speak,
read books speak speech talk
hua huar to draw, tan hua to chat
draw drawings paint chat speech
paint paintings xi yan to smoke
[iao shii to teach smoke tobacco!
teach books cigarettes
kai che to drive zou lu to walk
drive vehicle walk road
kan shii to read zuo che to go
read books sit vehicle (by some
lu yin to record form of
record sound transport)
qing ke to invite
invite guest somebody

for a meal

Even ;ie hiin (tie marriage) is strictly speaking a verb-object
construction and not a compound verb. The test is whether le
can be inserted between the two parts or not. If it can, (and only
finding or hearing examples can sometimes tell you this) then it
is a verb-object construction, so we can say cbi le fan but we
cannot say xie le xie (xiexie) or XI le huan (xlhuan). Classical
Chinese is monosyllabic (one-syllabled), whereas modern
Chinese has become increasingly disyllabic (two-syllabled) so
the verb-object construction can be seen as conforming to this
trend. Of course if the verb in question already has an object,
then these 'fill-in' objects are not used.



NB There is great confusion as to whether these verb-objects
should be written as one or two words in pinyin. I have kept
them separate in the interests of clarity.

10 Telling the time

Question: Xilmzai (now) if diiin (zhong)? (lit. Now/how
many/points/clock)

Answer: Xianzai yi diiin zhimg, (lit. Now/one/point/clock)

Zbimg is normally omitted except when asking the time or on
the hour, where it is optional.

lidng diiin (zhOng) siin diiin (ling)
wu fen (minute)
ling 'zero' is
optional

si diiin shiwu fen
or si diiin yi ke
(one quarter)

qf diiin wUshi fen or
cha sbi fen bii diiin
(lack/1O/unit/8/point)

liu diiin sishiwu fen
or liu diiin siin ke
(three quarters) or
cha yi ke qi diiin
(lack/one/quarter/?/
point)

For more information on time in general see Chapter 12,
pp.124-5.

wudiiin sdnsbi fen
or
wu diiin ban (half)



exercise 3.2
What time is it on each of the clocks below?22
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11 The adverb jiiJ
liu is used in many different ways, some of which you will meet
in this book. Here it is used to link two clauses together and at
the same time show acceptance: Xing , jiu liu didn ba. As an
adverb, jiu can never precede a noun or pronoun. Note that ba
also expresses agreement or approval here (cf. 2.7).

o Chinese straight talking
The Chinese love to know everybody else's business and do not feel
at all inhibited about enquiring how much you paid for your house,
your car, your CD-player, your television, your clothes or anything
else. They are always particularly interested in your age, marital
status and whether you have children and if not why not! Although
customs are changing gradually, it is still extremely unusual for a
Chinese adult in his or her 30s to be unmarried or childless.
Conversely it Is quite in order for you to ask the same sort of
questions. Being of a 'curious' disposition myself I have always felt
very much at home in China. Of course, as contact with the outside
world increases, many more Chinese are learning that some
foreigners regard such questions as impolite and therefore may,
on occasions, restrain their natural curiosity (and genuine openness)
on such matters.

Exercise 3.3
The following sentences are incorrect, they contain common
errors (the Chinese call such sentences bingju 'sick sentences').
Give the correct version. Tii jie hun mingtiiin ~ Tii mingtiiin
jie hun

1 Wo you er ge xidohdir:
2 Tii bu you niihair.
3 Nlmen you liu pengyou.
4 Zhonggu6 shi nar?
5 ]l sui tiimen?
6 Women qu shi didn zhimg,
7 Zenmeyang he hi (green) chti?
8 ZhOu Deiin mei you jie hun le.
9 Wting taitai bu chi fan u/dnsbang,

10 Zhdng xidnsheng xidng qlng women, jiu women bu qlng
tii.



Exercise 3.4
Translate the following passage into colloquial English:

Women you si ge xidohdir; sdn ge nilhair, yi ge nanhair. Wo de
pengyou hen duo (many). Wo qing lidng ge pengyou mingtidn
uidnshang lai (come) women jia eh] [an. Wo airen hen bit
giioxing yinwei (because) ta bu rensbi tiimen.

Exercise 3.5
Translate into Chinese:

1 The girl is three years old, the boy is two.
2 Is he married? No, he isn't.
3 Are you (plural) going to his home for a meal tomorrow

evening?
4 Where is she now (x;anzai TW)? She is in London (Lundun) .
5 Do you (singular) have a steady boyfriend? No I don 't . I am

only (use cai) 151
6 The two of us are really fond of coffee.
7 What time will you be at home?lHow about 70'c1ock?/Fine,

7 it is then. (Use jiit.)
8 My wife is smashing, but (dansh;) she doesn 't like talking

much (shuo hua).
9 Where is your friend? I'd like to invite him for a meal.
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In this chapter you wlllleam
• how to say where you come

from and what nationality
you are

• the Chinese equivalents of
foreign names

• to make appropriate remarks
and responses during a meal



26 a Mr King and his girlfriend Miss Scurfield (ShI xiaojie) have

a arrived at the Lis' for dinner.

f Wang Wo gei nTmen jieshao yfxia, May I introduce you to my
C I/give/you/introduce// girlfriend, Shi Aili? This
Ill. .zM wei shi wo de nO gentleman is Mr U and:El

this/MW/be/my/female/ this is Mrs U.
pengyou, ShTAiIT. ZM wei
friend/Shi AiIi/This/MW/
shi U xiansheng, zM wei
be/Li/first-born/this/MW/

2
shi U taitai.
belUlMrs/

~ (t.)} ShTxillojie, nfn Mo! How do you do, Miss
Shi/Miss/you/good/ Scurfield.

ShT U xiansheng. U taitai, How do you do, Mr and
U/first-born/UlMrs/ Mrs U.
nTmenMo!
you/good/

LT QTng sufbian zu6 ba. Please make yourselves
Invite/follow convenience/sit// comfortable.

LT (t.) ShTxillojie, nfn ye shi c6ng Are you from Britain too,
Shi/Miss/you/also/be/from/ Miss Scurfield?
Yinggu6 lai de ma?
hero country/come/If

ShT Shi, wo ye shi c6ng Yes,l am.
Be/I/also/belfrorn/
Yinggu6 lai de.
hero country/come//

LT A, nTmen /ill d6u shi Ah, you are both British.
Ah/you/two/both/beI
Yinggu6ren.
hero country people/

LT (t.) ShTxillojie, nfn ziJizMr zu6 What are you doing here
Shi/Miss/you/at/here/do/ Miss Scurfield?
sMnme?
what!

ShT Wo zai zMr xuexf Hany(J. I'm studying Chinese
I/at/here/study/Chinese language here.
language/

LT Nfn ziJinll ge xuexiao Which school are you
You/at/which/MW/school/ (studying Chinese
xuexf Hanyi1? language) at?
study/Chinese language/



ShT Wo zai Beij7ngDaxue xuexf I am study ing (Chinese
27 ,I/at/Beijing/big study/study/ language) at Beijing

Hanyii. University. !.
g

Chinese/ CD

U Xuexiao IT shenghu6 What's it like there? C

School inside/life/
Ill.

S
zenmeyang?
howl

ShT Hen bUcuol It's great!
Very/not wrong/

U(t.) Nimen yfding hen e le. You must be ravenous.
Youldefinitely/very/hungry// Let's eat. We are going to gWomen chi fan ba. Jintian eat Chinese tonight, if
We/eat/meal//Today/ that's all right with you?
wanshang chi ZMnggu6 cai
evening/eat/China/dish(es)/
xfng ma?
be OK//

Wang Hao jflel Marvellousl
Good/extremely/

U Bie keqi, zlj7/ai ba. Make yourselves at home.
Don't/be polite/self/comel/ Do help yourselves. Can
Nimen hul yang kuaizi ma? you use chopsticks?
You/know/use/chopsticks//

Wang Hul yang, danshi yang de bD Yes, but not very well.
Know/use/but/use/not/
hao.
good/

LT Mei guanxi . . . Ng, nTmen It doesn't matter . . . Hm,
Not/concern/Hm/you/ you are both pretty good .
d6u yang de bUcua al
both/use/not bad!/

LT(t.) Wo zua csi, zuc de bD Sorry, I'm not much of a
I/make/dish/make/not cook.
hao, qTng yuanliang.
good/invite/forgive/

ShT Nfn tuo c8i, zua de Mn You cook very well.
You/make/dish/make/very/
hao.
good/

LT (t.) ShTxiaojie hul zua cai ma? Can you cook, Miss
Shi/Miss/know/make/dish// Scurfield?

ShT Hul yldianr, danshi A little, but I am a very
Can/one drop/butt plain cook.
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jishiJ bU gaol
technique/not/tall/

!. Wi1Ing Ta Yinggu6 cBi She cooks wonderful
!f
G She/hero country/dish/ English food.
I: zuo de feichang Mo.
Ill.

S make/extremely/good/
LT ZMnggu6 cai zuo de What about Chinese food?

Middle country/dish/make/
zlmmeyang?
howl

ShT Wo Zhonggu6 cai I'm not much good at

0
I/middle country/dish/ making Chinese food.

~
zuo de bU zenmeyang.
make/not/howl

LT(t.) NTmen zuiMo sMo shuo You'd better talk less and
You/most good/less/speak/ concentrate more on your
hua, duo chi fan ba, food, otherwise it'll all get
speech/more/eat/meal/l cold!
yaoburan cBidou liang le!
/otherwise/dish/all/cool//

wei (MW)
xiaojle (n)

sufbian
shl. •• de

c6ng (prep.)
Yinggu6 (N)

li1Ii (v)
a (interj)

dou (adv.)
Yinggu6ren (n)

zher (PW)
zuO (v)

xue(xl) (v)
Hanyu (n)

na (QW)
xuexiao (n)

Beijing Oaxue (N)
(n +) IT

shenghu6 (n, v)
bucuO

y[dlng (adv.)
e (adj.)

for persons (polite)
Miss, young lady
do as one pleases
see 4.4
from
Britain, England
to come
ah,oh
both, all
British (person)
here
to do, to make
to study
Chinese language
which?
school
Beijing University
inside (+ n)
life; to live
pretty good
certainly, definitely
hungry



le
jintlsn (TW)

cal (n)
(adj. +) jOe

bie (adv.)
keqi (adj.)

zljT(p)
yong (v)

kuaizi (n)
danshi (conj .)

-de
mei (You) gusnxi

I1g (interj.)
yuanliang (v)

yldiAn(r) (n)
jlshu (n)

gso (adj.)
felchang (adv.)
bu z6nmeyang

zul (adv.)
zulhAo (adv., adj.)

shAo (adv., adj.)
shuo hua (v-o)
duo (adj., adv.)

yaobu(ran) (conj.)
Iiang (adj.)

Grammar

new situation
today
dish; vegetable
extremely (+ adj.)
don't
polite (lit. guest air)
oneself
to use
chopsticks
but
see 4.8
it doesn't matter
hm
to forgive
a little
technique
tall, high
extremely
not up to much
most
had better; best
less; few
to speak, talk
more; many
otherwise
cool
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1 More on measure words
When zhe ' this' and na 'that' occur with a noun in the singular
or as pronouns (with a singular noun understood) or with a
number, then the appropriate measure word must be inserted:

zhe we; xidoiie 'this MW (unmarried) young lady'
na we; xiiinsheng 'that MW gentleman'
zhe we; 'this MW one (person understood)'
nil tiling ge ren 'those two MW people '

This rule applies equally well to such question words as jt 'how
many' and nd 'which': (both of which must be followed by
measure words):



Question: Td gei niif bei jiu?
'How many glasses of alcohol did he give you?'

Answer: Td gei wo sdn be; jiu.
'He gave me three.'

Question: NI zai na ge xuexiao xuexi Hanyu?
'Where do you study Chinese?'

Answer: Wo zai Beiiing Daxue xuexi HanyU.
'I study Chinese at Beijing University.'

Note that wei is normally used with more formal nouns such as
xidnsheng, xidojie, etc. but not with nouns such as ren. The xido
in xidojie is pronounced second tone in practice, as jie, though
neutral here, still carries enough weight to turn xido into a
second. Convention has us write it as third tone however.

Exercise 4.1
Insert the missing measure words in the following sentences:

Na x uex iao bucui: ~ Na ge xuexiao bucuo.

1 Zhe xidojie zai Beijing Daxue xuexi HanyU.
2 Na xidnsheng shi ni aireni
3 Wang taitai you jl xiaohair?
4 Na wu ren dou sbi ni pengyou ma?
5 Tiimen jl zhimg lai women jia chi (an?

2 Foreign names (I)
Certain very common and/or very well-known foreign surnames
and Christian/given names have set equivalents in Chinese, e.g.
Smith: Sbimisi (Shf mi si), John: ¥uehim (¥ue han). Thus John
Smith would be written ¥uehan.Shfmisi, the '.' between the
two indicating that the name is foreign. Since the majority of
Chinese names consist of three characters or 'syllables' , most
foreigners who regularly come into contact with Chinese people
often adopt a three syllable name. Sometimes all three syllables
are an approximate transliteration of the foreign surname,
otherwise the Chinese practice of generally having one syllable
for the surname and two for the given or Christian name is
adopted. Thus Miss Scurfield has adopted the Chinese surname
Shi 'history' and the given name Ai/{ (ai If) 'loves principle'.
Almost all Chinese given names have a meaning, hence the
origin of such names as 'Beautiful Jade' and 'Flowering Plum
Blossom' which appear in some English translations of Chinese
literature and a good transcription of a foreign name should
follow this practice.
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'You are eating at my home
today.' (Lit. You/today/at/my/
home/eatlcooked rice/.)

(Lit. Helfrom/China/comes)
'He comes from China.'
(Lit. We/tolbeautiful country/go)
'We go to America.'

When an adverbial phrase of 't ime when' (see 3.8) and an
adverbial phrase of place both occur before the verb, the rule is
time before place:

Nimen jintian zai wo jia
chifem.

Women dao Miiguo quo

3 Adverbial phrases of place
Adverbial phrases of place usually consist of a preposition and a
place-word and are generally put before the verb as in:

Wo zai zher xuexi Hemyu. 'I study Chinese here.'

Other prepositions such as cong 'from' and dew 'to' also
function in this way:

Ta cong Zh6ngguo lai.

Note that words such as -/"inside', 'on', 'under', etc. occur after
the noun to which they refer. These will be dealt with in more
detail in Chapter 17.

4 Shi. .. de
An adverbial phrase of time, manner or place is emphasized by
putting shi in front of it and de after it. This construction can
only be used where the action of the verb has been completed, it
cannot be used for present or future actions:

Question: SbZxidojie, nin ye shi cong Yingguo /ai de ma?
Answer: Shi, wo ye shi cong Yingguo lai de.

A negative answer might have been:

Bu, wo shi cong Deguo (Germany) /ai de.

The stress does not always show in the English translation but
the following examples may illustrate the point more clearly:

Question: N'shi ba did« zh6ng lai de ma? Did you come at 8?'
(Was it at 8 that you came?)

Answer: Bu, wo shi qi didn ban lai de. 'No, at 7.30' (It was at
7.30 that I came.)

Question: N, shi zuo che (sit vehicle) /ai de ma? 'Did you come
by bus/car?' (Was it by buslcar that you came?)
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Answer: Bit, wo shi zou lit lai de. 'No I came on foot .' (It was

on foot that I came.)

5 Abbreviations
You might be forgiven for thinking that given the nature of the
Chinese language , abbreviations would be out of the question,
but you would be wrong. The Chinese love abbreviations, the
pithiness of which has echoes of their classical past. Hence
Beijing Daxue 'Beijing University' becomes Beida, Nanjing
Dexu« 'Nanjing University ' becomes Nanda and so on. As you
can see the first syllable from each word has been picked out to
form the abbreviation. The most likely targets for abbreviations
are institutions and political movements.

6 The particle le
When le occurs at the end of a sentence it is often referred to as
the 'modal particle le'. In this text it is used to indicate that a
new state of affairs or situation has appeared:

Nimen yiding hen e le 'You must be starving' (whereas
previously you weren't);

Cai dou lidng le 'All the food is getting/will get cold' (whereas
previously it was piping hot!)

You might find it helpful to think of this as the 'new situation' le
or the 'change of state' le. This has to be accepted in its very
broadest sense as the Chinese almost always use it with such
questions as:

Xiaohair jT sui le? 'How old is the child?' (Lit. Child/how many/
years/become)

Xianzai jf didn le? 'What time is it?' (Lit. Now/how many/
o'clock/become)

where the concept of a change of state has been stretched to its
limits.

7 Don't! bie

The negative imperative is formed by putting bie in front of the
verb or adjective acting as a verb:

Bii keqi! 'Don't stand on ceremony!'
Bii shui) hua! 'Don't speak! '



If le is added after the verb or adjective acting as a verb, the
command is softened and sounds much less like an order:

Bie hejiu le! 'Now, now, no drinking! '.

8 De with the complement of degree
The Chinese character for this de is quite different from the de
in Chapter 3, but they are identical in pinyin because they are
the same sound and are both toneless. The function of this de is
to indicate what the Chinese call the complement of degree, i.e.
it is used with a word indicating manner or degree as in the
following pattern:

Yang de hen bdo 'to use something (very) well'.

The table below shows the essential workings of the
complement of degree.

s

a Positive form:

b Negative
form:

c Question form
with ma:

d Question form
without ma:

e Question form
using
zenmeyimg:

f With an
object:

g With an object
omitting the
first verb:

h With object as
topic:

S V de CD
Ta yang de hen bdo.
S V de bu CD
Ta yang de bit bdo.

S V de CD ma? }
Ta yang de haa ma?
S Vde CD bu CD
Ta yang de haa bu
haa?
S V de zenmeyilng?
Ta yang de
zenmeyang?
S VI 0 VI de CD
Td yimg kuaizi yimg
de hen bdo.
so VdeCD
Ta kuaizi yang de
hen bdo.
OSVdeCD
Kuaizi tii yang de
hen bdo.

He uses it (very)
well.
He doesn 't use it
well.

Does he use it
well?

How does he use
it?

He uses
chopsticks well.

As for
chopsticks he
uses them
(very) well.

D He uses
chopsticks
(very) well.
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Note that:

1 It is the complement of degree and not the verb which has
things done to it when we use this construction in the
negative or question form (see table above a-e) .

2 The complement of degree marker de must always directly
follow its verb. If there is an object then the construction is
as in f or g above.

3 If we wish to emphasize the object this may be put before the
subject and the first verb is omitted as in h. This has the
effect of making the object into a kind of topic which the
speaker then goes on to talk about (see 2.5).

4 When adjectives such as hao act as verbs and are standing
alone , they are normally preceded in the affirmative by the
adverb hen 'very'. Although in these cases hen does not have
the full force of the English word 'very' its function is to
indicate that the statement is absolute. Without hen some
kind of contrast or comparison is implied:

Td bdo. 'He is nice' (implying that someone else isn't)
Td hin bdo . 'He is (very) nice' is complete in itself and has no

such overtones.

The same rule applies when these adjectives are used as
complements of degree in the positive form (see a, f, g and h
above); but not in the negative or question forms (see b, c, d
and e).

Exercise 4.2
Make the following statements into sentences using the
complement of degree given in brackets. Give more than one
form where appropriate:

Ta chi [an (hen duo) ~ Td chi (Cm, cbi de hen duo.
~ Td fan cbi de hen duo.
~ Fan td chi de hen duo.

1 Women xuexi (hen sbdo)
2 Nlmen shuo Hanyu {bucuo}
3 Ta shenghu6 (bit zenmeyang]
4 Na ge Ten zuo ZbOnggu6 cai (hen hdo}
5 Zhe ge pengyou shui) hua (bit duo).

Exercise 4.3
Turn the following statements into questions (three forms) and
then answer them in the negative:



Na ge xidohdir ZUQ de hen hdo.
~ Na ge xidohdir ZUQ de hdo mai
~ Na ge xidobdir ZUQ de hdo bu hdoi
~ Na ge xidohdir ZUQ de zenmeyangi

Negative ~ Na ge xidohdir ZUQ de bit hdo.

1 Tii shuo Hanyu shui) de hen hdo.
2 Wo yi ge pengyou (my one MW friend =one of my friends)

he jiu he de hen duo.
3 Sht xidojie xuexi de hen man (slow).
4 Gongren (worker) jintidn lai de hen shdo.
S Yingguoren ZUQ Yinggu6 cai, ZUQ de hen bdo.

9 Duolshao + verb
Duo or shdo before the verb conveys the idea of doing more or
less of the verb: sbdo shui) hua 'speak less', duo chi fan 'eat
more'. This construction can only be used with full verbs and
not with adjectives used as verbs. (Shao giio does not mean 'to
be less tall'. This phrase would be meaningless.)

o Interrogation - Chinese style?
Mr and Mrs Li have not previously met Miss Scurfield so they are
anxiousto find out who she is and what she does where. This is very
typical of a first meeting - somewhere, you are being fitted into an
imaginaryfiling system!

Modesty
When talking to a second party, the Chinese have a long cultural
tradition of denigrating themselves and their achievements but of
praising the other party. They will do this both spontaneously and
in response to compliments paid. As food is a major topic of
conversation for the Chinese, this cultural tendency is often very
pronounced when the quality and quantity of a meal are under
discussion. Remarks by the host and the hostess that it is only 'a
very simple meal' y( dun bian fan (Lit. one/MW/simple/cooked rice)
and 'there are no dishes worth speaking of' mei snenme cai, are
almost de rigueur even though guests know they have gone to
enormoustrouble and expense to prepare the meal. Good examples
of this modesty are Mrs Li's Wo zuo cai, zuo de bU hao, qTng
yuanliang and Miss Scurfield's very Chinese answer to the question
as to her own cooking ability: Hui yidianr, danshi jishU bU gao. Of
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course it is common practice for the listener to follow up such
remarks with a compliment to the speaker as occurs here. Mrs U's
cooking is delicious Ni zuo cBi, zuo de hen hao , and Miss Scurfield
cooks wonderful English food Ta Yinggu6 cBizuo de feichang hao!

Exercise 4.4
Answer the following questions on the text :

1 Wang xidnsbeng de nii pengyou shi sbei (who)?
2 Shi xidoiie sbi bu shi Yinggu6ren?
3 Sbi xidojie zai Zhonggu6 zuo sbenmei
4 Zai Beijing Daxue shenghuo hao ma?
5 Tiimen jintian u/dnshang chi sbenme cai?
6 Wang xiiinsheng he (and) Shi xidojie kuaizi yong de hdo bu

hao?
7 Lt taitai zuo cai zuo de zenmeyang?
8 Sh] xidojie hui bu hui zuo Yinggu6 cai?

Exercise 4.5
Translate the following passages into colloquial English:

1 Wo hui zuo cai danshi zuo de bit bdo, Wo de nii pengyou
shuo wo de jishit bit giio , Women you hen duo Zhonggu6
pengyou, tdmen zuo Zhonggu6 cai zuo de bacuc: Tiimen
yong kuaizi ye yong de hen hdo. Ni ne?

2 Wo yi ge pengyou qit Fagu6 (France) gongzuo (to work).
Fagu6 cai hen hdo chi-tii chi de hen duo. Xianzai ta hen
pang (fat) le. Tii airen shui): 'NI shdo chi fan, duo gongzuo
zenmeyangi ', Wo pengyou shuo: 'Shdo chi fan hao dansbi
duo gongzuo bit hdo!'

Exercise 4.6
Translate into Chinese:

1 I myself (zijt) can't cook but my husband cooks marvellously.
2 Are you French? We are both French too.
3 Did that gentleman come at 2.30? No, he came at 3. (Use

sbi . .. de)
4 Where are you studying Chinese? How are you getting on?
5 He came from America. He is working here.
6 What's the time? You must be starving!
7 I've got no free time today but I'm not working tomorrow.

Would 10 o'clock suit you? (Use xing.)
8 She's not very good at using chopsticks but she cooks really

good Chinese food.
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38 ~ Mr King and Miss Scurfield are just finishing the ir meal at
Dl t e Lis'...
;t LT Bie keqi, zai duo Don't stand on ceremony,~

C Don't/polite/again/more/ go on, eat a bit more.
l/).

chi yidian(r).-=.:: eat/a little/
Wang Chi Mo le, eai dou Mn I've had enough, it was

Eat/ful l/dishes/all/very/ delicious.
Mo chi.
good/eat!

0
LT (t.) Nimen yuanyi he kafei M ishi Would you like tea or

You/want/drink/coffee/or/ coffee?c.n he eM?
drink/tea/

Wang W6sufbian. I'm easy.
I/follow convenience/

ShT He cM ba. Let's have tea.
Drink/tea //
(He wan le cM) (After having tea)
Drink finishlltea/

LT (t.) Shixiaojie, kanyikan w6men Would you like to have a
History/Miss/look look/we/ look round our little house,
de xiao fangzi ba? Miss Scurfield?
lIittle/housel/

ShT HaD, xiexie nfn. Yes, please. Yongshou, you
Goodlthank/you/ chat to Mr Li.
Y6ngshOu, ni
Eternal longevity/you/
pei U xiansheng tan hua
accompany/LilMr/chat!
ba ...
speech//

LT (t.) ZM shl ehUfBng, difang Mn This is the kitchen, it's very
This/be/kitchen/placelvery/ small so we have put the
xiao, su6yi bingxiang. fridge and the washing
small/therefore/ice box/ machine in the hall outside.
xiyiji dou We only have three rooms,
wash clothes machine/both/ one for our son, one for
fang zai waimian ting Ii. our daughter ...
putlin/outside/hall inside/
W6men zhi y6u san ge
Welonly/have/3/MW/
fangjlan, erzi yl jian , nO'er yl
room/son/1/MW/daughter/



jian .. .
391/MW/

ShT Haizimen you zi]T de fangjian Children can study in la...
Children/have/own//room/ peace if they have their =r

CD

kayT ananjingjlng de dil shQ. own room. ~
can/quietl/read/book(s)/ -=

Li(t.) Wo he lac LTde fangjian zhT Old Li's and my room has
.;l

I/and/old/Li//room/only/ to serve both as bedroom
Moyoudang and living-room.
good/again/serve as/
washl yau dang
bedroom/again/serve as/ 0ketTng. CJ'I
Iiving-room/

ShT NTmen de kating bUzhl de Your living-room is
You//living-room/decorate/ beautifully fumished.
hen piaoliang. Dianshl Is it a colour lV or black
very/beautiful/Television/ and white?
shl caisa de Mishi
be/colour/for /
hei-bBi de?
black and white//

LT(t.) Shl caisa de. Yao bu yao It's colour. Would you like
Be/colour//Want/not/want/ to watch something?
kan ylxia?
look//

ShT BiI yang le. Shfjian bU zao le, No, thanks. It's getting late,
Not/use//Time/not/ear1y// we ought to be getting back.
women (yTng)gai hul qu le.
we/ought to/return/golf

W6ng Shfjian gua de zhen kuai. LT The time's flown. Mr and
Time/pass/really/fast/Li/ Mrs Li, we must be on our
xiansheng. LTtaitai, women way, thank you for your
Mr/Li/Mrs/we/ marvellous hospitality.
dei zou le, xiaxie nTmen de We've had a wonderful
must/leave//thank/you// time and caused you no end
reqlng zhaodai. of trouble.
warm-hearted/hospitality/
Women wanr de feicMng
We/have fun/extremely/
gaoxlng, gei nTmen tian le bU
happyno~you/addHnot/

sMomafan.
few/trouble(s)/



U Mei sMnme, huanyfng
Not have/what/welcome/
nTmen zAi ISi wanr.
you/again/come/have fun/

Wiingl Yfdlng lai. Xiaxie nTmen.
ShT Certainly/come/Thank/you/

ZiJ.ijian.
Again see/

U Man z6u, man zou.
Slow/go/slow/go/

Not at all, feel free to come
again.

Thank you, we certainly
will . Goodbye.

Mind how you go.

o From Chapter 5 onwards , the appropriate measure word (MW) is
c.n placed in square brackets after its noun unless it is ge , in which

case it is omitted. Some nouns have two measure words , ge and
a more formal one. Where this is so, both have been indicated .

zal (adv.)
chi-bAo (RV)
hAG chi (adj.)

yuanyl (aux. v)
hiilshl

-wan (RVE)
kan (v)

xlAo (adj.)
fiingzl (n) [suo, ge]

p81 (v)
tan hua (v-o , n)

chUfiing (n) [jIan, ge]
difang (n)

suoyJ (conj.)
bingxlang (n)
xTyiJi (n) [taij
fang (zaij (v)

walmlan (PW)
ting (n)

zhT (adv.)
fiingJlsn (n)

erzl (n)
Jlsn (MW)

nO'er (n)
hiilzl (n)

k6yJ(aux. v)
anjlng (adj.)

again
to eat one's fill
tasty, delicious
to be willing; to want
or (used in questions)
to finish verb + -ing
to look; to see; to watch;
to read
small
house
to accompany
to chat; conversation
kitchen
place
therefore
refrigerator
washing machine
to put (in)
outside
hall
only
room
son
for room
daughter
child
can, may
quiet



••• de
du shii (v-a)

he (conj.)
lAc (adj.)

zhT hAo (adv.)
you ••• you

dang (v)
woshl (n)
keting (n)
buzhl (v)

piilloliang (adj.)
diillnshl Oi) (n) [taij

cAise (n)
hei-bai (adj.)

yillo (aux. v, v)
bu ••• Ie

shijian (n)
do (adj.)

(ying)gai (aux. v)
hur (v)

guo (v)
kuilll (adj.)

d61 (aux. v)
zou (v)

reqrng (adj.)
zhaodilli (n, v)

tian (v)
mafan (nlv, adj.)

mel (you) shenme
huinyt'ng (v)

zillijiilln
man (adj.)

see 5.6
to study
and
old
have to
both ... and ...
to serve as; be
bedroom
living-room, lounge
to decorate
beautiful
television
colour, multicoloured
black and white
want to, must, to want
not . . . any more
time
early
ought, should
to return
to pass, to cross
quick, fast
must, need
to leave, to walk, to go
warm-hearted, enthusiastic
hospitality, to entertain
to add, increase
trouble, troublesome
it's nothing
to welcome
goodbye
slow

Grammar

1 Resultative verbs (I)
Not all compound (two syllable) verbs are resultative, e.g.
renshi, jieshao and xuexi are not. At this stage the easiest way to
recognize resultative verbs is by their endings. We have three
examples of common resultative verb endings (or complements
of result) in this chapter viz. -bdo, -todn and -qa. Chi bdo means
to 'eat one's fill' where cbi is the verb and bdo is the resultative
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verb ending expressing satisfaction of appetite. Bdo can only be
used with cbi in this way but it can stand on its own, meaning
'to be full'.

Wo bdo le 'I'm full' (change of state le). He wan means 'to finish
drinking' where he is the verb and wan is the resultative verb
ending expressing completion. Unlike -bdo, -usin may be found
with many different verbs, e.g, kan, zuo, shuo, cbi.

Resultative verbs (11): Simple directional
endings

e .. .-qu is a directional ending indicating direction away from the
_. speaker or point of reference and is used with verbs of motion

and transference of something or somebody from one place to
another. Thus hut qu means to go back:

Women giii hui qu le 'We ought to be going back' (change of
state le), i.e. previously we didn't have to go back, now we
do . .. -ldi is used in exactly the same way but to indicate
direction towards the speaker or point of reference. Hui la;
would mean 'to come back', the point of reference being where
the speaker is when using it. For other common resultative verb
endings of both types see the relevant sections in Chapter 12,
pp.126-7. NB Lai and qu are normally toneless when used as
simple directional endings .

Exercise 5.1
Insert lai or qu in the following sentences depending on the
position of 'the speaker' which is given in brackets:

Zbao xidnsbeng hut daxue __ le. (We all stayed in town) -t
Zbao xidnsheng hut daxue qu le.

1 Deng xidojie yiu» hut Zhimgguo __. (Point of reference is
where she is now, i.e. Yinggu6)

2 Erzi jin (enter) keting __ le. (Everybody is in the lounge)
3 Tii jin toosb] __ le. (Everybody is in the lounge)
4 Nimen yinggiii hut jiii __. (Parents to children on the

phone)
5 Wo xidng hut Yinggu6 _ _ . (Speaker is in China).

2 Haishi in questions

Hdisbi ' or' is placed between two statements thereby making
them alternatives from which the listener must choose one:



Nlmen yuimyi he kii.fei htiishi he cha? 'Would you like tea or
coffee?'

If the subject or object in both halves is the same it need not be
repeated (this holds true for any two clauses, not just ones using
hdisbi, and is a feature of Chinese), but there must be a verb in
both halves even if it is the same verb:

NT mdi (buy) bingxidng hdishi tii. mai? 'Are you buying the
fridge or is he?'

Note in another example from the text:

Diansbi shi cdis« de hdishi hei-ba! de? The sbi in hdish! is
allowed to stand for the verb sbi in the second half - this is the
only exception to the rule. Try saying hdishi shi and you'll
understand why.

Exercise 5.2
Make the two statements into one question using bdishi:

Nlmen kim diansbi, } N V k' d O' hi h" bi k' h-~
Nimen kim shu (v-o read). ~ tmen an tans z ass , an s u.

1 Tiimen xlbuan cbi fan.
Tdmen xibuan shu6 hua.

2 Deng taitai yao mdi (buy) bingxidng,
Deng taitai yao mdi xTyiji.

3 Zh6u xidnsheng qu Faguo.
Zhiing xidnsbeng qu Faguo.

4 Shijianguo de kuai.
Shijiii.n guo de man.

S Wo pengyou de (angzi mei you chufang.
Wo pengyou de (angzi mei you yushi (bathroom).

6 NTxuexi Hanyu.
NTxuexi dilT (geography).

3 Reduplication of verbs
In much the same way as yixia in 2.2, repeating the verb has the
effect of softening the suggestion, question or statement.
Monosyllabic verbs often have yi inserted between the two parts
when they are repeated e.g, kimyikan. Disyllabic verbs cannot
be treated in this way so jieshaoyijieshao would be incorrect.
Again, like yixia, repeating the verb can also convey the
meaning of 'having a little go' at doing the action of the verb in
both the sense of a trial and in doing something fairly quickly. It
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can also indicate repetit ion of the action with verbs such as (uxi
'to revise'.

4 Fang+zai
Zai + Place-Word is used after certain verbs such as fang 'to
place', xii 'to write ', ji 'to record', zhu 'to live', shui 'to sleep',
ZUD 'to sit' and zhan 'to stand'. As we have seen in 4.3, adverbial
phrases of place generally occur before the verb so these are
exceptions to that rule. Some people say that zai is acting as a
resultative verb ending in such cases, i.e. that something or
somebody comes into existence at some place as a result of the
action of the verb. (It may just be simpler to memorize these
verbs separately when they are used in this way.)

5 Pluralizer suffix -men
We have already met -men used after pronouns in the singular to
make them plural, wo becomes women, etc. Where it is deemed
necessary to avoid ambiguity it can also be used after nouns
indicating people to show that these are plural, although it is
used quite sparingly and often only under certain conditions.
The suffix -men is commonly used when addressing people in
a speech.

Pengyoumenl 'Friends', Tongzhimenl 'Comrades' (This could
be thought of as the Friends, Romans and Countrymen use of
-men!) or when making a statement about people in general as
in the text:

Hdizimen you zijT de (angjiiin ...

but is not used when the people are specified in any way:

Chufang IT de hdizi 'The children in the kitchen' (and not
Chu(ang IT de hdizimens. It is probably best avoided unless you
are sure of your ground.

6 Adverbs + de
Certain adjectives can be used both before verbs as adverbs
(adverbial adjuncts) and after verbs as complements of degree.
Such adverbs indicate the manner or state of an action and are
used with the particle de before the verb:



Td hen gaoxing de qu tdmen jia todnr 'He went off very happily
to their home (to enjoy himself)'.

The Chinese character for this de is again quite different from
the de we met in Chapters 3 and 4 but it is identical in pinyin.
De may be omitted if the adverb is not itself modified, i.e, if
there is no hen, {eichang, etc. in front of it:

Tii nun xuexi Hlmyu 'She studies Chinese hard' .

7 Adjectives
Monosyllabic adjectives generally occur directly before the noun
they refer to but as soon as they are modified by hen, {eichang,
etc ., the marker de (see 3.5) must be inserted between the
adjective and its noun:

Hdo ren 'Good person/people' but Hen bdo de ren 'Very good
person/people'.

8 Reduplication of adjectives
Some adjectives can also be repeated to indicate some degree of
intensification:

h6ng /ian '(a) red face' but h6ngh6ng de lidn 'a really red face'.

With disyllabic adjectives the first syllable is repeated and then
the second:

gaogaoxingxing (not gaoxinggaoxing) with the fourth syllable
being stressed. Adjectives are often reduplicated when used as
adverbs as in 5.6, with reduplicated disyllabic adjectives
generally taking de before the verb. The de is optional with
reduplicated monosyllabic adjectives:

Hdizimen giiogiioxingxing de qu xuexiao 'The children go
happily to school'.

Nlmen gai haohiior (de) xuexi 'You ought to study hard'.

Note that in spoken Chinese, the second syllable of a
reduplicated monosyllabic adjective is often pronounced in the
first tone and takes an 'r' on the end. Not all adjectives can be
reduplicated or used as adverbs in this way so it is advisable to
learn them as you go along. In addition to hdo, monosyllabic
adjectives such as kuai, man and zdo frequently occur in this
capacity.



9 He
He 'and' cannot be used nearly so frequently as 'and' in English.
It can only be used to join two noun constructions or pronouns,
but not to join two verbs or two verbal clauses:

Wo he Li xiiinsheng 'Mr Li and I' (in Chinese wo normally
comes first).

Zhongguoren he Faguoren dou xihuan cbi [an. 'The Chinese
and the French both enjoy eating '.

Now, however, some intellectuals who have been exposed to
European languages may use he to join two verbs or two verbal
clauses.

10 Uo and xiao
Instead of using the Chinese equivalent of Christian or given
names when addressing colleagues or people in your peer group
on an informal basis, ldo or xido is often put before the surname
depending on whether the person in question is older or younger
than you. Thus an older colleague with the surname Zhiing
would become lao Zhiing, whereas a younger colleague called
Ding would be xiiio Ding. There is no hard and fast rule about
this, however, and some people in the same peer group who
become xiiio or lao will still be xiiio or lao even in their fifties,
sixties and beyond within that peer group. The choice of which
one to use largely depends on your own judgement, but normal
practice is to follow the form of address used by your colleagues
who have been there longer. It also conveys a feeling of intimacy,
note that Li taitai refers to her husband as ldo Ll. It is not
generally used when addressing foreigners.

11 You ... you ...

You . . . you . . . is used with two verbs or with two adjectives
acting as verbs to express the meaning 'both ... and .. .'

Tii you giio you haokan. 'He's both tall and good-looking'
(good look/see).

Wo he ldo Lt de fangjiiin zh! hao you diing tooshi you diing
keting. 'Lao Li's and my room has to serve both as bedroom
and sitting-room.'



12 The nominalizer de
a Following on from 3.5 we see that de placed after a pronoun

or adjective makes it into a noun:

Diansbi shi caise de hdishi hei-bdi de ? 'It is a colour TV or
(a) black and white (one)?'

Non de si sui. 'The boy (Lit. the male one) is 4.'
Xiaohair shi ta de . 'The child is his/hers.'

Thus wo de on its own means 'mine', ni de 'yours', etc.

b Where an adjective and a noun form one idea, de is omitted:

Reqing zbiiodai 'kind hospitality'.
Fawen ztlzhi 'French magazines ' .

13 Bil verb le
The negated form of the change of state le (see 4.6) is bu
verb .. . le which conveys the meaning that the subject (if there
is one) no longer does the action of the verb or that the situation
as stated by the verb is no longer the case:

Shijian bit wo le (Lit. time not early any more) 'It's getting late'.
Wo bit he jiu le (Lit. I not drink wine any more) 'I've given up

drinking'.

This is the only case in which bU can occur with le. Note that if
the verb is you then mei has to be used instead of bu:

Wo me; you diansbi le 'I no longer have a TV'.

14 Auxiliary verbs
There are several examples of auxiliary verbs in the text, viz.
yuanyi, keyT, yao , gai and dei. (We have already met xlhuan and
xidng in previous chapters.) These occur before action verbs
or verbal expressions and cannot take verbal endings or verbal
suffixes. Compare the seven examples below:

Wo yuanyi he kafei 'I'm for coffee' (as opposed to anything
else).

Wo xidng he kafei 'I'd like some coffee ' (now or in the near
future).

Wo xihuan he kafei 'I like (drinking) coffee' (permanent state of
mind).

o
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Wo yao he kdfe; 'I want some coffee' (now or in the near future,
expressing a stronger desire than xidng).

Wo (ying)gdi he kdfe; 'I ought to drink coffee ' (it is less
fattening, etc.).

Wo dei he kdfe; 'I must drink coffee' (necessity).
Wo kiyi he kafe; 'I can drink coffee' (capability or permission).

For further information on auxiliary verbs see Chapter 12,
pp.127-30.

15 Duo and shao + noun
Duo and shdo are exceptions to the rule that monosyllabic
adjectives directly precede their nouns or that when modified
they must take de. They cannot stand on their own before the
noun but occur with hen and without de:

Hen duo ren 'many people '.

Shao is more likely to occur with bu with the meaning of 'quite
a lot of ' or 'quite a few':

Bu sbdo mdfan 'quite a lot of trouble'.

It is important to note, however, that Chinese usage differs from
the English in that a sentence such as 'many people go/want'
is much more likely to be expressed as qu de ren hen duo
rather than hin duo ren qic; although both are grammatically
correct.

16 Punctuation
In a list, even if it only consists of two items, e.g. bingxiang;
xiyiji, the Chinese use a form of pause-mark or dunhilO (. )
between the items and not a comma. A comma is reserved for
longer pauses.

o Polite talk
The Chinese have a whole series of expressions for almost every
social occasion ranging from Chi bao le ma? 'Have you eaten your
fill?' or Chi fan le ma? 'Have you eaten?' to Huf lai le ma? 'Have you
come back?' . You might only have gone out to pump up your bicycle
tyres but are still asked if you are back when you return five minutes
laterl Such expressions serve as a means of phatic communion
between individuals, giving a feeling of community at very little cost



to the individuals themselves. Mr King's little speech as he and Miss
Scurfield are about to leave contains several typical examples of this
'polite talk' which we would consider as cliches but which appear
very natural to the Chinese. Gel nTmim tlan le bD sMo meten is a
wonderful example of this. Man 'slow' features quite widely In polite
talk with such exhortations as NTmen manmanr ch; 'Take your time
(over eating)' if somebody has finished eating and he or the host
does not wish the others to feel they have to follow suit. NTmen
manmanr zuo ba 'Sit slowly' you are told when the person you have
come to see is nowhere to be seen and you are in for a long wait!
When taking leave of somebody, the standard parting remark is
'go slowly' (usually repeated) Man z6u, man z6u. (If you are on
your bicycle [or horse] it becomes Man qf, man qf 'Ride (astride)
slowly'!).

Exercise 5.3
Correct the word order in the following sentences:

Nt kcm diansbi zai zher ~ Ni zai zber kan dianshi.

1 Difang xido, bingxidng; xtyiji dou zai zher fang.
2 Xiaohair he niundi (milk) zai chufang xianzai.
3 Ta yuanyi qu zdozdor.
4 Wo tidn le hen duo mafan gei nimen.
5 Lt ldosbi (teacher) hui gaogaoxingxing de daxue qu le.
6 Ren de waimian dou sbi ndnde.

Exercise 5.4
Translate into colloquial English:

]tntian u/dnshang xidobdir qu wo mama nar (my mum's place).
Difang hen da, bingxidng; xtyi;t ta dou you. Haizi xibuan todnt;
wo mama ye xlbuan dai (to take) tdmen qu kan dianying (film)
danshi ta you mei you qidn (money) you mei you shijian; zhi hdo
rang (let) tdmen zai da hudyudn (garden) It wdnr. Wanr wan le
tdmen keyt zuo zai chufang It tan hua; chi fan. Chi wan fan
tdmen keyt kan (cdise) dianshi.

Exercise 5.5
Translate into Chinese:

1 My friend and I (5.9) would like to go to America (Meigu6).
2 Where is he watching TV? In the bedroom or in the sitting-

room? (Leave out It.)
3 Father (Fuqin) says he doesn't recognize you any more.
4 (When) he got old, (he) (jiu) gave up drinking. (Use jiu in the

second clause and change of state le in both clauses.)
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5 She likes teaching and studying. (Use you . . . you plus v-o

constructions.)
6 He's no alternative but to stand (zhlm) there. (Use zb! hao.)
7 I'll finish decorating the living-room and then (jiu) quietly

read a book.
S Thank you for your wonderful hospitality. I'll certainly come

again.
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In this chapter you will learn
• how to describe the

appearance of a house and
garden in simple terms

• how to describe the furniture
and appliances in each room

• how to describe the most
common items in each room
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a house, fangzi [su6, gel

1
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1 roof wudlng 7 tree shu [ke]
2 window chuanghu 8 vegetables shuca;
3 door men 9 curtain chuanglian
4 garage cheku ground floor yil6u
5 flowers hua [duo] first floor er16u
6 garden huayuan



living-room, keting; dining-room, tanting

1 sofa shafa 18 radio shouyinji
2 chair ylzi Iba] [tai, gel
3 window chuanghu 19 CD player guangpan
4 curta in cbudnglidn bofangji
5 carpet ditan 20 DVD player shuzishipan

[kua'l bofangji
6 electric fan dianshan 21 coffee chaji
7 picture huar table [zhiing, gel

[zhang] 22 table zhuozi
8 bookcase shujia [zhang]
9 vase hudping 23 knife Mozi Iba]

10 dictionary zidian [ben] 24 fork chazi Iba]
11 novel xiaoshuo 25 spoon shaozi

[ben] 26 salt yan
12 book shu [ben] 27 pepper hujiao
13 telephone dianhua(ji) 28 mustard jiemo

[ta'l 29 glass bOlibii
14 television dianshi(ji) 30 vinegar cu

[tail 31 soya sauce jiangy6u
15 table lamp taiding 32 cup biizi
16 electric light diandeng 33 radiator nudnqipian
17 ashtray yanhuigang (central heating nuanqi)
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54
kitchen, chUfang Ulan. gel

1 sink xhodncbi, 12 tin/can gutmtou
chizi 13 pail, bucket shuftong

2 tap longto» 14 washing xfyfjf
3 bottle pingzi machine [tall
4 Thermos reshufping 15 freezer binggui

flask 16 refrigerator bingxidng
5 wine bottle jiuping 17 microwave weibolu
6 ironing board tangyfjia oven
7 iron yilndou 18 sugar tang
8 plug chiitou 19 coffee kafei
9 socket chiizui» 20 flour mianfen
'''''''-" .. ..

10 electric cable dianxian 21 Indian tea hongcha
[gen] 22 Chinese tea liichd

11 switch kiiiguiin 23 Jasmine tea huiichd



bedroom, washi [jian]

13

1 double bed shudngren- 7 mirror ; ingzi [kuai]
chuang 8 alarm clock naozhong
[zhang] 9 mattress chutingdiiln

(single bed, ddnr en- 10 blanket tdnzi [zhang]
chuang) 11 brush or shuzi [ba]

2 duvet , quilt beizi comb
[chuang] 12 chest of wi4douchu ,

3 sheet chuangdan drawers wi4dougui
4 pillow zhentou 13 picture huar [zhang]
5 pillow case zhentil o 14 table lamp tdideng
6 wardrobe yfgui 15 stairs, staircase Mutf

55
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bathroom, xTzaojian or yiJshi

1 toilet we;shingzht 7 bath towel yujfn, da
paper [juan] mdojin [kuatl

2 toilet cesuo 8 tap l6ngtou
3 bath xizdopen, 9 shower (linyu)

yupen pentou
4 washbasin xtlianpen 10 plug sa;z;
5 towel rail mdojinjia 11 toilet soap x;angzao
6 face flannel m;anjfn, [kuatl

mdojin 12 toothpaste ytigao [tong]
[kuatl 13 toothbrush ytishua [bti]

Although an increasing number of Chinese possess some
modern appliances, some of the washing machines, showers,
toilets and such like that you will see in less affluent homes,
hotels or work units definitely belong to another era.
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In this chapter you w1l1leam
• how to talk about yourself

and your family
• how to say how old you are
• how to compare and

contrast
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a Zhang Zhanyi is an attendant at the Beijing Hotel. In this
lesson he introduces himself and his family:

Wo jiao Zhang Zhanyi. / Wojia zai Beij7ng./ Wo jia you wi/ kou ran /
My name is Zhang Zhanyi. / My home is in Beijing. / There are 5
people in my family /-
baba, mama, gage, jiejie he wo. / Wo mei you didi. ye me! you
meimei. /
Mum, Dad, an elder brother, an elder sister and me. / I haven't got
any younger brothers or sisters. /

Wo jiejie sanshf sui. hai mei you zMo deo duixiang ne ( = hai mei
you jie hOn ne/).
My elder sister is 30 and still hasn't got a steady boyfriend (Le. is still
unmarried),
zne zh6ng qfngkuang zai ZMnggu6 hen sMo. / Gage bTjiejie xiao
Ii8ng sui.
this is very unusual in China. / My brother is 2 years younger than my
sister,
bTwo da yf sui ban. /
but 1'/2 years older than me. /

BaOO, mama nianji bijiao da le. / Baba j7nnianliushfyi sui. shi (yl) ge
lao jiaoyuan,
Mum and Dad are getting on a bit. / Dad is 61 this year, he has been
a teacher for many years,

.zai Beij7ng Yi/yan Xueyuan jiao waigu6 liuxuesheng Hanyii. /
and teaches foreign students Chinese at the Beijing Languages
Institute.·/

Mama bTbaOO xiao san sui. yTqian shi ge gongran,
Mum is 3 years younger than Dad, she used to be a (factory) worker
xianzai yijing tuixiO le. / Tamen lia shentTfaichang Mo. /
but she's (already) retired now. / They are both in excellent health. /

Jiejie zai yiyuan dang yisheng. gage zai budui dang bing.
My sister is a doctor in a hospital, my elder brother is in the army,
suoyTtamen biJ chang(chang) zai jia. /
so they are not at home very much. /

Wo zai Beij7ng Fandian dang fuwuyuan. gongzuo you yidian(r)
dandiao
I am an attendant at the Beijing Hotel, my work is a bit monotonous
danshi wo he t6ngshimen de guanxi hen Mo. suoyThai guo de qu. /
but my workmates and I all get along very well so it's not too bad. /

Women yi jia ran ganqfng ye dou hen Mo. rizi guo de hai bUcuo/ /
We're a very close family too, so life is pretty good on the whole! /

.. Now known as Beijing Yiiyan Daxue (Beijing Language [and
Culture] University).



jlao (v)
kou (MW)

baba (n)
mama (n)

gege (n)
jl6jle (n)
didl (n)

melmel (n)
zMo (v)

-dao (RVE)

zh6ng (MW)
qrngkuang (n)

bT (prep.)
da (adj.)

ban (num)
nlanji (n)

bTjlao (adv.)
jinnlan (TW)
jlaoyuan (n)

861jing Yiiyan
Xueyuan* (N)

jlao (v)
walgu6 (adj., n)
liuxuesheng (n)

yTqlan (adv., conj.)
gongren (n)

xlanzal (TW)
yTjing (adv.)

tulxlu (v)
shentT(n)
yiyuan (n)

yisheng (n)
budul (n)

bing (n)
chang (chang) (adv.)

861jing Fandlan (N)
fUwUyuan (n)

songzuo (n, v)
dandlao (adj.)

t6ngshl (n)
guanxl (n)
hal (adv.)

ganqrng (n)
rlzl (n)

to be called, to call
for family members
daddy, dad
mummy, mum
elder brother
elder sister
younger brother
younger sister
to look for
to manage to do the action of the
verb, up to
sort, kind
situation
compared with
big, grown up
half
age
relatively
this year
teacher (as a profession, not a title)
Beijing Languages Institute·

to teach
foreign (country)
student studying abroad
previously, before
worker
now, at present
already
to retire
health, body
hospital
doctor (as a profession, not a title)
army
soldier
often
Beijing Hotel
attendant
work, to work
monotonous, dull
colleague, fellow worker
relation(ship)
still, in addition
feeling, emotion
day, date
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.. Beijing Yiiyan Xueyuan is now known as Beijing Yiiyan Daxue
(Beijing Language [and Culture] University).
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Grammar

1 More on names
A Chinese wishing to know your name can either ask for your
surname Ni xing shenmei (Lit. You surnamed what?) 'What is
your surname?', to which the reply is Wo ring ZhanglLiIWang,
etc. or for your given name, which in the reply is almost
invariably prefaced by the surname. Thus Ni jiao shenme
mingzi? (Lit. You called what given name) 'What is your name?'
normally elicits the response Wo jiao or Wo (de) mingzi jiao
Surname (one character) + given name (normally two characters
though single ones do exist).

2 'Mum and dad' or 'Dad and mum'?
Note the word order of the following: baba precedes mama,
gege precedes jiejie and didi precedes meimei.

3 Use of ye
Ye joins two verbal clauses here and although its basic meaning
remains unchanged it may be translated as 'either' or 'and' when
used in this way. The example from the text: Wo mei you didiye
mei you meimei could also have read Wo mei you didi he
meimei. (NB he can only join two noun constructions or
pronouns). To an English speaker the latter appears neater but
the Chinese seem to like the construction with ye and use it
frequently:

Wo ;iao Yingyu, ye jiao Fayu 'I teach English and French'
although Wo jiao Yingyu he Fayu would be equally correct.

Note that when dou and ye occur together ye always precedes
do«. (See the example in the text.)

4 Ha; me; you . . . ne
Mei you (Lit. not have) precedes the verb to indicate that the
action of the verb has not taken place. You may be omitted:

Ta me; (you) jie hiin 'He/she isn't/hasn't married'.

The addition of hai before mei and ne at the end of the clause
convey the idea that the situation is ongoing, thus in:
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5 The comparative with bi
The simplest form of comparative is A bi B + appropriate
adjective:

Gege hi jiejie xido (Lit. Elder brother/compared with/elder
sister/small)
'Elder brother is younger than elder sister.' C

Gege bi wo da (Lit. Elder brother/compared with/me/big) -....I
'Elder brother is older than me.'

Wo jiejie . . . hai me; you zhdo dao duixiang ne

the expectation appears to be that she will or that at least she's
still in with a chancel

The amount by which B is older or younger than A comes after
da or xido:

Gege bi jiejie xido lidng sui 'Elder brother is two years younger
than elder sister.'

Geg« bi wo da yi sui bim 'Elder brother is 11
/ 2 years older than

me.'

Exercise 7.1
Make each of the two statements below into one comparative
sentence using bi:

Wo siinshi sui. } W: V bi v , da si
W Vp ' ershilii; ~ 0 i u/o pengyou a SI SUI.o engyou ers I IU SUI.

t Erzi sbisi sui. 5 Zhimgguo cM bdo he.
Nii'er jiu sui. Zhongguo jiu bu hdo he.

2 ]iejie siinshiwi4 sui. 6 Zhongguo cai bdo chi.
Meimei ershijiu sui. Yingguo cai bubdo chi.

3 ShT AilT ershiyi sui. 7 Tii de shenti hdo,
Wang Yimgsbin« ersbisan sui. NI de shentl bubdo.

4 LTtaitai sisbiqi sui. 8 Wo ndn pengyou giioxing.
LTxiiinsheng wushi sui. Wo bU gdoxing,

6 Ds andxiao

With the basic meaning 'big' and 'small', respectively, dO. and
xido are used here to express age, usually in the comparative
sense even if this is not explicit. When asking a child her/his age
the question form NI iT sui le? is used but for adults it is:
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Ni nidnit duo da le? (Lit. You/year record/how/big/) or
Ni duo da nidnii le? (Lit. You/how/big/year record/)

the modal particle le being used to convey the idea that the
record of years has become big. Duo is used in a similar way
with other adjectives such as chdng 'long', kuiin 'wide' to ask
the degree of length, width, etc. and is translated as 'how' in
such cases as above: Duo chang? 'How long?' Other
compounds with da and xido are: daren (big person) 'adult';
daxue (big study) 'university'; xidoxue (small study) 'primary
school'; dajiii (big home) 'everybody'. NB xidoren (small
person) 'a mean person'! As a verb, da conveys the idea of
growing up:

Hdizi da le 'The child(ren) haslhave grown up' (Lit. got big).

When stating that an adult is old or young in absolute terms
then the adjectives ldo (old) and nidnqing (years light) are used
not da and xido,

7 Yi + measure word

When yi occurs with a measure word in the spoken language,
the yi is often omitted:

Wo you (yi) ge hdo t6ngshi 'I have a good colleague!'
Biiba ... sbi (yi) ge ldo jiaoyuan 'Dad's been a teacher for many

years.'

8 Job+yuan
In post-1949 China many job descriptions were changed to
convey a greater sense of equality. -yuan was added to the end
of the description to indicate the person engaged in such an
activity, e.g. jiaoyuan (teach/person) 'teacher'; (uwuyuan (serve/
person) 'attendant'; shouhuoyuan (sell/goods/person) 'shop
assistant'; sboupiaoyudn (sell/ticket/person) 'bus conductor,
booking office clerk, box-office clerk'. Yuan also has the
meaning of 'member', e.g. dangyuan 'party member'.

9 Indirect object before direct object
This basically follows English usage:

Baba ... zai Beiiing Yuyan XueyucJ,n jiiio waiguo liuxuesheng
(1.0) Hanyu (0.0).



10 Sentence final particle le

Although used in the same position as the change of state le
(see 4.6), i.e, at the end of a sentence, this le indicates that a
certain state of affairs has already taken place. Some people call
this the accomplished fact le. Mama . . . xianzai yTjingtuixiu le.
Even the Chinese find it difficult to use le consistently so any
pointers are invaluable. One such is that le is almost invariably
found at the end of a clause with yTjing ' already' as in the
example taken from the text. The question form is made by
adding ma to the statement ending with le or by adding me; you
after it:

Mama tuixia le ma? }
Mama tuixiu le me; you?" 'Has mum retired?'
Mama tuix;u me; tuix;u? is also possible.
(Light stress only on mei with you becoming toneless.)

.. This is identical to the choice-type question form found in 1.5
except that the verb is not repeated. You is never omitted in this
type of question form. The negative form is made with me; you
+ verb where you may be omitted.

Mama me; you tuiX;u .} 'M h 't ti d'
Mama me; tuix;u. urn asn re Ire .

11 More on the topic construction

In the two sentences

Tiimen Uti sbenti feichting hdo (Lit. [As for] they/two/body/
extremely/good) and

Women yi jia ren gdnqing ye dou hen hdo (Lit. [As for] our/one/
family/peoplelfeelings/also/alVvery/good)

both tdmen Uti and women yi jia ren are acting as topics,
the subject of the two sentences being shenti and gdnqing
respectively. The direct object can also be emphasized by putting
it at the beginning of the sentence as a topic which is often
'resumed' with Mu before the verb. In this case, dou refers back
to the object and not to the subject. Note that dou can never
refer to a direct object which follows the verb:

Bingxidng; xTyiji wo d6u you (Lit. [As for] fridge/wash clothes
machine/llboth/have) 'I've got a fridge and a washing
machine'.
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As was said in 2.5 this is a favourite construction of the Chinese
with its own distinctive flavour.

12 You yidian(r) + adjective
'A little + adjective'. When the adjective used conveys a negative
or derogatory sense, even if this is only subjective on the part of
the speaker, then you yiditin(r) is put in front of the adjective. If
no such sense is implied then the order is adjective + yidian(r):

Re yiditin(r) hdo, 'A bit hotter would be better.'
You yiditin(r) re. 'It's a bit on the hot side.'

13 Potential resultative verbs
(For resultative verbs see 5.1.) A potential result is indicated by
the insertion of de for the positive form ('can') and bu for the
negative form ('cannot') between the verb of action and its
resultative ending:

CUD qu 'to pass' (as of one's days), gUD dequ 'able to pass', gUD
bu qu 'unable to pass '; kcmjian 'to see'; kan de jian 'can see',
kan bu jian 'can't see'.

The question form can either be made by adding ma to the
positive form of the statement or by putting the positive and
negative forms together as in 1.5:

Tii zbao de dao zhiio bu dao dUiXiang?}Can he/she find a
Tii zhdo de dao duixiang ma? marriage partner?

(Note that the tone comes back onto simple directional endings
and onto the first 'half' of compound directional endings when
they form part of a potential resultative verb.)

14 Yi + noun
In this context yi + noun conveys the idea of 'all', 'whole':

Yi jiii ren ' the entire family', yi shin han (Lit. alUbody/sweat)
'covered in perspiration',

yi lidn bong (Lit. whole/face/red) 'blush to the roots', etc.



o More polite talk

A whole series of conventional formulae used to exist in pre-1949
China for asking and replying to such questions as one's name, the
state and well being of one's wife and children (note wife not
husband!), etc ., even one's house was elevated to the rank of
'mansion' when its whereabouts were being ascertainedl Perhaps
the most common of these formulae is the question Nfn gui xing?
(Ut. Your/expensive/sumame), often translated as 'Your honourable
surname, sir?' The correct response used to be Bi xing (Lit.
Miserable/humble surname) whatever it was. The question form is
still quite widely used today but not the response. One may also be
asked about one's 'expensive country' gui gu6 or one's 'expensive
school' gui xiao! Such terms are commonly employed in letters for
instance, where the language tends to be less idiomatic and more
literary in style.

Brothers and sisters
A Chinesewill always tell you whether his brother or sister is younger
or older than himself by using the appropriate term. If he simply
wishes to tell you that there are X number of sisters in the family
without specifying how many are older and how many areyounger he
can simply use the term jiemei combining half of j/ijie with half of
me/mei, but this does imply that there is at least one of each. (An
alternative to jiemei is zimei.) Similarly there is a collective term for
brothers, xiongdi, although in this case a more literary term for elder
brother is employed. Oriental inscrutability comes into play in that
xiongdi is equally acceptable as dixiong but meijie and meizi are
incorrect. Members of the congregation in the Chinese Protestant
Church often refer to themselves as dixiong. zimei.

Exercise 7.2
Fill in the blanks with the number supplied in the brackets:

Zhdng xidnsheng you __ ge jiijie (3) ~ Zhiing xidnsheng you
san ge jii jie.

1 ShTxidoiie you __ ge geg« he __ ge meimei. (2, 1)
2 Wo didi _ _ sui. (27)
3 Ldo jiaoyuan _ _ sui, shentThen hdo, (80)
4 Zhe ge g{mgren bi nil ge gimgren xido __ sui. (5)
5 Tii airen bl ta mdma da_ _ sui. (4)
6 __ ge fuwuyuan zai Biijing Pandian gongzuo. (99)
7 Na ge yisheng he __ bei jiu he __ bei ktifei. (6,2)

o
.......
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Exercise 7.3
Answer the following questions on the text:

1 Zbiing Zhanyi de jia zai ndr?
2 Ta jia you ji kou ren?
3 Tii you mei you didi; meimeii
4 Ta jiejie jie hun le mei you?
5 Ta gege duo da nianji le?
6 Zhdng Zhrmyi nianji duo da le?
7 Tii baba zai ndr jiao Hrmyu?
8 Ta jido shei Hanyu?
9 Tii mama bi baba da ma? Mama nianji duo da le? Hdi

gongzuo mai
10 Tamen Ua shenti zenmeyang?
11 Zbdng Zhanyi ddng gimgren ma?
12 Tii de gongzuo guo de qu guo bu qu?
13 Tiimen yi jia ren gdnqing hdo hdishi bu hao?

Exercise 7.4
Translate the following passages into colloquial English:

1 Wo jiejie ershijiu sui, hai mei you jie hun ne. Tii zai Shanghai
ddng yisheng, Ta hen xlhuan ta de gimgzuo. Wo mama shuo
ta yinggai jie hun, yi ge nil hdizi bu jie hun bu xing. Wo jiejie
shub, wan yiditin(r) jie biin mei you gudnxi danshi wo mama
bu t6ngyi (agree).

2 Zbin« Gengxin shi Tidniin ren. Ta shi ge gongren. Ta jia you
si kou ren - baba; mama, didi he ta. Didi ersbiyi sui, bi ta
xido yi sui ban. Didi zai Beijing Daxue xuexl Yingyu. ZhOu
Gengxin ye xuexi Yingyu danshi ta xuexi de shijian hen
shdo, suoyi ta Yingyu hen bu hdo.

Exercise 7.5
Translate into Chinese:

1 What's your name? My name is Shi Aili.
2 She has neither brothers nor sisters.
3 I invited two Chinese friends to come to my house for

dinner (wanfan 'late rice') tomorrow evening.
4 That chap (3)/studying Chinese (2)/at the Beijing Language

University (1)/hasn't come yet. (Follow the word order
indicated. Link 2 and 3 with de.)

5 My friend is twenty-eight but she is still unmarried.
6 Has that American doctor in Shanghai already retired?
7 That British girl (3)/studying Chinese (2)/at Beijing University

(l)/is a fantastic cook. (Use complement of degree.)



8 My wife and her two younger sisters are very close.
9 Many Chinese speak English really well.

10 My girlfriend is one year older than I am but two years
younger than my elder brother.

11 That person is not very nice so I haven't invited him for a
drink .

12 We haven't got a washing machine or a colour TV but we
still manage all right. (Use the topic construction with dou.)

c....
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CD In this chapter you will learn

• how to describe your living
conditions

• more about directional
endings

• how to use the conjunctions
before, when and after

• how to say where places
and things are



D Zhang Zhanyi describes his family's living conditions. 69

Women znud« hen jifmdan, zhTyou san jian tang jia shang chUtang ~
We live very simply, we only have three rooms plus kitchen 6'
he cesuQ. / Fumii de washl t6ngshfye dang keting. / i
and toilet. / My parents' bedroom also serves as the living-room. /

Wo he gage shul(zai) yf ge fangjian, women mei (ge) ran (dou) you
My elder brother and I sleep in one room, we each have
yl zMng shuzhuo, zai ner du shu zong(shi) bTzai keting IT anjlng de
duo ./
a desk, it's always much quieter studying there than in the
living-room. /

Jiejie de fangjian bTwomen xiongdi lia de na jian hai xiao, ~
My elder sister's room is even smaller than my brother's and mine,
zhTtang de xia yl zhang chuang, yi zhang xiao xiao de zhuozj he yi b8
yTzi./
it can only hold a bed, a tiny table and a chair. /

Women xiongdl, zTmei canjia gongzua yThau, chUle xit1xi na tian
yTwa;,
After my brothers and sister and I started working, we're not at home
hen shao zai jia, suoyTzhu de mei you yTqianname Ji, fUmii ye bT
very much, apart from our day off , so we're not as cramped as we
used to be,
yTqian zhiJ de shufu yixia. /
and my parents are also somewhat more comfortable. /

Wo xiang zai Xifang yiban zhufang bTwomen da xia. / NTmen chUle
I think accommodation in the West is generally more spacious than
ours. / Apart
washi yTwa; ha; you keting, youde you shutang, youde hai you
from the bedroom(s), you also have a living-room, some people have
a study, others have a dining-room too
fanting, tingshuo you huayuan de ye hen duo. /
and there are also many with gardens. /

Women jia jiaju biJ duo, keting IT you yi zMng shuangrenchuang,
yfge
We haven't got much furniture in our house, there's a double bed, a
shafa, yf ge yigui . yi tai dianshi(j7). / Hai you yf tao ziiheyinxifmg,
settee, a wardrobe and a TV in the living-room. / There is also a hi-fi
shi Riben hua. / FengrenJ7 shl gu6chan hua . /
which is Japanese. / The sewing-machine is made here On China). /

Chi fan de shfhou, da yuanzhuo he yTzi dou ban jinlai. / Dongtian
We bring in the big round table and chairs when we eat. / In winter
tianqlleng de shfhou, danwei gei women shao nufmqi. / Suiran nTmen
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when the weather is cold, the (work) unit tums on the central heating.
/ Although
fads gu6jia gongzi bTwomen gao de duo, danshi women
wages in (your) advanced countries are much higher than ours, our
tangzu, shuTdianteidfmg dou bTnTmen pianyi duo le. /
rents, water and electricity charges, etc. are all much cheaper than
yours. /

Women jia difang bU da, keshi an ZhOnggu6 xianzai de biaozhiJn,
Our home is quite small, but by present Chinese standards
women guo de hai bUcuo. /
we're doing pretty well.

jiandsn (adj.)
jia (shang) (v)

fumu (n)
t6ngshl (TW)

shul(jiao) (V[-oD
mei (p.ladj.)

shuzhuo (n) [zhang]
nar

zong(shi) (adv.)
xlongdl (n)
-xla (RVE)

chuang (n) [zhang]
zhuozl (n) [zhsng]

yIzl (n) [ba]
zTmei (n)
csnjls (v)

yThou (conj.; adv.)
chClle ( ••• yIwaQ

xluxl (v)
tlsn (n)
zhu (v)

jT (adv.; v)
shUfu (adj.)

(yl)xli (adv; MW)
Xil8ng (n)

ylbsn (adv.; adj.)
zhUfang (n)

youde (p.)
shUfang (n)

fingshuo (v)
jlsju (n)

simple
to add
parents
at the same time
to sleep, go to bed
each, every
desk
there
always
brothers
have the capacity to
bed
table
chair
sisters
to join; attend, take part in
after, afterwards
except, apart from
to rest
day;sky,heaven
to live ~n, at)
crowded; to squeeze
comfortable
somewhat; some, a few
the West
generally; general
housing, accommodation
some
study
be told, hear of
furniture



shuangren-chuang (n) [zhang]
zuheyinxiAng (n) [tao]

Riben (N)
hUG (n)

fengrenji (n) [taij
gu6chAn (sdi.)
••• de shihou

yuan (sdi.)
ban (v)

-jlnlai (CDE)
dongtian (n)

tianqi (n)
leng (sdi.)

danwei (n)
shao (v)

suiran ••• danshi
fada (sdi.)
gu6jii (n)

gongzi(n)
fangzu (n)

shuTdlanfel (n)
deng (n)

planyi (sdi.)
keshi (coni.)

an (zhao) (prep.)
blaozhun (n; sdi.)

Grammar

1 Order of adverbs

double bed
hi-fi
Japan
goods
sewing-machine
made in one's country
when .. .
round
to (re)move
verb + in (See 8.9)
winter
weather
cold
unit
to bum
although
developed; advanced
country
wages
rent
water and electricity charges
etc.
cheap
but
according to, on the basis of
criterion, standard
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Where more than one adverb precedes the same verb a definite
word order has to be observed (see 4.4 and 7.3) . Generally
speaking it is the monosyllabic adverb (ye, dou, j;u, etc.) which
directly precedes the verb, but if it occurs with bu or me; the
order is:

(adverb +) monosyllabic adverb + bulmei + verb.
Women ye dOu bu qu 'None of us is going either'
Tiimen jiu me; la; 'So they didn't come'

Thus t6ngshi precedes ye in: Fumu de ioosh ) t6ngshi ye diing
keting,



2 Me; ... (dou) .
One of the ways of expressing 'each, every' in Chinese is by
using the pronoun mei. There is usually a measure word
between mei and its noun but this may be omitted when the
noun is ren. Tuin 'day' and nidn 'year' act as measure words as
well as nouns and therefore directly follow mei. The sentence
with mei is often reinforced by the adverb dou before the verb.
In such cases dou refers back to mei+noun which mayor may
not be the subject of the sentence:

Me; zhdng zhuozi 'every table'.
Me; ge ren or mei ren 'everybody'.
Me; tidn 'every day'.
Me; bd y{Zi dou hen shutu 'every chair/all the chairs is/are very

comfortable'.
Td me; tiiin todnshang dou qu 'He goes every evening'.

3 More on the comparative
When we wish to extend the simple comparative (see 7.5) to
denote 'much more ' or 'even more' the constructions are as
follows:

A biB + appropriate adjective de duo (complement of degree de,
see 4.8). Or A bi B + appropriate adjective duo le.

e.g. A bi B hdo de duo or hdo duo le means 'A is much better
than B'.

The first example of this in the text is:

zai nar du shu zong(shi) bi zai keting If anjing de duo (at/there/
study/books/always/compared withlat/sitting-room in/quieti
much) . 'It's always much quieter studying there than in the
living-room.'

When we wish to say that A is 'even more ' or 'still more' the
quality of the adjective than B, the construction is:

A bi B hai (or geng) + adjective.

e.g. A biB hai bdo means 'A is even better than B'. The adverb
hai has the basic meaning of 'still, in addition'. In this context it
has the same meaning as the adverb geng 'still more, even more'.

]iejie de ftingjian bi women xiongdi lia de na jian hai xido (Lit .
elder sister/room/compared withlwelbrothers/two/ that room/
even more/small) 'Elder sister 's room is even smaller than my



brother's and mine'. Note that hen 'very' can never be used in
the comparative.

When we wish to say that 'A is up to B's standard of whatever
the adjective is' then the construction is:

A you B (namelzheme) adjective 'A is as adjective as B'.

Zhi: tao zuheyinxiang you nil tai name pianyi 'This hi-fi is as
cheap as that one'. The negative form, which is used more
frequently, depicts an inferior degree, i.e. that A is not up to B's
standard of tallness, goodness, etc. See text:

suoyt zhu de me; you ytqian (zhu de understood) name it (Lit.
thereforellivellnotlhave/previously(1ive)/solcrowded) 'so we're
not as crowded as we used to be' . You may be omitted in the
negative form.

4 Yihou, yiqian, de shihou
Yihou 'after',yiqian 'before ' and de shihou 'when' occur at the end
of the clause to which they refer, the reverse of English word order:

xiuxi yihou 'after having a rest'.
shui jiao yiqian 'before going to bed'.
dimgtidr: tiiinq] ling de shihou 'when the weather is cold in

winter'.

It is common practice for the subject not to appear until the
following clause although there is no fixed rule about this:

Sbang cesuo de shihou women bu yinggai chi fan. (Lit. get onl
toiletlwhenlwe/notlought to/) 'We ought not to be eating when
we go to the toilet.' Note that yiqian and yihou can also act as
adverbs with the meanings 'previously' and afterwards',
respectively and as such they precede the verb.

Wo xianzai qu, ta ytnou quo 'I'm going now, she's going later'.

5 Tian and nian
As we mentioned in 8.2, tian and n;an act as measure words as
well as nouns so that they directly follow numbers and
demonstrative adjectives such as zh« 'this', nil 'that ', na 'which?'
and mei 'every':

na tian 'that day'.
yi nian 'one year'.
lidng tidn 'two days'.
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6 (Yi)xie
When it occurs after an adjective, (yi)xii (the yi may be omitted )
has the meaning 'somewhat'. It usually appears in comparative
sentences when used in this way as in the two examples from the
text:

Fumu ye bi yiqian zhu de shu{u (yi) xii (Lit . parents/also/
compared with/previously/livelcomfortablelsomewhat) 'Father
and mother are also somewhat more comfortable than they used
to be.'

Wo x idng zai Xifang yiban zhu{ang bi women da x ii (Lit. 11
thinklinlWestlgenerally/accommodation/compared with/us/big!
somewhat) 'I think that accommodation in the West is generally
somewhat more spacious than ours '.

Y'txii has another more important function as a plural measure
word meaning 'some, a few':

yixii (ada gu6jia 'some developed countries'. The yi is
sometimes omitted, particularly after the verb you:

you xii ren 'there are some people .. .' When used with zhe, na
or nd the yi is dropped and we have zhe xie, na xii or na xii
which mean 'these', 'those' or 'which(ones)', respectively. As xie
is in itself a measure word they are used directly before a noun:

Zh« xii Lundunren 'These Londoners'.
Na xii Niuyuiren 'Those New Yorkers' .
Na xii Ribenren? 'Which Japanese?' .

NB Zhe, na and na are also read as zhei, nei and nei respectively.

7 Y6ude
Youde 'some' + noun (or noun understood) may occur once,
twice or even three times in a sentence: .

Youde you shutting, youde hai you ranting (Lit. Some/have/
book room/somelin additionlhavelrice-room).

Wo de shu hen duo, youde you yisi youde mei you yisi (Lit. My/
books/very/many/somelhave/meaning!some/notlhave/meaning )
'I've got lots of books, some are very interesting, some aren 't.'

You(de) ren xlhuan kan shu, you(de) ren xlhuan kan diansbi,
you(de) ren xihuan kan dianying (Lit. Some/people/like/read/
book/some/peoplellike/watch/TV/some/peoplellike/watch/



electric shadow) 'Some people like reading, some people like
watching~ while others like watching films'. (Note that when
youde occurs with ren, the de may be omitted.)

Generally speaking youde + noun cannot be put in the object
position. We cannot say Wo bu xlhuan youde shu, the topic
construction has to be used instead: Youde shu wo bu xihuan
'There are some books I don't like.'

8 XyouY
Besides meaning 'to have' you also means 'there is, there are'. The
construction is normally word or phrase indicating position +you s=!
+Noun or Nominal Phrase i.e, (zai) X you Y 'there is/are Y at X' . ~

Lundun you bu shdo gongyuan (Lit . London has not few public
enclosures) 'There are quite a few parks in London'.

Zai 'at, in' is often omitted when the adverbial word or phrase
of place occurs at the beginning of a clause or sentence. Of
course, the sentence above could also be translated as 'London
has quite a few parks', the omission of zai making such an
interpretation possible but it is important to understand how
such sentences function grammatically otherwise it is easy to
come unstuck when more precision is required as in the
following example taken from the text:

Keting li you yi zhdng shudngrenchudng; yi ge shafa . . .
(Lit. Guest-room inside/havelllMW/pair people bed!lIMWI
sofa ... ). In this case you has to be translated by 'there is' and
not by 'have' .

9 Compound directional endings
In 5.1 we met the (simple) directional markers lai and qu which
indicate direction towards or away from the speaker or point of
reference. Compound directional endings show even greater
precision and are formed by combining verbs such as jin 'to
enter', chu 'to come or go out' with lai or qu and attaching them
to verbs of motion. Thus where in English we would say 'He
came running in', the Chinese for this would be Tii ptio jinlai le,
(Lit. He/runlenterlcome/), 'we came running out', women pdo
chulai le, 'they went running in' tdmen pdo jinqu le, etc. There
is a good example of this construction in the text: ... da
yuanzhuo he ylzi dou ban jinlai (Lit. Big/round tableland!
chair(s)/alVmove/enter/come) (speaker is in the living-room).
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NB Verbs with a compound directional ending (CDE) are often
written as one word, e.g, pdochulaiand as such both parts of the
CDE are usually indicated as toneless. For the sake of clarity I
have split the verb and its CDE as above and indicated the tone
on the first half of the CDE.

Where there is an object involved, this may go between the two
parts of the compound directional ending or follow it:

Wo na chu yifu lai or Wo na chiilai yifu 'I take out clothes' (na
'to take' [with the hand)).

Where there is a place-word involved, this may only go between
the two parts of the compound directional ending:

.. . da yuanzhuo he yhi dou ban ;in keting la; 'the big round
table and chairs are all moved into the living-room'.

Tiimen pao ch" huayuan qu 'They run/ran out of the garden'.
For further examples of this construction see Chapter 12,
p.127.

Exercise 8.1
Make a sentence from the following groups of words using the
compound directional ending indicated in brackets.

Yisheng zou yiyuan (jinqu) ~ Yisheng zou jin yiyuan quo

1 Filmu zou keting (jinlai).
2 Tdmen ban shuzhuo (chuqu).
3 Xiongdi ban shudngrenchudng (jinqu).
4 Xiaohair pao cesuo (chulai).
5 ]iaoyuan nd lidng ben shu (books) ixialai 'down', direction

towards speaker).

10 Voice
The sentence from the text given in 8.9, da yuanzhuo he yizi dou
ban jinlai appears to suggest that the table and chairs are
moving themselves insofar as no other subject is present. This is
a reflection of the fact that Chinese verbs in themselves are
neither active nor passive but that it is the context which makes
them one or the other.

11 Zhuozi but shiizhuo

In 3.9 we saw that modern Chinese is becoming increasingly
disyllabic and one feature of this is that some nouns which were



originally monosyllabic such as zhui», bei, yr, ping have become
disyllabic by the addition of a 'fill-in' zi to become zhuozi
'table', beizi 'cup', yrzi 'chair', pingzi 'bottle'. Other examples
we have met are erzi 'son' and hdizi 'child'. Another device to
satisfy this need for disyllables is to repeat the original sound to
give disyllabic nouns such as gege 'elder brother', didi 'younger
brother', jiijie 'elder sister', meimei 'younger sister', etc. As soon
as a noun becomes disyllabic in its own right then the zi or the
reduplication is no longer necessary. Examples are: shuzhuo
'desk' , yuanzhuo 'round table', jiubei 'wine-glass', dage 'eldest
brother' and dajie 'eldest sister'.

12 Suiran ... danshi
Many conjunctions in Chinese occur in pairs as in sutran
'although' ... dansb! 'but'.... There are many more which we
shall meet as we progress through the book. Sometimes one of
the pair, usually the first, is omitted. The last sentence of the text
could well have started with a suirdn but it is obviously
stylistically clumsy to have two consecutive sentences beginning
in the same way so it has been omitted. Note that keshi and
danshi 'but' are interchangeable.

o The three wheels and the four machines
Until recent times it was the aspiration of every Chinese household to
own at least one each of the 'three wheels' san tun: 'sewing-machine'
f(mgrimji, 'wristwatch' shOubiao and 'bicycle' zlxfngche. Once the
standard of living started rising the 'three wheels' were replaced by
the 'four machines' siP which were initially: dianshlj7 'TV', fengrenji
'sewing-machine', sh6uyinj7 'radio' and xTyiji 'washing machine'.
These were in turn replaced by the 'four big items' 81 da jliln (MW):
dianshlj7 'TV', xTyiji 'washing machine', luxiangj7 'video recorder' and
diimnao 'computer'. Even this term is no longer in general use. At one
point in the not so distant past Chinese brides would demand '48
legs' slshfba tiao tuT in their dowries, not more than four of which
could belong to chairsl (Washing machines and televisions would
count as having four legs a piece.) Now an apartment (or a house)
and a car are what are wanted. The Chinese language is particularly
suited to creating new idioms such as these.

As it is a language rich in homophones it also lends itself to punning
which is a popular form of Chinese humour. Thus Mr King's given
name in Chinese, y6ngshou, means 'eternal' y6ng, 'longevity' snou,
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but could also mean 'forever skinny' as the adjective for 'thin' has
exactly the same pronunciation and tone as the noun for 'longevity'!
(But of course they are two totally different characters.)

The 'unit'
The term diinwei usually refers to one's work unit which plays a
much more important role in daily life than in the West. It is normally
'the unit' which provides its employees with housing, organizes
excursions, provides them with cinema and theatre t ickets,
sometimes has its own holiday accommodation, buys essential train
tickets, and even decides when the central heating should go on and
off. Official forms almost always require you to state your work unit
which, in a sense, is part of your identity, and without which everyday
living is made more difficult.

Exercise 8.2
Answer the following questions on the text :

1 Zhang Zhcmyi de jia you jt jian (ting?
2 Zh« baokuo (include) bu baokuo chufang he cesuO?
3 Td (Umu shui zai niir?
4 Ta he shei (who) shui yi ge (tingjian?
5 Tdmen xiongdi de (tingjian da hdishi jiejie de (tingjian da?
6 ]iejie de fangjiiin fang de xia shenme jiajU?
7 Tiimen xiimgdi; zimei chdngchdng zai jia ma ?
8 Shudngrenchudng zai niir?
9 Zuheyinxiting shi bu shi YingguohuO?

10 Chule chi fan de shihou ytwai, da yuanzhuo he yfzi dou zai
keting Lt ma?

11 Zhimgguo fangzu , shutdianfei pianyi hdishi fada guojia
pianyi?

12 An Zhongguo xianzai de bidozhien Zhiing Zhanyi he ta yi
jia ren guo de zinmeyang?

Exercise 8.3
Can you correct the following bingjit?

Si didn zhimg bu jiit xing ~ Si didn zhimg jiit bit xing,

1 Mei fadO guojiii, fangzu do« hen gui (expensive).
2 ZhOngguoren bdo, Yingguoren diru ye hen hdo,
3 Fengrenji bit you zuheyinxiang name gu i.
4 Ylqidn shui jiao, yinggai shuii ya (brush teeth) .
5 Ta na ge tidn xiux! le.
6 Wo bU yuanyi xi yirude yifu (clothes).



7 Fuwityuan pdo (lJndifJn jin lai.
8 ¥lxie ge Ribenren gongzi hen gao.
9 SugeLan (Scotland) bi Meiguo anjing de hen duo.

10 De shihou tianqi hdo, yao bdohdor todntr],

Exercise 8.4
Translate the following passage into colloquial English.

Nf zijf de fangjian zenmeyang? liaju duo bu duo? Chule yi zhiing
chudng yfwai ni hai you sbenme jiaju? Zuheyinxiang, xiyiji;
difJnshiji dou you ma? Bingxiang ne?Nfxianzai zhUde bi yiqidn
shufu yixie ma? Nf de gongZi gao bu gao? Fangzu, shufdian(ei
gui bu gui? Shei gei ni shao nuanqi? Yiding bU shi ni de danwei
bai Nf guo de hai bdo ma? (Wo) Xiwang (hope) niguo de hen
hdo!

Exercise 8.5
Translate the following into Chinese:

1 There are a table and six chairs in the dining room.
2 Although it's generally very quiet in a study, many people do

not possess one.
3 When the weather is cold, everybody likes the central

heating on.
4 When your wages are high, (1)/it doesn't matter (3)/(if)

water and electricity charges are high too (2)/.
5 On the basis of existing criteria, Britain counts as (suan) an

advanced country.
6 It is not every sofa (which) is comfortable to sit on (hao

zuo).
7 Hi-fis are not as expensive (gui) as they used to be.
8 The parents didn't go yesterday (zuotian), my eldest sister

and I are not going today either.
9 (A) single bed (danrenchuang) is even cheaper than a double

one.
10 What else is there(3)/in life (1)/apart from eating (2)/?
11 Before (you) have a rest , please help (bangzhu) me move the

wardrobe out.
12 Although all (the) windows, doors (men), etc. are very clean

(ganjing), (the) tables (and) chairs are all filthy (zang).
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In this chapter you will learn
• breakfast vocabulary for

when you stay in a Chinese
hotel

• how to ask people if they
have ever done something

• how to use question words
in a non-question way



Zhang Zhanyi talks about Chinese hotels:

Beijlng de IOgu~n danrenfangjian tebie shao. / DuoshU shi
shuangrimtangjian. /
Single rooms in Beijing hotels are few and far between. / Most are
double rooms. /

Yaoshi nT yuanyi yf ge ran zhU shuangran tangjian, dangran ye
Of course if you wish to have a double room by yourself, you can,
key!, danshi w~ngw~ng yao tushuangranfangjian de fangfei. /
but you usually have to pay for a double. /

WBigu6 zhuanjia he Iiuxuesheng pfng gongzuazheng nuo (zhe)
Foreign experts and students can often enjoy preferential treatment
xueshengzheng, pfngchang keyTxi~ngshOu yOudai. /
on the strength of their (employer's) ID or student cards. /

ZhU waibin de da bUfen tangjian dou bBokua yushl
Most of the rooms allocated to foreign guests include (a) bathroom
he cesuo. / Yushi IT you yupen he IfnyiJpfmt6u, ye dou you
and toilet. / The bathrooms have bath and shower and are also all
maojln, yUjln, feizao, weishengzhT, bOlibei deng. /
equipped with towels, bath towels, soap, toilet paper, glasses etc. /

Mei ge fangjian IT dou you dianhua, dianshl, reshuTpfng,
Every room has a telephone , a TV, a Thermos,
chaye, chabei, liang kaishuT sMnmede. /
tea, teacups, cold boiled water and so on. /
(Da)duoshu zhU women fandian de waibin z~oshang chi Xican. /
The (great)majority of foreign guests in our hotel eat Western food in
the mornings. /

Youde ran xi~ng yang HanyiJ dlng cai. / Nfn yTqian jianguo
Some people would like to order in Chinese. / Have you ever seen

ZhOngwen caidan mei you? / Ruguo mei jianguo de hua, jiu
a Chinese menu before? / If you haven't, then take a look at the
kankan kewen xiabian de caidan ba. / Fuwuyuan c6ngqian yang
one below the text. / Hotel staff used to use
suanpan suan zhBng, danshi xianzai yang jlsuanjl de yue
an abacus to work out bills but more and more of them are now
lai yue duo le. /
using calculators. /

Beij7ngde fandian hen duo. / ChUle cMng qian shBng wan de
Beijing has many hotels. / Apart from thousands and thousands
y6uke yTwai, yf bUfen waigu6 gongsi de daibi~o

of tourists, a number of foreign company representatives
(jf shBngran)ye zhU fandian, suoyTfBndian de shengyl
(Le. business people) also live in hotels, so business (for the
hotels)
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zongshi hen bUcuo de. / Jiaqian que yue IBiyue guile,
is always very good indeed. / Prices On hotels) are becoming
erqie fUwu, sheMi hBi bU yfdlng gEm de sMng. /
increasingly expensive, however, and the service and facilities
(offered) cannot necessarily still keep pace (with them). /

Wo z8j Beijing Fandian gongzuo, jiachUguo de waigu6ren
I work in the Beijing Hotel and have come into contact with
hen duo. / Women Zhonggu6ren bUde bU cMngriJn tamen zai
many foreigners. / We Chinese have to admit that in certain respects
mou xia tangmian xiangshOu yfding de taquan, jfshTzM xia
they enjoy definite privileges, even if these are sometimes
tequan you (de) shfhou zhTxianyU sufshf dou keyTjin
merely confined to being able to go into a hotel at any time
fandian sMng casual / Qfshf sMi yongguo ZMnggu6 gonggong
and use the toilet! / Actually anybody who has used public toilets
cesuo, sMi dou hui t6ngqfng tamen zM zhong zuofa del/
in China will sympathize with their doing this! /

Uocan Cilidan
Breakfast Menu

Shuiguozhi (juz;zhf, (anqiezhf)
Fruit juice (orange juice, tomato juice)
Jidan (chtiojfdim, zhujfdim, jianjfdim , wojfdim)
Eggs (scrambled, boiled, fried or poached)
Huotul
Ham (Lit. fire leg)
Kaomianbiio
Toast (Lit. roast bread)
Huangyou
Butter (Lit. yellow oil)
Guojiang
Jam
Sum (niu)nai
Yoghurt (Lit. sour milk)
Kafei, hongcha, re (niu)nai, keke
Coffee, tea (Lit. red tea), hot milk, cocoa



wslbTn (n)
IOguAn (n)

danrenf~ngjlan (n)
tebl8 (adv.; adj.)

duoshu (n)
ysoshl (conj .)

dangmn (adv.)
wangwang (adv.)

tu (v)
shuangrenf~ngjlan (n)

f~ng-fel (n)
zhuanjla (n)

prng (v)
gongzuozheng (n)

huo(zhi) (conj.; adv.)
xueshingzheng (n)

prngchang (adv.; adj.)
xlangshou (v; n)

youdsl (n)
bUfen (n)

biokuo (v)
m~ojTn (n) [tlao]

yiljTn (n) [t1ao]
telz80 (n) [kusij

welshengzhT (n) Uuan]
ch~-ye (n)

cM-bil (n)
kilshuT (n)
shenmede

zaoshang (TW)
Xicin (n)

dlng (v)
jlsn (v)

-guo
Zhongwen (n)

caldan (n)
rilgu6 . .. (de hus), jiu

kewen (n) [ke]
xlsblanr (PW)

c6ngqlan (adv.)
susnpan (n)

suan zhsng (v-a)

foreign guest, visitor
hotel
single room
specially, special
majority
if
of course, naturally
more often than not; frequently
to pay
double room
room charge
expert, specialist
to rely on, to depend on
(employee's) ID card
or; perhaps
student card
usually; ordinary, commonplace
to enjoy rights, etc .; treat
preferential treatment
part, section
to include
towel
bath-towel
soap
toilet paper
tea(-leaves)
teacup
boiled water
and so on
moming
Westem food
to order (in advance)
to see; to meet
verbal suffix (see 9.2)
Chinese language (usually
written form)
menu
if . .. then
text
under(neath), below
previously, in the past
abacus
to make/work out the bill
(fig. 'settle accounts')
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jlsuanji (n) [Jia]

yue lai yue
cheng qiiin shang wan

y6uke (n)
xiiingdang (adv.)

gongsi(n)
daibiAo (n)

jr (adv.)
shiingren (n)

shengyl (n)
jlaqlan (n)
que (adv.)
gul (adj.)

erqle (conj.)
fUwiI (n; v)
shebei (n)

gen-shang (RV)
jlechu (v)
bude bu

chengren (v)
mou (adj.)

fiingmian (n)
tequan (n)
jrshT (conj.)

you (de) shrhou
xianyU (v)

surshr(adv.)
jln (v)

shang cesuo (v-o)
qrshr(adv.)
shei (OW)

gonggong (adj.)
hul (aux. v.)

t6ngqrng (v)
zuofi (n)

calculating machine; computer
more and more
thousands and thousands
tourist, sightseer
quite (a bit)
company
representative
that is, viz.
business person
business
price
however
expensive
moreover
service; to serve
equipment, facilities
to keep pace with
to come into contact with
cannot but, have to
to admit
certain
aspect, respect
privilege
even if, even though
sometimes
to be confined to
at any time
to enter
to go to the toilet
actually, as a matter of fact
who? (also read shur)
pUblic
will (showing possibility)
to sympathize with
wayofdomgsomethmg

Grammar

1 Huo(zhe)
Huo(zhe) 'or' is used to link statements or pronouns and nouns
whereas hdisbi 'or' (see 5.2) is used to link questions:



Waigu6 zhudnjid huo(zhi) liuxuesheng ping gongzuozheng
huo(zhi) xueshengzheng ... (Lit. Outside country/special family/
or/stay student/lean on/work proof/or/student proof ... ).

Wo xibuan kan bao huozhi kan xidoshuo, (Lit. IIlike/read/
newspaper/or/readlsmall talk) 'I like reading the newspaper or
novels' . HUDZhe is used more in spoken Chinese whereas hUD is
more formal.

2 Verbal suffix -guo
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In Chapter 5 we met gUD as a verb meaning 'to pass' or 'to
cross'. Put after the verb it indicates that something happened in ~
the indefinite past, i.e. it emphasizes a past experience and not
completion as with verb + le (see 3.4):

Wo chiguo Yindu fan. 'I've eaten Indian food ' (at some time or
other). The negative is formed by putting mei before the verb
but the -guo is retained as there is no idea of completion or non
completion as with the verbal suffix -le:

Wo mei quguo hen duo gu6jiii. 'I haven't visited many
countries.' (General statement about past experience).

Wo mei qit hen duo gu6jiii. ' I didn't visit many countries' (on
one specific occasion, e.g. last year). Adverbs such as yiqidn,
c6nglai 'hither to' often appear before the negated verb to
emphasize the idea of never having done the action of the verb:

Wo conglai mei chiguo Yidali fan . 'I've never eaten Italian
food.' The question form is made by adding ma to the statement
or by adding mei you after it:

Nin yfqian jianguo Zhimgu/en caiddn ma? }
Nin yiquin jianguo ZhOngwen caiddn me; you?

'Have you ever seen a Chinese menu before?' (Note the pinyin
convention always shows guo attached to the verb.)

3 Zhongwen, Hanyu and pUfonghua

Zhongwen and Hanyu can both be translated as 'the Chinese
language'. Zbbngtoen is used more in connection with the
written language whereas Hanyu (the language of the Han
people, China's largest nationality) is used more for the spoken
language. The Chinese language has eight major dialects but of
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the Chinese-speaking population, about 70% speak the
northern dialect which is why it has been made the basis of
putonghua, 'the common spoken language' which is the lingua
[ranca for the whole of China .

4 Ruguo .. . (de hull), jiiJ ...
As we said in 8.12 many conjunctions occur in pairs and here is
another example of this, Ruguo . . . (de hua), jiu .. . , 'If ... ,
then .. .':

Ruguo ta bu lai (de hua), wo jiu bu quo 'If she doesn't come, I
won't go.' ... de hua conveys the flavour of 'assuming that X is
the case' (ta bu lai), then Y (wo bu qu)'. In the example from the
text we have:

Ruguo mei jianguo dehull, jiu kankan kewen xiabian de caiddn
ba. (Lit. IfInot/seenlassuming/thenllook lookl/textlbelow/dish
list/I). In this construction, ruguo may be replaced by yaoshi
which also means 'if' and is usually regarded as being the more
colloquial of the two:

Ylloshi me! you danrenfangjian, wo jiu zhu shuangrenfangjian
ba. 'If there are no single rooms, then I'll have a double.' Yaosbi
or ruguo may sometimes be omitted and in such cases it is the
jiu (and the context) which convey the conditional flavour. It is
important to be aware of the existence of these 'hidden if'
sentences as they can influence the meaning a great deal.

5 C6ngqian and yiqian
Both congqidn and yiqian can act as moveable adverbs or time
words meaning 'previously', 'in the past'. They normally occur
before the verb and after the subject but they can be placed at
the beginning of the sentence for extra emphasis:

FUwUyuan rongqitin yong suanpan suan zbang (Lit. Attendants!
in the past/use/calculate tray/calculatelbill). There is no sense of
completed action or emphasis of a past experience, so no verbal
suffix -le or -guo is required. The idea of the past tense is
conveyed by using congqidn, As we know from 8.4, yiqidn can
also act as a conjunction, occurring at the end of the clause to
which it refers; congqidn cannot be used in this way. We can say
suan zhang yiqian, 'before making out the bill', but we cannot
say suan zhang congqidn, -



6 Vue la;yue + adjective
This construction is relatively easy to use if you remember the
basic formula that to express 'more and more of the adjective' is:

yue lai yue + adjective:
Shengyi yue lai yue hao 'Business gets better and better'.
Yong jisulmji de yue lai yue duo le.} Change of state le
[iaqidn que yue lai yue gui le. in both cases.

If you wish to convey ideas such as 'the quicker the better' then
the construction yue adjective/verb yue adjective/verb is used:

Vue kuai yue hdo, 'The quicker the better'.
Wo yue chiyue pang (le). 'The more I eat the fatter I get'. But
Wo yue lai yue pang (le). 'I'm getting fatter and fatter'.

7 More on de
Apart from being able to nominalize a pronoun or adjective (see
5.12) and link two nouns (see 3.5), de may also be used to link
quite complex clauses to their nouns. Again it is important to
stress that it is the main idea which comes after de:

Zhit u/aibin de liiguan (Lit. livelforeign guest/travel
establishment).

Zhi« ioaibin de da bitten fangjiiin (Lit. livelforeign guestllbigl
part/rooms). NB da bitten is one idea, therefore no de.

Cheng qidn shang wan de y6uke (Lit. become/thousand(s)/go
up/ten thousand(s)lltravelling guest).

Yi bufen waiguo gimgsi de dizibiao (Lit. one/partlforeignl
companyllrepresentative) .

8 The double negative
Whereas in English the double negative is generally avoided, it is
used quite freely in Chinese:

Bu qit bit xing (Lit. Not/go/not/be all right) 'There is no
alternative but to go.'

Women Zhongguoren bitde bit cbengren (Lit. We/China/people!
may not/not/admit).

9 MfJu
Mou is used with a measure word before a noun to indicate 'a
certain':
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mou zbong qingkuclng 'a certain situation'.
mou xie shdngren 'certain business people'.
zizi mou xie fangmicln 'in certain respects'.

When mou is repeated before a title such as xiiinsheng, etc. it
takes on the meaning of 'so-and-so'. No measure word is
required in this case:

moumou xidnsheng 'Mr So-and-So' .
moumou xidojie 'Miss So-and-So'.

10 Question words used in a non-question way
Question words such as sbei (shui), sbenme, nd and ndr can
be used in a non-question way to mean ' anybody' ,
'anything', 'any' and 'anywhere':

Wo bu qit ndr. 'I'm not going anywhere'. (In response to Nf
qit ndr?, it seems, in addition, to convey a slight feeling of
unwillingness to communicate with the questioner!)

u Only if and dubshao can be used in the affirmative, to
indicate 'several ' and 'an indefinite number' respectively:

Tiimen you ji ben Zhongwen shu. 'They have several
Chinese books.'

In this case, intonation and context tell the listener whether
they are being used as question words or not .

U1 Question words can also be used to indicate inclusiveness in
the affirmative , but exclusiveness in the negative. Dou or ye
must be added before the verb to reinforce this sense of
inclusiveness or exclusiveness:

Shei dou bu suan (Lit. Who/alVnotlcount) 'Nobody counts'.

In this construction, the direct object is moved to a position
before the verb (but after the subject):

Wo shenme ye bu zuo (Lit. I/what/also/not/do) 'I'm not
doing anything'.

Td ndr dou qit (Lit. He/where/all/go) 'He goes everywhere'.

(Note that jf and duiisbao cannot be used in this way.)

IV Such concepts as 'whatever (one likes) ' , 'whoever (one
likes)', 'wherever (one likes)' are expressed by repeating the
question word and the verb in a second clause and putting jiit
before the repeated verb in the second clause:



NI yao qlng sbei, ni jiu qing she; (Lit. Youlwantlinvite/who/
youlthen/invite/who) 'Invite whoever you like'.

Women yao mdi shenme, women jiu mdi sbenme (Lit. Wet
wantlbuy/whatlwelthen/buy/what) 'We buy whatever we
like'.

v Zenme, 'how?' put before the verb roughly translates as 'no
matter how' or 'to what degree'. Dou or ye must be put
before the verb in the following clause. Bit zenme + adjective
translates as 'not particularly' + adjective:

Na ge xuesheng hen renzhen ('conscientious'). Tiiinqi zenme
ling, tii dou ldi sbang ke. (v-o attend class) 'That student is
very conscientious. He comes to class no matter how cold
it is'.

Td bit zenme nidnqing le. 'She's no longer particularly
young'.

11 Hui. .. de
The principal meaning of hut is 'to know how to (do), can'
(Chapter 2), but it can also express the possibility or probability
that something will happen and is translated as 'will': Hut xia yu
(Lit. wilUdescendlrain) 'It will rain' or 'It's going to rain'. The
addition of the modal particle de to such sentences introduces a
note of affirmation or confirmation as well as slightly shifting
the balance and rhythm of the sentence as a whole. Used in this
way, it is generally to be found with such verbs as hut, yao, sbi,
etc. Td hut la;de. 'He will come'. It is important to stress that de
is not essential to the sentence but is used widely.

12 Degrees of 'muchness' (in ascending order)
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(hen)hao
ring hao
xiiingdiing hiio
shifen hiio
feichang hiio
hiiojile
zui hiio

'(very) good'
'quite/rather good '
'quite/rather good'
'very/rather good ' (Lit. ten parts/good)
'extremely good'
'extremely good'
'the best'.

In some ways the order is a little arbitrary but it will at least give
you some idea.



Exercise 9.1
True or false?

1 Beijing de liiguan yi ge ren zhu yi ge fangjian hu klyT.
2 Waigu6 zhuanjia ping xuesbengzheng, pingchdng keyT

xidngshou youdai.
3 Zhu u/aibin de da hufen fangjian If din« you diansh] he

dianhua.
4 Duoshu zhu fandian de waihin zdoshang cht Zhimgcdn.
5 Fuwuyuan yTqian yong suanpan suan zhang, xianzai yong

de yue lai yue shdo le.
6 Mei you shdngren zhU fandian.
7 Fandian de shengyi feichang hao danshi (angfei yue lai yue

pianyi le.
8 Suirdn zhu fandian de jiaqian yue lai yue gui le dansbi

fuwu., sbebe! hu yiding gen de shang,
9 Zhimgguoren bud« hu chengren zai Zhonggu6 de

waigu6ren mei you tequdn.
10 Zhonggu6 gonggong cesuo yibdn hu zenme hdo.

Exercise 9.2
Fill in the blanks using the words given above each passage.
Each word can only be used once.

Huozhe hu amgqidn shuTguozhi jiu sbui jiao keke
hdisbi zenme

a Zdoshangni xibuan cbi Xican __ chi Zhongcan? Wo
xihuan chi Xican, he __. __ yTqian wo xibuan he re
niunai . Wo __ bu __ xihuan he keke, xianzai
hen xibuan. Ruguo rang (have somebody do something) wo
u/dnshang he kafei, wo _ _ hu he. Wo bude __ chengren,
uidnshang he ka(ei shu i bu hao jiao .

suiran dou jiu zenme ting mou ndr

b Wo hen xibuan wo gege. Td qu ndr, wo _ _ qu __.
Ta __ buopo (lively). __ ta zh! shisi sui, dansbi zai __
xie fangmian ta xiang (resemble) (yt/ ge daren, Tiiinqi __
ling, ta _ _ qu gei baba; mama mdi dimgxi (v-o, buy
things).

o 'Documents with everything'
In addition to the normal array of ID cards and passes of one sort
or another, letters of introduction from one's work unit for example
(or from one's embassy for foreigners) can be extremely useful in



booking accommodation, securing tickets of various kinds, obtaining
leave of absence and so on. It is probably true to say that headed
notepaper with an official-looking stamp goes a long way in China!
On the other hand, under certain (unspecified) circumstances, the
Chinese can be amazingly flexible!

Exercise 9.3
Correct the word-order in the following sentences:

1 Ruguo mei you caiddn, jiit wo bit kiy{ ding cai.
2 Nlmen mei zhisguo laguan congqidn.
3 Fada guojia shenghuo yue ndn (difficult) yue ldi.
4 Su(m zhang yong jisurmji hen fangbirm (convenient) you

shihou.
5 Cbeng qidn de shang toan youke qit youlan CMngcheng

(visit the Great Wall) mei nidn.
6 [intidn bu e le. Sbenme wo bit xidng chi ye.
7 Tii na ge ren jile hdo, ta shui) zenme tiiinqi ling, din« mei

gudnxi.

Exercise 9.4
Translate the following passages into colloquial English:

1 Zhongguoren hen xlhuan yong reshuiping, yinwei (because)
tdmen yiban hen xibuan he cM. Da bitfen Zhongguoren
bijiao xlhuan he la cM danshi youde shihou he hong cM ye
kiyi. He hong cM de shihou daduoshit ZhOngguoren yiu» jia
niunai he tang (sugar).

2 Beizi you hen duo zhimg, You chdbei, you kafeibei, you
bolibei, ye you jiubei. Pingzi ye shi yiyang (the same) de .
You huiiping (vase), you ndiping (milk bottle), ye you
reshuiping.

Exercise 9.5
Translate the following into Chinese:

1 There's no yoghurt left. You can have either hot milk or cold
(use liting) milk.

2 Have you ever been to the Great Wall? Thousands of
tourists go every year to visit (it).

3 If there's no toilet paper, it's very inconvenient (bit fangbian)
to go to the lavatory.

4 Everybody ought to enjoy the same rights (quanli) .
5 We have to admit that Swiss (Ruishi) chocolate (qiaokeli) is

excellent.
6 If you want to use a calculator to work out the bill, then go

ahead.
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7 Whom are you inviting to dinner tonight? I'm not inviting
anyone .

8 (The) texts are becoming increasingly difficult.
9 As a matter of fact her way of doing things is the best.

10 That person living in (a) double room (use de), is a
businessman from Tokyo (Dongjing).

11 Although it's raining, he says he will come.
12 In the past (guoqu) there were relatively few foreign

company representatives in China, but they are now
becoming more and more numerous.



In this chapter you will learn
• about the weather and

seasons in Beijing
• what Chinese people do

when the weather is fine or
when it is freezing

• how to say that something is
happening

• the months of the year
• the days of the week
• how to express the duration

of something



Zhang Zhanyi gives his views on Beijing's climate and describes
recreational activities in the capital.

Jinnlan Beljing de tlanql h{m bU zhengchang. / DOngtlan bU
The weather in Beijing has been very odd this year. / The winter
leng, xlatlan ye bU re. / Yinggai xla xue de shfhou blng
has not been cold nor has the summer been hot. / When it should have
mel you xla, yinggal xla. yU de shfhou ye mel you xla - zhen
snowed it didn't, and when it should have rained it hasn't - it's
qfgu8l1/
really strange! /

Shl bu shl zhengge shijle de qlhOu zhengzal blan ne? /
Is it because the climate of the entire world is in the process of
OuzhOu pfngcMng mel you Beljing name leng danshl
changing? / Europe is usually not as cold as Beijlng, but
}innlan fan'er youde shfhou bTBeljing Mlleng. /
this year on the contrary it has sometimes been even colder than
Beijlng. /

Chantian, qit1tlan shl Bei}ing zul hao de jijie, kexi
The best seasons in Beijing are spring and autumn but it's a pity
tai duan le. / Yaoshl zal ZhOnggu6 IDxfng de hUB, wOyue he
they're so short. / If you're travelling around In China, May and
jlOyue tlanql zul hao, qfngtlan duo, yintlan shao. /
September have the best weather with many fine days and few
cloudy ones. /
Tianqi yi hao, gongyuan IT de ren jliJ hen duo. / LAoren xla
As soon as the weather brightens up, there are many people in the
parks. /
qf de xla qf, da pal de da pai, Mo tian(r) de Jiao
There are some old people playing chess, others playing cards and
some chatting to each other,
tlan(r), zaoshang da t8ljfquan de youdeshl. / ZhOnggu6 you xla
and there's plenty of them doing taijiquan (a form of exercise) in the
mornings. / In China
dlfang bTtit Slchuan, Guangdong deng dl zai chBguan IT zuozne
there are some places such as Sichuan and Guangdong (Canton)
where there are many of them sitting
he cM de ye hen duo. /
in teahouses drinking tea. /

Zhonggu6ren ylbBn yf ge xingqi gongzuo wO tlan, xlang
The Chinese generally work a five-day week like
da biJfen Ouzhou gu6jia xingqiliiJ ye xit1xi. / Suiran jiguan
the greater part of Europe where Saturday is also a rest day. /
Although cadres



ganbiJ xingqiliiJ, xingqitian xiOxi, y6ude gongcMng xingqitian ye
in offices have Saturdays and Sundays off, some factories work as
zMocMng shengcMn, gongren lunliu xiOxi. /
normal on Sundays too, with workers taking time off in turn. /

Jintian shi xingqitian, tianqi tabie Mo, nann6 IflosMo yi
Today is Sunday and the weather is especially nice, one group after
qun yi qun dou chO qu want: / Gongyuan ff san bU de san bU,
another of men and women, old and young go out to enjoy
themselves. /
zMo xiang de zMo xiang, y6ude xThuanguang da jie,
Some people stroll in the parks or take photographs, some like to go
shangdian li zongshi Mn 17 - zMngga Beillng renao jRe. /
window-shopping, the shops are always very crowded - the whole of
Beijing is a hive of activity. /

Z8i ZMnggu6 yao(shi) xiflng zMo yf ge anjing de difang, yf
If you wish to find a quiet place in China to be by yourself for
ge ren dai yfhuir, shi Mn nan ban dao de. / Ni yao xiflng
a while , it's extremely difficult to do so. / If you wish to
sMi talyang, jiiJ dei gen cMng qian shang wan de ren yiqi
sunbathe you have to do so with thousands of other people! /
shail / FflnzMng xingqitian daochU dou shi renl /
In any case there are people everywhere on Sundaysl /

Jinnian dongtian jie bing yThou, wo jlngchang qiJ hua bing,
This winter after it fell below freezing I have been skating regularly,
yi xia ban jiiJ pflo dao BeihBi Gongyuan qiJ hua . / Rugu6 zai
as soon as I finish work I rush to Beihai Park to skate. / If
jia jiiJ dao fUjin de Yuanmfngyuan huo Yfheyuan qiJ hua . /
I'm at home then I go to the Old Summer Palace or the
Summer Palace to skate. /

.....
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zhengch~ng (adj.)
xlstian (n)

xis xue (v-o)
blng (adv.) + bwmel

xis yU (v-o)
qrgusi (adj.)

zhengge (adj.)
shljie (n)
qlhou (n)

zhengzai ••• ne
bisn (v)

Ouzhou (N)
fAn'er (conj.)

normal, regular
summer
to snow
see 10.1
to rain
strange
whole, entire
world
climate
in the middle of -ing (see 10.3)
to change
Europe
on the contrary



chiintlin (n)
qliitlin (n)

jlJle (n)
kixi

duin (adj.)
yilo (shQ ••• (de hua), Olu) •••

IOxrng (v)
yue (n)

qrng (adj.)
yin (adj .)

yi ••• Jlu •••

gongyuan (n)
IAoren (n)

xla qr (v-o)
dA pal (v-a)

lIao t1an(r) (v-o)
dA talJrquan (v-a)

youdeshl

bTrU
Slchuan (N)

GuAngdong (N)
dl (n)

chaguan (n)
-zhe

xingqi (n)
xlang (v)

jiguan (n)
ganbu (n)

gongchAng (n)
zhaochSng (adv.)

shengchAn (v)
lunllu (v)

nanno
laoshao

qun (MW)
chli (v)

sim bu (v-o)
zhao xlang (v-o)

guang da Jle (v-o)
shangdian (n)

spring
autumn
season
it's a pity that
short (in length)
if .. . then .. .
to travel
month
(of weather) fine, clear, bright
cloudy, overcast
no sooner . . . than . . . ; as
soon as
park
old people
to play chess
to play cards or mahjong
to chat
to do taijiquan
to have plenty of, there's no
lack of
for example, such as
Sichuan
Canton (province)
locality, land (as used for
farming); the earth
teahouse
verbal suffix (see 10.11)
week
to resemble, to be like
offices, organization
cadre
factory
as usual
to produce, to manufacture
to take tums, in turn
men and women,
old and young
group, flock
to come ar to go out
to take a walk, to stroll
to take a picture; to have one 's
picture/photo taken
to go window-shopping
shop



renao (adj.)
etal (v; coIl.)
yfhulr (TW)

nh (adj.)
ban-dao (RV)

shal taly6ng (v-o)
gin (prep.; conj.)

ylqT (adv.; PW)
finzh8ng (adv.)

daochu (PW)
jle bing (v-o)

jingch6ng (adv.)
hu6 bing (v-o)

xla bin (v-o)
pio (v)

Belhil Gongyu6n (N)
dao ... qU/l61

fLljln (n)
Yu6nmrngyuan (N)

Yrheyuan (N)

Grammar

bustling; exciting
to stay
a short while. (after) a moment
difficult
to get something done, to
accomplish
to sunbathe
with; and
together
anyway, in any case
everywhere
to freeze, to ice over
regularly, frequently
to skate (Ut. slide ice)
to finish work
to run
Beihai Park
to go/come to; to arrive
nearby
the Old Summer Palace
the Summer Palace
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1 Sing

Bing before bu or mei (you) emphasizes the negation and
conveys the idea that it is not what might have been expected:
Yinggiii x ia xue de shibou bing mei you xia (Lit. Ought tal
descendlsnow/when//notlhave/descend) .

2 Shi bu shi

Shi bu shi is used to make the question form when you wish to
indicate to the listener that you are seeking confirmation of
something you believe to be the case. It can be put at the
beginning or end of the sentence, or after the subject with the
following slight shifts in emphasis:

Shi bu shi ni mingtiiin qu y6uyong (swimming)?
Ni shi bu shi mingtiiin qu y6uyong?



.....
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In both of the above sentences you are confident that I am going
swimming tomorrow, but using sbt bu shi softens the tone and
indicates a wish on your part to discuss the matter with me. It in
no way implies an order.

Nf mingtidn qu y6uyong sbi bu 5hi?

At the end of the sentence shi bu shi seeks a more direct
confirmation and conveys the idea of 'Am I right?' 'Is it true? '

All three sentences can probably be roughly translated as:

'You are going swimming tomorrow aren't you?'

.. . sbi ma? or . . . dui ma? have the same meaning as sbi bu shi
used at the end of the sentence, and they too can only appear at
the end of the sentence: Sichuan ren xlhuan chi la de (hot!
spicy[food]), 5hi mai 'People from Sichuan like spicy food, don't
they?'. The answer to all three forms is Shi(a) or Dui if the
listener agrees and Bu if he or she does not.

3 The progressive aspect - to be in the middle
of doing something

To show that an action is in progress, one of the adverbs
zhengzai, zheng or zili is placed before the verb or ne is placed at
the end of the sentence. However, zhengzai, zheng or zili often
occur together with ne to indicate the progressive aspect:

Shouhuoyuan (shop assistant) zbengzai lido tidnir] (ne). 'The
shop assistant is/was (in the middle of) chatting'.

Ta zai dti taijiquan (ne). 'He is/was (in the middle of) doing
taijiquan' .

Gongchting zbeng 5hengchtin ... (ne). 'The factory is/was (in
the middle of) manufacturing .. .'.

Tdmen zhao xiang ne. 'They are/were (in the middle of) taking
photos.'

The negative is made by putting mei (you) before the verb but if
the verb is omitted then you must be used:

Nimen zai shai taiyang ma? 'Are you sunbathing?' .
Women mei (you) sbai taiyang, women kan diansbi ne. 'We're

not sunbathing, we're watching TV'.
Me; you, women kan diansbi ne. 'No, we're watching TV'.
Mei you. 'No' .



What the Chinese call 'aspect' is different from 'time' (past,
present or future). An action in progress may take place in the
past, present or future and it is the use of time-words (plus
context) which tells us when the action actually takes place.
(This is why it is also dangerous to think of the verb + le as
indicating the past tense.) The following examples will illustrate
this point:

Present - Question: Ni xianzai zuo shenme ne? 'What are you
doing now? '.

Answer: Wo zai hud bing ne (Lit. I1ls1ide/ice/) . 'I'm
skating'.

Past - Zu6tian (yesterday) ta lai de shihou, wo zbeng sbui jiao
ne. 'I was asleep when he came yesterday'. (Note the clause
sequence, the 'when' clause comes first.)

Future - Mingtian xiawU (afternoon) xia ban ymou qu zhao td,
ta yiding zai da pai ne. '(If) you go and look for her tomorrow
afternoon after work, she'll certainly be playing cards'.

4 Kexi
A whole range of adjectives are made up of ke + verb to give the
literal meaning of 'being worth -ing', 'able to be -ed'. Some of
the more common ones are given below:

,
ke'ai 'lovable, lovely' kekao 'reliable'
kelian 'pitiable, pitiful' kipa 'terrifying (able to be feared)'
kixz ' it's a pity' kixiao ' laughable, ridiculous'

5 Months of the year
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yiyue
eryue

sanyue
slyue

wuyue
lIi1yue
qTyue

bayue
jluyue
shfyue

shryiyue
shreryue

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Note that whereas yi + yue means 'January' (some people say
yiyue), yf+ ge + yue means 'one month', eryue means February,
but lidng ge yue 'two months' and so on. If -cha 'at the
beginning of' or -dt 'at the end of' is added to a specific month,
April for instance, we get siyuechu, '(in) early April' and siyuedi,
'at the end of April' . This also works with nidn, 'year', nianchu
meaning 'at the beginning of the year' and nidndi, 'at the end of
the year' .

6 Omission of hen implies comparison
This point has already been touched on in 4.8 but the example
from the text illustrates it beautifully as well as providing another
example of the balance which is such a feature of Chinese:

qingtidn duo, yintidn shdo.

7 YT ... jiiJ . • .
Yi . .. jiu ... are used to connect two actions which follow on
closely one from another:

Wo yi hua xui (slide snow 'ski ');iu gdoxing le. 'As soon as I get
skiing, I'm happy'.

Tidnqi yi hdo, gongyuan It de ren jiu hen duo. . . .
yi xia ban ;iu pdo dao Biihai Gongyuan qu hud.

It may help you to remember this construction if you think of
it as yi verb., jiu verb ., 'as soon as verb, happens, then verb,
happens'.

8 V1-0 de, V1-O

When we wish to convey the idea that amongst a specifiedgroup
of people some are engaged in one activity, others in another
and so on, each group and its activity is expressed by the
construction Vt-O de, Vt-O. This is repeated as many times as
there are act ivities, with the verb-object changing each time of
course: Ldolnidn} ren xia qi de xia qi, dd pai de dtI pai, lido
tidn(r) de liao tidn(r) .. . . In other words, of the old people in
the park, some are doing A (playing chess), some are doing B
(playing cards) and some are doing C (chatting).

Gimgyuan It san bu de san bic; zhao xiang de zhao xiang. . . .
'Some people in the park are taking a stroll, others are taking
photographs .. .'.



9 Ds+ object
In addition to the two examples from the text, dd pai and dti
tizijiquan, cid (Lit. 'to hit' or 'to strike') can appear with a whole
series of different objects, some of which are given below:

dti dianbao 'to send a telegram' (Lit. hit electric newspaper)
dd dianhua ' to make a telephone call' (Lit. hit electric speech)
dti ge(T) ' to belch'
cidgu 'to beat a drum'
dti hiin 'to snore'
dti hdqian 'to yawn'
dti hu(/u) 'to snore (coll.)'
dti pigu 'to spank' (Lit. hit buttocks)
dti qi 'to pump, inflate'
dti ,qiu ' to play ball'
dti zhen ' to give or have an injection' (Lit. hit needle)
dti zi 'to type' (Lit. hit characters)

10 Dimg + noun
We met deng 'etc.' in Chapter 8 and this is an extension of that
meaning. 'Such people as Mr Li, Mr Wang and Miss Scurfield'
translates into Chinese as U xidnsheng; Wang xidnsheng; Sht
xidojie ding ren (Lit. etc.lpeople) . 'Such places as Sichuan and
Guangdong (Canton)' translates as Sichudn; Guangdong ding
di (Lit. etc.lplaces).

11 Verbal suffix -zhe
The verbal suffix -zhe is placed after the verb to show that the
action of the verb goes on for some time. It may sometimes be
thought of as indicating a continuous state: Chuiinghu gudnzbe.
'The window is shut '. Men kiii "zhe. 'The door is open'. -zhe often
appears with verbs such as zuo 'to sit', zhan 'to stand' and deng
'to wait' which are often prolonged. In such cases the verb + zhe
is often translated by a continuous tense in English, 'to be -ing':

Tii zuozbe. 'He is/was sitting'.

The negative is made by putting mei (you) in front of the verb
with -zhei Men me; kiii*zhe. 'The door isn't/wasn't open (has
not remained open)'.

The question form is made by adding ma to the statement or by
adding mei you after it, the implication being that the speaker
wishes the state of affairs indicated in his question to continue:
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Shouyinji kai"zhe ma? 'Is the radio on?'
Luyinji kai"zhe me; you? 'Is the record player on?'

.. kai 'to open' (of doors, windows); 'to turn on' (of lights,
radio, TV and so on).

Note that:

1 An adverbial phrase of manner is often formed with a verb +
zhe (+ object) which then precedes the main verb: Td xUWzhe
shuo (Lit. he/laughing/say) 'He says/said with a smilellaugh'.
Td qizbe zixingche qu gongyuan wan(r) (Lit. She/riding
astride/self-propelling machine/go/parklhave fun) 'She's
going/gone on her bicycle to the part to enjoy herself' .

In the example from the text, the adverbial phrase of manner
with zhe and the verb-object phrase which follows it have
become a nominal phrase describing the people in teahouses:
zai chaguan li zuozbe he cha de ye hen duo (Lit. At/tea
establishment inside/sitting/drinklteal lalso/very/many)
'There are also a lot of (old - understood from previous
sentence) people who sit in teahouses drinking tea'.

2 The continuation of an action generally implies that the
action is also in progress so that -zhe is often to be found
together with zbengzai, zheng, zai or ne (see 10.3).
Kiaozbdng Iai de shihou, wo zheng ddzhe dianhua ne (Lit .
School headlcome/whenlIlin the middle of/hitting/electric
speechl) 'I was on the phone when the headmaster/mistress
came'.

3 Verbs with -zhe cannot take verb endings or complements of
any sort. It would be incorrect to say, for instance, Wo ddzhe
zi da de hen bdo, (Note that pinyin convention always shows
zhe attached to the verb.)

12 Adverbial phrases of time ('Time how long')
As we saw in 3.8, adverbs of 'time when' precede the verb, but
adverbs of 'time how long' follow the verb:

Zhimgguoren yiban gongzuQ wU tidn 'The Chinese generally
work five days'. (Remember that tidn does not require a
measure word, see 8.5.) ,

jiguan ganbu mei tidn gongzuQ qi ge xidoshi (hour) 'Cadres in
offices work a seven-hour day'. (Note that mei tidn, 'time
when', precedes the verb.)

Where there is a direct object, the construction is:



1 S VI 0, VI 'time how long'
100Wo chang geT, chimg liang ge xiaoshi.

(Lit. I sing songs, sing two hours.) -:lE

'I sing for two hours'. I!or
2 S V 'time how long' de ° i I

Wo chang liang ge zbOngt6u de gir. ClI

(Lit. I sing two hours (worth of) songs.)
'I sing for two hours'.

De is sometimes omitted but it is helpful to beginners to think of
it as always being there. (Zhongtou 'hour' is interchangeable
with xiaoshf.)

Exercise 10.1
Change the following pattern (i) sentences into pattern (ii)
sentences:

Tii kan diansbi, kan lidng ge xidoshi --+ Tii kan lidng ge xidosbi
de diansbi.

1 Tii xi yiin, xi sbi fen zbimg.
2 Ldoshi (teacher) jiiio shu, jiiio yf ge xidosbi.
3 Gege lu yin, lu ban ge zbOngtou .
4 Wo airen hua buar; hua siin ke zhimg,
5 Changzhang (head of a factory) kiii che, kiii siin ge ban

(three-and-a-half) xidosbi.

Change the following pattern (ii) sentences into pattern (i)
sentences:

Tiimen xii yf ke zhimg de zi --+ Tiimen xii zi, xii yf ke zhimg,

6 Didi kan ban ge xidoshi de shu.
7 Laoren shui yi ge ban (one-and-a-half) xidoshi de jiao.
8 Wo yf ge pengyou zou qi ge zbOngtou de lie.
9 Na ioei xiiinsheng shui) hen cluing (long) shfjiiin de hu« le.

10 Na wei xidojie neng da jiu ge x idosbi de zi?

13 Days of the week
Xingqi (Lit. 'star period'), the Chinese word for 'week' precedes
the numerals 1-6 to give the days of the week from Monday to
Saturday. 'Sunday' is not xingqiqi, however, but xingqitiiin or
xingqiri. 'What day is it today? ' is [intiiin xingqijt? (Note that
no verb is necessary.)
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xingqiyi
xingqi'er

xingqisan
xingqisl

xingqiwu
xingqiliu

xingqitian/xingqirl

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
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Other useful vocabulary items are bin xingqi or zhe ge xingqi
'this week', sbang (ge) xingqi ' last week' and xia (ge) xingqi
'next week' . The same system applies to yue 'month': bin yue
or zbe ge yue 'this month', shang (ge) yue ' last month' and x ia
(ge) yue 'next month'. An alternative word for 'week' is lthai.
The days of the week work in exactly the same way as for
xingqi, For example, 'Wednesday' would be ltbaisiin and
'Sunday' would either be ltbaitiiin or lfbairi. Ltbai is often used
by overseas Chinese rather than xingqi and has religious
connotations. ZUD lthai (v-o) means 'to go to church'.

Exercise 10.2
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate time word or phrase

[intidn xingqijf? -+ [intidn xingqi'er.

1 [intidn xingqisdn. Mingtiiin __.
2 Zuotiiin (yesterday) xingqitidn. [intidn __? [intidn __.
3 Shang ge yue wuyue. Xia ge yue jf yue? Xia ge yue __.
4 Yi nidn you jf ge yue? Yi nidn you __.
5 Yi ge xingqi you it tiiin? Yi ge xingqi you __.
6 ]iuyue you dubsbao tiiin? jiuyue you __.
7 Eryue ne? Eryue you __ hUDZhi__.
8 Yi nidn you duoshao tiiin? Yi nidn you __ hUDZhe__ (hai

hundred).

14 Reduplication of measure words
Repeating yi + measure word after the noun gives the meaning
'one after another', whether it is 'one worker after another',
gimgren yige yige ... , 'one sheet of paper after another', zhiyi
zhiing yi zhdng .. . , or 'one group after another', yi qun yi qun
(made up of 'men and women, old and young ' in the text), etc.

15 Position of conjunctions
We have met suirdn . .. danshi ... in 8.12 and ruguo .. . (de
hua) jiu; yaosb! . . . jiu in 9.4. Two other common pairs are



yimoei suoyt , 'because ... (so) .. .'; and budem ...
erqie 'not only but also .. .'. The first one of the pair can
occur either at the beginning of the sentence or after the subject.
jiu, being a true adverb, immediately precedes the verb and
therefore always comes after the subject if there is one: Ni yao
xidng shai tlliydng, jiu dei gin cheng qia« sbang wan de Ten yiqi
sbai! Note that yaoshi can be reduced to yao. It is sometimes
merely a matter of the sentence rhythm or of how it sounds
which decides whether yaoshi or yao is used.

16 Gen ... yiqi

Wo gen ni qu means 'I'll go with you' (Lit. I1withlyoulgo).
Wo gen ni yiqi qu (Lit. I1withlyoultogether/go) may also be
translated as above, but the addition of yiqi reinforces the idea
of togetherness: Women yiqi qu ba 'Let's go together'.

17 Dao ... quI/tU

As a verb, dew means 'to go, to arrive (in), to reach', Ta dao le
'he's arrived'. If there is a place-word after dao, the simple
directional ending lai or qu is used at the end of the clause
to indicate direction towards or away from the speaker (see
5.1).

As a compound directional ending with qu or lai, dao can
translate simply as 'to' when used with such verbs as pdo
'to run', zou 'to walk' and ban 'to remove': Women xidng
mingnidn (next year) ban dao jiantida qu (Lit. We/fancy/next
year/move to/Canada/go) 'We plan to move to Canada next
year' .

. . . yf xia ban jiu pdo dao Beihai Gimgyuan qu hud. (Lit. As
soon as/descendlshiftlthen/run to/Beihai/Parklgo/slide).

o Chinese togetherness

The Chinese have developed various ways of handling their enforced
'togetherness' and in general they cope with crowd situations a great
deal more good-humouredly than their Western counterparts. In spite
of the fact that living accommodation is generally cramped, at least
in the cities, most Chinese actually find it unthinkable or even
undesirable to spend much time on their own and are often surprised
by some Westerners' need for privacy.

......
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Exercise 10.3
Mark the following sentences with (+) for the correct ones and
(-) for the incorrect ones.

1 Wo zheng dd dillnhua, ta jintidn lai de shihou.
2 Sbi ma, ni mingtiiin qit hud xue (to ski)?
3 Meimei shui iiao, shui siin ge zbimgtou,
4 Didi sbui jiao si ge xidosbi.
5 Xia ban yiqidn, ta zhengzai shai taiyang ne.
6 Zonglt (premier) xidng bayuedT qit Yazhou (Asia).
7 Wo pengyou zhen qiguiu, yi hui jia, jiit ta da taiiiquan.
8 Dianshi kaizhe mei ma?
9 Zongtong (president) xia ge yue qu Feizhou (Africa), qit er

ge yue.
10 Xiatian ruguo xia da yu, qit lfixing jiit bit hao ban le!

Exercise 10.4
Translate the following passage into colloquial English:

You ren xidng Yinggu6 tidnqi bit zenmeyang danshi (anguolai
(conversely) ye you yixie ren [uede (feel) Yinggu6 tidnqi hen
bucuo, bit leng ye bu re, dongtian ye bit yiding xia xue, danshi
you yi didn bitde bit chengren, Yinggu6 bitguan (no matter) ni
zai ndr dou jingchang xia yu. Zhonggu6 yiban qingtidn duo,
yintidn shao danshi Yinggu6 xidngfdn (opposite) , yintidn duo,
qingtiiin shdo, You ren shuo zhe ge gen Yingguoren de guai
(strange) piqi (temperament) you guanxi, ye you ren shuo zhe ge
gen Yingguoren ke'ai de piqi you guanxi. Na zhong shuo(a dui
ne? QTng ni shuosbuol

Exercise 10.5
Translate the following into Chinese:

1 I was in the middle of watching TV when my friend came on
Sunday.

2 I'd like to go with you to the Summer Palace for a walk.
3 As soon as she starts (kaishT) snoring, I leave!
4 The windows were open but the door was closed.
5 There was a lot of activity (use renao) going on in the park

some people were doing taijiquan, others were taking
photographs and some people were sunbathing.

6 When the weather's fine, I sit outside and read a book (use
-zbei.

7 We sing for half an hour every evening and then go to bed.
8 Because she didn't phone at all on Tuesday I don't know

(zhidao) whether I'm going or not (use bing).



9 If I'm at my parents' home , I frequently go to the park
nearby to play tennis (wtingqiu) (use dao ... qu).

10 She said with a smile that she was already married.
11 Are you listening to the radio? No, we're listening to a tape

(use 114 yin).
12 You're going to see a play (kiln xi) tomorrow, aren't you?

What a pity I can't go with you.

.....
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In this chapter you will leam
• about guanxi in China
• how to express approximate

numbers
• how to say first, second,

third etc.
• the difference between di

and jlil



a Zhang Zhanyi is now working in the Western dining-room
(Xi Ciinting) at the Beijing Hotel where one lunch-time he
encounters Mr King and Miss Scurfield.

Zhang
ShT

Zhang

ShT
Zhang
ShT
Zhang
ShT
Zhang

ShT
Wang
Zhang
ShT
Zhang
Wang
Zhang
Wang
Zhang
Wang
Zhang

Wang

Zhang
ShT

Zhang

ShT
Zhang
ShT

Have you ordered? NTmen cBi ding Mo le mei you?
Dlng Mo le, xiaxie nT. PijiiJ lai le - a, bU shi Beil7ngpijW er
shi QTngdao pijW.
Mei guanxi, QTngdao pijiiJ gang Mo M. Nfn piJtonghua
shuo de zMn Mo.
Guojiang, guojiang, shuo de bD Mo.
Shuo de hen Mo. Nfn shi na gu6 ran?
NTcaicai ba.
Bu shi Meigu6ren jiD shi Yinggu6ren.
Wo shi Yinggu6ren . NTzenme zhTdao ne?
Yinwai gangcai nfn shi gen nfn pengyou shuo YingyiJl
Nfn pengyou ye hul shuo HanyiJ ma?
Ye hul shuo.
Shuo de mei ta Mo.
A, nTman lia de HanyiJ zhen bang, xue le}i nian le?
Xue le liang nian le.
Nfn ne? (ZhT de shl Wang YongshOu).
Xue la si nian le.
NTmen zai ZhOnggu6 dai le hen cMng shijian le ba?
BD cMng, la; le san ge duo yua le.
ZM shi nTmen dl yf cllai ZhOnggu6 ma?
BD, ta shi dl yf cl, wo shi dl ar cl.
NTmen zMn xfng, fayTn Mn qTngchu, me! snenme
yangwai(r), hen biaozhiJn de piJtonghua. Xue Zhongwen bU
shi hen nan xue ma?
Nen shi nen, keshl ye you ta r6ngyl de dlfang, bTfangshuo
ZhOngwen teytn, yiJfa dou blng biJ nen, nan de shi
sMngdiao. Dui women XTfangran la; shuo, ZhOngwen de
slsMng ha;shi xiangdang kunnen de.
Xie Hanzl ne?
Xie Hanzl hen biJ r6ngyl, yTnwai women waigu6ran yiban
shi cMngnianren cai kaishTxue Zhongwen, bU xiang nTmen
liD, qTsui jiD kaishT le. Dangran Mi you yl dian, Zhongwen
jiDshl nTmen de miJyiJ.
Na daoshl. Xiang nTmen zM yang de shuTpfng, baozhTk8.n
dedongma?
Kan dedong.
Xiaoshuo ne?
Ye xfng, danshi bU renshi de zi ha; yao cM zldian. A, cai la;
le, zMn piaollang al Kan qTlai yfding hen Mo chi.
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Zhang

Wang

Zhang
Shi

Zhang

Shl
Zhang
Shl
Zhang
Shl
Zhang

Shl
Wang
Zhang

Shl
Zhang
Wang
Zhang
Wang

Zhang
Wang
Zhang

Wang

Zhang
Shl

Name, nimen menmenr chi ba, bu zai darao nimen le.
You sMnme shl, sufshf keyi jiao wo.
Hao de, xiaxie nT, you sMnme shl yfdlng zhao ni. Gen niJiao
tian(r) hen you ylsi.

...
Have you ordered?
Yes we have, thank you. Here comes the beer - oh, it's
Qingdao beer not Beijing beer.
It doesn't matter, Qingdao beer is even better. You (pol.)
speak really good Chinese.
You're too kind, I don't speak it well at all.
Yes you do. Where are you from?
Have a guess.
You're either American or British.
I'm British. How did you know?
Because you (pol.) were speaking English with your friend
just nowl Can your (pol.) friend also speak Chinese?
Yeshe can.
I'm not as good as she is.
Oh, both of you have got brilliant Chinese. How many
years have you been studying it?
Two years (so far).
How about you? (He is referring to Wang Yongshou.)
I've been studying for four.
I suppose you've been in China for a very long time?
No we haven't, we've only been here a little over three
months.
Is this your first time in China?
No, it's her first but my second.
You're really greatl Your pronunciation is very clear with
no foreign overtones, it 's good standard Chinese. Isn't
Chinese awfully hard to learn?
Yes it is, but there are some easy things about it too - for
example, neither Chinese pronunciation nor grammar is at
all difficult, what is difficult are the tones. As far as we
Westerners are concerned, the four tones in Chinese are
still pretty difficult.
How about writing Chinese characters?
Writing Chinese characters is very difficult because we
foreigners generally do not start learning Chinese until we
are adults, not like you people who start at six or seven.
Of course the other thing is that Chinese happens to be
your mother tongue.



Zhang

Shl
Zhang
Shl

Zhang

Wang

Yes indeed. With Chinese at a level like yours, can you
read newspapers?
Yes.
How about novels?
They're OK too, but we still have to look up characters we
don't know in the dictionary. Oh, the food's here, it looks
great. It certainly looks appetizing.
"11 leave you to get on with your meal in peace. Call me if
you need anything.
Fine, thank you. If we need anything we'll certainly ask for
you. It's been really interesting chatting with you.
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-Mo (RVE)

pQiCI (n)
bu shi ••• er shi •••

QingdAo (N)
g6ng (adv.)

piitonghu~ (n)

guojiAng
cai (v)

bu shi A jiu shi B
M6igu6r6n (n)

z6nme (OW)
zhidao (v)

yinw8i (coni.)
gangcai (TW)

YingyU (n)
b~ng (adi .)

zhT (v)
ch8ng (adi .)
duo (nurn.)

ell
cl (MW)
fiyin (n)

qingchu (adi.; RVE)
y6ngwei(r) (n)

A shi A d~nshi •• •
r6ngyl (adi.)
bTfangshuo

yUfA (n)
shengdi~o (n)

to do the action of the verb
satisfactorily
beer
not. .. but .. .
Qingdao
even more, still more
common spoken language
(Modem Standard Chinese;
Mandarin)
you flatter me
to guess
if it's not A then it's B
(an)American
how
to know
because (also read yinweV
just now
English language
excellent (coli.)
to refer to; to point at/to
long
used to express an approximate
number
ordinal prefix
time, occasion
pronunciation
clear; clearly
foreign flavour
it's A all right but . . .
easy
for example
grammar
tone
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du1 X 161 shuo
Xifingren (n)

s1shing (n)
h6lshl (adv.)

kunnan (adj.; n)
xli (z1) (v(-o»)

Himz1 (n)
ch6ngn16nren (n)

c61 (adv.)
kilshl (v)

dlAn (n)
jlushl

mUyia(n)
dilo(shl) (adv.)

zhe yilng (dem. adj. + n)
shulprng (n)

bilo(zhl) (n) [zhing or fen]
-d6ng (RVE; v)

xlioshuo (n) [ben]
cM (v)

zldiin (n) [ben]
ch6 zldlin (v-o)

-qUal (RVE)
dime (v)

shl(qing) (n) [jliln]
y6u ytsl (v-o)

Grammar

1 Bu shi •.. er shi. ..

as far as X is concerned
Westerner
the four tones
after all, still (emphatic)
difficult; difficulty
to write (characters)
Chinese character(s)
an adult
not . . . until . . . ; only
to begin
point, aspect
(be) precisely
mother tongue
indeed, as it happens (indicates
something contrary to the
general train of thought)
this kind of, such a
level, standard
newspaper
-ing with understanding;
to understand
novel
to check
dictionary
to consult a dictionary
see 11.13
to disturb
matter, thing
to be interesting

If we wish to convey the idea that 'it is not A but B' we use the
construction bu shi A er shi B, where shi is the verb 'to be' and
er is a conjunction which has come into modern Chinese from
the classical language meaning amongst other things , 'and',
'but':

Bu shi Bii;ing pi;iu er shi Q ingddo pi;iu.
Bu shi zhurou er shi niurou (Lit. Not/be/pig meat/but/be/cattle

meat) 'It 's not pork but beef'.



2 Bu shi. .. jiiJ shi. ..
'If it is not A then it is B', bu shi A jiu shi B. This construction is
easily confused with the one above but by remembering that jiu
means 'then' you should be able to distinguish them correctly:

Bu shi Meigu6ren jiu shi Yingguoren ,
Bu shi niurin« jiu shi yangrou (Lit. Not/belcattle/meat/then/be/

sheep meat) 'If it's not beef then it's mutton' .

Of course bU shi .. . jiu shi ... could be translated as 'either . . .
or .. .' but in doing so it somehow loses its flavour.

3 Zimme and zenmeyang
Zenme and zenmeyang can both be used adverbially before a
verb to ask how something is done, although zenme is used
much mor e frequently in this way: Nf zenme zbidao ne? Nf
zenmeyang zhidaoi

Zenme can also be used to ask the reason why something
happens but zenmeyang cannot be used in this way: Ta zinme
mei gii ni dd dianhua ne? (Lit. She/why/not (have)lfor/youlhitl
electric speech!) 'How come she hasn't phoned you?'.

Zenme feels a little less formal than toei sbenme, 'why?', hence
its translation as 'how come' in the previous example . Note that
question words such as zenme, zenmeyang and wei shenme
often take ne at the end of the sentence containing them (see
3.3). Only zenmeyang can be used after the complement of
degree marker de (see 4.8) or to ask something about the subject
of a sentence:

Ta de put6nghua zinmeyang? 'What's his (spoken) Chinese
like?'.

4 More on le
We know that le used at the end of a sentence can indicate a
change of state (see 4.6). We also know it can indicate that a
certain state of affairs has already taken place (see 7.9):

a Pfjiu lai le.
b Nimen liu, qi sui jiu kaishf le.
c Wo zuotidn x ie zi le (Lit. I1yesterday/write/characters/)

'I did some writing yesterday' .
d Tii jintidn zh6ngwu zuo huoche le (Lit. He/today/noon/

sit/fire vehicle/). 'He took the train at noon today'.
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In c and d the object is simple and unmodified. As soon as
the object is modified in any way we have to use the verbal
suffix le (see 3.4) and the sentence le is dropped: Wo zu6tian
xii le hen duo zi 'I did a lot of writing yesterday'. By doing
this, we focus our attention on what has been done rather
than on what has simply taken place.

D If the object is quantified, then the use of the verbal suffix le
and the sentence-final particle le generally indicates the
continuation of some action or state of affairs. Of course this
also involves 'time how long' (see 10.12) so the construction
is as follows:

Wo xue Zhimgtoen, xue le wu nidn le. }
or
Wo xue le wU nidn (de) ZbOngwen le.
' I have been studying Chinese for five years (and still am)'.

Compare this with:

Wo xue le wU nidn (de) ZbOngwen 'I studied Chinese for five
years (and am no longer doing so, i.e. it's over and done
with)'.

Another example may help to highlight this difference:

Tii zai Zhonggu6 zhu le ban nidn le 'She has been living in
China for six months (and still is)'.

Ta ziJi Zhonggu6 zhu le ban nidn 'She lived in China for six
months (and is no longer doing so)'.

m A sentence consisting of a verb + le followed by a simple
object is regarded as being incomplete, something else is
expected to follow. Thus Wo chi le fan is not a complete
sentence in Chinese and must be followed by another clause:

Wo chi le fan jiu zou le ' I left after having eaten '.
Wo cbi le fan jiu zou 'I'll leave after eating '.

(In the second example, le shows completed action in the
future, further illustrating the point that le should not be
thought of as a past tense marker.) Where the object is a
simple one, the addition of the final particle le makes the
sentence complete: Wo chi le fan le 'I've eaten'.

iv When a past action is a habitual one or there is no need to
emphasize its completion, no le is used after the verb: Qunian
ta chdngchdng Iai 'He often used to come last year'. Qunian
xiatian ta zai Beijing Yuyan Daxu« gongzuo 'Last summer he
worked at the Beijing Language [and Culture] University'.



5 Approximate numbers

There are several ways of indicating approximate numbers in
Chinese:

When duo is placed after a whole number plus its measure
word or after a whole number plus a noun acting as a
measure word inidn, tian), it represents a fraction of one
unit: sdn ge duo xidoshi 'three and a bit hours, over three
hours', yi tidn duo 'one and a bit days'.

11 When duo is placed after the whole number but before the
measure word or noun acting as a measure word, it
represents a whole number in itself: sdnsbi duo nidn 'over
thirty years ' (anything from 31 to 39), yi hai duo ye 'one
hundred-odd pages' (could be 110, 125, etc.).

ill ]T can be used to indicate an indefinite number under ten:
Zhi sbang xiezhe ji ge Hanzi 'There were several Chinese
characters written on the paper'. Ldosbi you shi ji ben zididn
'The teacher has a dozen or so dictionaries' (any number
from 11 to 19). Xuesheng yiiing xue le ji bdi ge shengci le
'The students have already learnt several hundred new words
(so far)'.

IV Two consecutive numbers may be put together: Wo zh]
(only) qieguo lidng; sdn et Miigu6 'I 've only been to the
States two or three times '. NB The pause-mark (dunhClO),
and not a comma, is used between 'two' and 'three'. XuexiclO
you bd; jiiish; ge haizi 'There are eighty or ninety children in
the school'. Nlmen liu, qi sui jiu kaisht le. If the object is a
pronoun, it precedes yi et, etc. Wo kimguo ta yi, lidng et 'I've
seen him/her once or twice'.

v Zuoyou (Lit. left right) may be put after a number to indicate
'around' or 'about': yi bdi ge ren zUOyou 'about one hundred
people', lidng didn ban zUOyou 'around 2.30'.

6 Di+number

Ordinal numbers (first, second, third) are made by putting
di in front of the number: di yi 'first', di'er 'second', and di sdn
'third'. Thus di yi et means 'the first time'. In competitions of
any sort, the Chinese are encouraged to remember Youyi di yi,
blsaid,'er, 'Friendship first, competition second'. Make sure you
distinguish between eryue 'February', di'er ge yue 'the second
month' and lidng ge yue 'two months' .
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16 7 Bushi ... ma?
Bu shi ... ma? asks a question which expects the answer 'yes'.

The word order is:
(Topic +) subject bu shi (+ adverb) Verb (+ other elements) ma?
Ta bu shi hen lei ma? 'Isn't she very tired? ' (Yes, she is.)
Xue Zhongwen bu shi hen ruin xue mai (Yes, it is.)

8 A shi A danshilkeshi ...
'It's A all right but .. .'. The main clause (A shi A) contains a
positive or negative statement with some sort of a concession
being made after dimshilkeshi: Gui shi gui, danshi zhiliang
feichang hdo 'It's expensive all right, but the quality is excellent'.
Td hdo shi bdo, kishi piqi hen huai 'She is nice, but she's got a
terrible temper (Lit. temperament very bad) . Nan srn nan, kishi
ye you ta rangyi de difang. 'Yes, it is difficult, but there are some
easy things about it too!'

Exercise 11.1
Answer these questions using the A shi A construction followed
by a suitable 'but' clause of your own devising:

1 Tii de fayin bu shi hen qingcbu ma?
2 Wang xidnsheng de Hanyu shuiping gao ma?
3 Zhe ben xiaoshuo you mei you yisi?
4 Dui waiguaren lai sbui», ZbOngwen de sisbeng shi bu shi hen

ruin?
5 Qingdao pijiu hdo he ma?

9 Cai andjiil
Both aii and jiit are adverbs indicating something about time.
Cai indicates that something takes place later or with more
difficulty than had been expected. It translates into English as
'not ... until .. .', 'then and only then': Tii sdn didn zbimg ca; lai
'He didn't come until 3' (but I had asked him to come at 2.30).

It is a common mistake for students to try to translate the 'not'
in English with a bit or mei in Chinese. Remember that 'not' is
already contained in cdi.

Jiit, on the other hand, indicates that something takes place
earlier or more promptly than expected: Td sdn didn zhimg jiit
lai le 'He came at 3IHe was there by 3' (but I had asked him to
come at 3.30). .



Both cai and jiit must come immediately before the verb
regardless of what other elements there are in the sentence. Jiit
usually takes le, whereas cai does not, perhaps because the verb
with cai does not convey any real sense of completion. The
following examples should help to make the distinction between
the two clearer:

a Woqing ta shimgwu ba didn ban ld! danshi ta hadidn jiu lai
le 'I asked him to come at 8.30 am but he was there by 8' (i.e.
too early).

b Wo qing ta shcmgwu ba didn ban ldi dansbi ta jiu didn ban
ca; lai 'I asked him to come at 8.30 am but he didn't come
until 9.30' (i.e, too late).

a Gen ni lido tidnlr} jiu zbidao ni zhe ge ren hen you yisi 'As
soon as I chatted to you I realized what a fascinating person
you were' .

b Gen ni lido tidnir} cai zhidao ni zhe ge ren hen you yisi 'It
was not until I'd had a chat with you that I realized what a
fascinating person you were'.

Cai and jiit can also be translated as 'only' in sentences such as:

Ta ca; san SUi} 'Sh' I 3 Id''1"'-' " - , e s on y years 0 .
1 a nu san SUI

Exercise 11.2
Fill in the blanks with the adverbs jiit or cdi.

1 Wo dao le Zhonggu6 y'ihou __ zhidao Qingdao pijiu hen
hao he.

2 Wodao Zhonggu6 qit yiqidn __ zbidao Qingddo pijiu hen
hao he.

3 Na feng (MW) xin (letter) xie hao le mei you? Xie hao le,
zuotidn __ xie bdo le.

4 Na [eng xin yljing xie bdo le mai Hai mei xie hdo ne,
mingtidn __ xie.

5 Tii kaisht xue Hanyu ylhou __ faxian (discover) Hanyu
yufa bing bit ndn.

6 Dianying qi didn ban kaishf, ta ha didn __ ldi.
7 Qit Meigu6 ylqian __ cai Meiguoren hen kailang (open).
8 Yinu/ei shiqing hen zhimgyao (important) wo __ darao

nimen.

10 Jiushi
Jiitshi 'to be precisely (something or somebody)', 'to be nothing
else but' is used in the following way:

11j
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Question: Wo zhao Yuan ldoshi. NT renshi ta ma? 'I'm looking
for Teacher Yuan , Do you know him?'

Answer: Wo jiUshi ta 'I am he (and no other)'.

11 Zhe zh6ng but zhe yang de
Unlike zbimg which is a true measure word and can therefore
directly precede its noun, yang acts as a noun with zhe and na
and must therefore take de before any noun which follows it:
zhe zbOng qingkuang ' this sort of situation' but zhe yang de
shui.ping 'this kind of level'. Zheyang and nayang can operate
independently as adverbs to mean 'in this way' or 'in that way'
('like this' or 'like that'). Zheyang zuo bit hdo 'It's no good
doing it like this'. Zheyang ling, dui shentTbit hao 'Weather as
cold as this is bad for the health'. Tii xii de zheyang kuai, zhen
mei xidng dao 'I never expected him to write so quickly'.

12 More on resultative verbs
Resultative verbs were first introduced in 5.1, potential
resultative verbs in 7.13. In this chapter we meet three more
resultative verb endings:

-bdo meaning 'to do the action of the verb satisfactorily' (and
therefore also expressing the idea of completion).

-dimg meaning 'to do the action of the verb with
understanding'.

-bdo can be found with many different verbs such as zuo, shuo,
zhunbei ('to prepare') and xii but -dong is limited to ting ('to
listen') and kan ('to read '):

Nimen cai ding bdo le me! you?
Baozbt kan de dang ma?

-qingcbu can also act as a resultative verb ending meaning 'to do
(the action of the verb) clearly'.

13 More on directional endings
We met simple directional endings in 5.1 and compound
directional endings in 8.9. Apart from their more literal
meaning, a certain number of directional endings have extended
or figurative meanings: verb + qilai (Lit. 'up' : na qilai ' to pick
up', zhan qilai 'to stand up').



'to start to do' the action of the verb (and continue doing it)
or for a state of affairs to start (and continue): tan qilai 'start
to chat' . Tiiinqi nudnbuo qilai le 'The weather's starting to
get warm '.

u To express a view or convey an impression: kcm qilai 'from
the look of things'. Kan qilai yao xia yu ' It looks like rain '.
ring qilai hen you daolt (Lit. Listen up/verylhavelreason). 'It
sounds very reasonable'. Shuo qilai rangyi, zuo qilai ndn 'It's
easier said than done '.

m Kidng qilai is widely used to mean 'to remember', 'to recall':

A, wo xidng qilai le, ta xing Chen 'I've got it, she was called
Chen'.

Another very useful directional ending used in a figurative way
is -xiaqu (Lit. '(go) down') which is used to mean 'to carry on'
doing the action of the verb: zuo xiaqu 'to carry on doing' (in a
different context it could mean 'to sit down'!). ring xiaqu 'to
carry on listening'.

Exercise 11.3
Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate resultative verb
ending (two brackets indicate a compound directional ending).
You may need to refer back to 5.1, 7.13 and 8.9 to refresh your
memory.

1 Zh« ke kewen wo kan bu ( ), neng bu neng (be capable
of/can) bangzhu wo yixia?

2 Zhuozi tai da le, ban bu ( ) ( ).
3 Wo zai waimian dengzhe ni. Qtng ni zou ( ) ( ), bdo

bu hao?
4 Lianxi (exercise) wo hai mei zuo ( ) ne, jintidn shiqing

tai duo le.
5 Nt zenme bu chi cai ne? Shi bu shi ytjing chi ( ) le?
6 Wo tai ben (stupid) le, gen bu ( ) nimen lidng toei.
7 jintian de baozbt mei kan ( ), bu zhidao zai ndr:
8 Zuijin (recently) hdisbu] (seawater) re ( ) ( ) le,

mingtiiin kiyt qu yauyong (swim).
9 Na ge shafa tai xido le, zuo bu ( ) sdn ge ren.

10 Zh« ge zi xie ( ) yididnr, yaoburan wo zenme kan de.
( )?

11 Duixiang sbenme shihou (when?) zhdo de ( ) shi hen
ruin shuo de.

12 Zhe ben xidoshuo suirdn mei you yisi, danshi hai yao kan
( ) ( ).
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o Chinese classlessness

One of the delights of Chinese society is that on some levels, (as
shown in the text for instance), people appear unaffected by
apparent differences in social status, and natural curiosity and real
friendliness win the day. In general it is much easier for foreigners,
with or without the right 'credentials' or connections (guanxi) to meet
relatively well-known public figures, particularly those in the arts,
than It would be for them in the West. If you are one of those people
who 'succeeds' in this direction, beware of a false sense of your own
importance - it may be that your Chinese contacts are just being
politeI That many famous people seem to remain relatively
untouched by their own success is a measureof how civilized, in real
terms, the Chinese are.

Exercise 11.4
Make up your own sentences using the following constructions:

1 yi . .. jiit . . .
2 you you ...
3 bu shi jiit shi .
4 bu shi er shi .

5 yue lai yue .
6 ruguo jiit ..
7 suirdn dansbi ...
8 bu shi ma?

Exercise 11.5
Translate the following passage into colloquial English:

Zhdng Zhanyi shi ge fuwityuan. Ta hen xlbuan ta de gongzuo,
yinu/ei ta you jihui (opportunity) gen hen duo bit t6ng (not
same, different) de ren jiech«, Bu shi Meigu6ren jiit shi
Yingguoren, bu shi Zhonggu6ren jiit shi Ribenren. Youde
waigu6ren hui sbuo hen /iull (fluent) de putonghua, dansbi
yangwei(r) hen zbong (heavy), [dyin ; yu(d dou bu da dui, keshi
hdi ting de dimg. Youde waigu6ren yi shuo qi Hanyil lai jiit hen
hdoxiao (funny), yinwei m ei you sbenme shengdiao. Ye you
yixie waigu6ren Hanyu shuiping hen gao, zai Zhonggu6 dai le
hen cluing shijian le, Zhimgu/en baozhi; x idoshuo dou kan de
dong, Hanzi ye bui xie yixie. Chengnianren xue qi Hanyu lai
bing bit r6ngyi, zhide (be worth) peifu (admire ) tdmen. Youde
ren lidn (even) tdmen zijl de muyu ye shuo bu hdo, geng bu bi
(not have to) shui) yi men (MW) waiyu le!

NB. lidn ... ye . . . go together in the same way as ruguo .. .
jiit . . . (see 9.4).

Exercise 11.6
Translate the following into Chinese:



1 1 guess that if she's not American, she must be English.
2 His tones are really excellent but his pronunciation is

hopeless.
3 I've already been to (1)/Chin~(3)/six times(2)/but (I) still

can't understand what people are saying.
4 As far as my best friend is concerned, writing is even more

interesting than reading.
S His hair (t6ufa) is really long. How come he hasn't got it cut

(jian) yet?
6 She mastered (use xue hao) modern standard Chinese after

only two years.
7 He's been learning Chinese for three years so his standard is

pretty good now.
8 ldidn't know until yesterday that he does not know how to

use a Chinese dictionary. :
9 Everyone likes talking to interesting people but there aren't

many of them around (use zhe yang).
10 I'll only disturb you if it's something important (zhongyao).
11 1 liked him very much after only talking with him once or

twice.
12 He is terribly lazy (fan). It took him until today to read one

page.

oThe Guanxi network
Who knows whom in China is very important when the wheels of
bureaucracy need a certain amount of oiling and certain goods and
services are in short supply. Your personal relations network is known
as your guanxihD ;k1i:F (Lit. relationship household) and some
people seem to have very extensive ones. Your guanxihu will be
made up of many of those t6ng relationships explained in Chapter
21, as well as your relatives and other people you have met along
life's path. Many educated young people from urban areas who were
sent to the countryside during the Cultural ReVOlution established
quite sizeable guanxihD during that time which still stand them in
good stead. If for instance a friend, colleague or lao t6ngxue (old
classmate)gives you an introduction (whether personally or by phone
or letter) to one of his/her guanxi it is quite usual to present your new
'guanxi' with a suitable present of some sort, a carton of foreign
cigarettes yl Mo waigu6 yan used to be quite acceptable. It would, of
course, be wonderful not to have to use the guanxihD system to buy
air or rail tickets or other goods and services (this is a small part of
what the students were protesting about in 1989) but in a country so
densely populated as China, it is well nigh impossible not to use the
guanxihD system on occasions.
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In this chapter you willleam
• about common measure

words
• about denominations of

money
• about time words and

expressions
• about resultative verbs
• about directional endings
• about auxiliary verbs and

conjugations



As this chapter is for reference, characters have been included
where they may be helpful.

Common measure words

Pinyin Character Classification Examples

ba re Objects with a knife, umbrella,

s handle, chairs toothbrush; chair
bao packet (e.g, 20) cigarettes
bei ~ cup tea, coffee
ben * volume books, magazines
bit $ film
ding JJi hats
(en -6t newspaper
{ing ~ letter
{u MlJ sunglasses
ge l' used if you have man

forgotten the
correct one!

jia or tdi ~.il' machines television, radio,

I'm
computer

jian room
jian ftI: piece, article clothes, luggage
jll 1U phrase remarks
juan ~ reel, spool toilet paper,

camera film
ke • tree
ke it text, lesson
kou t:I family members
kuai ~ piece soap, land
fiang ~ wheeled vehicles car, bicycle
ping mt bottles
qun ~ crowd, group, flock sheep, bees
shou 11 poem
tao If set suite of furniture,

~
set of stamps

tido long and winding; towel, fish, street,

fk
carton (e.g. 200) river; cigarettes

wei person (polite) teacher, Mrs
mang * flat, rectangular map, bed, table

tt.x objects
mf long and thin pencil, cigarette

objects (one)
mf ~ animals, one of butterfly, cat, hand,

~
paired body parts leg

zuo large, solid thing mountain, bridge,
building
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Denominations of money and time used like
measure words

Pinyin Character Meaning

fen 1t 1110 of a mao
mdo ~ 1/10 of a kuai
kuili * basic unit of Chinese currency

fen 1t minute
ke ~J qua rter
tidn 7C day
nidn ~ year

Time words and expressions

1 Time words
Time words have two functions:

a As adverbs, they stand before a verb or another adverb to
form a time background for the verb: Wo jintian bu qu
'I'm not going today'. Shang ge xingqi ta mei qu gongzuQ
'She didn 't go to work last week'.

b As nouns, they may function as the subject or object of
a verb or modify another noun (with de I¥J): ]intian shi
xingqisi 'Today is Thursday'. Zu6tian de bao, ni kim le mei
you? 'Did you see yesterday 's paper?'.

2 Types of 'time-when' expressions (standing
before the verb)
a Time words and phrases such as:

amgqidn formerly zuotidn wiinshang yesterday evening
jintidn today tidntidn zhongwit every day at noon
ye If in the night qiyui: si hao July 4th
na tidn that day di 'er tidn the second or next day
zhe jf ge yue these last mei (ge) xingqitidn every Sunday

few months

b Time clauses such as:

xiiio de shibou 'when one is young' .
xuexi Zhongwen de sbihou 'when one is learning Chinese'.
cong xingqiyi dao xingqiunc 'from Monday till Friday'.



c Lapse of time before negated verbs:

Wo sdn tian mei chi dimgxi 'I didn't eat a thing for three
days'.

San tian bit chi (tm hit xing 'It won't do not to eat for three
days'.

Wo hin jiii me; you he jiu le 'I haven't touched alcohol for
ages'.

Wo na si nian me; kemjiem tdmen ' I didn't see them during
those four years'.

3 Types of 'time during which' expressions
(standing after the verb)
a Num + MW + (de iJ(j) and Num + MW + Noun + (de iJ(j)

such as: liit tidn 'six days', lidng ge xingqi 'two weeks', shi
nidn de ZbOngwen 'ten years of Chinese', yi ge hem yue de
Riuren 'a month and a half of Japanese'.

b Indefinite quantities of time
i Tdmen zou lehin jiii le 'They've been gone for a long time'.

ii Wo zhunhei kewen, zhunhei hin jiii le 'I spent a lot of
time on preparing the text'.

NB In b i two les - action still going on; in ii one le - action
happened in the past.

Resultative verbs (an introduction)
A resultative verb consists of a stem (an action verb) with a
complement expressing the result of the action of the stem, e.g,
Td kim CUD le zhe ge zi 'Slhe read this character wrongly', NTde
hua, wo ting qingchu le 'I heard clearly what you said'. As can
be seen from this, the ending or complement may be followed
directly by an object.

A resultative ending is regularly followed by the perfective suffix
-le 7 and is negated by mei (you) N: (:fl), e.g. NTde hua wo me;
ting qingchu 'I didn't hear clearly what you said'. If the result has
not yet been achieved then of course the sentence is negated
by hit ~: ZbOngwen xiaoshuo wo hai bit neng kiln dang 'I can't
read Chinese novels (i.e. novels written in Chinese) yet'.

When the sentence refers to future time or is in the imperative
form, the suffix -le 7 is not normally used: Women yiding yao
xue hdo Zhimgu/en 'We certainly must/want to master Chinese',
Nian shu kewen 'Read the text aloud until you're familiar with
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it'. Apart from common resultative endings such as -hdo it and
-u/dn 16 there are also directional endings which can function as
resultative endings: Yao kan zhe bit dianying de ren (eichang
duo, wo hai mei kim shang ne 'Masses of people want to see this
film, I (still) haven't managed to see it (yet)'. Nf mdi dao zhe ben
shu me! you? 'Did you manage to buy this book'?

Table of resultative verb endings: common functional
endings

Used with
Ending Type of result (examples) limitations

wan - completion zuo fl:, it:7G
shuo&, xii~,
kim ;s-

hao M- satisfaction, as above + bim v»,
completion zhunbei $ *

hui ~ learning xue?f!
mastery

zhtio II attainment zhdo ~, miii~,
shui 11

zuo fl:, nd *, potential
Mo 7 possibility form only

chi pZ; , mai~, actual form:
mai ~ -le T

cuo m error shuo&, xii~,

JlJ
zuo fl:, ting P)f

dim arrival, xidng tJ!, ban . ,
attainment song i!,

pdo 18, zou :}E,
xue?f!, tan~

q; ~ i afford to mai~, cbi pZ;, potential only
ii respect for, zhu -1£, dui m potential only
self-respect

bao i'8 satisfaction of chi pZ;

'11
appetite

dong understanding, ting Plf , kim It
comprehension

jian lA!. perception kim It, ting P)f
(sensory)

kai 7f separation, kai 7f, li.,
leaving room zo« :}E
for

dong #J movement nti*, ban. potential only
ganjing .:p?tt cleanness x;~



NB The example verbs listed under 'used with' are far from an
exhaustive list. Some endings such as -bdo iti, -dong iI and
-jicm Jt are limited by their essential meaning.

Directional endings or complements
Both intransitive action verbs of motion and transitive action
verbs indicating the handling of objects commonly take
directional endings or complements: Tiimen cong uiaibian zou
jinlai le 'They walked in from outside', Wo jintian na lai le hen
duo zhaopicm 'I've brought a lot of photos today'.

Directional endings are either: (1) simple or (2) compound. In
(2) the second element is either lai =* or qu "*. Only a small
group of simple directional endings form compound directional
endings with lai =* or qu "* as the second element. These
are shanG..L, xia 'F, jin 3!L chu lfl, q, jl§, hut I!!I, guo M
and kai ft . .

If the object is a place word it must come before Iai =* or qu"*. If not it may either come before lai =* or qu "* or it may
come after the verb + simple or compound ending:

Wo yao qu tushuguan na wo de baozhi lai 'I want to/must go to
the library to fetch my newspaper'.

Td cong zhuozi shang na qi ta de bao lai, zuo xialai kan
'Slhe picked up his/her newspaper from (on) the table and sat
down and/to read it'. Tii cong zhuozi shang na qilai ta de bao.
'Slhe picked up his/her newsgaper from (on) the table.' Other
directional endings are ddo .J, zou 7E and diao W, but these
and other similar directional endings cannot form compound
endings with Iai =* or qu "*. _
Auxiliary verbs
What is an auxiliary or modal verb? An auxiliary verb is a
member of a limited class of verbs which occur before action
verbs or verbal expressions, adding a semantic value of modality
('can, will, must') to the expression as a whole. They cannot
take verbal complements or verbal suffixes, and are not used as
modifiers before nominals. They usually express the modality of
action verbs.

a Auxiliary verbs expressing capability, e.g. neng fm, hut ~,
kiy,RJJfA.
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1 Neng lai, jiu q;ng lai 'Please come if you can'.
u Tii hui shuo Hrmyu cS/he can speak Chinese '.

m Na ge gongchang keyi zhizao hen duo da jiqi 'That
factory can produce a lot of heavy machinery'.

Hut ~ usually e~resses an acquired capability, although
neng fm and key; PJ J?J. can have a similar meaning.

N; hut hud xue, wo hu hut 'You know how to ski, but I
don't'.

ii Tii neng kan Zhongioen xidosbui) 'S/he is able to read
Chinese novels'.

b Expressing permission or prohibition, e.g. neng fm and key;
PIw..

Zher kiyi (or neng) xi yan 'Smoking is permitted here'.
NB When neng tm and key; PIJ?J. eXJ?ress capability, the
negated verb can only be bu neng /Ftm. When expressing
prohibition, both bu neng /Ffm and bu key; /FPI J?J. can
be used.

c Expressing possibility, e.g. hut ~ (usually in relation to some
future occurrence).

Bu hui xia yu, ni qu ha 'Off you go, it can't (possibly)
rain/won't rain'.

u Td hui Lai bangzhu n;'Slhe may come to help you'.
m Wo xiang zbenme jiangjiu de l{;guan bu hut tai pianyi

(de) (Lit. I think such an elegant hotel can't be too
inexpensivelI shouldn't think such an elegant hotel can be
very cheap).

d Yao ~ has three meanings as an auxiliary verb:

1 Expressing will, wish or 'wanting to'.
2 Expressing necessity 'must'.
3 Expressing the future likelihood of something happening.

Wo yao qu tushuguan 'I want to go to the library'. This
sentence could also mean 'I'll be going to the library' or even
'I must go to the library'. Such ambiguities are removed if the
sentence is negated. The negative counterpart of (1) is bu
xidng /Fm and of (2) bu yimg /Fm. Yao ~ is also used
with 'le 7' to indicate (3) e.g. yao xia yu le 'It's going to
rain'. Bu yao (hie) /F~ (:BIt) is used for negative imperatives,
e.g. N; bu yao/bie ldi! 'Don't (you) come!' and not 'You
don't want to come'.

e Expressing desire, inclination or preference, e.g. xidng mor
xibuan W:~.



Wo bu xiang qu kiln ta, wo xiang zai jia It kan dianshi
'I don't fancy going to see him, 1 fancy staying at home
and watching TV' Note the overlap with yao ~ (1) in
the negative.

n Hdizi xihuan todnr 'Children like to play' .

NB Both these verbs can function as transitive verbs (as can
yao ~).

f Expressing willingness, e.g. yuanyi S. and ken -Wo
Td yuanyi canjia pingpangqiu bisai. 'S/he's willing tot
wishes to take part in the table-tennis competition'.

n Td bu shi bu nettg lai, er shi bu kin lai 'It isn't that slhe
can't come, but that slhe's unwilling to'.

g Expressing 'ought to', 'should', e.g. yinggiii M~, gai ~,
yingddng lE.~ .
i Ni bu yinggai name shui) 'You shouldn't talk like that'.
ii Wo xianzai gai zou le ' I ought to go now'.

h EXf.ressing necessity (other than yao ~), e.g, dei ft., bidei
~'ft., bixu ~,~.

I Wo dei zou le 'I must go'.
n Wo jintian bidei kan wan na ben shu 'I must finish

reading that book today'.

Their negative counterparts are bu yong ~m, bu bi ~~,
and bu xuyao ~11~.

Other modal verbs, e.g, gdn i1t 'to dare to ', pa fa 'to be
afraid of' (pa fa can take a noun as its object), Mo yisi M-jl
,'M. 'have the nerve to '.

I Wo bu gan gen ta shuo hua 'I don't dare talk to him'.
11 Zbe ge hdizi hen pa jian shengren 'This child is very much

afraid of meeting strangers'. NB Some grammarians
maintain that pa fa is not a real auxiliary verb because
it can take hen fll, geng £, etc.

ID Zuo le zhe zhong shi, kui ta hai hdo yisi shui» ne! 'Fancy
his doing that sort of thing and then having the nerve to
talk about it!'

Remember that auxiliary verbs:

cannot take aspect markers, e.g, le 7 , -guo M, -zhe ~;
cannot be modified by intensifiers such as hen fll, geng £;
cannot be nominalized;
cannot occur before the subject;
cannot take a direct object.
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Table of common pairs of conjunctions

Auxiliary verbs must eo-occur with a verb (or an 'understood'
verb).

}

}
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I bUdan ... erqie (or ye/hai) ...
/FiI! ffii1l (or if!1j:£)

~1io [i;fwr) ~ ... }
yaosh! ... jiu .
I!:I: it
yao bu ... jiu
I!/F it
yao bu sbi .. . jiu ...
I!/F:I: it
jiiirU . . . ye . . .
,mtflJl if!
jiiishl . . . ye . . .
ilft if!
jishl . . . ye (hai) . ..
HPft if! (j:£)
jiUshi ... ye (hai) ...
it:l: if! (j:£)
jirdn ... jiu . ..
ftf'& it
buguan} .

~:n ye (hai) . . .
/F~ if! (j:£)
wit/un . ..
JG~
suirdn ... danshi/keshi ...
!il f'& iI!:I:fIiJ:I:
yinwei ... suoyi ...
J!;f19 JiJi W.
y6uyu ... (jiu)
m-r it;1:i ~ ...
zhlyao ye/jiu ...
~I! if!lit
zhlyou ... cdi
RH ;t

not only .. . but also

if. .. then

if not . .. then

if not that ... then

supposing, in the event
that .. . still

even if ... still

since ... then

no matter whether ... still

although ... but

because ... therefore

because, owing to, due to
... then
unless ...

if only, as long as .. . then

only if ... then



bushi . . . ershi . . .
/f':1! jfij:1!
bushi ... pushi . ..
/f':1! !t:1!
(tinshi. . . dou . . .
JL:1! iIS
chtde ... yiwai .. .
1*7 ~9~
litin . . . yildou . ..
;l1 -It!/i1S
(ei + verb . . . buk e
~~ + verb /f'1iJ

it's not . . . but

if it's not ... then it's

all .. .

besides . . .

even . . .

must (do the action of
the verb)
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Adverbs as conjunctions
i Same element occurring in first and second clauses:

you .. .
X
ye .. .
-It!
yue . . .•(yU) . ..

you .. .
X

both ... and

not only ... but also

the more .. . the more .. .

(more formal than yue)

doing VI at the same time as V2

ii Different element in second clause:

as soon as VI happens, then V2 begins.



In this chapter you willleam
• what the earliest characters

looked like
• about the evolution of

characters over the years
• how characters are

composed
• about radicals or significs
• how Chinese children learn

to write characters
• some basic rules for writing

characters
• to recognize some useful

public notices and signs



What are Chinese characters? These are the symbols used to
write Chinese which you will have seen written over Chinese
restaurants or takeaways. What on earth have they to do with
'China Garden' or 'Jade Cottage' you may well have asked
yourself. Well, here's your chance to find out!

Written Chinese is understood by more people in the world than
any other language and its earliest written records date back
over 3500 years. These were the markings scratched onto
tortoise shells and animal bones which were used to predict
future events. These 'oracle bones' were used in divination rites
during the Shang dynasty (c. 1500 BC). Even at that time, the
Chinese had already developed quite a sophisticated language
with an extensive vocabulary. From these ancient writings we
can see that many of the earliest characters were pictures or
pictographs. Below are a few examples showing the evolution of
such characters into their modern day form. You should move
from left to right, the character now in use being the one on the
extreme right!

0 e 8 El rt sun

» E) 1 }] yue moon

~ .;, Jl A ren person

r ~ ;t\ * mu tree

Abstract concepts could also be represented by symbols:

\J .1 1- J:. shang up

a T ~ -,: xiii down

As time went on and people needed to express more complex
ideas or concepts, pictographs were extended or combined to
form ideographs. A sun and a moon together mean 'bright', a
woman under a roof means 'peace', a woman with a child
beside her means 'good', a sun rising behind a tree means 'east'.
A tree doubled forms the character for 'forest' and if tripled it
means a 'dense forest '.
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a sun + ,ij moon = IJJ] bright
1;{ woman + ~ roof =!j( peace
-.k + T child = tf good
a + * tree = * east* + * =# forest
# + * = ~ dense forest

(Extensions of meaning were sometimes inherent in the
character itself and required no further addition, thus a 'sun'
also means 'day', Jj 'moon' also means 'month'.)......

c,.) What a wonderful way of creating language this was, but of
course only a limited number of ideas could be expressed in this
way. Characters of this type which do not possess a phonetic
element are relatively few and account for maybe 10% of all
Chinese characters but many of them are still in common use
today.

Most characters contain a phonetic element. Such characters
are known as phonograms or radical-phonetic characters. They
are made up of two components, one called the radical (the
Chinese call these 'signifies' or 'common heads') which indicates
the classification of the character and the other the phonetic,
which should give a clue to its pronunciation. Thus 11 qing
'blue', 'green', 'black' is a character in its own right but it is
the phonetic for such characters as tfl qing 'emotion', 'feelings',mqing 'pure', 'clear ' and it q;ng ' ask' , 'request' whereas
the radical for these is 'heart' t, 'water' r and 'speech ' 1. (t ),
respectively.

11 = blue, green, black
t heart + 11 = tit emotion, feelings
r water + 11 =¥i pure, clear
i speech + 11 = it ask, request

Before you get too carried away with the neatness of this one,
I should say that as a result of the gradual development of
the language and the many changes that have occurred
in pronunciation, many phonetics now only indicate the
ag,proximate sound: I gong 'work' becomes ~ kimg 'empty'
(A is a cave), silk + gonIJ becomes bong tI 'red' and insect +
gong also becomes bong JI([ 'rainbow'.



I = gong
~ cave + I =~ kong
~ silk + I =~I h6ng
!k insect + I =!kI h6ng
Others are of even less assistance, but learning to recognize
phonetics and radicals is of great help in learning characters.
Fortunately there are not too many radicals to be learnt. Older
dictionaries list 214, modern ones have reduced this to 189. If
the forms in combination and/or full characters are listed
separately, this can increase the number to around 250. A good
many of these are very little used so I have listed 80 or so of the
more common ones below and overleaf in the hope that they
will serve as a useful reference point in your recognition and
learning of characters.

Now look at the first column of the radical table which shows
what each radical looks like on its own (not all of them appear
as characters in their own right in modern Chinese). The second
column shows what they look like when they are combined with
a phonetic if there is any change (otherwise this column is left
blank). The third gives the romanization and the last column the
meamng.

Radicals/signifies

In isolation In combination Romanization Meaning

A Af ren person
JJ JJtl dao knife
I=t p kou mouth
± ±f tu earth

* ~ nu woman
...... - roof
LU ....... shan mountain

'L' 'L' t xin heart
f- f-1 shou hand
a rt sun

* mu tree
71< 71<1 shut water
!k !k. ""''\ huo fire
r - disease/sickness



In isolation In combination Romanization Meaning

~ mu eye
~ he grain
it IrIr zhu bamboo
t (i/*) sf silk
~ }j* rou flesh
}j * yue moon
.... (1jt) ......... cao grass
~ i yan speechR

;:. (:$) $ che cart/carriage
L - walking
~ t jfn metal (gold)

'* t shi food
~ (M) md horse
:f! ('-'.) yu fish
~ (~) nido bird (long-

tailed)
~ - above
?-* ? bing ice
r - cliff
J\. J\., vr ba eight
JL er child, son
X you also, again
7J n strength
0 - an enclosure

* do big, noble
T T,f z{ child, son
""t cun inch
r shi corpse
rfJ jin napkin , towel,

handkerchief
r - covering, roof
~ chi to step (with

~
left foot )

- to tap , rap
~ on left - abund ant ,

mound

.. Characters with the 'moon' and 'flesh' radical are no longer
differentiated and appear under the same 'radical' viz. }j.



In isolation In combination Romanization Meaning

15 on right ~ yi region
n (r,) men door
Ij, ;h -I' xido small,
-Je -Je, ~ qutin dog
~ * shi an omen;

express
3i yu jade
:% gi spear, lance
JJl (J{) bei shell/object

of value

- didn dot
- heng horizontal
I shU vertical
lA!. (Jt) ;ian to see
JJt '" zhuti claw
R xue cave, hole
E li to stand
;t{ ;t{l yf clothing
7i shi stone, mineral
at tidn field
fJC shi arrow
$ ~,~,$ yang sheep

* mi rice
If: er ear
9i crn ye pagelleaf
!k ch6ng insect
;Jtj- zhou boat
j£ zou walk/travel
W you (i) 10th of

Twelve Earthly
Branches
(ii) spirit made
from ripe millet

,lE. , zu foot/enough,
satisfied

:!it , shin body
~ffJ ;;ao horn, angle
11 qfng blue/green/

black
m '"17 yu rain



In isolation In combination Romanization Meaning

fE zhui short-tailed
bird

1ti ge hide/leather/
remove

ft/it gU bone
11 he; black/dark
)jSJ (-) yu feather/wing

...A. Many of these radicals were originally pictographs but some of
c,,) them have been simplified so much that the original picture has

almost been lost. Any radicals which appear in brackets in the
first column are so-called 'full ' characters, which are still in use
in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and other overseas Chinese
communities. The Chinese, needless to say, have their own way
of describing individual characters (and radicals) as you will see
in Chapter 16 where Mr King explains to the box office clerk
how his name is written. If you really 'get into ' characters you
will go into this aspect in greater depth. For the moment, if
we say that the water radical (¥ ) is described as being sdn dian
shut 'three drops water', that characters with the speech radical
(1. ) on the left-hand side are described as having yan zi pang(r)
'yan character side ', (i.e. the character ydn at the side) and
that characters with grass cdo (""-) on top are described as cdozi
tou, having 'a grass character head', you will have some idea of
how this works.

Since the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949 ,
the Chinese have simplified a number of their characters (well
over 2000) in an attempt to improve the literacy of the ordinary
population. Until then, characters had remained essentially
unchanged for about 2000 years . There is now a permanent
committee responsible for the reform of Chinese characters. The
majority of books, magazines and newspapers printed in the
People's Republic are now written in simplified characters, as is
this book. The main principles used in simplification are: (a)
changing one part of a character, (b) striking out one or two
parts of a character (c) substituting a 'simple' character for a
difficult one and (d) reconstructing the whole character. The
following examples are divided into these four categories. When
you have done some more work on characters come back and
see if you can work out what has happened in each case!



a Changing one part of a 14 11 RR It
character 15 • jEJ (u

1 JIj ~J Iiu 16 • ~ xidng
2 tt :fL I{ 17 .. :$ (eng
3 It ~ ruin 18 • !k chong
4 Ji J;F hutin c Substituting a 'simple'
5 • & him character for a 'difficult'

b Striking out one or two parts one

of a character 19 • ~ yu
6 B ~ wu 20 ill: ~ gU

7 JAHJj) ~ chu 21 • If. eMu

8 rm 7f kai d Reconstructing the whole
9 • ~ bido character

10 If r8. yf 22 j{ !k tou

11 '&' 3J xi 23 It 9! ling
12 l1Jl !J( mie 24 • i@. guf

13 !IJf % hao 25 It 1* ti

How do the Chinese learn to write
characters?
Official figures put illiteracy in China at 20-25%, but in reality
it is likely to be much higher. Literacy in the towns is far
higher than in the countryside for obvious reasons. With the
introduction of the 'responsibility system' zerenzh] there is less
incentive for rural children to study. How do Chinese children
master such a complicated system of writing anyway? The
answer is that they start at a very early age and spend a lot of
time on it, both at home and in school, far more than we have to
do in learning how to write English. At this point I shall introduce
you to one or two learning aids which are widely used in China
and may serve as an inspiration to you in your leami!1~ of
characters. There are numerous little books entitled llOOlW:j!:,
klm tU shizi 'Look at the picture and recognize the character' or
f$i)'3J{~? Nirensbi ma? 'Do you know (it)? (i.e. the character)'
which contain drawings of everyday objects, parts of the body,
fruit, vegetables, different types of weather, common actions like
singing, washing - you name it and it's there somewhere. The
drawings below are extracts from one such little book.
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=1, c tau yan jing bi zi zui ba
f9:

~ OR IIii • T " e~ 0
1:::J
! ~

..... J) ~ a ~CIl)
er duo ya chi shou jiao

l}~ 7fftJ :fa JJP

e ~ ~ C~~
guo wan hti pan

lM fa ~ il5IE

~~ l) •' .=.-.

kuai san bei tan

* ~ ~ ill

Another system is to have a small card with a drawing of the
object on one side and the pinyin and characters for it on the
other. You will see Chinese children from the age of three
upwards shuffling these cards around. Most Chinese couples are
only allowed one child, and they usually encourage him/her to
start learning to read and write as early as possible.
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Literal meanings: 'fire vehicle' (train) and 'hair cloth ' (towel)

fei ji

~m
chang ge

pmrdk

Literal meanings: 'flymachine' (aeroplane) and 'sing song' (to sing)

You can make your own 'flash cards' as you work your way
through the book from Chapter 14 onwards and you may
decide to go back and make them for Chapters 1-11 also as
these contain a lot of basic vocabulary. The characters for all the
vocabulary items in the texts appear in the Chinese (pinyin)
English Vocabulary at the back of the book. Your flash cards
will normally consist of the character or characters on one side
and the pinyin and the English on the other. Work through them
looking at the character side first, seeing how many of the
characters you recognize. Check your answers with the pinyin



and English on the back. Put the ones you get right on one side
and then work your way through the ones you got wrong, again
putting to one side the ones you get right this time. Carry on
until you have mastered them all.

As your vocabulary (and pile of flash cards) increases, you may
have to put the ones you are unfamiliar with the first time
through on one side and tackle them again on another occasion.
This exercise should be repeated constantly! Make your cards
a handy size for taking around with you on buses, trains and
the underground. Having worked through your flash cards
'recognizing' the characters, do it the other way around. Look at
the pinyin and English side and try writing out the Chinese
character for it. This is much more difficult. Check your answer
with the character on the other side. Adopt the same system as
before, discarding the ones you get right and 'keeping' the ones
you get wrong.

By deciding to learn Chinese you have made a decision that you
will never be able to complain that you have nothing to do!

Chinese children also trace the characters in copybooks which
mayor may not contain material which we would regard as
propaganda. Below is the first page from a copybook printed in
1970 (Cultural Revolution time) which contains Mao's famous
speech on 'Serve the People' We;Renmin FuwU delivered by him
at a memorial meeting for Zhang Side on 8 September 1944.
When you have worked through a few of the chapters in
characters come back and see if you can spot the date.
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This extract illustrates the point that each individual Chinese
character occupies the same amount of space, i.e. a square of
the same proportions, whether it be in the mind or actually
indicated as here (so as to help children keep their characters all
the same size). Characters which go together and form a 'word'
such as aiqing ~tR 'love' are not written any closer together
than the two characters for 'I love' wo ai~~ although 'love' is
one word and 'I love' is two words. (At least this avoids the
headache which we have with pinyin of deciding what should be
joined and what should be split.) Because each character
occupies the same amount of space, 1 always encourage
beginners to start practising characters on squared paper, which
forces you to observe this practice.

Basic rules for writing characters
As you can imagine, there are some basic rules for writing
characters which you need to master. This is important if you
are to remember them, because in order to store them away so
that it can reproduce them when you require it to, the brain
needs to operate a kind of orderly filing system. To do this, it
needs all the help it can get. Most characters are made up of two
or more basic structural parts called 'character components'
though of course some character components such as 1:1 rt 'sun'
can stand by themselves as we have mentioned earlier. Although
the total number of characters is quite large, (I won't put you off
by telling you precisely how large), the number of character
components is limited. These components are written with a
number of basic strokes which are illustrated below:

Stroke Name

" I.!.. didn dot

• heng horizontal

J ~ shu vertical
} It pie left-falling

\... ~ na right-falling

/ t1! ti nsmg

nu ~ gou hook
J- iff zhe turning

....
CA



These strokes are basically straight lines and were traditionally
written in ink with a hair brush. The main directions are from
top to bottom and from left to right. The arrows on the basic
strokes below show how the characters are written by showing
the direction each stroke takes:

~, ~ J! 11
~ // J! l~

!L~ \'1' 1! ~~
~ .

The rules of stroke order in writing Chinese characters and
character components are as follows:

Example Stroke order Rule

+ + First horizontal, then vertical

A ) A
First left-falling, then

right-falling

- From top to bottom-
#I ~ 1 ~*~ From left to right

,ij J n )j ,ij First outside, then inside

lm I n Pl pq lm Finish inside, then close

IJ\ J IJ IJ\ Middle, then the two sides

There will be a table of the stroke-order of Chinese characters in
Chapters 14-18 to help you practise writing characters correctly.
When looking at a character decide whether it can be split into
an upper and lower part, or perhaps a left and a right. Has it got
some sort of a roof? Or a base? Is it symmetrical? Asking
yourself these sorts of questions should give you a better chance
of getting the stroke order right. Perhaps you may like to try to
copy or trace the following public notices and signs. Numbers
14-18 are all in Beijing.



Some useful public notices and signs
145

Pinyin transliteration and g!l
Chinese characters literal meaning English translation if1 tiff yinhting Bank §isilver business So

rttt:M qichizhlln i~2 Bus stop ~
steam carriage stop

3 JjJj(fJiJi ndn cesuo Men's
male lavatory place lavatory

4 :kRJiJi nil cesuo Women's
....

female lavatory place lavatory
W

5 ~wJiJi paichusuo Police station
assign/send place (local)

6 IIIISJiU y6uju Post office
post office

7 fJitif fanguan Restaurant
rice establishment

8 AO rUkou Entrance
enter mouth/opening

9 WO chukou Exit
come/go out
mouth/opening

10 ~1Si wiixiiin! Danger

11 iltt&~~ x iejue canguiin No admission
refuse/decline visit

12 ~.Il:.JPlM jinzhf XI yan No smoking
prohibit! inhale
forbid tobacco

13 ~.Il:.Jl«m jinzhf zhao xiang Photography
prohibit reflect appearance forbidden

14 X:ttn tu«anmen Tiananrnen/
heaven peace gate The Gate of

Heavenly Peace

15 *:ttf1i Chting'an jii Changan Street
long peace street



146 Pinyin transliteration and
OD! Chinese characters literal meaning English translation
:;o:J

I~ 16 ~~J1(fJiJi!i Beijfng Fimdian Beijing HotelCDC\,
ne north capital rice shop
53-
iiJo 17 IJrHt: Wangfujing Wangfujinga:J;6 king residence well (Street)

18 ~m:lfiJi!i YGuyiShangdian Friendship Store
friendship merchant shop

Even today, the art of calligraphy (the writing of Chinese
characters as an art form) is highly regarded in China and many
educated Chinese will hang scrolls of characters, beautifully
mounted, on their walls, just as we would hang a picture by, say,
Turner or Picasso. Calligraphers all have their own individual
styles and of course their admirers and critics, just as painters
do. (As calligraphy is an art with its roots in the ancient past,
these scrolls are always written in the traditional way from top
to bottom and usually in their full form which is visually more
pleasing.)

Using a Chinese-English dictionary
Most of the dictionaries you will have access to, use pinyin to
list the characters in alphabetical order according to their
pronunciation. This is only of use if you know how a particular
character is pronounced, otherwise you will have to look it up
using the radical. (There are other systems but this is the most
straightforward at this stage.) Having identified the radical, (not
always so easy) and counted up the number of strokes it has,
you look for it in the radical index at the front of the dictionary.
Radicals are arranged according to the number of strokes they
have - all the radicals with 'one stroke' ~l!!!J yi hull come first,
all the radicals with 'two strokes' =l!!!J er hull next and so on.
Each radical has a number assigned to it which may vary slightly
from dictionary to dictionary so don't automatically assume it's
the same. Having found which number radical it is (the number
may be to the left or to the right of the radical itself), then look
it up in the character index proper which immediately follows
and which lists each radical in order. Under each radical are
listed all the characters which have that radical in common.



These are listed in turn according to the number of strokes they
have when the radical has been taken away.

Thus 11 qing 'emotion~is listed under the heart radical t as
having eight strokes J\.1!!.!f, but it will come after mhen 'hate'
which has six. ~ ma (question particle) will come under the
mouth radical and be listed as having three strokes ~I!m and
will precede~ kii 'weep, cry' which has seven. I hope you have
got the idea! Having found the character you are looking for in
the index, you will either find a page number next to it or the
pinyin and tonemark, either of which will enable you to look it
up in the dictionary proper. It sounds hard work but it's not as
bad as it looks once you get the hang of it and it can be quite
satisfying. It is reckoned that there are around 4000 characters
in daily use, of which approximately 2000 are needed to read
a newspaper. Overleaf is the radical index from a popular
dictionary (&:,tiiijA A Chinese-English Dictionary). It may
prove useful to you as a reference. The number to the left of the
radical indicates the order in which it appears.

When tackling the character exercises, don't expect to get them
all right all at once. They are there for you to learn from as you
go along and to go back to time and time again. Perhaps you
will only recognize a few characters to start with (and be able to
write even fewer), but you will gradually recognize more and
more (and be able to write more). Be patient, stay with it 
believe me, it can be a rewarding experience.

Whatever way you look at them, Chinese characters are
fascinating, representing as they do the continuity of Chinese
culture. Even if you decide not to spend too much time on them,
appreciate their beauty and their long history. If you do decide
you want to pursue this side of your Chinese studies there are
many interesting books to read and enjoy. This chapter can only
scratch the surface of what characters are all about but if it has
kept your interest or better still, fired your imagination, it has
served its purpose.
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.1ttiill.8EJ~Iij.~.1t8EJlk"

- ill 35 X 70; 3 (3Jt) 1105 JP 140 jt 175 ffi 2091 ~
1 " 36 L 71 is 1061.1!- 141 ~ 176 * 210 it
2 - 37 k 72 B(E) 107 .ro. 142 m 177 '5 iL_
3 I 38 U 73 "* 108 ~ 143 m 178¥r(""") 211 if
4 / 39 ~ 74 T(=f) 109 ~ 144 ijt 179 a 212-.
5 - .=.ii 75 Ii 110tf=.(~) 145 PII 180I..A- 213I-!-6 J 40 j 76 ~ 111 =¥- 146 Jm 181 Jtn. 214I-L
7 Z(\.L) 41 t 77 !(~) 112 ~ 147 • 182 :It 215 •- iiI 42 ~(~) 78 <({ 113 ~ 148 ~ 183 ;pJ 216 ..
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In this chapter you wlllleam
• how to ask for things in

shops
• how to ask the price
• about Chinese money
• the stroke order of useful

Chinese characters and their
radicals
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a Pattern one: 'Specific item' $& (duoshao) t\? (qidn?) How
much is this/that item?

Question: j!**i!;$~fl?
ZM ben zfJzhiduoshao qian?

Answer: j!**i!;{;=€7\ 0

ZM ben zazhi qi mao liu.
Question: j\HtHlkm$~fl?

Na zhang dltu duoshao qian?
Answer: ~~fHlkmlm=€1L 0

Na zhang ditu si mao jiU.
Question: j!ft*JJR.$~fl?

ZM jian yifu auosneo qian?
Answer: j!ft*JJR.+1i*= 0

ZM jian yifu shfwu kuai er.
Question: ~ftW:fj$~fl?

Na jian cMnshan duoshao qian?
Answer: ~ftW:fjA*fl 0

Na jian cMnshan bEl kuai qian.
Question: j!ft=€*$~fl?

ZM jian maoyi duoshao qian?
Answer: j!ft=€*Im+-*.1i~0

ZM jian maoyi sishfyi kuai Ifng wu fen.

mAl (v) to buy
dongxi (n) thing(s)

(v-o) to go shopping
duo5hao (OW) how many?

qian (n) money
zhe (dem. adj.lp.) this

~n (MW) for books, magazines
zazh1 (n) magazine

qi seven
mao (MW; n) for money; wool

liu six
na (dem. adj.lp.) that

zhang (MW) for flat, rectangular objects
dltli (n) map

51 four
jiu nine

jian (MW) piece, article, item
y"ifu (n) clothes
5hrwu fifteen



kuill (MW) lump (for money, soap, etc.)
er two

chenshan (n) shirt, blouse
. ba eight

maoyi (n) sweater, woolly
'if one

Ung zero
fin (MW) for money
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Table of stroke order of Chinese characters
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*
, -L.

T~:V*

HIl H () n n H ) Il ( 7 r ~ Il)

+ ~ +
li - T1ili

iJc ! I je (-, .::l. jJ. je)

- - -
~ ~

*,t * C 7 t f *)-j ( - t -j)

~ ~ I j ( / ~ j)

J\. J J\.

• ~(- r- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~)

~(/ .".... .A-. 4- ~)

~ r; IJJ (~ JJ)

a Pattern two: Item ~&tt- MW? How much per unit is
item?

Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer.

Answer.

Question:

m$~it--fStJL?
Bao du6shao qian y{ tenr? (the JL er on -fSt fen is
optional but is often there).
m-;f.it--fStJL 0

Bao yi mao qian y{ fenr.
~m$~it-fg?

Xiang~n du6shao qian yi Mo?
J:f3lEm-t,J\.;f.it-fgo
ZMn9J!u6 yan qi, M mea qian yi beo.
*lEm=:~.li-fgo

Waigu6 yan san kuai wu yi Mo.
~.!i!$~it-~?
Xiangzao du6shao qian y{ kuai?



Answer: l'fli!}\, jVe~-~ 0

Xiangzao ba , jiii meo qian yf kuai.
Question : .*~&~-JT?

Pfnggu6 duoshao qian yi fin?
Answer: .*-~=-JT 0

Pfnggu6 yf kuai er yi fin .
Question: dIIS~~&~-.?

Y6upiao duoshao qian yf tao?
Answer: dIIS~Im~~-. 0

Y6upiao si kuai qian yf tao.

• [f ] bao (n) newspaper
-ffi" U] fen (MW) a copy; portion

l'f [~] m[!k] (xlang)yan (n) cigarette
§ [I-J] bao (MW) (n) packet (of), package

1ft [ I ] 00 [D) Zhonggu6 China
~~ [~] 00 willlgu6 (adj.) foreign

.=:. [-] san three
l'fli! [a] xlangzao (n) toilet soap

• r'''] * PlC) prngguD (n) apple
JT [JT] jin (MW) catty Ch kilogram)

dIIS [ ~] ~ [~] y6uplillo (n) stamp
• [*] tao (MW) set

Table of stroke order of Chinese characters

1Il 1 (- f 1 ) Il

*
%; (- .=.. -"'F-:;F- %;) ~ (, n A ~)

m ~ (I ~ t ~)llJ lJ; I n FI 111 If.[ l§

§ I-J (I I-J) e, (, :J ~)

r:p I 1=1 (I n 1=1 )

00 0 3i 11 nlirJl1l~IJqOO

9~ 9 (I j 9) ~ ( I ~)

Ji! a('
"

n Ft a)-t1
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* a *1 1 n A a .13.. lfI-W-*
!T - rp!T
Jb~ Jb (I n R IfJ Jb ) ~

~
iHi

7J' (- .=. ""'T- 7F ~)

• "ft. .g, (- r F I'l ..@.~ .g,)

a Pattern three: ~:J!)! (Wo yoo zhe) MW 'I would like this
one'.

Dialogue...:
Shouhuoyuan:
~.JI:
ShTNIT:...:
Shouhuoyuan:
!t§JI:
ShTNn:
..1R.6l:

Shouhuoyuan:

!t§JI:
ShTAifT:
..1R.6l:
Shouhuoyuan:
!t§JI:
ShTAilT:

~~~ft~?
Nfn yao mai sMnme?
a~~*t\I, $~~-*?
Wo yao mai sich6u, du6shao qian yi mT?
+=:~1i ° ~~JL*?
Shfsan kuai wu. Nfn yao }i mT?
"jij*~o

Liang mTban .
-~=:+=:~~~1io~~~+~,~~*~
=~1io

Yfgong sanshfsan kuai qi mac wu. ZM shi sishf
kuai, zMo nfn liD kuai er mac wu.
M-,iMiM o

Hao, xiexie.
&ft~,.JIJ)A!.o

Mai snenme, zaijian.
.JIJ)A!.o
Zaijian.

shbuhubyuan (n) shop assistant
nrn (p.s) you (polite)

yao (v) want
shenme (OW) what?

w6 (p.s) I, me
sich6u (n) silk



mT (MW) metre
jT (QW/adj.) how many?; several

Iiing two (ofa kind)
ban half

yfgbng (adv.) altogether
shl (v) to be

zhio (v) to give back (asof
change)

hAo (adj.) good
xi~xie (v) to thank; thankyou

m6i (neg.) not
zaijl~n goodbye
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Grammar

Money
The Chinese currency is known as 'the people's currency',
renminbi (RMB) A~ffi. ('Foreign currency' is ioaibi *ffi).
The largest single unit is the yuan JC (represented by ¥ in many
transactions). There are ten j;ao 1rJ in one yudn and ten fen ?t in
one jiao. These are the characters used in the written language
and printed on banknotes, tickets, etc. In spoken Chinese, kuai* 'piece/lump' is used for yudn and mdo =e for jiao but fen
remains unchanged. When two or more different units of
currency are used together, the last one is usually omitted so it is
sdn kuai wu and not siin kuai wU mdo, si mdo /iu and not si mdo
/iu fen. If a sum of money involves kuai and fen but no mdo, the
absence of the latter is marked by a ling, 'zero':

27 .05 JC ersbiqi kuai ling wu fen.

Note that under these circumstances fen cannot be omitted.

The word for 'money' qidn is sometimes put after amounts
expressed entirely in kuai, mdo or fen:



jiu kuai qidn 9.00 7G
qf mdo qian 0.7 JG
ba fen qidn 0.08 JG
Lidng is often used with kuai and mdo (liang kuai, liang mdo)
but only with fen when there are no kuai or mao:

lidng kuai lidng mdo er 2.22 7G
but
lidng fen qidn 0.02 7G

When the last number in a series is 'two' then er is always used:

lidng kuizi er 2.2 JG

RMB
(Renminbi) Spoken Written

0.01 yudn yl fin (qitin) yl fin
0.1 yuan yl mdo [qidn} yl jiao
1.00 yuan yi kuizi [qidn} ylyuan
3.5 yuan sdn kuai ban }

sdn yudn wUjiao
sdn kuai wU

7.68 yuan qi kuai /ill mdo ba qi yuan [ill ;iao ba fin
12.09 yuan sbi'er kuai ling jiu fin shter yuan ling jiu fin
20.00 yudn ershi kuai (qidn} ershiyuan
99.99 yuan jiushi;iu kuizi ;iu mdo jiu ;iushijiu yudn jiu jido jiu fin

Exercise 14.1
Supply the missing MW (in pinyin and in characters):

Wo mdi zhe __ zazhi ~ Wo mdi zh« binl* zdzhi.
1 Td mdi le sdn ditu.
2 Wo zuotidn mdi le yf__ xin (new) yffu.
3 Lidng __ maoyi shi jiit (old) de .
4 Tii mei tidn xi (smoke) si __ ydn.
S Women yf ge xingqi yong yf__ fiizao .
6 Zuo zh« __ chensbdn yao mdi lidng __ bit (cloth).

Exercise 14.2
Write out in characters the sum of money in each sentence.
Na jian mdoy! wushf kuai qian ~ 11.+~i\ 0

1 Zh« jian yffu ersbi kuizi.
2 Yi m; bit si kuai ba.
3 San jin pfngguo sdn kuai jiu .
4 Y6upiao liit kuai qi yi tao,
S Bao yi mdo er yf fen.
6 Zbongguo yiin ba mdo si yi biio.
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'big' .
'horizontal (line)'.
'small' .
'metal' .
'walking radical ' (always written last
no matter what its position).
'tree'.
'heart'.
'mouth' .
'enclosure'.
'moon' or 'flesh' (see Chapter 13).
'earth'.
'clothing'.
'hand'.
'grain'.
'sun'.

mu
xin
ki5u

yue or rou
tu
yi
shi5u
he
rt

da
heng
xido
jin

Exercise 14.3
Learn the following radicals, their romanization and their
meaning :

1*
2
3 IJ"
4 j (~)

S L

6*
7 J~\

8 0
9 0

10 J}
11±
12 *(*)
13 f (~)
14 ~
15 13

58

Exercise 14.4
Write out each of the following characters in pinyin and say
what the radical is: e.g. lE ~ gu6 'enclosure' . (Use Chapter 13 if
you have any difficulties.)

1~ 2M 3& 4W sJ:k
6 * 7 £ 8 m 9 i& 10 ~

Exercise 14.5
For each of the following characters take out the radical and
then count up the number of strokes remaining. Indicate what
the radical is: e.g. il ~ s (j ).

1* 2ft1: 300 4M- Sa
6 m 7 JkIS 8 ~ 9 ~ 10 fJt

o The three Ms
Shopping in China requires a different set of skills from that in the
West. Always buy whenever you see something you like - you may
never see it againI Delay and you may well be greeted by one of the
dreaded three Ms: Mel y6u le 'It is no morel', Mal wan le 'sold out'
and in answer to your query as to when the goods might again be on
sale you may be told Mfngtlan 'tomorrow' but tomorrows have a
nasty habit of never coming so be warnedI Avoid disappointment,
buy now.



Exercise 14.6
Write the following sentences in Chinese characters and then
translate them into English:

1 Shouhuoyudn sbi ZhOnggu6ren (A).
2 Ditu siin mdo er yi zhdng,
3 Na ben zdzh] bd mdo jiU.
4 NEn mei mdi dongxi.
5 PEngguo yE kuai si yi jin.

Exercise 14.7
Translate into Chinese characters:

1 I want to buy three magazines and a newspaper.
2 Yesterday (1tF1C) I bought (le 7) two shirts.
3 He (-{&) wants to go shopping.
4 How many metres of silk do you want?
5 Thank you. Goodbye.
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0 In this chapter you will learn

• how to buy tickets for
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• how to give the date
• more about the stroke order

of characters
• about China's main

dynasties



D j!§JI
ShTAiIT..~
ShOuplaoyuan
j!§JI
ShTAiIT..~
ShOuplaoyuan
j!§JI
ShTAiIT..~
ShOuplaoyuan
j!§JI
ShTAiIT..~
ShOuplaoyuan
j!§JI

ShTAiIT

ShOuplaoyuan

+=~+=:%1¥J-a-*~iEfl~~?
Shf 'eryu« shfsan Mo de yinyuehui hai you
piao ma?
iEfl 0 '1$JUt*?
Hai you . Ni yao J7 zhang?
JBm* 0 nrFl¥JiEfl~?
Yao si zhang. L6uxia de hal you ma?
fl 0 '1$;&-••1LfI~~~ff?

You. Ni kan, di jiiJ pai z{mmeyang?
flHf 0 ~&~-*?
Hen Mo. Duoshao qian yi zhang?
-~=: o ll9*1i~= o

Yf kuai san. Si zhang wiJ kuai ar.
tfi'1$*~o
Gei nIIiD kuai.
tt'1$J\.;fi.i!1!'1$I¥J~o

ZMo nl ba meo, zhe shi nl de piao.
••'1$o~M. <am}i!$~~~~ff,

fl.JM.~?
Xiaxie nl. QIng wan, ( RichO) zM bD dianyIng
zenmeyang, you yisl ma?
~Ml¥Jo*~~••fl.~o.~~~M*
;&-~o

77ng Mo de. DBjia dou shuo hen you yisi. Ni xia ge
xingqi 18.i k8n ba.
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qu (v) to go
yIngjiJyuan (n) cinema and theatre

piao (n) ticket
zhang (MW)

shOuplaoyuan (n) box office clerk
yue (n) month
hao (n) number; date

de see 3.5
yinyuehul (n) concert

hai (adv.) still
you (v) to have; there is/are

ma question particle
nT (ps) you

16uxia (n) downstairs
k8n (v) to look, see

ell ordinal prefix
pal (n) row, line

zenmeyang what about it?
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hin (adv.) very
g61 (v) to give; for

qTng (v) to Invite
wen (v) to ask

Rlchu (N) Sunrise (film version
ofa play by Cao Vu)

bu (MW) for films
dlanyTng (n) film

ylsl (n) meaning
you ylsl (v-o) to be Interesting

tTng (adj.) very, rather
dajiii (p) everybody

dou (adv.) all, both
shuo (v) to speak, say
xla (adj.) next
ge (MW) see 3.1

xingqi (n) week
lail (v) to come

ba particle Indicating
suggestion

Table of stroke order of Chinese characters

* .±.
A

~
a

If (- ~ ,.. ,... l!r "J1 ~ Jj{) ~
;/

ifJ r (' :::r r)i!i( - -I- -; i'i P )

U( I U)

~ ~
.... ( , " .... ) YG ( - =- r YG)

% 1=1 ?" (- ?")

~ a (' ( Ii A a) ~ (, 1 ~)

-1f ~ ( ' ....... +- -..,.
~) a

~
.- r::: If ~ ~

~ AV A) z;;( - - ~ z;; )
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~ p 1?1 ( , ~ 1?1)

tl t * ~ I
r -Tr
~ ~ (- = .==:0. ~) a ( J n Ft Ft a)

~ ""'"(' r: /r Id Id- ""'" )

* (-r -= 9 ~ *)
11~ f ~~ ( I 1 1 ~ ~I ~t ~~ ~~)

{.S ~(' J- Jr IF ~) le.,

ft , ~ ( , " ..... ~ ~ ~)
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~
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Jal, at le.,
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Grammar

1 Dates
We have already covered months of the year and days of the
week in 10.5 and 10.3 but we still do not know how to tackle
dates. The order for a date is the reverse of that used in English:
year, month, day, hour.

The year is read as single numbers followed by the word
nidn (&f.) 'year': 1949 yijiusljiu nidn (yi jiu SI jiu nitin), 1976
yijiuqiliu nidn, 1988 yijiubaba nidn ,

When asking what the date is the Chinese use jf yue jf hao? (Lit.
how many months how many numbers):

Question: [intidn {sbi) jf yue jf hao?
Answer: fintian wUyue ershi'er bao, (22 May)
Question: Xingqitian jf hao?
Answer: Xingqitian sdnsbiyi hao. (31st)

Equipped with this information we can now tackle such phrases
as 9 am on Monday, 11 July 1936: Yijiusanliunitin qiyue shiyi
haD {ri"} xingqiyi shangwu jiu didn.

Note that in Chinese you move from the general to the particular.
As we are on date, the chart below should be of interest!

• RI (a) is used more frequently in formal, written Chinese
whereas hao is commonly used in the spoken language.



China's main dynasties

I xu c. 21st-16th century BC

Pi Shang c. 16th-11th century BC

mJ zso« c. 11-256 BC

• Qin 211-206 BC

fit ns« 206 BC-AD 220
'=: 00 Sangu6 220-280

Three Kingdoms
ff f in 265-420
m~~fJJ Nan-B i i Chao 420-589

North/South Dynasties
(see 17.1 )

\Iti Sui 581-618
11 Tang 618-907
lift Wudai 907-960

Five Dynasties

* Song 960-1279 -
IT Liao 970-1125
~ fin 1115-1234
JG Yuan 1279 -1368
00 Ming 1368-1644
if Qing 1644-1911
.:p~~oo Zhonghua Mingu 6 1912-1949

Republic of China
qt~A~ Zhonghua Renmin 1949-
~lUoo Gonghegu6

People's Republic of China

gongyuan qidn
gongyuan
shiji
ershiyi shiji

BC

AD

century
21st century

2 Titles
As capital letters cannot exist in the Chinese script, except
artificially in romanization, the titles of books, films, plays,
etc. are distinguished by placing them between ( ) marks:
( Richu) (a Hi) 'Sunrise'.

Exercise 15.1
Learn the following radicals, their romanization and their
meaning.
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i
i
s

....
CJ1

1 tl (]J) ddo 'knife'.
2 ~ (f ) shi 'omen'.

~ A} ren 'person' (we used to call it 'the man' radical!).

5 ~ mu 'eye'.
6 Mr (ft) zhu 'bamboo'.
7 t si 'silk'.
8 i (tf) yan 'speech'.
9 I shu 'vertical (line)'.

10 III tidn 'field'.

exercise 15.2
Write out each of the following characters in pinyin and put the
common component contained in the characters of each group
in the brackets:

e.g. it xie ; il shuo; i.lt qing (i ).
1 it _, ;!\ _, {g _ ( ).
2 m_,m_,lI~_( ).
3 %_' JJJ. _, IRJ _ ( ).
4 ~_' 1$_, dIJS _ ( ).
5 *_,-t_,r_( ).
exercise 15.3
Write out the characters you have met containing each of the
following components. (In each case , find the number of
characters indicated by the dashes.)

e.g, I=I:~, ~ °
1 ±: __, __, __ 0

2 *.: °
3 1:=:=°4 *: __,__,__,__,__ 0

5 ~:_,_,_o
6 0:_,_,_0
7~: 0

8 A. 0

9
J ••• _'- 0'I __, __, __, __

10 L: __, __ 0

Exercise 15.4
Write the following pinyin sentences in Chinese characters and
then translate them into English.

1 Kan dianying zenmeycmg?
2 Louxia you ren ma?



3 (Richu) zhe bit dianying y6u mei you yisi?
4 Shang (L. last) ge xingqi ni mei ldi.
5 Yinyuehui it yue ithao?

Exercise 15.5
Translate into Chinese characters:

1 Today (~JC) is 3 November.
2 Excuse me, what is the date today?
3 There is nobody upstairs (flL. 16ushang).
4 Everybody says that shopping is very interesting.
5 Have you still got any money?lHow much do you want?
6 I was in (tE zizi) China in 1968.
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In this chapter you will learn
• about telephone numbers
• how to describe the

characters in your Chinese
name

• how to describe imminent
action

• more about radicals
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ng Y6ngshOu (Bo wu wu yao, Ifng jiu qi ba, gu6 le yfhulr cai

{you renjie)
PlI!, 1U~8Jii Il!}? i
Wei, ShOudO JucMng ma? ~

.~.&\ !k, ~!k.!I!? iShOupiaoyuan Shl, nfn shl naIT?
':l

X a!k~t*~1JfIE~* ° "iflil], (.l:~~?l)L) .:s

~:{E~Il!}?

Wo shl Beida de Yinggu6 zhuanjia. QTng wen,
(SMngdl de ChOng'er) hai zai yan ma?

.~.&\ ~:{E~,~!k~~~~7,*~~~~~7o .....
Hai zai yan, keshi kuai yao bu yan le, dah6utian en
jiu bUyan le.

x 19J~, ~~.fl~ll!}?
Mfngtian, hOutian dou you piao ma?

.~j\ 19J~~.7,JI':i~~~~~7o

Mfngtian keman le, hOutian de piao bU duo le.
x ~~mM1i,~~~~amM~~~?a~

~rif*.o
Houtian xingqiwu, neng bu neng gei wo liu liang
zhang Mo piao? Wo llntian xiawu qu qu.

.~j\ fi,~!k~~rif~~*.,~~~~~%
7,~~mo

Xfng, keshl llntian xiawu yfding lai qu, yinwei
piao kuai mai wan le, bU Mo liu.

x ~:lR'L\PB, a~~t:* °
Nfn tang xin ba, wo yfding hui quo

.~j\ ~:ft~?
Nfn gulxing?

x a~x, ~*Pqx*~ °
Wo xlng Wang, mfngzi jiao Wang yongshOu.
x!k=:.~~($x,

'Wang' shi san Mng yf sM de 'Wang ',
'*'!k'*i&'~ '*' , '~'!k'*~'~'~' °
'yong ' shl 'yongyuan' de 'yong', 'snou' shi
~hangshou'de~hou~

.~j\ ~7,aiar*7o
Hao le, wo jl xialai le.

x ~iltitt~7, r if Wo °
Tai xiexie nfn le, xiawu jian.

• ~j\ NWoo
zaijian.



170 fTJt!-m dA dianhua (v-o) to telephone
tr !11 ee (v) to dial
-i ~ yao (num) one (used orally only);:,
CD M guo
et 7 le modal particlee

i ~~)L yihulr

-= :;t ciil
.;

A ren (n) person
tl jle take hold of, receive;

to meet
PIl wel hello (on telephone)..... 1!$.@J$ Shoudu JilchAng Capital Theatre

0) (N)

~~* B61da
~OO Yfnggu6

~* zhuanjla (n) expert
:tE zal in the middle of doing
Dl yAn (v) to perform; to act

iiJ:l! k6shl
~~......7 kualyao ... Ie (see 16.4)

*~;R dahoutlan (lW) the day after the day
after tomorrow

it jlil
~;R houtlan (lW) the day after tomotrow
$mi kemAn (adj.) sold out, full house

&M1i. xingqiwu
tm neng (aux. v.) to be able to, can
m lIu (v) to reserve for someone;

remain; let grow
~;R jTntlan(lW) today
r lf xlawu (lW) aftemoon• qu (v) to get, fetch

fj xrng
~~ yrdlng
1!i11g yinwel or yinwel
~ mal (v) to sell
0.-

-wan-::ro
1i!c,t:, fang xin (v-o) to set one 's mind at rest
~ hul_f(£

gulxlng? (Ut.
expensive
surname) may I ask your name?

~* mrngzl (n) (given) name



Jlao to be called; to caJl
heng (adj.) horizontal

shu (adj.) vertical
yongyuAn (adj.) forever
cMngshbu (n) long life, longevity

j1 xialal (v + CDE) to note down ; to record
tal extremely; too

jian
( Shangdl de 'Amadeus ' (Ut. God's

Chong'er) (N) favourite), play by Peter
Shaffer

Table of stroke order of the more difficult
characters

f£ t £('- 'T 1J t £)

11 »r ( ~ ") W( - ---.- T if 19 11 W)

~ ! JJ(~}jJJ)

~t I i ~ ~,. ~t

~ - =~ ~

*
,.-

~( - :r 1" ~ ~ R' ~)

~
,

~I 9t( - r A Ft jfi iIi j1i 9t)1

i: ..... !( - t t !))jl

~
,.- -*(/ pt ~ ~ -* -*)

~ l iJIi ( - of- ...- :If: :If: :If: JJi ~ W1 iJIi)I ri

fm A Itl ~(" b b ~),

if ~ C ~ ~ J4 ~)a:t

~ If (- r TT 1f If If)X( - x)
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,- - L Remember this component is always written last no matte r what its
~ Jt position is in the character
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*
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~
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Grammar

1 Telephone numbers

Telephone numbers are often made up of seven or eight digits,
each of which is usually said separately:

551 0978 wii wii yao ling jiii qi ba
6673 8830 lill liu qi san ba ba san ling

Yao is used instead of yi when telephone numbers or large
numbers for rooms, buses, trains and so on, are broken down
into single digits. This avoids any confusion with qi (seven).



2 Where are you?
Instead of asking who you are, the Chinese often ask where you
are. (In actual fact the Chinese are really asking you for the
name of your work unit.) In response to Nin shi mil,? Mr King
could equally well have replied that he was Beijing University!
(Wo shz Beijing Daxue). The idea being that you follow this up
with the equivalent of your rank and number so that again you
can be slotted into that imaginary filing system! Of course you
may be asked who you are and the polite form would probably
be N, (nin) shi mlwei? (Lit. you are which polite MW for
people?) In both Nin shzniilt? and Nin shi niiwei? the sbt may be
omitted. Don't be surprised if you are simply asked who you are
without any frills: N, sbi shei?

3 Describing your 'character'
Mr King says he is 'the three horizontals and one vertical' King,
that the yong in his name is the yong in yongyuiin 'eternal' and
the sbou is as the shou in cbdngshou 'longevity'! That leaves the
box office clerk in no doubt as to how to write his name.
Because Chinese is so full of homophones it is common practice
to describe one's name in this way so that there can be no
misunderstanding as to what characters are used. Thus Sht Ailt's
name, literally 'history loves principle', could be described as
Shi shi lishi de shi, ai shi ai gu6 de ai, li sbt dimli de li'the shi as
in history, the ai as in patriotic and the li as in principle (or
truth)'.

4 (Kuai) yao V ... le
To indicate imminent action or that the action of the verb is
going to take place within a relatively short space of time we can
put yao in front of the verb and the modal particle le at the end
of the sentence. Kuai or jiit can be put before yao to make the
imminence of the action even clearer:

Tii yao dii dianhua le. 'She's going to phone'.
{Richii} kuai yao yiin le. 'Sunrise is coming on soon'.

Wo xiawu jiit yao zou le. 'I'm leaving this afternoon'.

Note that an adverb or adverbial phrase of time may come
before jiit yao V ... le but not before kuai yao V ... le.

As you can see, the concept of 'imminent' is a relatively elastic
one but the juxtaposition of mingtidn and kuai as in Wo

....
a



pengyou mingtidn kuai yao chii gu6 le does seem to be taking
this too far (hence the rule) whereas Wo pengyou mingtian
jiu yao chii gu6 le 'My friend is going abroad tomorrow' is
perfectly acceptable. This construction can also appear as:

kuai V . .. le:
Piao kuai mai wan le. 'The tickets are almost sold out'.
but not
jiu V . . . le which would be far too ambiguous as

jiu can be used in so many different
ways.

The question form is made by adding ma to the statement and
mei you is used for an answer in the negative: Huo che kuai yao
kai le ma? ' Is the train about to leave?' Me; you 'No' .

o The three Ps
Making a telephone call in China is not always as easy as it may
appear in this chapter as many of us know to our cost. A whole
morning can sometimes be spent making three or four long-distance
calls so patience and persistence are required. Apart from local calls,
all calls have to go through the operator although this is slowly
changing as more modern equipment is being installed. ZMn x/an le
'the line's engaged' (Lit. occupied line) is a phrase with which one
soon becomes very familiar.

Buying tickets of any sort in China , given the vastness of the
population, is no easy matter and it is often very difficult for
individuals to buy tickets for any even moderately popular event. As
we have said before, it is usually the work unit which performs this
function. Foreigners are sometimes privileged in this respect. With
patience,persistence and politeness they can, on occasions, manage
to obtain tickets which seem to be unavailable to the general public.

Exercise 16.1
Learn the following radicals, the ir romanization and their
meamng:

1 -- (.) cao 'grass'.
2 ~ (]j() shui 'water' .
3 f (Jt\) xin 'heart' .
4 f;( v

'woman' .nu
5 ~ er 'ear' .
6 ...... 'roof'.
7 .In bei 'shell, object of value'.
8 A " (J\) ba 'eight'.
9 t (it) shi 'food' .



Some characters appear to be made up of more than one
recognizable radical. Which one do you choose to look up the
character under? You will slowly learn that certain radicals seem
to take precedence over others. The 'five elements' (wood, fire,
earth, metal and water) for instance, but these are all defeated
by 'heart'. If you are totally at sea, look at the left-hand side of
the character first and see if you can spot a radical. The 'head' is
another place to look (grass, bamboo, various kinds of roofs). In
absolute dire straits try the horizontal or vertical lines or the dot!

Exercise 16.2
Write out each of the following characters in pinyin and say
what its radical is; e.g. Pll wei 'mouth'.

1ij{ 2f1 3ln 4fT 5Jl\t
6 M 7 ~ 8 ~ 9 ~ 10 *
Exercise 16.3
For each of the following characters take out the radical and
then count up the number of strokes remaining. Indicate what
the radical is: e.g. f1 ---+ 3 (~ ); 7 ---+ 1 (-,0)

1 -m 2.iJ 3 1f 4 n4 5 ~
6. 7 m. 8:1ft 9 ~ 10 fI!.t
Exercise 16.4
Fill in the square in the centre with a component or character
which when combined with each of the components in the other
squares forms a separate character:

-If Il
1 Jp {$ 2 T ~

lE ~

-!l *3 !Y q 4 J }E s~
!~ T
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Exercise 16.5
Write the following pinyin sentences in Chinese characters and
then translate them into English:

1 [intiiin mei you ren gei wo do dilmhua.
2 Shoudu ]uchong zai nor?
3 Ta mingtiiin xiawu jiu yao qu Beijing (~~Jj() le.
4 Ni houtidn neng bu neng lai jie wO?
5 Xingqiwu xing bu xing? Bu xing, jiu xingqiliu ba.

Exercise 16.6
Translate into Chinese characters:

...A. 1 I went to the Capital Theatre today. (7)
CD 2 What is your (expensive) name? My name is Shi, Shi Aili.

3 He says he'll save two tickets for us.
4 They want to see that film this afternoon but it's sold out.
5 Would it be all right if I come and pick up the tickets next

Friday?



In this chapter you will learn
• about famous places of

interest in and around
Tiananmen Square

• how to ask for and
understand directions

• the points of the compass
• how to express the distance

between two points
• about place words
• more about the stroke order

of difficult characters



Famous places of interest in and around Tiananmen Square

7 tpm1Jj~1t~ttl
Zhongguo Lishi

B6wilguan
......-i---

m;.=IalJ'Ej

~ ~-
5 AP!*~:Il!: ~ 9 fUl
Renmin Dahulrang Qianmen

2 1fJ:.1!
GiJgong

3 ~!J(n

Tian'anmen

4 ~!J(nr-$

Tian 'anmen
Guangchang

1 :lh1t*~
]Ingshan Gongyuan
jingshan Park
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a Pattern one:

a Pattern two:

a Pattern three:

to taxi-driver, bus-conductor, etc.
a~~PW Wo yao qu PW.
a~~7C~ Wo yao qu Tiiintan .

you are in the vicinity of a place (PW) and
ask a passer-by
pwtE.JL? ~Z~?
PW zai mlr? Zenme zou?

Standin&Jn Tiananmen Square
1&:1rtEflIJ~JL? ~ZjJt?
Giegimg ziJi ndri Zenme zou?

as for Pattern two, but slightly more formal
a ltfliJpwtE"-,JL? ~~ jJt?

Qing wen, PW zai nar? Zenme zou?



or

In the North

a Pattern four:

b ljjt&pwtEl!IJ)L? ~~jE?
Laojia, PW zai nilr? Zenme zou?

c ifft1J/ljjt&pw~ ~ jE?
Qing wen/laojia PW zenme zou?
ifft1J, A~*~1ittEl!IJ)L? ~~jE?
Qing wen, Renmin Dahuitdng zai nilr?
Zen me zou?

reply to a question asking for directions
tt direction jE Wang Direction zo«.
tt*jE · Wang dong zo«.

a Linking question and answer

1 lJf ifft1J, liUf1tEl!IJ)L? ~~jE?
]iii Qing wen, Qianmen zai niir? Zenme zou?
Z liUf1",'!)L~~ 0 ttmjEitJd7 0

Vi Qianmen li zher bu yudn. Wang ndn zou jiu dao le.

2 lJf ljjt&, i't£1rtE~)L? ~~jE?
]iii Laojia, Gugbng zai nilr? Zenme zou?
Z (pointing) ;!&'!)LtrBlr, f$~, ittE~)L, f$tt

~tjEitJtJ7 0

Vi Li zher hen jin, ni kan, jiu zai nar; ni u/ang bei zou jiu
dao le.

lJf WWf$ 0

]iii Xiexie ni.

IRJ. wen lu (v-o) ask the way
~$ zuo chi (v-o) go by transport
:R~ Tianh1ln (N) Temple of Heaven
~~ z6nme

:iE z6u
tI.tf Gugong (N) the Forbidden City

(the Imperial Palace)
jJ1f; laoj la excuse me

A~*~1lt Renmfn Dahulh1lng (N) Great Hall of the
People

tt wang (prep.) towards, to

* dong east
IfJ jla A (the first of the Ten

Heavenly Stems)
Z. yT B (the second of the

Ten Heavenly Stems)

"dUn
(See Chapter 22)

Qlanmen (N) Qianmen
11'& If (prep.) (distance) from
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zher (zhell)
bil

yuAn (sdj.) far
nan south
dao arrive, go to

jln (sdj.) near
nT

nar (nail) (PW) there
bel north

Table of stroke order of the more difficult characters

• Il (' " p J1 If. ~ Il ) !
~ M. (I ;. /.I ;.A) .::b.

:$ - -t::: -t::: :$

11 -f+ r-r-r (, r---.):J:J(~ :J:J)

1& ;bp

~I
~ f(' =t

f)~(- ~)

1it ." ( , .1 ." )

~ (' r---. 'r 'FY 'e' 'g'!J!.' ~)

tt f .:I: ( , ~
~ 1= .:1:)

If! I n R Et If!
Z Z

1W ...>.L.

IJ I u I.. . ......... ""7- ~ ,g- * ~~~ ..
)X * ( . .a, 7- *)L

!I! , n R 13 §ijl!l!

m -+- m(, n rJ M M ~ m)



DOialogue
Mr King comes out of the Imperial Palace (Gitgong) and asks
the way to the Great Hall of the People (Renmin Dilhuitang):

:£ A~*~1#:.~1ri&~?
R{mmfn Dshuitang If Gugong yuan ma?

IlA /Fi&, .~1rf[Hli, it:tE*:t(nr-;ijJWiftJL 0

Luren Bu yuan, If Gugong hen jin, jiu zai Tian'anmen GuangchBng
xibianr.

:£ lftlEBi~fttltir-&:tEWiftJL~?
ZhOnggu6 UshTB6wuguan ye zsi xibianr ma?

IlA /F,lftlEBi~fttltir~lftlE••fttltirit:tE*:t(n*ift
JL, A~*~1#:~jij 0

Bu, ZhOnggu6 LishT B6wuguan he ZhOnggu6 Geming
B6wuguan jiu zsi Tian'anmen dongbianr, Renmfn D8huitang
duimian.

:£ A~ff.~~~I%?
Renmfn Yingxi6ng Jinianbei ne?

IlA :tE*:t(nr-;ijJlftf~, :tE::ej:m:~~1#:1UiftJL 0

Zai Tian 'enmen GuangchBng zhOngjian, zsi Mao Zhuxf
Jiniantang qianbianr.
~~,- 1iUn:tE~j:m:~~1#:~iftJL~/F~?
Name, Qianmen zai Mao Zhuxf Jinisntang h6ubianr dui bu
dui?

IlA ~,J!J11-Jlk1J$fIHf~,'M., «Lff.-. 0

Dui, zM /7ge difang dou hen y6u yisi, zhfde kanyikan.

BlA luren (n) passer-by; stranger
*:t(nr-;ijJ TIan'anmen Tiananmen Square

Guangchang (N)
WiftJL xiblanr (n) west (side)

lftlEBi~fttltir Zhonggu6 LlshT Museum of National
86wuguan (N) History (Lit. China

history museum)
-& y6

lftlE••tftltir Zhonggu6 Gemlng Museum of Revolution
B6wuguan (N) (Lit. China revolution

museum)
*iftJL dong(blanr) (PW) east (side)

~jij dulmlan (PW) opposite
A~ff.~~~ Renmrn Yingxl6ng Monument to the

Jlnlanbel (N) People's Heroes (Lit.
people's hero monument)

1% ne
lftl~ zhOngjlan (PW) middle; between

....

......
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Mao Zhuxr Mao Zedong
Jlnlan tang (N) (Chairman Mao)

Mausoleum
qianbianr (PW) front, in front of

name
houbianr (PW) back, behind

dul
jl

dlfang (n) place
zhrde (v) to be worth, deserve

Table of stroke order of the more difficult characters
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JJ1 J 1J L

Jjj r :hI
~ I=t !P~
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ne r 1fi(- -t- ff" 1:t' 1:t' Pi 1fi)I

{R f 1[(- + r n tf 1f t 1[)

~ t al"1(- =1 =f "1)



Grammar

1 Points of the compass
Perhaps as China is situated in the East, the important cardinal
points for her are east and west (in that order!) rather than
north and south. Whereas when listing the cardinal points we
say north, south, east, west, the Chinese say dimg, ndn, xi, be;
(E, S, W, N).

bei
(N)
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(W)~

xi

(S)
nan

_~(E)

dong

Instead of south-east they say 'east-south' (dongnan), instead of
north-west, 'west-north' (xlbei) and so on. NB The figure above
shows the western representation of the compass. The Chinese
version always shows South at the top.

The Chinese are more likely to give you directions in terms of
north, south, etc. than left and right. This stems from the fact
that old Chinese cities (Beijing is a good example) are laid out
on a north-south, east-west axis, so in these cases, this is the
most helpful way for someone to orientate himlherself.
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2 Place words

*qianbian
*hOubian

*shangbian
*xiabian
zuobian
yOubian

*lIbian
*waibian

zhOngjian
dulmian

pangbian

front. in front of, before
back. at the back of, behind
top. on. over, above
bottom. below, under
left
right
inside
outside
middle, between
opposite
side

(All these words are often followed by '-er' which renders the
bidn toneless: qidnbianr; houbianr, etc. and I have generally
glossed them as such.)

.. -bidn may be replaced by -mian or -tou in the examples above.
Which one is used seems to depend on the speaker, with
Southerners tending to use -tou more, and -bidn and -mian
being interchangeable.

Place words such as those listed above function as nouns in
Chinese. When such a place word is used to tell us more about
another noun it is usually followed by de: qidnbidn de ren ' the
person/people in front'.

Conversely, when it is itself preceded by another noun or
pronoun the de is normally omitted: zhuozi pangbiiin 'beside the
table'. The same rule applies to dongbidn, xibidn, etc. and as
students often put these place words in the wrong position it
may be helpful to memorize the following 'pair' of examples:

dimgbidn de xuexiao 'the school to the east'

xuexiao dongbiiin 'to the east of the school'.

In the first example we are talking about the school, in the
second example we are talking about what exists to the east of
it. This is exactly the same rule as in 3.5 but the frequent
omission of de before the place word when used in this way
tends to obscure this fact. Think of the de as being there when
working out where the place word should come in such cases.

When the place word libian or shangbidn is attached to a noun,
bidn is very often omitted:



zai jiii If 'at home'
zili cheng If 'in town'
zai yTzi shang 'on the chair'.

This also works with xia in such expressions as:

yizi xia 'beneath the chair'
zhuozi xia 'beneath the table'.

The bidn in other place words is seldom omitted, however, and
where it is, the phrase should be learnt separately: gu6wai
'overseas, abroad'.

If these phrases occur at the beginning of the sentence, the use of
zai is optional:

]iiili you ren 'there's somebody at home' but it is compulsory
after the verb: Wo yao fang zai yizi shang 'I want to put (it) on
the chair'.

Some adverbial phrases do not take zai wherever they occur in
the sentence. Examples include:

cbiintidn If 'in the spring'
jiaqi zhiing 'in the holidays'
sdnyui: zhong 'mid-March'

Note that It is used in the first example and zhimg in the second,
although both are translated into English as 'in'.

Conversely, other adverbial phrases may take an optional zai
but no other place word:

(zai) zhOumo 'at the weekend'
(zai) yijiujiuling nidn 'in 1990'

Some take neither zili or any other place word: eryu« (en(r) 'in
February' although eryue by itself is also possible.

All the above examples should be noted and added to as your
studies progress. Listen carefully to Chinese speakers and imitate
them as far as possible. The recording will help you do this.

The verbs shi 'to be' and you 'to have' are both used to denote
existence and are often to be found with the place words
described above. The basic difference is that the object of a
sentence with you is usually indefinite whereas the object of a
sentence with shi may be either definite or indefinite and usually
implies a judgement that something is so (and not something
else):
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Gugong qidnbianr yOu yi tido da jie 'There's a big street in front
of the Forbidden City' (indicating existence, position).

Gugong qidnbianr shi Tiiin'iinmen Guangchang 'In front of
the Forbidden City is Tiananmen Square' (not the Temple of
Heaven for instance).

Exercise 17.1
Look at the map at the beginning of this chapter and answer the
following questions using the points of the compass. (Use the
point of reference given in brackets after the question.)

Gugimg zai nar? (Jingshiin Gongyudn} ~ Gugong zai jingshiin
Gimgyudn ndnbianr.

1 jingshiin Gongyuan zai ndri (Gugong.)
2 Qianmen zai ndr? (Mao Zhuxi [iniantdng.)
3 Renmin Dahuitdng zai ndr? (Renmin Yingxi6ng ]inianbei.)
4 Zhonggu6 Lisbl B6wuguan zai nar? {Renmin Yingxiong

[inianbei.}
5 Mao ZbUxi [iniantdng zai ndr? (Renmin Dahuitdng.)

3 Jia andyT
]ia and yi are the first and second of the ten Heavenly Stems just
like alpha, beta in Greek. They are also often used in the same
way as we use 'N and 'B' in English.

4 AlfB
When we wish to express how far A is from B where the
positions of A and B are fixed, the construction is as follows:

A li B distance in time or space.
Gongyuan If shdngdian hen yudn 'The park is a long way from

the shops'.
Houtidn If jintiiin hai you lidng tiiin 'The day after tomorrow is

still two days away (from today)'.
Niujin If Lundun you jiushiyi gongli 'Oxford is 91 kilometres

(public If) from London'.

Exercise 17.2
Using the map again, answer the following questions .

Gugong li Qianmen yuan ma? ~ Gugong li Qianmen yuan.

1 jingshiin Gongyuan li Qianmen yud« ma?
2 Renmin Dahuitdng li Renmin Yingxi6ng ]inilmbei jin bu jin?

Zenme zou?
3 Mao ZbUxi [iniantdng li Tidn'dnmen yudn bu yuan? Zenme

zou?



4 Renmin Yingxiong ]iniilnbei li Zhongguo Lisbi Bowuguan
hen jin, shi bu shi?

5 Niujin li Lundun you duo yuan?
6 Siinshi hao li ersbiqi hao hai you jf tiiin?
7 Yudndan (New Year's Day) li Shengdanjie (Christmas Day)

you jf ge xingqi?

Exercise 17.3
Write out the characters you have met with the following
radicals or character components. (Go through Chapters 14-17
to find the answers.)

e.g....... ~ 1fi. _

1
,.....

8 § 15 Jl
2 tl 9 IL\/t 16 1=1
3 * 10 ",.. 17

~

7
4 f1 11 ± 18 :' or ]
5 ~ (RHS) 12 -j( 19 L
6 i 13 I 20 9<
7 t 14 *

Exercise 17.4
Write out your answers to Exercises 17.1 and 17.2 (1-4 only) in
characters.

Exercise 17.5
Translate into Chinese characters:

1 Excuse me, where is the Temple of Heaven? How do I get
there?

2 Is the Great Hall of the People a long way from here? No, it's
just opposite.

3 The Monument to the People's Heroes is to the east of the
Great Hall of the People but to the west of the Museum of
National History.

o Regional differences

Given China's vastness, it is not surprising that there are a number of
major dialects in China and countless minor ones. These do not
include the languages of the minority peoples such as Tibetan
(Zangwen) , Thai (Ta/wen), Vietn amese (Yuenanwen), Ulghur
(Welwu'erwen), etc. Some expressions which you will hear frequently
in the North such as laojla are hardly heard in the South. Although
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'potato'
'tomato'
'pineapple'
'taxi'
'bicycle'
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put6nghua has standardized much of the vocabulary you will still find
regional differences. Examples include:

North South-
rudou ma"ngshu
xih6ngshi fanqie
bO/u6 fimg/f
chOzOqiche jicMngche
zixfngche jiaotache

- plus Taiwan and overseas Chinese commun ities



In this chapter you will learn
• how to buy stamps
• how to send letters and

parcels
• how to move the direct

object In front of the verb
using bA

• more about the stroke order
of difficult characters



a Mr King goes to the post office to send a parcel of books
back home, and post two letters.

iffRJ, l:fi!!.~t£)!JL~?
QTngwen, ji bSoguo shi zai zMr ma?
~,t£I!MMo

Bu, zai gabl.
)!JLW~dIIS~~?
ZMr nang mai youpiao ma?
Wo
N{mg.
)!PJitffff~&ft?
ZM Iiang fang xln duoshao qian?
l:f~JL?
Jinar?
1t~l:f...t.~, Jj (*) -tfl:f~OO 0

ZMng de jl SMnghai, ling (wai) yi fang ji Meigu6.
...t.~~~l:fhit~~~l:f.ijZfff?
Shanghai de yao jl hBngkong hBishi ji pfngxin?
l:fhit~o

Ji hBngkong.
(feffff&t£:;R.ijZ...t.)l:f~OO~PJi~l!Y, l:f...t.~~=:=€ 0

-jt:PJi~{;o

(Ba xin tang za; tianpfng sMng) Ji Meigu6 de Iiang kuai
si, ji SMnghai de san mao. Yfgong Iiang kuai qi.
(3::9a1::~ft!!.+~)
(Wang xiansheng gei ta shf kuai)
ttf${;~=:o

Zhao nTqi kuai san.
WW 0 (:;iE}lJdllSl:fi!!.~Jt!!.1i)

Xiexie. (Zou dao y6uji bSoguo de difang)
~~,m~,fe)!i!!~l:f~~OO~~&ft?

T6ngzhi, qTngwen, bB zM bSo shOji dao Yinggu6 yao
duosneo qian?
(fe~f&t£:;R.ijZ...t.) 1t1i1Hr, =:+*~{;=€ft 0

~~~t£%?
(Ba shO fang zai tianp(ng sMng) ZMng wu gong j7n,
sanshfliu kuai qi meo qian. Yao bu yao gua Mo?
Ill, t£%~ 0

Ng, gua Mo ba.

3:

ft~j\

Ylngyeyuan
3:

ft~j\

3:

ft~j\

3:

ft~j\
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fi~.&\ N~L~%.*~~,-~~+~~~o~re~
191

~~L,N~-~§••,re*~A,.~A~~
J.II:$~~_~i1t.o

III..
Zai jia shang guBhaofai liD mao qian, yfgong sanshfqi ~

ID

kuai san. QTng b8. y6upiao tie shang, zai tian yi zhang 'tl
0

baoguodan, b8. shOujianren, jljianren de dizhT he !!l.
xingmfng tianxie qTngchu. ~
(M7-~JL)

n
ID

(Guo le yfhuir)
3: d1~~JJ'i1lt7, § ••-&_1lt7 0

Y6upiao tie Mo le, baoguodan ye tian Mo le.
fi~J\ re~MtaPBo~J!*IJ,~*1lto .....

Ba shu gei wo ba. ZM shi shOujD, qTng shOu Mo. 0)
3: WWf$ 0 iflP], ~JL1iJJ?},fJ*itJt!-mI&?

Xiaxie nT. QTng wen, zMr keyT da cMngtu dianhua ma?
fi~.&\ 1iJJ?}, 0 f$~ 'It!i!l, It!-m' I!it IP]-JP] 0

KeyT. NT qD 'dianbao, dianhua' guitai wanyiwen.
3: 1lt,Jtl~f$7o

Hao, meien nTle.
fi~.&\ iift~o

Meishenme.

~It!f,lj y6udiillnju (n) post and
telecommunications office

• jl (v) to post, mail§. bioguc} (n) parcel, package
fi~j\ yrngyeyuan (n) clerk, shop employee

I!ii!i gebl (PW) next door
~JL mer

tf fang (MW) for letters
fff xln (n) letter• jl(v) to post, mail

!!IJL mlr
It zhong (ad].) heavy

LlYi SMnghil (PW) Shanghai
jJ (*) Dng(wai) (ad].; adv) another; separately
~OO Melgu6 (PW) USA, America .

Ait~ (fff) hSngkong (xln) airmail
i:fJ! hSlshl
3ffff prngxln (n) surface mail

re ba (prep.) a preposition showing
disposal

11{ (tE) fang (mi) (v) to put (on)

*3f tlinprng (n) scales
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-dlo (DE) -to
y6up (v) to send by post or mail

t6ngzhl (n) comrade
shii (n) [bin) book

gongjin (n) kilogram (Ut. public catty)
gua Mo (v-a) to register (Ut. hang number)

r\g uh-huh, hm
jll (shang) (v) to add (on)
guahaof81 (n) registration charge

xiin (conj.) first
tie (shang) (v) to stick (on)

tisn (xii) (v) to fill in
baoguOdin (n) parcel form
shOujlanren (n) addressee, recipient

pjlanren (n) sender
dlzhT (n) address

xlngmrng (n) full name
qingchu clear, clearly

shOuju (n) receipt
shou (hAo) (v) to put away; to receive

ch8ngtia dllllnhua (n) long distance telephone call
k6yT can, may

dlanbao (n) telegram
gult81 (n) counter

matan trouble, troublesome

Table of stroke order of the more difficult characters

}ij} r fJ }fjm; }ij}

1f r- '* Rf(- p Rf).. n

• ~

;JIf: ~c..... ~)~ ~.

if - ,--. ~I
~ r rr ~r ~~ ~

IfI ~
a- mi

~ -jJ $ (
... ~ ~ ilt ~ $) .:r.

~
-, -=7 .:J1J~



• - .."". -r- IT N ~H ••
ft ~(-'

==0 ~ ~ ~)J}{.

JIG
, I-- ~ 11::. JP JIG

iJt ! 1i( - .... r ff ft A" tf 1i Jf. 1i)
~

~

~ ( - "1 ~)

lti
v r 1f! (I n Ft a .Et 1f!)

:IlJ: :t JJ: ( I ~ I~ JJ:)

~ #
}E

m j M
~ J,- p J?} ~

~ f a(- , ::r a)
m ~ Ji(- ....,.. r IT 9i Ji)

Grammar

1 The bfl construction (I)
By using bd, the direct object is brought forward to a position
in front of the verb instead of after it so the sentence order
becomes:

Subject baobject verb + other element(s)
Wo bd biioguo fang zai tidnping shang
'I put the parcel on the scales' .

It is important to note that:

1 The verb cannot stand on its own after ba and that
something else has to come after it even if it is only le or the
verb is simply reduplicated:
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Td ha zixingche mai le. 'He sold the bicycle.'
Qfng nf ha chudnghu kaikai. 'Please open the window.'

2 The object of a bd sentence is normally a specific person or
thing(s) even when no specification is overtly expressed in
the Chinese; it cannot refer to people or things in general:

Tii ha shu ji zou le 'She posted the books'.

3 Negatives, auxiliary verbs, adverbial phrases of 'time when'
and 'time within which' go before bd. When dou refers to the
subject it comes directly after the subject and before bd, but
when it refers to the object it comes directly after the object
and before the verb.

Wo jintidn mei ha dianhua haomd jt xialai 'I didn 't note
down the telephone number(s) today'.

Yingyeyudn ya o ha shOuju gei wo 'The clerk wants/wanted
to give me the receipt'.

Nf zhe lidng ge xingqi zenme mei ha zhe ben shu kan wan
ne? 'How come you haven't finished this book during the
last two weeks?'.

Women dou ha yifu chudn shang le ichudn: to wear) 'We all
put the clothes on'.

Women ha yifu dou chudn shang le 'We put all the clothes
on'.

4 Although ba cannot be translated into English it does
contain a sense of disposal, Le. to hold or take an object and
do something with it (hence the hand radical), which is why
it cannot be used with verbs which contain no such idea of
disposal such as sbi, you, zbidao, [uede, xihuan, zai, ldi, qu
and hui. These points are summarized in the following table:

Subj.
(N or Adv. Other
pr.) time Neg. Aux.v. Prep. Ohj . Verh elements

Wo ha shiqing ZUQ wan
Wo neng ha shiqing ZUQ wan
Wo bit neng ha shiqing ZUQ wan
Wo jintidn bit ning ba sbiqing ZUQ wan

Ta ha xin xii wan le
Ta mei ha xin xii wan
Ta hai mei ha xin xii wan ne



Some uses of the bfl construction (11)
1 When the main verb is followed by the resultative ending zai

or dim plus a place word:

Q fng nf bd ditu fang zai zhuozi sbang 'Please put the map on
the table .'

Wo y fjing bd ta song dao (song 'to see somebody off')
feijichang ('airport') le 'I've already seen her off to the
airport'.

2 When the verb is reduplicated:

Qfng ni bd zhe jian shiqing hdohdor xidngyixidng 'Please
think over this matter carefully' .

3 When the main verb is followed by the resultative ending gei
and takes both a direct and an indirect object (note that
gaosu 'to tell' also comes into this category although it does
not take gei):

Women ba qian hudn ge; (huan 'to give or pay back ') ldobdn
('the boss') le 'We've paid back the money to the boss'.

Td zdo jiu ('long ago') bd na jian sbiqing gaosu wo le 'He
told me about that matter ages ago .'

4 When verbs of movement take the directional endings lai or
qu, hui, zou, etc.:

Tiimen zuotidn ba zhaopian ('photograph') dai huilai le
'They brought the photos back yesterday'.

Xuesbeng bd guangpan bofangji jie zou (jie 'to borrow;
lend') le 'The student borrowed the CD player (and went
off with it)'.

5 When there is a quantified expression in the sentence such as
yi et:
Wo bd kewen kan le yi d ' I('ve) read the text once'.
(If ha were not used then the sentence would read Wo kan le
yi et kewen. Note that if the object were a pronoun, the word
order would be reversed, Le. Wo kan le ta yi d.)

6 When the main verb is followed by the resultative ending cbeng
(Lit. ' to become') or zuo (Lit. ' to regard as') Wa iguoren
jingchdng ha 'shoudi;' ('capital') lidng ge zi nian cbeng
'shoudou' . 'Foreigners often read "shoudu" as "shoudou" :

Nf wei shenme ha wo ddng zuo (dang 'to be, work as') nf de
diren (enemy) ne? 'Why do you regard me as your enemy?'.
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Exercise 18.1
Turn the following sentences into ba sentences:

Yingyeyuan zai xinfeng (envelope) shang tie y6upiao ~
Yingyeyuan ba y6upiao tie zai xin(eng shang,

1 Qrng ni shou hao shouju.
2 Baoguodan shang yao xii qingcbu iijianren de dizbr he

xingming.
3 lia shang guahao(ei yigong yao duoshao qitin?
4 Ta mei tidn hdo baoguodan.
5 Y6uke (tourist) me! hdobdor kanyikan Gugong.

Turn the following bd sentences into sentences without bd: Wo
jintian yao bd zhe (eng xin jt zou ~ Wo jintian yao ji zou zhe
[eng xin.

6 Shoupiaoyuan ba lidng zhdng hdo piao liu gii Wang
xiiinsheng le.

7 Waigu6 zhuanjia yinggai ha juchang de dianhua haomd
(number) ji xialai.

8 Shouhuoyuan bu yuanyi ha sicbou cbenshdn mai gii td.
9 Dai(u (doctor) yao ba bingren (patient) song (send) dao

yiyuan (hospital) .
10 Wo yi ge Zhonggu6 pengyou yt tidn neng ha lidng bdo yan

xi wan (xi 'to inhale, smoke').

2 Same character different pronunciation
Several characters have two or more different readin~s

depending on context. tIS dou is read as dii in ittlS; **
'doctor' is read as dai(u not da(u; i! is read hudn as a verb
meaning 'to give or pay back' but as hai when it is an adverb
meaning 'still'; ~ is read as huo in nudnhuo 'warm'; fj is read
as hang in yinhdng 'bank' and so on. Some characters have the
same pronunciation but different tones but they do not lie
within the scope of this book!

3 -shang
As a resultative verb ending, -sbang is often used to indicate:

a that the object has become attached to something else as a
result of the action of the verb:

Qrng xiiin ha y6upiao tie shang 'Please stick the stamps on
first'. (i.e. to the wrapping paper).



Tidnqi ling le, yinggai chudn shang mdoyi 'It's turned cold,
you ought to put a sweater on'.

b Or that the completion of the action of the verb has resulted
in something being closed or brought together:

Qlng ni ba men gudn shang 'Please close the door'.
[i biiogu6 dii yong bit (cloth) biio shang (wrap up), [eng

shang (sew up), zai ha shiiujianren de xingming he dizht
xii zai bit sbang, 'In China when you send a parcel, you
have to wrap it up in a piece of cloth, sew it up and then
write the name and address of the recipient on the cloth.'
(This is absolutely normal practice when sending small
items except for books - the sender must also write her/his
name and address on the cloth too.)

4 Xian V1 zai V2

The construction xidn VI zili V2 shows a sequence of actions,
first VI has to be done, then V2• This means that you can only
carry out the action of the second verb when you have carried
out the action of the first:

Qlng xiiin hay6upiao tie shang, zai tian yi zhdng baogu6dan.
'Please stick the stamps on first and then fill out a parcel form'.

(Note that the xidn is sometimes omitted in this construction,
leaving only the zai before the second verb. This zili is written
.fIj as in.flj~ zilijian not as in {E, 'at, in'.)

o Comrade and others
Although the term IIiJ i!\ t6ngzhi is still used, it is less common than it
was and will presumably eventually become even less so. Terms of
address which were regarded as 'feudal' before the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution (now written in Chinese with inverted commas to
express political disapproval) are coming back into fashion. It is quite
common to address youngish women as xiaojie. The once universal
Siren 'love person' for husband or wife is also slowly being replaced
with the more conventional and less intimate xiansheng or zhangfu
for 'husband' and taitai or qizi for 'wife'. These 'new/old' terms are
particularly in favour with some people who live in the coastal
provinces or come into contact with foreigners.
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Receipts
Most Chinese hang on to their receipts like mad as there is a
tremendously widespread system of mm Moxlao 'reimbursement
of expenses '. Many of the Chinese people travelling on the little
mini-buses IJ\*~~$ xlao gonggong qlche (usuallycalled 1Iii-fY.$
mlanbaoche [Lit. bread vehicle because of their shape] when they
belong to a work unit) or on trains, planes or in taxis are on business
(l:fi:~ chi] cM/) and consequently can claim back all expenses.
Hence the loudhailers used by minibus drivers and conductors
encouraging prospective passengers to take advantage of the fact
that plao kayT Moxlao and to use the mini-buses, which are a more
expensive but much more efficient means of transport. For a
Chinese, his/her grade or position in the ranking order determines
whether he/she travels hard or soft class on the train (see next
chapter).

Exercise 18.2
Write out each of the following characters in pinyin and put
their common component or radical in brackets afterwards.

e.g. re, tt, n -7 bd; gua; dd (j )

1 m~~, {.s, ~, J~l, ;& 0

2 It, -ut it, m0

3 P[l, 'W, Jjl, ~, JR], % 0

4 UI, l!, M, )!, ]&, Jt1. 0

s $,~,~,. 0

Repeat this exercise for yourself in subsequent chapters.

Exercise 18.3
Write a character for each of the following phonetic
transcriptions so as to make a word with the character given.

e.g. ~~ bidn, ~~ jing -7 ~~Jt1., ~~Ji{.

1 *xi, * bidn.
2 uiai 00, ZbOng 00.
3 'W hUD Jjl, 'W piao Jjl.
4 mdo *" *' [u,
S ~ :r!ng, ~ bua, ~ bao,
6 lI!WJ er, lI!WJ St.
7 Jt!! tu, Jt!! fang , Jt!! zbi.
8 sbou flI:A, jt {ifA.



Exercise 18.4
Translate this passage into colloquial English and then into
Chinese characters.

Wang xidnsheng ren hen hdo danshi tii you yi ge xido mdobing
( ;f;~ 'defect') tii hen xlbuan huii (~ 'spend') qidn, Qu mdi yi
jicJn cbenshdn, tii jiu mdi sdn jicJn, ni yao tii mdi yi ben ztizhi jiu
gei ni mdi shi ben. Td shuo dou hen you yisi suoyTdou mdi le.
Rang (i.l 'let') tii qu mdi dimgxi, nTzenme neng fang xin ne?

Exercise 18.5
Translate the following into pinyin and then into Chinese
characters:

1 You can make long distance phone-calls in Chinese post and
telecommunications offices.

2 This is your receipt, please put (it) away carefully.
3 Please fill in this parcel form. Write the names and addresses

of the recipient and sender clearly. (NB The name comes
after the address in Chinese so reverse the order.)

4 Have you stuck the stamps on? Not yet.
5 Posting books is a hassle but worth it.
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In this chapter you will learn
• how to buy railway tickets
• about Chinese trains
• how to express similarities
• how to express percentages

and fractions
• about Chinese festivals
• more about foreign names

expressed In Chinese



n Foreigners are very fortunate in being able to buy their train
tickets in a special office at Beijing Railway Station (Beijing
Huochezblm) otherwise they would have to queue (pai dui v-o)
for a very long time. Miss Scurfield and Mr King wish to go to
Tai'an (Tai'iin) over the mid-Autumn Festival (Zhongqiujie) in
order to climb Mount Tai (Taishiin). Miss Scurfield goes to buy
the tickets.

• J;U\

-*.IU\

-*.Jl.14
-*.Jl.14

-*
.Jl.14
-*.Jl.14
-*.Jl.14

-*

... ... ...



This is the same dialogue, this time in pinyin:
202
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ShT

Shoupiaoyuan
ShT
Shoupiaoyuan

ShT

ShOupiaoyuan

ShT
Shoupiaoyuan

ShT

ShOupiaoyuan

ShT
ShOupiaoyuan

ShT

Shoupiaoyuan

ShT
Shoupiaoyuan
ShT
ShOuplaoyuan

ShT

Jiuyue ershfqi. blI hao yao liiJ yao cl hai y6u
ylngwoma?
Yao j7zhang?
Yao IiMg zhang.
OulbuqT, zhTsMng yf ge shangpiJ. Ruanwo xfng
mal
Ruanwo tai gul le . Name w6 kankan (na chO
hu6che shfkebiao cM yfxia) . XingqiliiJ ylMi'er
shfwu cl J7 dian kai? A,shBngwu shf dian sanshfba
fen, wanshang blI dian yfke dao Tai'an - keyT.
XingqiliiJ ylM/'ershfwu cl y6u rtlanzuo mal
YIM/'ershfwu cl me! y6u ruanzuo, zhT y6u
ylngzuo . ylngwo he rtlanwo. Nfn m81 ylngwo xlapiJ
jliJ dengy(J rtlanzuo le.
Hao, na jliJ zheyang ba.
Nfn y6u xueshengzMng huozhe zhuanjlazheng
mal Rugu6 y6u, plaojia jliJ gen ZMnggu6ren
yfyang, yaobiJ, gul Mifen zhi qishfwu.
Y6u xueshengzMng, ye y6u youdalzMng su6yTjiiJ
keyT fiJ renmfnbl, shl bu shl?
Shlde. (FiJ qian yThou, jiiJ jiezhe wen) Nfn shl dl yf cl
181 Zhonggu6 ba?
Shl a, w6 gang lai j7ge yue.
Nfn Zhonggu6hua jiMg de bUcuo. Nfn wei shenme
yao qiJ Tai'an er bU qiJ yf ge bTjiao Mowanr de
dlfang ne?
W6 feichang xiang pS TBlshan, ZhongqiUjie na tian
wMshang ziJiTBlshan dTng shang kan rlluo, you ziJi
yueguang xia chi yuebTng. 01 er tian hai xiwang
neng kan dao rlchU.
Nfn zM ge ren zhen y6u ylsl ya! Nfn gen shei ylqT
qiJ?
Gen w6 nen pengyou ylqTqiJ.
Tashl ZMnggu6ren halshi waigu6ren?
Shl wBlgu6ren, ta shl w6 de welhOnfU.
A,nTmen yTjing dlnghUn le. Nanguai nTmen yuanyl
ziJiTBlshan shBngkBn rlluo, nTmen gou langman de!
Nianqing de shfhou bU langman yfzMnzi hai deng
dao lao le cai langman mal W6 de weihOnfO hen
xThuan Tang shi, ta xuan le Mo }7 sh6u, zhiJnbeiziJi
Taishan dTng shBng gei w6 langsong. ZM xie shi
dou shl miaoxie yueguang de.



Shoupiiloyuan Zhen dou nTmen!
203ShT QTng wen, wo you yf ge pengyou kum yao huf gu6

le, xiang zuo huoche jingguo Mosike, neng zai a
~zMfT mBipiao ma? CD

Shoupilloyuan BiI xfng, yao qil Gu6ji Fandian ZMnggu6 DJ

LOxfngsM ding piao. f
III

ShT NT bang le wo bU shao mang, tai xiexie nT le. '<

Shoupilloyuan Mei snenme. ZhU nTmen ZMngqil1jie wanr de !
yukum. 0

::I

!k$1!i huochezhiln (n) railway station ....
e: yao (num.) one (used orally only) CD

?X cl (MW) time
TiJ* ylngwo (n.) hard sleeper

~/FJlY dulbuqT sorry; excuse me
'l CF* ) sheng (xiillai) (v) be left (over); remain

J:ftIi shilngpu (n) upper berth
txJ* ruanwb (n) soft sleeper

*m na chu (v) to take out
!k$ huochi (n) train

IM"~J~ shfkeblao (n) timetable, schedule
~a yl bai one hundred

7f kil (v) to start; to open;
to drive

J:lf shllngwu (lW) morning
tx~ ruanzub (n) soft seat (train)
Ti~ ylngzub (n) hard seat (train)
-rftli xlapU (n) bottom berth
~T d6ngy(a (v) to be equal to; be

equivalent to
:i!~ zheyilng like this, in this way

'tf~iiE zhuanjlazheng (n) expert card
jm¥ ruguo (conj.) if
~fft plilojla (n) ticket price

IRA~~ gin Ayfyang the same as A
a~zx baifen zhiX Xper cent

ttft:iiE youdaizheng (n) preferential card (often
known 8S white card)
(see p.206)

A~ffi renmrnbl (n) RMB (Chinese currency)
~ti jlizhe (v) to carry on; follow

~g gang (adv.) just
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(older term)a ijJ: jlang (v) to speak; to explain
!J Jgtt~ wel shenme (conj .) whyID

ill ffii er (conj.) but; and
f ~ljt (}L) hAowan(r) (adj .) entertaining, enjoyable
~ ~ pa (v) to climb

! JJt dlng (n) top, peak; MW for hat
0 IHi riluo (n) sunset:J }Ht yueguang (n) moonlight

}H)~ yuebTng (n) mooncake

...&. *11 xiwang (v and n) to hope; hope

<0 *1lt::k welhunru (n) fiance
iT1lt dlnghiin (v-o) to be or get engaged
~t£ nangual (conj.) no wonder

If gou (adv.) rather; quite; enough
(adj.)

lR~ langman (adj.) romantic
~~ nlanqing (adj.) young

-~~ yfzhenzl (n) a period of time, spell
~ deng (v) wait
m Tang (N) the Tang Dynasty

(AD618-907)
W' {1!} shi (n) [sh6u] poem

i2t xuan (v) to choose
~JL hao jT (adj.) a good many

$* zhunbel (v) to prepare
Miifi langsong (v) to recite, read about

with expression
ftIi~ mlaoxle (v) to describe

jg dou (adj.) funny
ImOO hur gu6 (v-o) to return to your own

country
~iY jingguo (v) to go through, pass

~Wi# Mosike (N) Moscow
OO~t1im Gu6jl Filndian (N) the International Hotel

If:rOO~fT~ Zhiinggu6 China TravelService
LQxrngshe (N)

rr dlng (v) to book, reserve,
subscribe to

"Ht bang mang (v-a) to help, do a favour
/1'& bu shao quite a bit, quite a few

:m zhu (v) to offer good wishes
t1t~ yUkual (adj.) happy, pleased



DOntrains

In China one does not buy a single or retum ticket to X but asks for a
certain type of seat on a certain number train on a certain day to XI In
general, trains with one or two figure numbers are express, those
with three figures semi-fast or ordinary stopping trains. The ordinary
method of notation (see2.11) is used when expressing train numbers
of 100 or less, numbers over 100 may be expressed as three
individual digits. To avoid possible confusion with qi ('seven'), yao is
used instead of vt ('one') as in the example in the dialogue or in
telephone numbers. On long distance trains (and I mean long
distance) you can travel soft or hard sleeper or hard seat. On shorter
distance main routes you can travel soft or hard seat, on 'minor'
routes hard seat only. Soft sleepers are arranged in small
compartments of four (two-up two-down). Hard sleepers are
arranged in blocks of six (two shBngpu, two zMngpu and two xiapu)
in huge compartments. Each block of six has its own Thermos flask
of hot water (as does each soft sleeper compartment) which is filled
at intervals by the cMngwuyuan ('train attendant') responsible for
that part of the train. Everybody in hard class usually brings herlhis
own tea-cup with lid and her/his own supply of tea-leaves. (Cups
with lids are normally provided free of charge in soft class.) There is
usually a canche ('restaurant car') on all long- and medium-distance
trains where you can generally get a reasonably good meal. Try the
cardboard boxes of kuaican ('fast food'). Some people like to bring
their own chopsticks to use. When you start your journey, the
loudspeakers announce that your new life on the train is about to
begin and lists the various rules and regulations you should adhere to
to make the journey a happy one. Early to bed, early to rise are the
general principles to be observed on Chinese trains. It has hitherto
been impossible to buy return tickets in China so as soon as you get
to a place you have to start thinking of how and when you are going
to get out of itl Travelling on Chinese trains is well worth the effort
however and a way of experiencing Chinese society in miniature.

Zhengs of all sorts

As in most socialist countries, 10sof all kinds are de rigueur in China.
All Chinese have a gongzuozMng ('work ID card'), foreign experts
have a zhuanjiazMng ('expert's ID card'), students have a
xueshengzMng ('student card') and so on. These cards entitle the
bearer to special privileges or allow herlhim access to places which
would otherwise be barred to her/him. Chinese visiting foreign
friends or colleagues who live in foreigners' compounds or hotels
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have to show their gongzuozMng and possibly fill out a form saying
whom they are going to visit, hislher room number, etc. before being
allowed in by their Chinese compatriots at the door or gate. Handled
sensitively, this issue is not quite as formidable as it appears. Youcan
always go to the main door/gate of your building to meet your friends
to save them any embarrassment. The Chinese authorities, for their
part, claim it is to ensure the safety of their foreign guests and that of
their possessions.

It used to be the case that a youdaizMng ('superior treatment
card') entitled the bearer to pay in renmfnbi (RMB) where the
ordinary foreigner would normally have been required to pay in FEe
(foreign exchange certificates - waihulquan* in Chinese), e.g. for
accommodation, food and entertainment in some hotels and 'official'
guest-houses, taxi fares and goods purchased in Friendship Stores
(Youyi Shangdian) or hotels. Foreign experts and teachers recruited
by Chinese danwei as well as foreign students sponsored by the
Chinese government were given youdaizMng. When FEC were
abolished in 1994, youdaizMng were no longer required as
everything could be paid for In renmfnbl. A foreign expert's ID may
still entitle her/him to some discounts.

* Most people appear to pronounce this wiJihuijuim.

Grammar

1 More on the comparative
We have already met the comparative in 7.5 and again in 8.3. To
express that 'A is the same as B' we say A gen B yiylmg. In the
text pillOjia gen Zhongguoren yiylmg stands for piaojia gen
Zhimgguoren de piaojia yiyang 'The price is the same as for
Chinese'. This can be taken a step further using the formula:

'A is as adjective as B', A gen B yiyang adjective:
A gen B yiyang gut 'A is as expensive as B'.
Niurin« gen yu yiyang gut 'Beef is as expensive as fish' .

Exercise 19.1
Write out the following sentences in characters and then
translate them into English. Look up any characters you don 't
know in the index.

1 Yingtoo gen rudmoo yiyang ma?
Bit yiyang, rudmoi» hi yingwo gUtduo/e .



2 Yingtoi» gen yingzuo you shenme bu yiyang?
Yingzuo bi yingwo pianyi de duo.

3 N, gen ta yiyang bu xlhuan ting yinyue ma?
Bu, wo hen xlhuan ting gUdian yinyue.

4 Wo gen wo de weihunqi (*•• fiancee) yiyang langman,
dou xibuan xii shi.

5 Za! OuzhOu Ribin diansbi gen zai Zhonggu6 yiyang ndn
mdi ma?

2 Percentages and fractions
As stated in 15.1, the Chinese move from the general to the
particular, so in line with this principle instead of saying 75%,
the Chinese say 100 parts classical possessive marker zhi 75, i.e,
bdifen zhi qishiwit. Sixty per cent would be bdifen zhi liushi and
so on.

To say something is 10% more expensive than something else
the adjective for 'expensive' gui is placed in front of the
percentage: gut bdifen zhi shi so 'this video-recorder is 20%
more expensive than that one' would be:

Zh« tdi luxiangji bi na tai (luxiangji) gut baifen zbi ershi.
'How many per cent' is expressed as bdifen zhi duoshao?

Fractions work in exactly the same way. Three quarters (3/4) is
expressed as four parts zhithree, i.e. sifen zbi sdn; 7/8 bafen zhi
qi, etc. 'How many eighths' would therefore be bafen zhi it (not
dubshao as the answer has to be less than ten .)

If you want to say something is 'twice as expensive as something
else' the formula is A bi B gui yi bei, where be; ftf means 'times
or -fold'.

Exercise 19.2
Write out each sentence in characters including translating the
percentage, fract ion or -fold contained in the brackets:

Waigu6ren de piaojia bi ZhOnggu6ren gui (75%).
~*OOA~~~~~OOA~a~z~+~o

1 Cu6ji Fandian bi Biijing Fandian gui (50%).
2 Shutdian(ei bi qunidn gui (10%).
3 Xiapu bl shangpu gui (20%).
4 Dd chtingtu dianhua bi dd dianbao gui bdifen zhi duoshaoi'

Cui (200%) .
5 Ribin yifu bi ZhOnggu6 yifu gui (300%).
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6 Pingguo bu Mo cbi, wo zh] chi le (1/4).
7 Waigu6 yan hdo chiru (HI to smoke), zhe bdo yTjingehOu le

(213).
8 Yinyuehui de piao zuotidn mai le (7/8).
9 Guochdn dianshi bi waigu6 diansh! pidnyi (one-fold).

10 Zai ZhOnggu6 Meigu6 zhuanjia bi Yinggu6 zhuanjia duo
(ten-fold).

3 Use of er
Er ffii is another reminder of how much classical Chinese is
contained in the modern language. It is not just used by
educated people either, which shows how deeply engrained it is
in the linguistic memories of the Chinese. Er is a conjunction
roughly meaning 'and' if the sentence is made up of two
complementary halves and 'but', 'whereas' if they are
contrasting. It combines with qie Jl to mean 'moreover' and in
this context often appears with budan /Fm to form a pair of
conjunctions, viz. bUdan . . . erqie 'not only . .. but also . . .': Tii
budan mei ldi erqie hdi gaosu wo ta yongyuiin bu hui zai ldi
'Not only did she not come but she also told me that she would
never come again'.

4 More on you
We met the construction you . . . you in 5.11 meaning 'both ...
and ...' . The most common meaning for you (X) is 'again'
but it is to be distinguished from zai (-N) in that you means
'again' in the past, whereas zai means 'again' in the present or
future. It may be useful to memorize the following sentences:

Td zuotidn ldi le. Ta jintian you lai le. Td shuo ta mingtidn zai
ldi She came yesterday. She came again today. She says she's
coming again tomorrow'. In the text, however, you has yet
another meaning of 'in addition' .

ZhOngqiujie na tidn wiinshang zai Taishiin ding sbang kan riluo,
you zai yueguang xia chi yuebTng.

It can also be translated as something like 'but', 'yet', and 'at the
same time' in a sentence where it links two contradictory states
of mind:

Wo yiu» ehu qu, you pa xia Y14 'I want to go out but I'm afraid
it's going to rain'.

Wo ai nl, you hen nT'I love and hate you at the same time' .



5 Extensions of place words
Zai yueguang xia 'Beneath the light of the moon' is to be taken
literally, but what about: Zizi ni bangzhu zbi (classical possessive
marker) xia? Does it literally mean 'underneath your help'? Of
course not, it is just the Chinese way of saying 'with your help'.
Another good example of this is: Zai gongchandang de [fngdao
(leadership) (zbi) xia 'Under the leadership of the Communist
Party'. If we replace xia with zhong we may get a sentence such
as women pengyou zbi zhong (Z l:J:t) or women pengyou zhi
jidn (zI'EU), both of which mean 'between or amongst friends' .

6 Use of gou
Gou (If) literally means 'sufficient' or 'enough' but it is
combined with a wealth of adjectives or nouns to form
expressive colloquial phrases such as:

gouge 'up to standard'
gin« pengyou 'really friendly'
gou yisi 'fascinating'
gouqiang 'hard to bear, terrible'.

Here gou langman means 'really romantic'.

7 To sit, to drive, to sit astride

The Chinese language is much more precise than is English
when it comes to expressing how or by what form of transport
one goes somewhere. One sits (zuo) in a car, bus, train, plane or
boat:

zuo (~) qiche (~$) 'by car ' (Lit. steam vehicle)
zuo gonggongqiche (*"~~$) 'by bus' (Lit. public together

steam vehicle)
zuo rei;i ("1m) 'by plane' (Lit. fly machine)
zuo cbudn (~) 'by boat'

but 'sits astride' a bicycle, a horse or a motorbike:

qi (!](i) zixingche (~ff$) 'by bicycle' (Lit. self-
propelling machine)

qi md (.!h) 'on horseback'
qi motuocbi: (*1£$) 'on a motorbike'.

Note the horse radical (.!h) employed in the character for qi. Qi
(~) is used to provide the phonetic element for the character as

......
<0
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a whole. We have met the verb kai (ff) meaning 'to open' (as of
doors) or 'to turn on' (as of lights, radios, etc.), The same verb
also means 'to drive' as of cars, trains, planes and buses.

Exercise 19.3
Choose the correct verb from zuo, qi and kai to fill the blank in
each sentence and then write out the whole sentence in characters.

Nf hui bu hui mii? ~ {$~/F~.1b?

1 __ huoche bi __ gonggongqiche kuai duo le.
2 __ feiji de ren gongzi hen gao.
3 Zai Zbonggu6 __ zixingche de ren feichting duo.
4 Youde ren xibuan __ motuocb« yinwei hen ziy6u (~ Eh

'free/freedom')
5 Yingguoren sbiqi sui cai kiyf__ cbi:

8 Zhin dou nTmen
Not all colloquial expressions are grammatical as can be seen
from the above example. The normal word order has been
reversed, giving a fresher, more casual effect, or the impression
that the sentence was perhaps an afterthought. Listen out for
such expressions and learn them .

9 Foreign names (11)
Foreign names can be expressed in Chinese in two principal
ways, viz. by rendering the sounds with disregard to the
meaning; by translating the meaning. Mosike (~:wr~)
'Moscow' falls into the first of these categories as 'no then
science' does not appear to have a great deal of significance.

Niujin (If::$) 'Oxford' on the other hand, falls into the second
category as niu ('ox') and jin ('ford') precisely express the
meaning of the English Ox-ford. Of course there are further
refinements in that when rendering the sounds, care can be
taken to find characters with a 'good' meaning (if that is the
intention of course!). Thus Hyde Park is translated as Hai (iii)
de (tl') gongyuan (*"Ili) 'Sea virtue public enclosure' (park),
but it could have been translated as Hai (W) de (fi) gongyutin
'Harm(s) virtue park'.

Mozambique was originally translated into Chinese as Mo (~)
sdn (.=:) bi Cl-) jf (ut) 'No three nose(s) provide' but was later
changed to Mo (~) sang (~) bl (It) ke (5£) 'No mulberry tree



compare overcome' which was obviously an improvement as
sang has poetic overtones which I won't go into here and ke is
suitably strong.

Kennedy fared much worse. In Chinese xilmgsheng ('cross
talk') his name was translated as ken (IIW) ni (i1B) de (I¥J)
'gnaw mud E..erson' but officialdom saw fit to change it to
Ken (if) ni Oe) di (:iI!l) 'willing Buddhist nun enlighten'!

Exercise 19.4
Translate the following Chinese renderings of foreign words
back into English by a looking at the pronunciation and/or b
finding out the meaning in a Chinese-English dictionary.

e.g, ~1bJBSIf Lu6maniya ~ Romania.

1 ~~ -§ regoubao.
2 &~lf~ § hanbdoniuroubdo,
3 ItJ I=lItJ* kekoukele.
4 .1b1lft Ya .
5 1Jn** jianada.
6 I!iE. Guba.
7 j1Jt1f [ianqido.
8 ~~~ Huasha.
9 ~~'lfi Hudshengdun.

10 fllU1J$~A Saqie'er furen.

Exercise 19.5
Translate the following sentences into colloquial English:

1 tft lE I¥J tftfXiJ:&IPHJi (?'.inli 'lunar calendar') J\~+.lia 0

ms7CI!!tJ:**~~~ ~ (yueliang 'the moon'), pt~ -m 0

2 mwfll:ff~ (you ming 'to be famous') -tl!Alllf_JiJ!, ~-m
~~tft:tI¥JA~-~o

3 mJJJ)~-~~~*W-~fll~}}i;()L) 0

4 ~:Jlt~? ~p4ft~~*? ~~~iar*~ll!!?
5 ~:&{$:ff~~iiUntt~iiE, !k$~-fftilltftIEA-~, fill

Il;f (t6ngshi'moreover') -mItJ l?J.# A~ fIi 0

o On festivals and mooncakes
Prior to 1949, the Chinese followed the lunar calendar which is said
to have been in existence for almost 4000 years and is still used to
calculate China's traditional festivals. The most important ones are:
.11 ChOnjie 'the Spring Festival' or 'Lunar New Year' which falls on
the first day of the first lunar month. The Lunar New Year itself may
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occur as early as 21 January and as late as 21 February. It is the
major festival in China when most Chinese have at least 3-4 days'
holiday and everybody tries to get back home to celebrate. (Avoid
travelling in China at this time if possible.) Couplets wishing the
household happiness, prosperity and longevity are written in the old
way, Le. vertically not horizontally, on red paper and pasted on either
side of the door. The children normally get new clothes, everybody
consumes vast quantities of food (noodles at midnight on New Year's
Eve ensure long life). Firecrackers which ensure a deafening sound
are set off, mainly on New Year's Eve and on New Year's Day
supposedly to warn off evil spirits, hence the need for a big noise.

jG'it"'W Yuanxiaojie 'the Lantern Festival' or 'the Feast of the First Full
Moon' falls on the 15th day of the first lunar month. People (or more
usually work-units in the cities) make lanterns (ty dling) which are
then exhibited at colourful lantern fairs, usually held in a park. The
lanterns were apparently used as torches to help people see the
good spirits which were flying in the sky by the light of the first full
moon. Dragon dances and lion dances are performed to the noisy
accompaniment of gongs and drums. Yuanxiao are the special food
associated with the Lantern Festival. They are small round dumplings
made of glutinous rice, usually with a sweet filling. Their roundness
symbolizes the full moon.

rROO"'W Qingm{ngjie 'the Pure Brightness Festival' falls during the
first few days of the third lunar month. This is the day on which the
Chinese traditionally 'sweep' the graves of their dead and pay them
their respects. This used to involve making offerings of food and
wine, burning incense, candles and paper money: This may still
happen in the countryside but people in the towns generally confine
themselves to tidying up the graves and laying flowers (white is for
mourning in China, so don't give people white flowers).

~lf"'W Duanwujie 'the Dragon Boat Festival' falls on the fifth day of
the fifth lunar month and commemorates IHImt Qii YUBn a great poet
and patriot of the state of Chu during the Warring States period (475
221 BC). Qu Yuan's story is too long to be told here. Why not find it
out for yourself? Why do the Chinese hold dragon boat races and eat
~T zongzi (pyramid shaped dumplings made of glutinous rice
wrapped in bamboo or reed leaves) on DUBnwujie?

q:,:t*"'W ZMngqiiijie 'the Mid-Autumn Festival' falls on the 15th day
of the eighth lunar month. People traditionally admire the full moon
which is said to be at its brightest and clearest on this day of the year,
and eat mooncakes ~ tJf yuebTng, special pastries with savoury or
sweet fillings of various kinds. Find out who or what lives on the



moon in Chinese mythology. Who was Chang'e (tlIta) and why did
she fly to the moon?

After the founding of the People's Republic in 1949, the solar
calendar was adopted in China. The main holidays according to the
solar calendar are:

5tH
OO~;¥i;/JtJjc"'W

OO~;¥i;/J"'W

1f~"'W
OO~JL."'W

Yuandan 'New Year's Day'
Gu6jl LSodong FDnOjie 'International Working
Women's Day' (8 March)
Gu6ji LSodongjie 'International Labour Day'
(1 May)
Qingnianjie 'Youth Day' (4 May)
Gu6jl trt6ngjie 'International Children's Day'
(1 June)
(1 July is the Anniversary of the Founding of the
Communist Party of China but there is no set
phrase for it with -jie)
JianjOnjie 'Anniversary of the Founding of the
People's Uberation Army' (1 August)
Gu6qingjie 'National Day' (1 October)
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In this chapter you willleam
• how to change money
• how to open an account in

China
• about exchange rates
• how to emphasize that

something has to be done
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Fdnsh] waiguoren cun qian; qu qidn; huan qidn dou yao
tongguo ZbOngguo Yinbdng. Kiong xidnsheng qu Biijing Yuyan
Xueyuan de ZbOngguo Yinhdng fenhang dating yixia qingkuang.

216
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Xi6ng

vrngyeyuan Jli

XI6ng
VrngyeyuanJli

Xi6ng

vrngyeyuan Jli

XI6ng

vrngyeyuan Jli

XI6ng
VrngyeyuanJli

XI6ng
VrngyeyuanJli

Xi6ng
VrngyeyuanJli
XI6ng
VrngyeyuanJli

QTng wen yfxia, hu6qfeunkuM M dingqi eunkuM
you sMnme biJyfyang?
Huoqi eunku~n M dingqi eunku~n yangshi biJ
tong, IlIDye biJ t6ng. Dingqi de Ilxi dangran bT
hu6qiyao gao de duo
Dingqi eunkuM hBiyou yixia sMnme gUiding?
Dingqi eunku~nyou san ge yue de, you bannian
de, ye you yt; IiMg nian de, Ii(xi)ID dou biJ t6ng.
Gun de shfjiiin yue eMng, Iixi yue gao. Ruguo qu·
qian de shfhou can qian de shfjian mei daoqi, na
jiiJ zhT neng anzhao hu6qi Iixi jisuan.
A, wo mfngbai le, gan Yinggu6 dat6ng-xi~oyi. Z8i
Zhonggu6 keyT kai yf ge waibi zhanghiJma?
Dangran keyi. Zheyang jiiJ keyT e6ng gu6wai zhfjia
cun qian, shi Yingbang jiiJ can Yingbang, shi
Meiyuan jiiJ cun Meiyuan, yieT leitur.
Na jiiJ hen fangbian. Wo xi~ng d~ting yfxia, b8
IOxfng zhipiao huan eMng waihuiquan fai zai
ZMnggu6 YfngMng banlT biJkema?
Dulle, danshi nTjTngu~n fang xin, }7Mnshang
suoyou jiadai waigu6ren de 16gu~n dou you
ZMnggu6 YfnMng de di~nr, da eMngshl de
Youyi Shiingdian IT ye you.
Paijia yfyang ma?
BiJgUM nTzai sMnme dlfang huan, pBijia dou shi
yim6-yfyang de, nT bang cao xin le. Ble wang le,
yfding yao bB waihui duihuan zhengmfng MoMor
Moeun, qianwan bie diU le, fouze ehiijing de
shfhou biJ neng M sMng xiSlai de renmfnbi z8.j

huan eMng waihui.
Xianzai nusn qian keyT ma?
KeyT. QTng xtsn tian zM zhang quqianbi~o.

HiJzhaodai lal le ma?
Aiya, zhen mei XiMg dao, zenme ban?
HiJzMo Mom~ Mi jide ma?
HBijide.
Na jiiJ suan le. An gUiding huan qlan de shfhou
yinggai ehiishi hiJzMo, danshi ehUfai women
huaiyf you sMnme wentf, xi~ng duizMo Mnren
de qian zl, tian shang hiJzMo Mom~ jiiJ xfng le.



(Jie guo Xi6ng xiansheng tlan Mo de biao) M shl
217shfyThao. (Gei ta yf ge Moma pail QTng deng

e
yfhuirba. :r•vrngyeyuan YT ShfyTMo. ~ca

Xi6ng Ei, zai zher ne. •
3

Vrngyeyuan YT QTng M qian dianyidian. 0
~

Xl6ng (Dian Mo le) Zhang Mo. )<Jexie. (Dui yfngyayuan
~Jia shuo) Jintian gei nTtian le biJsMo meien.

Vrngyeyuan Jla Mei sMnme meten. Huanyfng nTzai lai. (Xi6ng
chu men de shfhou zMng Mo pang dao lingwai
yi zMng huan qian del)

Huilln qian de Change money?
I\)
0

JL:J! fanshl (adv.) every, any, all
#~ cun qlan (v-o) deposit money
lfi~ qu qlan (v-o) withdraw money
~~ huan qlan (v-o) change money
JlM tongguo (v) to pass through

~OOilHj Zhonggu6 Vrnhang (N) Bank of China
7HT fenhang (n) branch (bank)
np}f dAting (v) to enquire

mM#~ hu6qi cunkuan (n) current account
~M#~ dlngqi cunkuan (n) deposit account

- n yfyillng (adj.) the same, alike
n~ yillngshl (n) form, pattern
~fiij bu t6ng (adj.) different

*'J(A)$ n(xijlQ (n) rate of interest
*,JA nxi(n) interest
JI~ guidlng (n) rule, regulation
JlJM daoqi(v-o) become due, expire
iUJ j'Isuan (v) to count, calculate
Ms mrngbal (v; adj.) to understand; clear

*fiij/J'~ dat6ng-xlAoyl (adj.) similar in major areas but
different on minor points

9!-ifi willbl (n) foreign currency
tltp zhanghu (n) account
0091- gu6will (adj.) overseas, abroad
lItl zhijle (adj.; adv.) direct, directly
~tf YTngbilng (n) pound Sterling
~jG MAlyuan (n) US dollar

*Jlt~. yicJleltui others can be deduced
similarly

n-fJ! fiingbliln (adj.) convenient



218 ~fTj:JA IOxrng zhiplao (n) traveller's cheque
V + TI1. V+cheng see 20.2e *iC (~) walhul(quan) (n) foreign exchange:z

III
:I (certificate) (FEesCl
ID abolished in 1994)3
0 ~~...~1iJ fel ••• buk6 see 20.3:I

9J.J!I! bantr (v)~ to conduct, handle,
transact

~if jTnguAn (adv.; conj.) feel free to; even though,
despite

~* (.1:) jib6n (shang) (adj.) basic(ally)

~
JiJilf suoyou (de) (adj.) all

~* jledal (v) to receive, admit
t\JL dlAnr (n coiL) spot, small branch
~Jti chengshl (n) city, town

:.ocifriftim Youyl Shangdlan (N) Friendship Store
JI$.fft p61jla (n) market quotation

(exchange rate)
~1f•..• I-& buguAn ••• douly6 see 20.6
-.-ff ylmu-yryang exactly alike

11 beng (v) bu yong, 'needn't' (call.)

.i~' cao xin (v-o) to wony about
~(ia) wang (jl) (v) to forget
Ji~ dulhuan (v) to exchange
iiElYJ zhengmrng (n; v) certificate; to prove
~ff bAocun (v) to keep, preserve
=fJi qlanwan (adv.) whatever you do (Ut.

ten million)
~ dIU (v) to lose

W9!tl fouze (conj.) otherwise, or else
lJj:lj chujlng (v-a) leave the country

lIlt~~ quql6nblAo (n) cash withdrawal form
tpJ!« huzhao (n) passport

* dal (v) to bring, take
I!jtllf slys (interj.) oh dear (expressing

surprise)
{g, z,1J.? z6nmeban? what's to be done?
%~ haomA (n) number
ia~ jlde (v) to remember.7 suanle forget it, let it pass
lJj~ chushl (v) to show, produce

'*~~ chutel (conj.) unless (see 20.7)
tfR huliiyr (v) to suspect
fl1]J! wentr (n) question, problem
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Grammar

dulzhillo (v) to compare
b6nren (n) in person, oneself

qian zl (v-o; n) to sign; signature
pai (n) plate (here disc); brand;

card
ai Qnte~.) yes (verbal response to

enquiry)
dlan (v) to check, count (e.g.

money)
zhanghao (acv.; v) just right; to happen to

pang (dillo) (v) to bump (into)
nng(wai) (adj.; adv.) another; separately
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1 Fanshi ... dou
One way of expressing that everyone of a certain category of
person, creature or inanimate object possesses the same kind of
characteristic is to use the construction: Panshi + identification
of group + dO" ('all') + characteristic:

Panshi xidohdir do" xibuan chi tang 'All children like eating
sweets'.

Panshi Yidali juzi do" hen tidn 'All Italian tangerines are very
sweet' .

In the text we have Panshi waiguoren ... do" yao tongguo
Zhongguo Yinbdng 'All foreigners ... have to go through the
Bank of China' .

2 Verb + cheng
When ching (Rt) ('to become') is attached to certain verbs such
as xii (~) 'write', {anyi (IBif) 'translate', nian (~) 'to read
aloud', bian (~) 'to change' or 'transform' and huan (~) 'to
exchange' (or change clothes , buses, money), it funct ions like a
resultative verb ending (see 5.1). It differs from resultative verb
endings like -hdo, wan , etc. in that it must be followed by a noun
which shows what the subject or object has turned into or become.
This construction is often to be found together with ha (re) but
not invariably so, as can be seen from the second example:

Wo ha giesh! (anyi cheng Xibanyawen 'I translated the story
into Spanish'.



Td manmdnr de bicm cheng yige hdo ren 'He slowly turned into
a good person'.

Ldosbi ba nudnhuo de <hu6 ' n;an cheng 'he'. 'The teacher read
the "huo" in "nuanhuo" as "he"' ... bd [iixing zhipiao huan
cheng waihuiquan .. . 'to change traveller's cheques into FEC'.

Exercise 20.1
Choose a suitable verb to fill the blank in each sentence. Each verb
to beused once only. Choose from bian, (anyi, buan, nian and xii.

1 Xuesheng nian kewen (text) de shihou ha <dai(u' __ cheng
<da(u'.

2 Kua; si (die) de shibou, hin duo ren yao gankua; (hastily)
__ cheng hdo rent

3 Ba kewen __ cheng Yinguien r6ngyi bu r6ngyi?
4 Ldosbi (teacher) bing mei you zhuyi, zai heibdn (blackboard)

shang ha 'ha;' zi __ cheng 'bu' zi.
5 Wo yao ha make (OM) __ cheng Riyudn (yen).

3 Fe; verb ... biJke
This is an emphatic expression meaning 'must', 'have to'. Fei
comes from classical Chinese and means bu shi (~:J!), buki is a
shortened form of bu kiyi 'not permissible' so the whole phrase
means 'not to do the action of the verb is not permissible'!

Wo re; qu bilki ' I absolutely have to go' .
Ta re; yao j;e bUn bUki 'She insists on getting married' .
. . . (e; zai Zhonggu6 Yinhdng banl! bUki ma? 'Does (it) have to

be done (transacted) at the Bank of China?'.

4 Adjective/noun + shang
A neat and easy way of forming an adverb from adjectives, such
as jiben (~*) 'basic' and nouns such as shiji (~~) <reality' is
simply to add -shang C1:) so that ;ibenshang becomes 'basically'
and shiiishangbecomes 'in reality'. Other examples are:

yishushang ("£*J:) 'artistically'
zhengzhishang (it~J:) 'politically'
jingjishang (~lJfJ:) 'economically'
lllimshang (J:M~J:) 'theoretically'
shishishang (.~J:) 'in actual fact ' (an alternative to

shi;ishang)
shenghuosbang (1:fflJ:) 'in life'
lishishang (JJj!EJ:) 'historically'



5 All and all
There are several ways of expressing 'all' in Chinese and it is
important to distinguish their different grammatical functions.
Dou is an adverb and therefore precedes the verb, suoyou (de) is
an adjective and precedes the noun it is referring to and yiqie is
a noun:

Tiimen dou bit xlhuan ta 'None of them likes him'.
SUOyou de ren bit x lbuan ta 'Nobody likes him' (Lit. all people

don't like him).
Tiimen bit xibuan yiqie 'They like nothing' (Lit. they not like

all).

Chinese would be more likely to say, however, Tiimen yiqie dou
bit xihuan (see 21.11). It sounds so much better balanced and in
the end that's what distinguishes the beginner from a fluent
speaker of the language.

6 BiJguan ... doulye
Gudn has several meanings but two of its principal meanings as
a verb are 'to be in charge of / to run' and 'to bother about' or
'to mind': Td guan [dngzi 'He's in charge of the house (or
housing)', Wo guan haizi 'I'm in charge of the children', Nz bie
gutin wo! 'Don't bother about me!' Taking this one step further,
bitguan can be used as a verb to express the idea of 'regardless
of' , 'no matter' (what, how, etc.). Bugutin zenmeyclng 'no matter
what, in any case'.

Expanded into full sentences it expresses the idea that no matter
what happens in the first clause, the state of affairs in the second
clause will continue to be so:

Buguan ni qit bu qu, wo dou/ye yao qit 'No matter whether
you're going or not, I am'.

Buguan jzngcha ('police') zenme ma ('curse' berate') shiweizhe
('demonstrator'), tdmen dou bit cbengren cuou/u ('acknowledge
one's mistake'). Work this one out for yourself:

Bugutin ni zai shenme difang huan, paijia dou sbi yim6-yfyang
de . . . 'No matter where you change (money), the exchange
rate (Lit . plate price) is exactly the same .. .'.

Bu!itn (dou) and wu!itn ... (dou) are used very much like
bitguan dou but are to be found more in the written
language:
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Bulun xingbie ('gender') , nidnling ('age') 'regardless of sex and
age'.

Wulun nannil laoshllO 'No matter whether male or female ,
young or old'. Wulun ruhe is a set adverbial phrase meaning
'whatever happens':

Wulun ,.uhi women ye yao jixu ('continue') dikang ('resist' ).

7 Chlife; ... ca;
As used in the text, chufei simply means 'unless' or 'only
if' ... chute; women hudiy! you sbenme tuenti '... unless we
suspect there is a problem . . .' . In a more complicated
construction usually coupled with cdi, it still has this meaning
but you have to remember when translating that ca; already
contains the negative. The following examples will hopefully
make this point clear:

Chute; mingtidn chu taiyang, women ca; qu 'We won 't go
unless it's sunny tomorrow' (chu taiydng ' to be sunny' Lit.
'come out excessive' yang).

Chute; you ren bdngmdng, wo ca; zuo de wan 'I can't finish (it)
unless somebody helps (me)' or 'I can only finish (it) if
somebody helps me'.

8 More on the nominalizer de
From 5.12 we see that de placed after a pronoun or adjective
makes it into a noun. Likewise if de is placed after a verb-object
the whole phrase becomes nominal:

Huan qidn de 'money changer' (person who changes
(ren 'understood' ) money)
Zuo (an de 'cook' (person who makes food)
He jiu de 'drinker' (person who drinks alcohol)
liiio shu de ' teacher' (person who teaches books)
Kiii che de 'driver' (person who drives vehicles)

o Waiting! More waiting! And yet more waiting!
A lot of time is spent in the big cities in China just waiting. Waiting to
attract the attention of the shop assistant, waiting (not queuing note,
although it is getting better) to buy tickets, waiting for one's number
to come up at the bank (roughly four people check each transaction).
This activity (waiting) ties in with my 3 Ps (see Chapter 16) but don't



always hope to be rewarded - the 3 Ms (see Chapter 14) sometimes
prevail. Keep trying, or rather keep waitingl

Change money?
It is no longer the case that ordinary foreigners have to conduct all
their money matters through the Bank of China. It is now perfectly
possible to hold accounts and to change traveller's cheques and so
on at other banks as well.

Since US dollars are now readily available and accessible to many
Chinese from banks in China, the black market in them has shrunk
considerably. A black market doubtless still exists in some parts of
China but it is totally illegal and you can get badly burnt.

Exercise 20.2
Using the text, say whether the following statements are true or
false.

1 Pansb! waiguoren cun qidn; qu qidn; buan qidn dou yiu»
tongguo Zhongguo Yinhdng,

2 Zai Zhongguo, buoqi cunkuan he dingqi cunkuan lil~
yiyang.

3 Dingqi cunkuan you bu tong shijidn de.
4 Cun de shijian yue chdng, lixi yue gao .
S Zai Zhongguo bu neng kai yi ge toaib]zhanghu.
6 Bd lfixing zhipiao buan cheng waihuiquan fei zai ZhOngguo

Yinhdng ban/{ buki.
7 Da chengsbi de Youyi Shangdian mei you Zhongguo

Yinbdng de didnr:
8 Huan qian de shihou bu tong de difang you bu tong de

paijia.
9 Waihu i duihuan zhengming diu le, chujing de shihou jiu bu

neng ba sheng xialai de renminbi zai huan cheng u/aihui.
10 Huan qian de shihou zuihdo ha huzhao dai quo
11 Zai Zhongguo zh! you yi zhong huan qidn de banfa

(method) .

Exercise 20.3
Put the following sentences into characters and then translate
them into colloquial English. The relevant grammar points in
the sentence are printed in bold.

1 Fanshi ZhOngguoren dou xlbuan cbi ZhOnguo cai.
2 Fanshi zai ZhOngguo Yinhdng huan qidn, paijia dou yiyang.
3 Huoqi cunkuan he dingqi cunkuan lixil~ bu tong.
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4 Wo jintian fei ha laxing zbipiao huan cbeng Meiyuan bUke.
S Qu guowai, fei dai hUzhao bilki, fou ze bu nen~ chujing.
6 Lishishang YazbOu Olf~ 'Asia') he Feizbou (~J:~ 'Africa' )

hen bu yiyang.
7 Td de dianbui: baomd hai jide ma ? Q ianwan hie u/ang le

mingtiiin gii ta da dianhua.
8 Ouzhou guojia (00* 'country') zhengzhishang datong,

xiaoyi.
9 Buguan ni qidn le zi mei you, wo dou yao kan huzhao.

10 Bugudn yingyeyuan didn le if d qidn, ta yi yiu» didn yi d.
11 NI de yisi shi chufei peng dao ta ca; renshirensbi, dui bu

dui?
12 Chu(ei you guiding, wo cai zheyang ban.

Exercise 20.4
Translate the following sentences into pinyin and then into
Chinese characters:

1 'I've caused you a lot of trouble today'. Yingyeyudn: 'Not at
all, please come back tomorrow'.

2 She originally (** benlai) wanted to go to the bank and
change money today but she 's forgotten to bring the
traveller's cheques .

3 'What do you suspect him of?' 'I don't know, but 1don't like
the way he looks .' (n.:r yangzi.)

4 The rate of interest (from) a deposit account (use IW) is much
higher than that (from) a current account.

S Those who drive shouldn't drink. (Use v-o construction.)



In this chapter you will learn
• how to express two actions

going on simultaneously
• about Chinese proverbs
• about abbreviations in

Chinese
• about similarities and

dissimilarities
• how to express the passive
• when to use chuin and

when to use dai for 'to wear'
• about yin and yang
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Zai Zhonggu6 /axing keyl Iidojie ZhOnggu6ren shenghu6 de
gege [dngmian, b,m shuo ZhOnggu6ren fang jia. ch" chtii deng
qingkuang. Wang Yongshou he Sb] Am zhengzai Hdngzhiiu
toanr; zuo zai shijie toenming de Xihu pdngbianr, yibitin cbizhe
sdnmingzbi, yibian lido tidnr:



ShT Lai Hangzhou IOy6u de ke zhen duo ya!
22i

W~ng KebUshi mal Mei xifmg dao Zhonggu6 IOy6u shiye
fazhfm de name kuBi. ~

ShT Ni zhidao ma? ZMnggu6 you yf jiJ suhu«: ~

'SMng you tiantang, xia you SU, Hang', suoyi lai !
HangzMu zMo renjian leyuan de ren zongshi hen :::J

duo! ~
W~ng Na daoshi. Ni zhiJyi le mei you: Zhonggu6ren xihuan III

zMoxiang.
ShT Shi de. Tamen de zMoxiangj7 you laoshi de, ye

you xinshi de. 'Jianeng', 'Nfkang' deng RiMn huo
Moxiang tebie shOuhuanyfng. TTngshuo zMoxiangj7

Nye shi keyi zu de. ....
W~ng Dui/e, danshi fanshi you y6uke de difang dou you

zhfye zMoxiang de.
ShT ZMnggu6ren hai you yidian bU tai xiang women,

tamen hen xThuan hehuor chu qu went huozhe
shi t6ngxue huozM shi t6ngshi huozM shi
t6ngxiang!
(Shuozhe jiiJ you yf ge daizhe taiyangjing de
nianqing xiaohuozi zou guolai)

Zhang Xiqun (zuo xia jiiJ wen) NTmen shi na gu6 ten? Shi lai
HangzMu wsnr de ma?

ShT Shi de. Women shi Yinggu6ran. Ni shi Mndinfm ma?
Zhang Xiqun Bu shi, wo shi Suzhouren, lai Hangzhou ban yidian

shi.
W~ng SuzMu difang bUcuo, you ran jiao ta Zhonggu6 de

Wein{si. Ye you ran shuo 'SuzMu cna meiren'....
(TazhengzBishuo hua de shfhou you y{ ge xiaohair
lazhe ta mama de sMu zhizhe Wang YongshOu he
ShT AilTda sheng hfmzhe 'Laowa;, laowBi'!)

ShT (xiaozhe shuo) 'Laowai' ting qilai haishi you yi
zMng qinmi de ganjue, danshi ting dao shenme
'yangguizi', 'gao bfzi', xinlT jiiJ you yidian bU zizBi.

Zhang Xiqun ZM xie chenghU !7ngchang bing mei you snenme
huai de yisi, zhUyao shi yinwei yixie Zhonggu6ren
mei you gen wBigu6ranjiechiJguo suoyidi yfet peng
deo juede shffen xinxian. Tamen biJ dong zMyang
chenghu hen biJ ITmao. NTmen tingguo zM jiJ hua
ma? 'Tian bU pa, di bU pa, jiiJ pa yangguizi shuo
Zhonggu6hua'I

W~ng Mei tingshuOguo, zhen Mo wanrl Wo xifmg wen niyi
ge went/, keyT ma?

Zhang Xiqun Dangran keyT. Shenme wentf?
W~ng Ni juede ZMnggu6ren you zMngzu pianjian ma?
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Zhiiing Xiqun ZM zenme shuo ne? W6men shOuguo jiaoyu de

ren, ZMnggu6ren ye Mo, waigu6ren ye Mo, yiban
:f lai shuo, dou bU renwei ziJ7 y6u sMnme pianjian,
<a danshi t~nshuai de shuo, xiayishf kending M ishi hui
iD y6u yidiM de.;}
:I Wang Yidi~n ye bU cuo. Zanmen yinggai cMngren shi

i y6u pianjian de, yaobU hen r6ngyi 'zi qi qi ten'.
III CMngren cuowu dengy(J g~i le yfbBn(r) le.

Zhiiing Xiqun Ta; dui/e, w6 wanquan t6ngyi.

~
*~ IOtu (n) joumey, trip
!A!.Jl{J jianwen (n) what one sees and....

hears7. IiAojie (v) to find out, understand,
know

*1- gege (adj.) each, every
Udl fang jla (v-a) have a holiday or

vacation
l:li~ chO chiiil (v-a) be on a business trip
:.t/L#/ Hangzhou (N) Hangzhou
Jl{J~ wenmrng (adj.) well known, famous
WtM Xihu (N) West Lake

~itI)L pangblanr (n) side
- itI··.-itI·.. ylbliiin ••• ylbliiin see 21.1

=:IYJ~ sanmrngzhl (n) sandwich

*tJ!f IOy6u (n; v) tourism, to tour
PI ke (adv.) emphasizes tone of

speaker
I!f yiii (interj.) indicating surprise

PI/f'J!~ kebushl ma? exactly; that's just the
way it is

$ft shlye (n) undertaking, cause
1t.1ll fiiizhAn (v) to develop

mm [-tu] suhua (n) Uu] common saying,
proverb

*11: tliiintang (n) heaven, paradise
$:.t/L SO, Hang (N) Suzhou and Hangzhou

Afffl*1Z!I renjliiin leyuan (n) paradise on earth
tt. zhUyl (v) to pay attention to

Jl«~m zhaoxlangji (n) [taij camera
~Jt IAoshl (adj.) old-fashioned
fJTJt xinshl (adj.) latest type, new-style
ft~ 'Jiiiineng' (N) 'Canon'



JB. 'Nlkang' (N) 'Nikon'
229M-It hioxilmg (v) to seem (see 21.4)

~ sheu (v) to receive, be ~
subjected to (see 21.6) ~

m zO (v) to rent, hire i
;G

lm.'lt zhfye (n) occupation, profession ~

1ttk ()L) hehuo(r) (v-o) form a company or fpartnership
fRJ~ t6ngxue (n) fellow student
fRJ3J t6ngxiang (n) person who was born

in the same place as
oneself

I\)• dsi (v) to wear (see 21.8) ....A
:;km.J J1lJ] taiyangjlng (n) [fiI] sunglasses

IJ' =f xlAohuozi (n) young fellow

* J& bindJ (n) this locality
?h-. bsn shl (v-o) to arrange for

something to be done
'B t8 (p.s.) it

JAt JBWi Weinrsi(N) Venice
~A melren (n) beautiful woman

j}t la (v) to pull; to play (of
stringed instfUments)

-f- shou (n) hand*F (J&) dssheng(de) (adv.) loudly
M hin (v) to shout, cry out

~9~ Isowsl (n) 'old foreigner'
PJf~* ting qDai (v) to sound, ring

fAit qinml (adj.) close, intimate
~1lt gAnjue (n) feeling, sense

~"'=f yangguTzl (n) foreign devil
lliM.=f gao brzl (adj. + n) big nose (Ut. tall nose)

,~\!I! xinlT in the heart or mind
~t£ zlzai (adj.) at ease, comfortable
~1If chenghO (n; v) form ofaddress; to

address
i1' husl (adj.) bad; broken

.3:I! zhilyso (adj.; adv.) principal(ly)
1lttt juede (v) to feel
+?t shffen (adv.) extremely, very
fiT. xinxlan (adj.) fresh
~Ltt ITmao(adj.; n) courteous; manners

m[1U] hus (n) Uu] remark, word(s)
ta pill (v) to fear, be afraid of
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Grammar

zh6ngzu (n) race
planjlan (n) prejudice, bias
jlaoyU (n; v) education; to educate

A y6 hAG Bye hAG see 21.10
ylban lal shuo generally speaking

renwel (v) to think, consider
tanshual(de) frank(ly)

(adj.; adv.)
xlaylshf (n) subconsciousness

k6ndlng (adj.; adv.; v) definite(ly); affirm
zanmen (p.p.) we (see 21.12)

zl qi qi ren deceive yourself as well
as others

cuowu (n) mistake, error
gal (v) to alter, change, correct

wanquan (adj.; adv.) complete(ly)
t6ngyl (v) to agree with

1 Yibian V1 ••• yibian V2

When we want to indicate that two actions are going on
simultaneously we can use the construction yibian VI> yibidn
V2:

Tiimen yibian kiln fengjtng , yibidn lido tidnr, 'They chatted
whilst looking at the scenery.' Youde ren yibian kiln diansbi,
yibian chi fan. 'Some people have their meals watching the
TV.'

Tiimen yibian cbizhe sdnmingzhi, yibian lido tiiinr. 'They
chatted while eating (their) sandwiches.'

When expressing the continuous past or present, one of the two
verbs may be followed by zbe to emphasize the continuity of
that verb (see the example above).

2 Chinese proverbs
Chinese proverbs or idioms are known as chengyu (~*) (Lit.
become language) which are usually set phrases made up of four
characters, although they are not necessarily limited to four, or
suhua (Lit. custom talk, i.e. 'old saying') which can be of any
length. Both are an integral part of the Chinese language . All



Chinese of whatever educational level seem to know and use
some chengyu or suhua and the higher their level the more they
are likely to use them. Chengyu have their origins in classical
poetry which was traditionally regarded in China as the highest
medium of artistic expression (as opposed to the novel which is
translated as xidosbut» 'small talk'). Many Chinese are now
unaware of which poem a particular chengyu comes from and
who it was written by, but this cultural inheritance gives weight
and beauty to the modern language and a pithiness which it
would otherwise lack. The text has some good examples of
different proverbs:

Shang you tidntdng, xia you Su, Hang
'Above there is heaven, below there is Suzhou and Hangzhou'

(i.e. these two places are regarded as being very beautiful).
SuzbOu chu me;ren
'Beautiful women come from Suzhou.'
Tidn bu pa, di bu pa, j;" pa yanggu{z; shuo Zhonggu6hua
' I'm not afraid of heaven or earth, only of foreign devils

speaking Chinese'.
Zi qi qi ren
'Deceive oneself as well as others' (Lit. self cheat cheat people).

Four-character phrases are particularly concise and contain a
wealth of meaning.

3 More on abbreviations

We looked briefly at abbreviations in 4.5 and can now take
things a step further. As you can see in the proverb: Sbang you
tiiintdng, x;a you Su, Hang the zbOu of SuzbOu and Hangzhou
has been dropped, so that the famous balance that the Chinese
love so much can be retained, giving four characters in each
phrase. Try saying it with the two zhous back in place and you'll
see what I mean. Not the same effect at all, is it? The same thing
is done when referring to two countries one after another.

ZbOng, Ying lidng gu6

Su, Ou (Su[;an Ouzhou)

'the two countries China and the
UK' (note the reversed word order
in Chinese)
'the Soviet Union and Europe'.

This practice gives a much smoother rhythm to the sentence.
How unpleasing to the ear it would be to say Zhongguo,
Yingguo lidng guo.
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4 To resemble or not? (xiang and haoxiang)
Students often confuse xiang (.) and hdoxiang (:!ft.) and of
course they do appear to be very similar. Memorize a model
sentence for each to avoid confusion. Xiang means 'to resemble'
in the sense of 'to look like somebody or something' whereas
hdcxiang means 'to seem' or 'to look like something has
happened or is going to happen':

NI xiang nl mama 'You look like your mum'
Ta bu xilzng wo 'She's not like me'
Na ge xuesheng bdoxiang bingle 'It seems that student is ill'
Hdoxiang yao xia yu 'It looks like rain '.

'[ iiineng"; 'N ikong' deng Ribenhuo bdoxiang hen shou
hudnying 'Japanese makes such as "Canon" and "Nikon"
seem very popular' (Lit. 'Canon' , 'Nikon' , etc. Japanese
goods seem very receive welcome).

Zbimgguoren hdi you yididn bu tai xiang women.
'The Chinese have another wa y in which the y are very
different from us' (Lit. Chinese people still have one point not
too resemble us).

Exercise 21.1
Choose xiang or bdoxiang to fill the blank space in each
sentence. You can rewrite the exercise in characters for extra
practice. Check your answers using the Vocabularies at the back
of the book. Please take this instruction as read for subsequent
exercises.

1 XitIohuozi __ lai Hdngzhiiu ban shi.
2 Wo jiejie hen __ wo baba, wo biiiao __ wo mama.
3 Faguoren (the French) __ bu __ Yidaliren (Italians)?
4 ZbOngguo IJyou shiye _ _ fazh an de hen kuai.
5 Td ta! __ ni, jintidn __ you ha zhaoxiangji u/ang le!

5 Balance with opposites
Balance in Chinese is very important. This sometimes makes for
what looks at first sight to be a slightly wordy sentence as the
verb is often repeated, but with further study you will appreciate
this feeling of balance and harmony within the sentence.
Compare the difference in feeling between Ldoshi jiao
Zhongwen he Yinguren and Ldosbi jiao Zbimgtoen ye jiiio
Yingu/en. Both are grammatically correct and mean 'The teacher
teaches (both) Chinese and English' but the second somehow



feels better. This can be taken one step further in the use of
opposites , or contrasting ideas within the same sentence:

Wo you chang de, ye you duan de ' I have both long ones and
short ones'

Tiimen de ZhtlOXiangji you laoshi de, ye you xinshi de 'They
have both modern and old-fashioned cameras' (Lit. as for
their cameras have old-fashioned ones, also have new style
ones).

6 Shou and the passive
We have already seen in 8.10 that verbs in Chinese are neither
active nor passive although some verbs of motion appear to be
passive, even in Chinese, without changing their form or having
anything added to them:

BaD mdi lai le 'The newspaper has been bought' (by you, me,
etc.)

However, the passive is usually expressed by using one of the
following constructions:

'Receiving' etc.
To express the idea of 'receiving' or 'accepting', 'suffering' or
'being subjected to something' we use shim (~) + verbal noun.
For example:

shou fa ~fIJ 'be punished' (suffer punishment)
shou hai~~ 'be injured or killed' (suffer harm)
shou huanyi~ ~~m! 'be welcomed ' (receive welcome)
shou jiaoyu ~~"ft" 'be educated' (receive education)
shou jing ~tij{ 'be frightened' (suffer fright)
shOu pian ~!iI 'be fooled or taken in' (suffer cheat)
sbou sbdng ~-m 'be wounded' (suffer wound)
shou tuo ~1£ 'be commissioned' (accept entrust)
shou ylngxidng ~~P(Jij 'be influenced' (accept influence).

This group should be memorized before use and new ones
added to your mental list only when you have read or heard
them. Do not make up your own .

Construction
This construction follows the pattern:

Subject + bei (it) + agent + verb (+ other elements)
rang (iJ:)
jiao (P4)



tongju (v) fRJM (same live)
tongnitin (n) fRJ&f (same year)
tongqing (v) fRJtR (same emotion)

Wo be; ta da le 'I was hit by him/her'
Td rang gou yao le 'He was bitten by the dog'
NI jiao xuesbeng xudn le ddng xuesheng daibido, 'You have

been chosen by the students as student representative.'

If it is not clear who (or what) the agent is, an indefinite ren
(A) may be used instead:

Ding ldosh]j~ } ren qlng qu he cha le.
rang
be;

'Mr Ding was invited (by somebody) to have tea' . Bei, rang and
jiao can be used interchangeably but bei is used more in the
formal written language, rang and jiao in the spoken.

NB When no agent is marked in the sentence , only bei can be
used: Wo be; jlnggao le 'I was warned'.

The negative adverb and/or auxiliary verb go before bei, etc.
Other adverbs such as zuotidn (1J1:7C) and yljfng (B~ normally
precede bei (rang, jiao) too.

Exercise 21.2
Select iiao, rang, bei or shim to fill the blank spaces in the
following sentences. Where there is more than one alternative,
please give all of them.

1 Zhongguo xuesbeng zai 1989 nidn liuyu« sdn; si hao __
zhengfit (government) hai le.

2 __ jiaoyu de ren pianjian yfnggai shdo yixie.
3 Wo gaosu (tell) ta bie zbeyang ZUD, suoYI__ ta ma (swear

at, curse) le yixia.
4 Kexf, xidohdir dou hen rangyi __ pian.
5 Tii __ mimi jlngchti (secret police) bit (arrest) le.

7 T6ng with everyone?
Tang is an adjective with the meaning 'same', 'alike', 'similar'
and has given rise to a whole series of useful expressions of
which some of the more common are listed below:

tongbao (n) fRJR (same parents) 'compatriot '
tonghang (n) fRJfr (same profession) 'person in the same

profession'
'cohabit'
'of the same age'
'to sympathize with '



tongshi (adv.) IiiJ ft\t (same time)

tongshi (n) 1iiJ. (same job)
tongxidng (n) IiiJ~ (same native place)

tongxing (adj.; n) 1iiJM: (same surname)
tongxinglicln (adj.; n) 1iiJ-M:~

(same sex love)
tongxue (n) 1iiJ?F (same study)
tongyi (v) 1iiJ~ (same meaning)
tongzb] (n) 1iiJi!; (same aspiration)

8 Da; or chuiin?

'at the same time, in
the meantime'
'colleague'
'person who comes
from the same birth
place'
'of the same surname'
'homosexual'

'fellow student'
'to agree with'
'comrade'
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Both these verbs mean 'to wear' . Chuiin is the more widely used
whereas dai is confined to items worn on extremities (but not
shoes on feet!):

dai maozi

dai yanjing
dai ltngdai
dai shOutao
dai shiiubido
dai lrhuan
dai iiezh]
daishOuzhu6

'wear a hat' (also 'to be labelled', e.g.
counter-revolutionary)
'wear glasses'
'wear a tie'
'wear gloves'
'wear a watch'
'wear ear-rings'
'wear a ring'
'wear a bracelet'.

The only exceptions to this 'rule' appear to be 'shoes' and
'socks' which are chuiin-ed rather than dai-ed. NB This dai it is
not the same dai as the verb meaning 'to take' or 'to bring'
which is written *.
Exercise 21.3
Choose dai or chuiin to fill the blank space in each sentence .

1 Ylqidn zai iiaotdngli (in church) (una yao __ maozi (hat),
xianzai bu yiding dai le.

2 Dbngtidn, tidnqi ling __ hin hou (thick) de shoutao
(gloves) hen you yimg,

3 Ch;;, qu de shihou, (ei __ shang xie (shoes) buki yinwei jie
(street) shang tai zdng (dirty) le.

4 You yixie julebu (social club), chu(ei ndnren __ lingdai
(tie) cdi neng jin quo



5 Ni [intidn __ de maoyi hen hdo kan. Shi ziji zbi (knit,
weave) de mai

9 Yin and yang please!
Any of you who have dabbled in Chinese philosophy or
traditional Chinese medicine will have some idea of the concept
of yin and yang, It all comes back to balance in the end! Yin ~,

written with the moon radical, is the feminine or negative
principle in nature whereas ydng m, written with the sun
radical, is the mascul ine or positive principle. To the Chinese
way of thinking each individual (and on a much larger scale the
universe) is made up of yin and ydng and only when the right
balance is achieved between the two will s/he be in good mental
and physical health. Yin characteristics include sensitivity,
softness, feelings centred around home, family and friends; yang
characteristics centre around work, competitiveness, assertion,
hence the traditional division into male and female. This is a
fascinating subject to explore which could give you a whole
different outlook on life - go for it!

Vocabulary items associated with yin and yang,

yinli ~m

yangli IlEIm
yintian ~:;R.

taiyang :;k1lEl
taiyangjing :;kllElil

yangdian IlEIIt!
yindian ~ It!

'lunar calendar' (the Chinese New Yearor
Spring Festival is based on the lunar
calendar)
'solar calendar'
'cloudy, overcast'
(excessive yang) 'the sun'
(excessive yang mirror) 'sunglasses'
'positive electricity'
'negative electricity'.

In traditional Chinese medicine a deficiency of ydng (yang xii
1tIJ1l) is associated with a lack of vital energy; a deficiency of
yin (yin xii ~J1l) with an insufficiency of body fluid, irritability,
thirst and constipation being its symptoms.

These are but a few examples, for a much fuller list consult any
medium-sized Chinese-English dictionary.

10 Aye hao, Bye haD
This is a useful expression, meaning 'no matter whether A or B,
something is still the case' :



Xuexi Hanyu ye bdo, xuex! Alab6yu ye bdo, ta dou hen gan
xingqi: (gan xingqi: 'be interested in something') 'He's very
interested in studying both Chinese and Arabic'.

ZbOnggu6ren ye hdo, waigu6ren ye bdo, ytban ldi shuo, dou bu
remoii dj; you shenme pianjian 'Generally speaking, neither
Chinese nor foreigners think they have any prejudices'.

11 (lian) yidian yeldou bil
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This construction shares some similarities with 9.10 ill, question
words used to indicate inclusiveness or exclusiveness. The
pattern here is: (lian) yidian ye/dOu bu + adjective/verb (Lit. I\)
even little bit also not adj.lv), (litin) yididn ye bu CUD 'absolutely ....
right', Wo (lian) yidian ye b" t6ngyt 'I don't agree at all', 'I
disagree entirely'.

If the action took place in the past then mei is used instead of
bu: Zhe ben xiaoshuo ta (Uan) yidian ye me; kan 'He hasn't
read a word of this novel'. The yididn may be replaced by such
expressions as yt fen zbimg ('one minute') yt fen qidn ('one cent/
penny'), any expression indeed consisting of yi (one) MW +
noun:

]iejie yi fen qian ye me; hua 'My (elder) sister didn't spend any
money at all' .

Kai hut de shihou, wo de tongsbi yi j" hua ye b" shuo 'My
colleague never says a word at meetings' (kai hut v-o 'hold a
meeting').

In such cases the construction can also be used in the affirmative,
i.e. without bu in which case lian is normally retained.

Tii lian xtn dou kan le 'She even read the letter'.
Weile dadao ()2£JtJ 'achieve, reach') tdmen de mubido (aim),

Ifngdao lian Ztj; de renmin dou hut xisheng (sacrifice). 'In
order to achieve their objective, leaders will even sacrifice
their own people'.

12 Zanmen and women

Both these personal pronouns mean 'we' but zdnmen specifically
includes both the speaker and the person or persons spoken to,
so if you want to make this point use zdnmen, You will find
several examples of zdnmen in the texts of this chapter and
Chapter 22.



Wo tangyi ni de yijian
Tongqing ta me; you yang

13 False friends?
As I have already tried to indicate in 21.7, tongqing 'to
sympathize with' and tangyi 'to agree with ' already contain the
idea of 'with' in the verb and so there is no need to add anything
else. This means that the direct object follows on directly after
the verb:

'I agree with your opin ion'
'There's no point in sympathizing
with him'.

By the way, 'wear one's hair long' does not use chuiin or da; as
the verb but litl il ' let grow'.

o Doing your own thing?
In Chinese society, particularly since Uberation, the emphasis has
been on the collective, not on the individual, although the advent of
the responsibility system zerenzhi (ifftEflltJ) the open-door policy and
the economic reforms of the 1980s have led to more people thinking
for themselves and making their own decisions about their future.
The Democratic Movement mfnzhU yiJndong (~.:E~i;1J) of 1989 has
also to be seen in this light. Nevertheless, the general trend is still for
everyone to know everyone else's business . The ever resourceful
Chinese have devised various methods of coping with this social
phenomenon, one of which is the use of the term ban shi (11-$-) 'to
go and get something done' . When asked why you are late for work
or why you are leaving early or why you happen to be in a particular
place, the answers might be, respectively:

Duibuqi, ISi wan le, wo ban le yidian shl.
Wo yao qiJ ban yidian shl.
Wo lai ban yidian shl.

Curiously enough , people rarely ask what the shi is. I suspect
everybody needs to use this let-out clause from time to time and
therefore respects other people's right to use it too .

Foreign devils and 'old' foreigners
Non-Chinese used to be classified as 'devils' guT(zi) .!l(T) which is
generally regarded as a term of abuse in China, guTtraditionally being
regarded as unhappy spirits who have to be placated in some way by
those still on earth. In Imperial t imes Westerners were called
yangguTzi 'devils from across the sea' or 'foreign devils', while the



Japanese were called R1Mn gui(zi). Mr Qian's eldest son in Lu Xun's
famous novel The True Story ofAh Q Is called Imitation Foreign Devil
Jia yangguizi because he came back from Japan with straight legs,
i.e. he walked differently and had had his pigtail cut off. I have not
heard the term yangguizi for many years but I can't say the same for
the term Involving the Japanese who have a more recent unhappy
history with China. Another expression still in use to refer to
caucasian non-Chinese is gao brzi 'tall noses'. Some Chinese might
cite their noses not being sufficiently 'tall', bfzi bu gou gao as a
reason for not being able to enjoy certain privileges accorded to
foreigners - funny, but not without irony you might say. We have
discussed the use of lao 'old' and xiao 'young' in 5.10 and it Is in this
light that I have never found the term laowai offensive. Children and
adolescents use it most, but it has always seemed to me to express
active curiosity rather than any animosity. Wal is, of course, an
abbreviation for wa/gu6ren 'foreigner'.

Exercise 21.4
Answer the following questions based on the text: Work in
pinyin or characters.

1 Zai ZbOngguo li'ixing key, liaojie sbenme ne?
2 Wang YongshOu he ShI Ail, zai sbenme difang?
3 Tiimen yibiiin cbizhe sdnmingzhi, yibiiin zuo shenmei
4 Zhfmgguoren xihuan bu xihuan zhao xiang? Tiimen de

zhaoxiangji zenmeyang?
5 Riben zhaoxiangji sbou hUiinying ma?
6 Zhiye zhaoxiang de duo bu duO?
7 Zhongguoren xihuan yi ge Ten chu qu uuinr ma?
8 Zhiing Xiqun sbi sbenme difang Ten?
9 ShI Ail, ting dao ydngguizi; giio bizi zhe yang de chenghu tii

xinli giioxing bu giioxing?
10 Women shOuguo jiaoyu de Ten ye you zhongzu piiinjian ma?
11 Wang Yimgshiru tongyi bu tongyi Zhdng Xiqun de shuo(a

(way of saying things)?
12 Women wei shenme yao cbengren cuowu ne?

Exercise 21.5
Translate the following passages into colloquial English:

1 Zai youxie [dngmian Zhimgguoren he waiguoren datong
xidoyi, dou xibuan chu qu uidnr; zhdo renjiiin leyudn! Shei
bu yuanyi zhu de bdo, chudn de hdo, cbi de hao ne?
ZbOngguoren ye bu liwai (exception). Yiqidn zili ZbOngguo
li'iyou de ZbOngguoren hen shdo, xianzai yi nidn hi yi nidn
duo le.
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2 Liaojie lingwai yfge mfnzu (nation) hen bit rongyi, lidn liaojie

zij; de minzu ye bit rangyi. Zhonggua mfnzu sbi ge gulao
(ancient) de minzu. Ta de lishi, wenhua (culture) gen women
de hen bit yfyang, geng bu bi shui) ta de u/enzi (script) ne!
Xue ql Zhongwen lai budan (not only) hen you yisi erqie
(but also) dui women ~eren (individual) hen '10u yong,
7M~*~~~~m~~B,~7M~B~~~~
~~Bo*~~~£~~~~~~o~~m~.x~
m~m~.~~~,I~.~~~X*~!.~*X*
~mfl1f~}!ffiiJim~m~Afl1fffl 0

Exercise 21.6
Translate the following sentences into pinyin and then into
Chinese characters:

1 Let's (use zanmen) talk about education whilst watching the
sunset.

2 'Deceiving oneself as well as others' is a proverb well worth
paying attention to.

3 Because of the Hong Kong (:ff~ Xianggang) question,
relations between Britain and China have become very
complex (~* fitza).

4 He is my colleague so of course that influences my opinion
(~.m yijian). (Use the passive.)

5 You haven't had a single day's holiday this year, so no
wonder you're so tired.

6 She hasn 't even eaten a sandwich today, so how come she's
not starving?
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In this chapter you will learn
• how to make a toast
• how to give presents and

make appropriate remarks
on receiving them

• about exclamations
• about the Chinese zodiac
• more about Chinese

proverbs
• about classical Chinese

poetry



242 a Mr King and Miss Scurfield are preparing to return to the
UK, the former after teaching one year at Beida, the latter after
completing her compulsory year of study abroad. The Lis have
invited them for a farewell dinner.
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Wang Yongshou he ShTAil; dasucm hui Yinggu6. Qianzhe zili
Biida jiao le yi nidn shu, houzhe zai Zhonggu6 xue le yi nidn
bixiukecheng. LTxidnsbeng he ruren wei tiimen jianxing.

LT Huanyfng, huanyfng. QTng jin.
LT (t) Waim/an I{mg ma?
ShT You yid/an. Fang hen da, women shi dTngzhe fang qf cM lai

de, zhan feijinr.
Wang ZM shi women de yidlan xinyi. (Gel U taltal J7 ge guant6u he

yixia shuTguo.)
NTmen tal keql le, you rang nTmen pofei.
Mel shenme, yidlfm xlfloyisl ba.
Na jiiJ xlexle nTmen le. Bliguo, Mo pengyou zhi jian shi bu
jiflng keql de.
Ble Iflo zhBn zai waimian ting IT, qTng wulTzuo, nuflnhuo
nuanhuo.
Ha cM Mishi M kafal?
HBishl M cM ba.
Ai, AIIT, nTyao huf gu6 le, Jlnt/an ke suan shi 'zutnou de
wflncan'/e, duo yfhan na!
Ble zMme shuo, ting le, xinlTbU shi ziwel.
Dongxl shOushi Mo le mel you?
ChBbuduo dou shOushl Mo le.
NTmen xuyao bangmang, J7ngufln shuo ba, qlanwan bie
keqi.
Wo bU hui keql, bUguo zMnde mei shenme shir. Da bUfan
shOyTjingji zou le, y6ufel ting guT de, danshl bU ji bU xfng.
XfnglT hui bu hui chaozhOng?
Ylban chaozhOng /iflng, san gongJln mel snenme guanxi.
Wo dasuan M yixia zhOng de dongx/ fang zA/shOut/bao IT.
Xiang cfdai sMnmede, wo yi}lng fan gel pengyou le.
Beiduofen, Mozhate deng giidlfln yinyue cfdal jliJ song gei
nTmen ba.
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LT HaojRe/ Xiexie nT. (Zhuan xiang WangYongshOu.) YongshOu,
245nT jiao shO jiao le yl nian le, you sMnme ganxiang ne?
iitT7ngshuo you yldianr xiang !iu zai ZMnggu6 shl ma? iW~ng ZM jiaozuo '!iulian wang fan', danshi zuljin fiJmii shentT biJ

zenmeyang, xiang huf qu kanyikan zAisnuo. A-yt nian guo !:..
de zhen kuBi, 'guangyin si jian, riyue rUsuo'. 0

LT NI zhen shl dldldaodao de ZMnggu6tong, gen ZMnggu6- !:..
ran dacMng yfpian. Nanguai nT de xuesheng name xThuan ~

nT, you renzhen you nenggan, you fUyu youmogan. AiIT, nTye !
sMbude zou, shl bu shl?

ShT Shl de. Jinnian sMuhuo hen da, kexi biJneng duo !iu.
LT NI ke susn shl 'man zai er gui' le! i')
ShT YekeyT zneme shuo. i')
LT (t) Lai chi fan ba. Jiaozi bao Mo le, zMngzBi zhii. Xian he jiU

ba. Zher you lengpan. Wenhua, ba jiii dakai ba.
LT ZM pfng jiU bucuo, shl Mi putaojiii, Mzi qTye de chanpTn.

ZMnggu6 jiU ylban shl tien de, danshi women zhidao
nTmen bU tai xThuan he tian de. Hao, gan bei/ ZhiJ nTmen
yRiJ pfng'an, zaori huf lail

ShT ZhiJnTmen shentT jiankang, wanshl rU y1l
LT Zanmen lai znea }7 zhang xiang ba. Buguo deng jiaozi lai le

zai zMo, geng you ZMnggu6 weidao. A, jiaozi lai le!
W~ng NI you sMnguangdeng ma?
LT You. ZhiinbBi Mo le ma? OTng xiaoyixiao/6, wo wang le ba

jlngt6ugai dakai le.
LT (t) NI zM ge ren tai hiltu, langfsi ran de biaoqfng, kuai yldianr

ba!
W~ng Woye la;zhao}7zhang. Xl hao le jiiJgei nTmen jllai. Youmei

you women zai Yinggu6de dizh/?
LT Mei you.
W~ng Wo gei nTmen xie xialai. AiIT, you bT ma? Wo de yuanzhObT

huai le.
ShT You, gei nT. LT taitai, nT de jiaozi zhen Mo chi, xia yf cl yfdlng

yao jiao wo zenme bao.
LT (t) Hao ba, huanyfngnTj7nzao huf lai .. . jiangy6u M ciJdou zai

zMr.
ShT Xiexie nT. Wo fangyidian jiangy6u. Wozhe ge ran shl juedul

bUhul chi ciJde, haha/
LT (t) YongshOu, nT kan, nT yao duo !iu yl nian, yldian wentf dou

mei you!
W~ng Wo bTAiITanjlng, wending. Tapengyou man tianxia, yao you

yf ge ran chi cr) de hua, kendlng shl wo/
ShT Hushuo my dear! NI de duoshao nOsheng gen wo shuo nT

zM ge ,tmzhen shuail
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Lai, zai M yl bei. ZhiJ zsnmen zhTjian de youyl wangii
changcun! Gan bel!
LTlaoshT, xla ge xTngqTwii shl nT de sMngrl, kexT na ge
shlhou women yTjing lfk8.i Zhonggu6 le, suoyTwomen xiBnzai
yao zai jlng nTyl bei, tfqian zhiJ nT'SMu bTNanshan, fiJ nJ
DonghBl '! Women hai gei nTzhiinbei le yldian xiao dongxi.
Na zeame xfng? Lai de shlhou yTjing song dongxi le, zenme
you song le?
Na shl gei nTmen Iiang ge ren de, zh« shl sMngri ITwiJ.
XTwang nTneng wei hUnian tian dian hiiql!
NTmen shfzBi tai keqi le.
Alii, nTz{mme le? Bie IaJ le, 'Mu hul you qr, blye yillOu z8.j la;
ba.
Bie guan wo. Meishlr. Wo shl yf ge shangganzhUylzM! G{m
pengyou gaobie de shlhou, zong hul xiang qT'Xiang jian shf
nan, bie yl nen' zM jiJ hua lai.
Na daoshl. NTmen 'biJ yuan wan FT er lai', queshf biJ r6ngyl.
Danshi nTmen lai ZhOnggu6 de }7hul haishi hul Mn duo de.
Deng nTmen zai lai, women kai yf ge Iianhuanhul,
zenmeyang? Weile mfng, Munian women zBi xianghul, lai,
zai gan yl beil
ZM cl biJ neng biJ huf qu, Aili, nT hai yao du yl nian shii.
Danshi yThou}7hulduo deMn.
Feij7}7dian zhOng qTfei?
Xiawu si dian slshf . . . Yinggai san dian zhong deo.
Women qiJ songsong nTmen ba.
Bu yong le, jichBng tai yuan le, tai biJ fangbian le. Jintian
wanshang jiiJ suan gaobie le ba. YaobiJwo shOubiJ Mo, ha;
yao gao yf cl bie!
Kan qfngkuang ba. Ruguo neng zao yldianr xia ke, women
yfdlng qiJ. Hao, biJ tan zM ge le. Zai gan zulMu yl bei ba.
Wo biJ xfng le, zai he, wo jiiJ yao zulle! NTmen kan, Iian dou
h6ng le!
Mei guanxi, nTbU shi kai cM de! Lai, weile dajia xlngfiJ,
kuaile, gan bei!

LT (t) 1
ShT Gan bei!
Wang

disuan (v) to intend, plan
qlanzhi (n) the former
hOuzh6 (n) the latter

blxlLike(cheng) (n) obligatory or required
course



xA fiiren (n) Mrs; Madame (formal)
247'Jg wel (prep.) for, for the sake of

t\ff jlanxfng (n) give a farewell dinner it

JXI. feng (n) wind IHi dTng (v) to go against =
ft qr (v) to ride (as of horse, S'

III
bicycle) =

"'~ ()L) feijln(r) (adj.) strenuous, energy !J
consuming

~

,~\~ xinyl (n) kindly feelings, regard

** shuTgue} (n) fruit
i1: rang (v) to let, allow

I\)itfJt pofei (v-o) to go to some expense I\)
IJ'\~,W. xlaoylsl (n) small token, mere trifle
Zl~ zhijlsn between, amongst
~ lac (adj.) always
1li zhan (v) to stand; station, stop

(bus etc)
~!I! wulT(PW) in the room
llllit nuanhuo (adj.) warm• suan (v) to regard as, count as
Ii.€i zulhOu (adj., adv.) the last, finally
~... wanesn (n) supper, dinner

$ due} howit. yrhan (v; n) to regret, be a pity;
regret

III na particle showing mood
1!~ zheme so, this way, like this
t!~ ziwel (n) (good) taste, flavour
i&t€t shoushl (v) to pack, tidy up, put in

order
~/F$ ehabuduo (adv.) almost, nearly

1IJ! xliy80 (v; n) to need, require; needs
/FM buguo (conj.) but, however, only
~fJt y6ufel (n) postage
ff~ xfnglT (n) luggage, baggage
811 ehaozhong (v-a) overweight

-f-tlfg. sh6utlbio (n) bag,handbag
ilUf1 erdal (n) tape
~ fen (v) to divide, distribute,

distinguish
.vt$:j1: Belduofen (N) Beethoven
lUL~ Mozhite (N) Mozart

I!IA glldisn (adj.) classical
'i~ yinyue (n) music



248 i5 song (v) to give as a present; see
somebody off

AI' ~ zhuin (v) to tum, transfer;

I InJ xlillng (prep.; v) towards; to face.. ~tll ginxling (n) reflections , thoughts
0 PqfAt jlillozuo (v) be called, be known as

==
~~;\$J& liullan willng fin enjoy onese" so much

!f
!i as to forget to go home

J1lilI zu1jln (adv.; adj.) recently, nearest, latest
Nijt zal shuo (v; conj.) not tackle a problem

until some other time;

I\) what's more

I\) :}'t;1~H~fi, guangyin sl jlan, time flies (see 22.5)
f:t}Bn~ riyue RI suo

Jlkil d1dao(adj.) genuine
JPlEiI Zhonggu6tOng (n) an old China hand,

expert on China
fJJilt-Jt dicheng yfplilln (v-o) to become one with,

identify with
lA. renzhen (adj.) conscientious
tm-=f nenggilln (adj.) capable, competent
aT fUyU (adj.) full of

.Stlf& youmogin (n) sense of humour
1r~tt sh6bude (v) be unwilling to part with,

grudge
I&~ shouhuo (n) gains, results, harvest

1llt1fiH8 min zal er guT return with fruitful results
~T jlaozl (n) a kind of ravioli,

dumpling
§ bao (v) to make (jliozij; to

wrap; to include
~ zhu (v) to boil, cook

~A: 16ngpan(n) cold dish; hors d'oeuvres
fJ}f dikal (v) to open (up); switch on

M plng (MW) for bottles
B bal (adj.) white; blank

••ffl pUtliojlu (n) wine
~.~~ hezi qTye (n) jo int venture

F~ chinpTn (n) product
!It tlan (adj.) sweet

-=f~ gan bel (v-o) drink a toast
-Il.if:tt yOu plng'an Bon voyage, have a

pleasant joumey
!f!.f:t zaorl (lW) at an early date; soon
.m jlankang (adj.) healthy, sound



E!fHlIt. wttnshl rUyl your heart's desire
249"*iti weidao (n) flavour, taste

fiHt*T shAnguangdeng (n) flash (light) S-
i

~ xitto (v) to smile, laugh IPA o (inter.) ohl
ll~iAi jlngtougtti (n) lens cap er
IJ~ hUtu (adj.) muddle-headed !:
ill. Ittngfei (v) to waste, squander ~
~m biAoqfng (n; v) expression; to express

one's feelings
(i'fI)~ (ehOng)xT (v) to develop (as of film); to

wash
Im~~ yuanzhlibT (n) ballpoint pen
~!J! jTnzAo (adv.) as soon as possible, at

the earliest possible date.. eu (n) vinegar; jealousy (as in
love affairs)

t&~ juedul (adj.; adv.) absolute(ly)
~.. chi eLl (v-a) to feel jealous

** haha (onom.) haha
w.~ w6ndlng (adj.; v) stable, steady; to

stabilize

• mAn (adj.; v) full; to reach the limit,
expire

1Cr tiinxitt (n) land under heaven - the
world or China

-.mi~ hushuo (n; v) nonsense; to talk
nonsense

:k~ nQsheng (n) female student(s) .
grfJ shutti (adj. call; adv.) handsome; beautifully

~i1l y6uyi (n) friendship
Er!i1f;:# wttngu ehangeun last forever, be

everlasting
~a shengrl (n) birthday
~7f Ifkii (v) to leave

fa jlng (v) to propose (a toast),
toast

tl!litr trqian (v) bring forward a date
~1tml1J, sheu bT Nanshan, May you live as long
:tI~*#i tu rU DonghAi as the Southem

Mountain and be as
blessed as the
Eastem Sea

:f.L¥8 ITwLl (n) present, gift
JJt~ hunisn (n) the year of the Tiger



250 JJi~ huql (n) vigour (Ut. tiger energy)
~tE shrDl (adv.; adj .) really, honestly; true, real

;'
;'g~7 zinme le? what's the matter?

I ~ ku (v) to weep, cry
~~flWJ hou hul y6u qi we'll meet again someg day

== ~~ blye (v) to graduate
!f if guln (v) bother about; be in
1\ charge of

i2:.JL mershlr it's OK, it's nothing;
have nothing planned

m.:£J(:'f shinggin sentimentalist
zhUylzhi (n)

~jj1J gsoble (v-o) to take leave of
1lt~* xllng qllal (v) to remember, call to

mind
:m.mJJ;f*, xllng jlsn shr nan. meeting and parting are

jj1J$* bl8 yl nan both difficult (see
Chapter 22, p.255)

/F~n!l!ifij* bu yuin wsn IT er lal not considering 10000 Ii
too far to come

fi~ queshr (adv.; adj.) really, indeed; true,
certain

m~ jihul (n) opportunity, chance
II*~~ lIanhuinhul (n) get-together, party

1JIJ&f: mrngnlan (lW) next year
ni&f: hOunlan (lW) the year after next
:m~ xlanghul (v) meet one another

$tffll duo dehin (adj.) very many
~m~] felji (n) Uls] aeroplane
~~ qTfel (v) to take off (of aircraft)
/Fffl bu yong (v) need not

~m$ feljiching (n) airport
§l:/F7 sheu bu 1110 (v) be unable to bear or

endure
1* zul (adj .) drunk
D IIln (n) face
U h6ng (adj.) red

3f$1¥J kil che de (n) a person who drives,
driver

J;;7 welle (prep.) for the sake of, in order
to

$. xlngfU (adj.; n) enjoy good fortune,
happy; well-being

~~ kuslle (adj.) happy, joyful



IIL:h
IILtx/FIILi!

IILf*Jii

IIL~
IIL~

Grammar

1 Exclamations!
The Chinese language has an infinite variety of its own particular
version of ahs, oohs and ohs but it is perhaps the modal particles
which occur at the end of the sentence which are of particular
interest. Some of these have been scattered thr~hout the
various texts in this book. In this chapter, we have I!IJ~ na, ~ ne
and the all-time favour ite lIB ba. Apart from the few guidelines
you have been given, for instance that ~ ne tends to appear
with the question words shenme, zenme, wei shenme, etc. and
set-phrases such as Ni zenme le? you should rely on your 'feel'
of the language as to whether a ya, a na, or a ne, etc. is needed.
Chinese has a lot to do with feeling rather than specific rules so
start with your exclamations and expressions of surprise. If you
have the opportunity, listen to Chinese speakers and imitate
them as far as possible. Failing that, just remember that such
things are the icing on the cake rather than the cake itself.

2 Eating bitterness?
I have always teased Chinese friends about the emphasis that
Chinese culture puts on food. Chinese people can talk for hours
(and I mean hours) about the merits of various dishes, how to
make them and how difficult (or expensive) it is to find such and
such an ingredient. We can speculate endlessly on the reasons
for this, which could vary from peasant poverty to magnificent
Imperial banquets. Whatever the reason, it has left the Chinese
language with a rich heritage based on eating. Note the following
phrases which are just some of the ones in common usage:

IILft chi cu ' be jealous' (Lit. eat vinegar)
IILtij( chi jing 'be shocked, amazed' (Lit. eat alarm)
IIL~ chi ku 'bear hardship' (Lit. eat bitterness)
IIL~ chi kui 'stand to lose', 'come to grief', 'get the

worst of it' (Lit. eat loss)
chi Ii 'strenuous, difficult' (Lit. eat strength)
chi rudn bu chi ying 'be open to persuasion but
not to coercion' (Lit. eat soft not eat hard)
chi xianfan 'lead an idle life, be a sponger' (Lit.
eat idle rice)
chi xiiing 'be popular' (coll.) (Lit. eat spice)
chi yao 'take medicine' (Lit. eat medicine).

251



252 o The Chinese zodiac

The existence of the Ten Heavenly Stems was mentioned in the
vocabulary of Chapter 17, but not elaborated upon further. They are
fJl jia, Z yi, pj bing, T cffng,Lt wu, D J7, ~ gang,*xin, ::E ,en and
~ gui in that order, fJl jia being the first. The Ten Heavenly Stems
also combine in pairs, each pair corresponding to each of the five
elements used in traditional Chinese medicine, viz. wood, fire, earth,
metal and water. Thusjia and yi are associated with *mu 'wood',
bing and cffng with !k huo 'fire' and so on.

In addition to the Ten Heavenly Stems, there are also the Twelve
Earthly Branches, each of which is associated with a different
animal which occurs in 12 year cycles . Each of us is born in the
lunar year of a particular animal. 1950 was the Year of the Tiger,
therefore everyone born in 1950, 1962, 1974 and 1986 is a tiger. 1951
was the Yearof the Rabbit so all those born in 1951, 1963, 1975 and
1987 are rabbits. Of course each Animal Year is said to possess
certain characteristics and in the old days this played a role in
deciding whether or not you were a suitable bride or bridegroom for
somebody. Tiger women were thought of as being particularly
difficult to handlel The order is as follows:

Earthly branches Symbolical animals

1 T zi Mc shU rat
2 .R cMu If niu ox
3 j{ y(n J1i hU tiger
4 9P mac ~ tu rabbitlhare
5 1& chen :1t. /6ng dragon
6 B si it she snake
7 If wu !b ma horse
8 * wei ~ yang ram
9 1ft shen ~ Mu monkey

10 if you ~ j7 cockerel
11 ~ xO 7C quan dog
12 ~ hai fh zhO pig

Astrology books are now being produced combining the Chinese
zodiac with our own Western one. A Tiger who is also a Scorpio
probably presents quite a challenge wouldn't you say? What are
you? (NB The Chinese have traditionally used the Ten Heavenly
Stems and the Twelve Earthly Branches in a sequential order of
two-character combinations to denote different years, months and
days.)
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3 Zhe as nominalizer
Zhe ==i used after an adjective or verb (or adjectival or verbal
phrase) serves to nominalize it or make it into a noun phrase.
This is considerably more stylish than merely adding de ren
(J(JA ('the person who ...') or de sbi (J(J. ('the thing/matter
which .. .') after the character(s) involved and is in keeping with
the fact that modern Chinese has managed to retain elements of
its classical past. Certain collocations have become virtually set
phrases and a few are listed below:

ruozhi mJ==i 'the weak'
qiangzhi fi==i 'the strong'
qianzhi iU==i 'the former'
houzhi fri==i 'the latter'



Note the much more formal register of the introduction to this
chapter which uses terms such as qianzbi and houzbi. Zhi is
commonly used after I fF gimgzuo 'work' to indicate a person
engaged in the profession under discussion. It is also used to
change an -ism (-zhuyi ±)() into an -ist, Hence sbebui 'society',
shehuizhuyi 'socialism' and shehuizhuyizhi 'socialist': Makesi
'Marx', Makesizhuyi 'Marxism' and MakesizbUyizhi 'Marxist';
'gongchanzhuyizhi 'communist' (Lit. together property-ism
person); (axisizhuyizhi 'fascist'. We have the word for
'sentimentalist' shiingganzhuyizhi in the text and it is also used
when referring to gays and lesbians t6ngxinglianzhi (Lit. same
sex love person).

duzbi

xuezhi

'reader' (there is a popular newspaper
column in some newspapers entitled Duzhe
lai xin 'Readers' Letters')
'scholar'.

4 Adjective + dehlln
This is a simple construction meaning 'very much' of the
adjective:

duo dehin 'very many'
hdo dehin 'very good'
you yisi dehin 'very interesting'.

It is different from bin duo and hin hdo insofar as the hin in the
latter phrases does not really carry the force of 'very' (see 4.8.4)
or is put there merely for balance.

5 More on proverbs (11)

To put proverbs in their historical context we are going to trace
the origins of two of the proverbs that occur in this text.

Guiingyin si jian, riyue ru suo. A similar phrase gudng liu si
jian (time flows like (an) arrow) first appeared in a Tang
poem by Wei Zhuang but it was the famous Song Dynasty
(960-1279) poet Su Shi (also known as Su Dongpo) who
used gudngyin si iian in one of his poems. The complete
proverb guiingyin si jian, riyue ru suo occurred in Chapter 9
of the Ming dynasty novel Xiy6uji Wilfiia translated
variously as Journey to the West or Monkey, written by one
Wu Cheng'en.



u Bit yuan wan IT er W. An alternative version bit yuan qidn IT
er W may sometimes be found but wan (10 000) makes it
sound more of a big thing than qidn (1000) so I have used
the former rather than the latter. (NB /; 'half a kilometre'.)
This phrase first appeared in one of the books of Mencius,
the famous Chinese Confucian philosopher of the fourth
century BC who believed in the intrinsic goodness of human
nature.

To end on a really positive note, particularly appropriate for
aspiring students of Chinese, there is You zhizhe shi jing cheng
'Where there's a will there's a way' (Lit. have aspiration person,
matter finally achieve). This occurred in a chapter of the Hanshu
'A History of the Han Dynasty' (in 120 volumes) written by JJflM
Ban Gu who died in AD 92. Asyou can see, Chinese history is still
alive and well today if we know where to go and look for it.

o On Chinese poetry

To understand the Chinese, you also have to understand their poetry.
People who regularly use poetry in their language also have poetry in
their hearts.

Xiang jian shf nen, bie yl nan quoted in the text comes from an
untitled poem by Li Shangyin (812?-868). This line has come to
symbolize in seven brief characters, the difficulties often involved in
meeting someone and the pain involved in parting. (Nan means
kUnnan 'difficult' in the first case, nankan 'unbearable' in the second.)

Perhaps if I quote a poem written by Li Yu (937-978), the last
emperor of the Southem Tang, you will get a taste of the beauty I am
referring to. U Yu was captured by the Song army and taken north to
Kaifeng. This poem was written during his captivity, shortly before his
death and laments his grievous loss and heavy heart.

wu yan du shSng Xi16u
No word(s) alone climb West Tower
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Yueru gou.
moon like sickle
Jimo wut6ng shen yuan suo qing qiii.
Lonely wut6ng dark (deep?) courtyard lock clear autumn
Jifm bU duen,
cut not sever
UMi IUBn,
reason still disorderly
ShilfcMu
Is separation melancholy
Bie shi yiban ziwei zBixint6u.
Parting is just like (bitter) taste in heart.

Even after more than 1000 years, the lines still rhyme, an incredible
comment on the nature of the Chinese language. The visual impact
of the characters is very important in poetry. CMu, the character for
'sorrow' or 'melancholy' is made up of an autumn over a heart (~),
with all the symbolism which that conjures up.

The fact that classical Chinese poetry does not have a grammatical
subject makes it seem so much more universal and heightens its
effect. Let us look at the content of the poem more closely. Whoever
it is, climbs the Western Tower, (the west - the setting sun, the end of
one's life?) alone and in silence, the moon like a sickle overhead. (A
new moon to heighten his grief, or the last sliver of a waning one?)
The wut6ng (it has a straight trunk of a beautiful shade of green and
is said to be the only tree on which the phoenix will rest) is 'lonely'
and the clear autumn is as though locked into the dark, deep
courtyard. There is a great deal to be got from this line if you only
think about it carefully.

The next four lines are truly famous and speak of the pain of parting
and separation. Had you ever thought of this pain as being like a
skein of wool which refuses to be disentangled and cannot be cut off
cleanly? Or of the word 'parting' as leaving 'a taste in the heart'?
These four lines are known to millions of Chinese and written as they
were , by an emperor, prisoner in a foreign land, who had lost
everything and was soon to die (forced to take poison by his captors),
they take on a particular poignancy. May they say something to you
as they have done to me over a period of many years.

Chinese language and culture are rich treasure-troves for us to
explore. My hope is that, through this book, as well as learning
some useful Chinese, you have been able to catch glimpses of
them and are eager for more .



Exercise 22.1
Answer the following questions based on the text.

1 Wang xidnsheng he Shixidoiie lai de shlbou gua bu gua feng?
2 Wang xiiinsheng gei LI taitai sbenme xido ltwil?
3 Shi AilI juede bd shu ji dao Yingguo gui bu gui?
4 Ruguo xingli chiiozbong Sh] Ail; ddsuan zenme ban?
5 Wang xidnsheng juede ta zai Zhimgguo de yi nidn guo de

kuai bu kuai? Ta yong shenme chengyu ldi miaoxie zhe
didn?

6 Li xidnsheng yong sbenme hua lai shuiiming ('show,
explain') Wang Yongshou hen lidojie ZhOngguoren?

7 Sh! Ail; zai ZhOngguo xue de zenmeyang? N; zenme zbidao
ne?

8 Tdmen he de jiu sbi guochdn de ma?
9 Lt xidnsheng ioei shenme kaisht zhao bu lido xiang ne? (see

Chapter 12, p.126 for l;ao)
10 Wang xidnsheng wei sbenme xiang Shi Ailt yao bii (xUlng Y

yao X: 'to want X from Y')
11 Chi jidozi de shihou kly; fang shenmei
12 Wang xiiinsheng zenme hui cbi cu ne?
13 Lt xidnsheng shenme shibou guo shengri? Na ge shihou

Wang YongshOu he Sht Ail; dagai ('probably') zai ndr?
14 U ldoshi shu (jI 'belong to') shenme ('animal sign')?
15 Sh] Ail; wei shenme ku qilai ne?
16 Li xidnsheng ddsuan shenme shihou kai yf ge lianhuanhui?
17 Tiimen feiji sbenme shibou q;fei? Tiimen yinggai it didn

zhimg dao jichiing?
18 Shi Ailt wei shenme bu rang Li xidnsheng he Lt taitai qu

song tdmen ne?
19 U taitai zenme zbengming (iiEl!I.J 'prove') ta kuai yao zui le?
20 Li xiiinsheng toei shenme shui» Li taitai duo he yididn jiu

mei you guanxi?

1 .:Ejla1:~jYJ~M'fHI~If\t.~J/F~JJXI.?
2 .:Ejla1:ift2)::k:kft~vJ~*L!tJA?
3 ~~3M1lt~re4H(fjJ~OOJt/FJt?
4 :~aHtUi2):alI~~3MfT.{g~1J.?
5.:Ejla1:1lt~~~~OO~-~M~~/F~?~mft~~

ift*fllj~J!A?
62):jIa1:mft~.*&I!I.J.:E*••7M~OOA?
7 ~~31~~OO~~{g~~? -${g~~HA~?
8 ~ft]IIIi~M:J!OOF~~?
9 2):jIa1:ygft~7f~Jm/F7;f:ft~?

10 .:Ejla1:ygft~ rfU~~3M~~?

257
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Exercise 22.2
Translate the text into colloquial English.

Exercise 22.3
Correct the following bingju ('sick sentences'). Give the correct
version (This exercise is based on the grammar of Chapters 16
22.)

Beiiing c6ng Tidnjin hen jin ~ Beijing If Tianjin hen jin,

1 Zhunbei hdo le mar Wo lidng didn zbimg kuai yao zou le.
2 ¥"nnan zai ZhOnggu6 de nanxi ba.
3 Ba zhaoxiangjt bu keyi jie ('lend; borrow') gei td.
4 Wo you sishi zht bai fen de baWD (reil 'certainty').
5 ¥tnggu6 de shenghu6(ei bi ZhOnggu6 hen gui.
6 Gudian ytnyue gen xiandai (Ji.~ 'modem') ytnyue hdo ting

yiyang.
7 Fanshi laosht cdi xlhuan jiao shu.
8 ChUfei ni yudnliang (J&{ i.ij( 'forgive') wo , wo jiu bu ku le.
9 Zai gu6wai shijian hen chdng, kongpa (~ia ' be afra id' )

huan qian fei bUke.
10 Shangji L.til 'superiors' ) x iang bu x lhuan td, bu zhidao

sbenme yuanytn (J&{ l§ 'reason, cause ').
11 Ni chudn shang taiyangjing qu canjia (~Jm 'take part in')

lianhuanhui tai bu hesbi (.g.~ 'suitable' ) ne.
12 Tii jiao dd le yi ta hutu (-JftIJ~ 'a terrible mess').
13 Shehuizhuyiyuan ytnggai t6ngqing qi6ng ren (~A. 'poor

person').
14 Wo gen ni b" t6ngyi - ta bing b" shi ge huai ren.
15 Q ing ni ba ershter ke de kewen fanyi Yingu/en.



Exercise 1.1
1 Wo bU zuo. 2 NT bu hdo.
3 Wo bu he cbd. 4 NT bu xlhuan ZbOnggu6.
S Lt xidnsbeng bu xiexie wo.
6 Wang xidnsheng bu qTng ni he Zhi'mggu6 cha.

Exercise 1.2
1 Wo xlhuan bu xihuan he kafei? Wo xibuan he kafei. Wo bu

xlhuan he kafei.
2 NT xiexie bu xiexie wO? NT xiexie wo. NT bu xiexie wo.
3 Wang xidngsheng qTng bu qTng wo zuO? Wang xiiinsheng

qTng wo zuo. Wang xidnsheng bu qTng wo zuo.
4 Lixidnsheng xihuan bu xihuan he shuT? Lixidnsheng xlhuan

he shui. Lt xldnsheng bu xlhuan he shut.

Exercise 1.3
1 Mr King invites me to drink Chinese tea.
2 Mr Li greatly dislikes Mr King. (Mr Li can't stand Mr King.)
3 Mr King doesn't like Mr Li much either.
4 You don't thank me so I don't thank you either.

Exercise 1.4
1 Wang xidnsheng, ni hdo. QTng zuo.
2 Wo bu he cba.
3 Name, kafei xing ma? (Name, kafei xing bu xing?)
4 Xiexie, kafei hen hdo. S Wo hen xlhuan ni.
6 QTng he Zhonggu6 cba. 7 Ta ye bu xlbuan wo.
Exercise 2.1
lF 2T 3T 4F SF.
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260 Exercise 2.2
1 Li taitai, renshi nin wo zhen giioxing.
2 Name, juzizhi bdo ba?
3 Wo hen xibuan he jiu.
4 Nin bu bui he si bei putaojiu.
5 Wo gei Li xiiinsheng jieshao wo airen.

Exercise 2.3
Mr King invites Mr Li for a drink. Mr Li is very pleased. He's a
great drinker. What about his wife Zhou Dejin? His wife doesn't
drink. She drinks orange juice. She is also very much against Mr
Li drinking.

Exercise 2.4
1 Nz he jiu ma?
2 Wo bu hui he jiu. Nin ne?
3 Zhou xiiinsheng, wo gei ni jieshao wo airen.
4 Tii rensbi tii ma? (Tii rensbi bu renshi tii?)
5 Wo airen xi yiin, wo hen bit giioxing.
6 Kiifei hdo ba?
7 Zhdng xiiinsheng bu hui Yingyu.
8 Nz bu hui he qi bei ;iu.

Exercise 3.1
1 Women he shenmer
2 U xiiinsheng he U taitai you itge xiaohair?
3 Pumo;iu zenmeyang?
4 Wang xiiinsheng de nil pengyou zai nie?
5 Tiimen mingtiiin u/dnshang it didn zbimg qit chi fan?
6 Wang xiiinsheng qing shei chi fan?

Exercise 3.2
1 liu didn (zhong)
2 Shiyi didn ban
3 Lidng didn ershiwU fen
4 Siin didn unish] fen or Cha shi fen si didn
5 Yi didn yi ke or yi didn shiwU fen
6 Bii didn (ling) wu fen
7 WU didn sishiwU fen or wU didn siin ke or cha yi ke liit didn
8 Shi'er didn shi fen.

Exercise 3.3
1 Wo you lidng ge xidobdir: 2 Tii mei you nilhair.
3 Nlmen you liit ge pengyou. 4 Zhonggu6 zai nar?
5 Tdmen ji sui? 6 Women shi didn zhimg qit.
7 He li1cha zenmeyang? 8 Zhou Dejin mei you jie bun.



9 Wang taitai u/dnshang bu chi fan.
10 Zbiing xidnsheng xidng qing women, women jiu bu qing ta.

Exercise 3.4
We have four children, three girls and a boy. I have many friends.
I have invited two friends to come to our house tomorrow
evening for a meal. My wife is very put out because she doesn't
know them.

Exercise 3.5
1 Ni'ihair sdn sui, ndnbdir lidng sui.
2 Td jie hun le mai / Ta jie hun le mei you? / Td jie hun mei jie

hun / Mei you.
3 Nimen mingtidn u/dnshang qu ta jia chi fan mai
4 Ta xianzai zai ntIr? Tii zai Lundun.
5 Ni you duixiang mai / Ni you mei you duixiang? Mei you,

wo cai shiwi1 sui.
6 Women litI hen xlhuan he kafei.
7 Ni ji didn zhimg zai jia? / Qi didn zenmeyang? / Hdo, jiu qi

didn ba.
S Wo airen hin bdo dansbi ta bu tai xlbuan shuo hua.
9 Ni de pengyou zai nar? Wo xidng qing ta cbi fan.

Exercise 4.1
1 Zb« wei xidojie zai Beijing Daxue xuexi Hanyu.
2 Na wei xidnsheng shi ni aireni
3 Wang taitai you ji ge xiaohair?
4 Na wu ge ren dou shi nl pengyou mai
5 Tiimen ji dian zhimg lai women jia chi fan?

Exercise 4.2
1 Women xuexi de hen shdo.
2 Nimen shuo Hanyu, shuo de bucui»: Nimen Hanyu shuo de

bucuo. Hanyu nimen shuo de bucuo.
3 Ta shenghu6 de bu zenmeyang.
4 Na ge ren zuo Zhimgguo cai zuo de hen bdo , Na ge ren

Zhonggu6 cai zuo de hen bdo. Zhiingguo cai nO ge ren zuo
de hen hdo.

5 Zhe ge pengyou shuo hua shuo de bu duo. Zhi: ge pengyou
hua shuo de bu duo. Hua zhe ge pengyou shuo de bu duo.

Exercise 4.3
1 Td shuo Hanyu shuo de bdo mai Ta shuo Hanyu shuo de

hdo bu hao? Ta shuo Hanyu shuo de zenmeyang? Tii shui)
Hanyu shui) de bu hdo.
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Wo yi ge pengyou he jiu he de duo mar Wo yige pengyou he
jiu he de duo bu duO? Wo yi ge pengyou he jiu he de
zinmeyfJng? Wo yi ge pengyou he jiu he de hu duo.
ShTxidoiie xuexi de man mar ShTxidoiie xuexi de man bu
man? ShTxidojie xuexi de zinmeyang? ShTxidojie xuexi de
hu man.
Gimgren jintian ldi de shdo mar Gimgren jtntian lai de shdo
bu shao? Gongren jintian lai de zinmeyang? Gongren jintian
lai de hu sbdo.
Yingguoren zuo Yinggu6 cai, zuo de hdo mar Yinggu6ren zuo
Yinggu6 cai, zuo de hdo bu hao? Yingguoren zuo Yingguti
cai, zuo de zinmeyang? Yingguoren zuo Yinggu6 cai, zuo de
bu hdo.

Exercise 4.4
1 Wang xidngsheng de nil pengyou sbi Sh! xidojie.
2 ShTxidoiie shi Yingguoren.
3 ShTxidojie zai Zhonggu6 xuexi Hanyu.
4 Zai Biijing Daxue shenghu6 hen bucuo (hin hdo),
5 Tiimen jintian u/dnshang cbi Zhimgguo cai.
6 Wang xidnsheng he ShTxidoiie kuaizi yong de bucuo (hdo).
7 LTtaitai zuo cai zuo de hin hdo.
8 Shf xidojie hui zuo Yinggu6 cai.

Exercise 4.5
1 I can cook but not very well. My girlfriend says I'm a very

plain cook. We have many Chinese friends, they cook
Chinese food very well. They use chopsticks very well too.
What about you?

2 A friend of mine went to France to work. French food is
delicious - he ate a lot of it. Now he's very fat. His wife says
'How about your eating less and working more?' My friend
says 'Eating less is OK but not working more!'.

Exerc ise 4.6
1 Wo zijf hu hui zuo cai dansbi wo airen zuo cai zuo de

(eichting bdo.
2 Ni sbi Fagu6ren mar Women /ia yi (dou) sbi Fagu6ren.
3 Na wei xidnsheng sbi lidng didn ban lai de mar Bu, ta sbi san

didn lai de.
4 Nf zai ndr xuexi Hanyu? Xuexi de zinmeyang?
5 Tii shi c6ng Miigu6 lai de. Tii zai zher gongzuo.
6 Xianzai jf dian? Nf(men) yiding hen e le!
7 Wo jintidn mei you kong dansbi (wo) mingtidn hu gongzuo.

Shi dian [zhimg} xing mar



8 Ta yong kuaizi yong de bu tai bdo danshi (ta) zuo Zhi'mggu6
ea! zuo de hdo jile (hen hao/feichang bdo}.

Exercise 5.1
1 Deng xidojie yao hui ZhOnggu6 quo
2 Erzi jin keting lai le.
3 Ta jin woshi qu le.
4 Nimen yinggai hui jia lai.
5 Wo xidng hui Yinggu6 quo

Exercise 5.2
1 Tiimen xlhuan chi fan hdishi xibuan shuo hua?
2 Deng taitai yao mdi bingxidng baishi yao mdi xfyiji?
3 Zbiiu xidnsheng qu Fagu6 hdisbi Zhiing xidnsheng qu

(Fagu6)?
4 Shijian gui» de kuai hdishi guo de man?
5 Wo pengycu de [dngzi mei you chufang hdishi mei you

yushi?
6 Nf xuexi Hanyu haishi xuexi dilt?

Exercise 5.3
1 Difang xido, bingxidng; xfyiji dou fang zai zber:
2 Xiaohair xianziJi zai chufang he niundi.
3 Td yuanyi zdozdor quo
4 Wogei nimen tidn le bu shdo mdfan.
5 Lt ldosh! gaogaoxingxing de hui daxue qu le.
6 Waimian de ren dou shi ndnde.

Exercise 5.4
The kids are going to my mum's place this evening. She's got a
lot of space and has both a washing machine and a fridge . The
children like to enjoy themselves, my mum also likes to take
them to the cinema but she has neither the time nor the money
so she has to let them play in the big garden. When they stop
playing they can sit in the kitchen and chat and have something
to eat. After the meal they can watch the (colour) Tv.

Exercise 5.5
1 Wo he wo pengyou xidng qu Meigu6.
2 Td zai ndr kan dianshi? Zai wosb] hdishi ziJi keting?
3 Fuqin shuo ta bu rensbi ni le.
4 Ldo le, ta jiu bu he jiu le.
5 Td you xibuan jiao shu you xlhuan du shu.
6 Td zht hdo zhan ziJi nar:
7 Wo buzhi wan keting, jiu ananjingjing de kan shu.
8 Xiexie ni de reqing zhaodai, wo yiding ziJi ldi,
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Exercise 7.1
1 Erzi bi nJ'er da wu sui.
2 jiijie bi meimei da liu sui.
3 Sh! Ailf bi Wang Yongshou xido lidng sui .
4 Lf taitai bi Lf xidnsheng xido sdn sui.
S Zhonggu6 cha bi Zhonggu6 jiu hdo he.
6 ZhOnggu6 cai bi Yinggu6 cai hdo cbi.
7 Ta de sbenti bi ni (de shenti} hdo .
8 Wo ndn pengyou bi wo gdoxing.

Exercise 7.2
1 Shi xidoiie you lidng ge gege he yi ge meimei.
2 Wo didi ershiqi sui.
3 Ldo jiaoyuan bashi sui, shentf hen hdo .
4 Zh« ge gongren bi na ge gongren xido wU sui.
S Tii airen bi tii mama da si sui.
6 jiushijiu ge (Uwuyuan zai Biijing Fandian gongzuo.
7 Na ge yisheng he liu bei jiu he lidng bei kafei.

Exercise 7.3
1 Zbdng Zhanyi de jia zai Biijing.
2 Tii jia you wU kou ren.
3 Td me! you didi; (yi mei you) meimei.
4 Td jiijie mei you jie hun.
S Ta gege ershiba sui.
6 Zhdng Zhanyi ershiliu sui ban .
7 Ta baba zai Biijing Yuyan Xuiyuan ;iao Hanyu.
8 Ta jiao waigu6liuxuesheng Hanyu.
9 Bu, td mama bl baba x ido. Mama wushiba su i le. Bu

gongzuo, yfjing tuixiu le.
10 Tiimen lia shintf feichang hdo.
11 Zhdng Zhanyi bu ddng gongren.
12 Td de gongzuo hai guo de quo
13 Tiimen yi jia ren ganqing (dou) hen hdo.

Exercise 7.4
1 My elder sister is 29 years old and is still not married. She is

a doctor in Shanghai. She really likes her job. My mum says
she ought to get married - that it's not OK for a girl not to.
My sister says it doesn't matter if she gets married a bit later
on (in life) but my mum doesn't agree.

2 Zhou Gengxin is from Tianjin. He is a worker. There are
four people in his family - his dad, mum, his younger brother
and himself. His (younger) brother is 21, one and a half years
younger than him. His brother is studying English at Beijing



University. Zhou Gengxin is also studying English but he has
very little time to study so his English is very bad.

Exercise 7.5
1 i« jiao shenme mingzii Wo jiao Shi Aili.
2 Td mei you xiimgdi, ye mei you jiemei.
3 Wo qing lidng ge Zhimgguo pengycu mingtidn todnshang ldi

wo jia cbi wanfan.
4 Zai Beijing Yuyan Daxue xuexi Hanyu de na ge ren hdi mei

you lai ne.
5 Wo pengyou ershiba sui hai mei you jie hun ne.
6 Zai Shanghai de na ge Meiguo yisheng yijing tuixiu le ma?
7 Zai Beijing Daxue xuexi Hanyu de nil ge Yingguo nit hdizi

zuo cai zuo de hdo jile (feichang hdo}.
8 Wo airen he ta lidng ge meimei ganqing (dou) hen bdo.
9 Hen duo ZbOngguoren shuo Yingyu shuo de feichang bdo.

10 Wo nit pengyou bi wo da yi sui danshi bi wo gege xido lidng
sui.

11 Na ge ren bU tai hdo suoyi wo mei qing ta he yi bei.
12 Xiyiji he ctiise diansbi (cdidian) dou mei you danshi women

hai guo de bucuo (rizi guo de hai keyt).

Exercise 8.1
1 Fumu zou jin keting lai.
2 Tiimen biin chii shuzhuo quo
3 Xiongdi biin jin shudngrenchudng quo
4 Xiaohair pao chii cesuo lai.
5 ]iaoyuan na xia lidng ben shu lai. ]iaoyuan na xialai lidng

ben shu.

Exercise 8.2
1 Zhiing Zhanyi de jiii you siin jiiin rang.
2 Zh« bu biiokuo chufang he cesuo.
3 Tii fumu shui zai keting (It).
4 Tii he ta gege sbui yi ge fangjiiin.
5 Tiimen xiongdi de fangjian da.
6 ]iejie de rangjian fang de xia yi zbiing cbudng; yi zhdng xido

zhuozi he yi ha yisi.
7 Tiimen xiongdi, zimei bu chang(chang) zizi jia.
8 Shudngrenchudng zai keting I;.
9 Bu sbi, shi Riben huo.

10 Da yuanzhuo he yhi {dou} bu zizi keting It.
11 ZbOngguo fangzu, shutdian[ei pianyi.
12 An ZbOngguo xianzai de biiiozhun Zhiing Zhanyi he tii yi

jia ren guo de hai bucuo.
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Exercise 8.3

1 Mei ge (ada guojia (angzu dou hen gui.
2 ZbOngguoren bdo, Yingguoren ye dou hen bdo.
3 Fengrenji mei you zuheyinxiang name gui.
4 Shui ji(1O ylqidn yinggai shua ya.
5 Ta na tidn xiiixi le.
6 Yirude yi(u wo bu yuanyi xi.
7 Fuwuyuan pao jin (andian lai.
8 Yixie Ribenren gongzi hen gdo.
9 Sugelan bl Meiguo anjing de duo.

10 Tidngqi hdo de sbihou, yao haohaor wan(r).

Exercise 8.4
What's your own room like? Do you have much furniture?
What is there besides a bed? Do you have a hi-fi, a washing
machine and a TV? What about a fridge? Do you live more
comfortably than you used to? Do you have high wages? Are
(your) rent, water and electricity dear? Who turns on your
central heating for you? I bet it's not your boss? Is life OK for
you? I hope things are going well for you!

Exercise 8.5
1 Panting It you yi zhdng zhuozi he liu ha yizi.
2 Suirdn shu(ang Il yibiin hen anjing, danshi hen duo ren dou

mei you.
3 Tiiinqi ling de sbihou, dajia (dou) xihuan shdo nudnqi.
4 Gongzi gao de sbihou, shuldian{ei gui ye mei (you) gudnxi.
5 An xianzai de biaozhun, Yingguo suan shi (yi) ge (ada

guojia.
6 Bu shi mei ge sha(a dou hao zuo.
7 Zuheyinxiting mei you ylqian name gui.
8 Fumu zuotidn mei qu, wo he jiejie jintian ye bu quo
9 Diinrenchudng bi shuiingrencbudng hdi (geng) pianyi.

10 Shenghuo cbule cbi (an ylwai, hai you sbenmei
11 Xiuxl yiqidn, qlng bangzbi; wo ban chu yigui quo
12 Suiran chudnghu ; men deng dou hen gdnjing, danshi

zhuozi; yizi dou hen zdng.

Exercise 9.1
1 F 2 F 3 T 4 F 5 T 6 F 7 F 8 T 9 F 10 T.

Exercise 9.2
a hdishi; shulguozhi; sbui jiao; huozhe keke; amgqidn; zenme;

jiu; bu.
b jiu; ndr; ting; suirdn; mou; zenme, dou.



Exercise 9.3
1 Ruguo mei you caiddn, wo jiit bit keyi ding cai.
2 Nimen amgqidn me! zhitguo lilguan.
3 Fada gu6jia shenghu6 yue lai yue ruin.
4 You shihou suan zhang yong jisuanjt hen [dngbian or Suan

zhang yimg jisuanjt you shihou hin (angbian.
5 Cheng qidn shang wan de y6uke mei nidn qit y6ulan

Changcheng or Mei nidn cbeng qidn shang wan de y6uke qit
y6u/an Changcheng.

6 [intiiin bu e le. Wo shenme ye bit xidng chi.
7 Td na ge Ten hdo iile, td shuo tidnqi zenme leng, dou mei

gudnxi.

Exercise 9.4
1 The Chinese like using Thermos flasks a lot because they 're

generally very keen on drinking tea . Most Chinese prefer
drinking green tea (China tea) but Indian tea is OK too on
occasions . When they drink Indian tea the vast majority of
Chinese drink it with milk and sugar (add milk and sugar).

2 There are many types of cups - teacups, coffee cups, glass
cups and cups for wine. It's the same for bottles. There are
bottles for flowers, milk and for hot water.

Exercise 9.5
1 Suan niunai mei you le. Ni keyi he re niunai huozhe lidng

niundi.
2 Ni qitguo Changcheng ma? Cheng qidn shang wan de y6uke

mei nidn qit y6u/dn.
3 Yaosbi mei you toeishengzhl, shang cesuo jiit hen ndn (bit

fangbian).
4 Dajid ytnggai xidngsbou yiyang de qudnli.
5 Women bitde bit cbengren Ruishi qiaokeli feichang bdo cbi.
6 Ruguo ni yuanyi yong jisuanjt suan zhang, jiu qing ba.
7 fintian todnshang ni qing shei chi fan? Wo shei dou bit qing.
8 Kewen yue lai yue ndn (le).
9 Qishi td de zuofa zui hdo.

10 Zhit shuangrenfangjian de na ge Ten sbi Dimgjing shdngren
or sbi c6ng Dimgjing lai de shiingren.

11 Sutran xia yu, ta shuo td (hai) hui lai.
12 Guoqi: waigu6 gongst zhit Zhonggu6 de daibiao hen shdo,

{danshi} x ianzai yue ldi yue duo le.

Exercise 10.1
1 Td xi shi fen zbimg de ydn.
2 Ldosht jiao yi ge xidoshi de shu- .
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3 qiyue
6 sdnshi tidn
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3 Geg« lu him ge zhimgtou de yin.
4 Wo airen hua san ke zhimg de huar:
5 Chtingzhting kai siin ge ban xidosbi de che.
6 Didi kan shu, kan ban ge xitioshi.
7 Ldoren shui jiao, shui yi ge ban xidoshi.
8 Wo yi ge pengyou zou lu, zou qi ge zhimgtou.
9 Na wei xidnsheng shuo hua, shuo hen chdng shijian le.

10 Nti wei xidoiie neng dti zi, neng dti jiu ge xitioshi?

Exercise 10.2
1 Xingqisi 2 xingqij1? xingqiyi
4 shf'er ge yue 5 qi tidn
7 ershiba tidn; ershijiu tian
8 sanbtiiliushiwu tidn; sanbtiiliushiliu tidn.

Exercise 10.3
1 (-) 2 (-) 3 (+) 4 (-) 5 (+) 6 (+) 7 (-) 8 (-)
9 (-) 10 (+)

Exercise 10.4
Some people think (that) British weather is pretty awful but
conversely there are also some people who feel that British
weather is pretty good - neither hot nor cold, nor does it always
snow in winter but there's no getting away from one thing and
that's no matter where you are, it often rains (in Britain). In
China there are normally many sunny days and few cloudy ones
but Britain is just the opposite with lots of cloudy days and few
sunny ones. Some say this ties in with British people's peculiar
temperament but others say it is related to their lovable
character. Which view is right? Over to you!

Exercise 10.5
1 Xingqitian wo pengyou lai de shihou, wo zhengzai kan

diansbi ne.
2 Wo xidng gen ni yiqi qu Yihiyuan san (san) bu.
3 Ta yi kaish1 dd bidu wo jiu zou!
4 Chuanghu kaizhe danshi men gudnzbe.
5 Gimgyudn 11 renao iile, dti taijiqudn de dti taijiquan, zhao

xiang de zhao xiang, shai tiliyang de shai taiydng.
6 Tidnqi bdo de shihou, wo zai u/aimian zuozhe kan shu.
7 Women mei tidn wtinshang cbang ban ge xidoshi de ger jiu

sbang cbudng. Women mei tidn wtinshang chang ger cbimg
bange xidoshi jiu qu shui jiao.

8 Yimoei ta xingqi'er bing mei you dti dianhua, suoy1 wo bit
zhidao wo qu bu quo



2 chuqulchidai or jinqu/jinlai
4 wan
6 shang
8 qilai

10 qingchu; dong
12 xiaqu.

9 Yaoshi zai (umu jiii, wo changchdng dao (ujin de gongyuan
qu da wangqiu.

10 Tii xiaozhe shui) tii yijing jie bun le.
11 Nimen zai ting shouyinji ma? Mei you, women tingzhe lu

yin.
12 Ni mingtiiin qu kan xi sbi bu shi? Kexi wo bu neng gen ni

yiqi quo

Exercise 11.1
1 Tii de (iiyin qingchu shi qingchu dansbi ...
2 Wang xiiinsheng de Hanyu shuiping giio shi giio keshi ...
3 Zbe ben xidosbui) you yisi shi you yisi keshi ...
4 Dui waigu6ren lai shuir; Zhongwen de sisheng ndn shi ndn

dansb! . . .
5 Qingdao pijiu hdo he shi hdo he keshi ...

Exercise 11.2
1~ 2~ 3~ 4~ 5~ 6~ 7~ 8~L

Exercise 11.3
1 dong
3 chulai
5 bao
7 jian
9 xia

11 dao/zhao

Exercise 11.5
Zhang Zhanyi is an attendant. He likes his job a lot because he
has the chance to meet lots of different people. They may be
American or British or then again Chinese or Japanese. Some
foreigners can speak very fluent Chinese (putonghua) but with a
strong foreign accent, their pronunciation and grammar are not
very accurate but you can still understand them. It's very funny
when some foreigners start speaking Chinese because they don't
use tones. There are also some foreigners, with a very high level
of Chinese who have been living in China for ages and can read
(and understand) Chinese newspapers and novels and can also
write Chinese more or less. It's not at all easy for adults to learn
Chinese (start learning Chinese), you have to take your hat off
to them. Some people can't even speak their own language
properly let alone a foreign one!

Exercise 11.6
1 Wo cai bu shi Meigu6ren jiu shi Yingguoren.
2 Tii de shengdiao feichdng hdo danshi tii de (iiyin bu xing.
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Wo yljing qu le liu et Zhongguo keshi wo bdishi ting bu
dong ZhOngguoren sbui) shenme.
Dui wo zui hdo de pengyou lai sbui), xie zi hi kim shu geng
(hai) you yisi .
Ta (de) toufa zhen chdng. Ta zenme hai mei jian ne?
Ta zb] yong le lidng nidn (de sbiiidn) jiu xue hdo (xhangwo)
le putonghua.
Tii xue Zhongwen xue le sdn nidn le suoYI ta de shuiping
xiiingddng giio.
Wo (shi) zuotidn cd! zhidao ta bu hui chd Zhonguien ddidnl
zididn (de).
Dajia dou xlhuan gen you yisi de ren jidng hua danshi zhe
yang de ren bu duo.
Chufei you zhongyao (de) shiqing wo cdi ddrdo ni.
Wo cai gen ta shuo le yi, lidng et bua, jiu hen xlbuan ta le.
(This one is difficult!)
Td tebie ldn. Tii jintion cdi kan wan yi ye.

Exercise 14.1
1 zhank*· 2 jian ft. 3 jian ft.
4 bdo . 5 kuai J:k. 6 jian ft, mi*.
Exercise 14.2
1 =+J:k. 2 ImJ:kA. 3 ~J:k1L.
4 :kJ:k1L. 5 ~;§=. 6 A;§Im.
Exercise 14.4
1 ping 'grass'. 2 chen 'clothing'.
3 mei 'water'. 4 xie'speech'.
5 kua 'earth'. 6 ben 'tree'.
7 shi'sun'. 8 yiin 'fire'.
9 zhi 'heart'. 10 md! 'big'.

Exercise 14.5
1 4 (~). 2 4 (1 ). 3 5(0). 4 3 ctq. 5 3 (~).
6 4 (1 ). 7 5 (~ ). 8 7 (:X). 9 7 (I~\). 10 4 (1 ).
Exercise 14.6
1 fJ1t1A~q:.OO.A 0 The shop assistant is Chinese.
2 :Jt!!m~;§=~* 0 Maps are 0.32 yuan each.
3 :JJIt~~i!\A;§1L 0 That magazine costs 0.89 yuan.
4 ~N:~*W 0 You haven't bought anything. You haven't

been shopping,
5 .*~~Im~JT 0 Apples are 1.4 yuan a catty.



2 xing 'to step with left foot'.
4 dii 'hand'.
6 guo 'walking'.
8 j ie 'hand'.

10 tidn 'horizontal line' .

Exercise 14.7
1 ft~~=:::*~~~~-6!m ° (~ is used as the MW for

newspaper if there are only 4 pages!)
2 ftIJ1:JC~TWHtM# °
3 f&~~*Wo
4 f$(~)~Jl7IH~.?

5 WW °N~ °

Exercise 15.2
1 yi, zhi, zen (Jt\). 2 bao, tlng, pai (f ). 3 bao, yudn, toen 0:::1).
4 dou, bu, you (~ ). 5 ldi, qi, xia (~) .

Exercise 15.3
1 Jt!. ~. :Ji: 0 2~. Mo ° 3 q:t. tIi °
4 ~. *. *. ~. ff ° 5 HR. fl. WJ ° 6 Ill. tm. mJ °
7~o 8~.1'-o 9{l1:.-6!.ft. f$o 10'!. ~o
Exercise 15.4
1 ttJt!~~Zff? How about seeing a film?
2 tlrflA~? Is anybody downstairs? Are there people

downstairs?
3 <a tin '!$ Jt!lrff~fl.JM.? Is the film Sunrise any

g.ood? (interesting).
4 J:1'-mWJf$~* ° You didn 't come last week.
5 {f~~JlJl Jl%? When is the concert? (What day of what

month).

Exercise 15.5
1 ~JC+~Jl =:::%( a) °
2 iffl1J, ~JCJlJl Jl%?
3 tll:N:flA °
4 *~H~~*Wfllfl.,m °
5 f$~fl~~? f$~$&?
6 ft~1L*J\.~{E q:t mJ °

Exercise 16.2
1 yiin 'water'.
3 ji'speech'.
5 qu 'ear'.
7 yfng 'grass'.
9 mai'ten' .

Exercise 16.3
1 6 (1). 2 8 (tl). 3 3 ( ~). 4 2 (0). 5 2 (A).
6 10 a). 7 5 (a). 8 5 COO). 9 6 (-). 105 (3().
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Exercise 16.5
1 ~7C&;ffA~ft1Jft!-m 0 Nobody phoned me today.
2 1ttlS.8JJitEI9JJL? Where is the Capital Theatre?
3 f&J!ij7Crlfit!l!*~t)j(7 0 He 's going to Bei jing

tomorrow afternoon.
4 f$J§'7Ctm~tm*~ft? Can you come and meet me the

day~fter tomorrow?
5 !lJW.n.f.T~f.T? ~f.T, it!lW]:t\PB 0 Is Friday OK? If not,

then how about Saturday?

Exercise 17.1
1 [Ingshdn Gongyuan zai Giegimg beibianr:
2 Qianmen zai Mao ZhUxi [iniantdng nanbianr:
3 Renmin Dahuitdng zai Renmin Yingxi6ng ]inianbei xibianr:
4 ZhOnggu6 Lisbi B6wuguan zai Renmin Yingxi6ng ]inianbei

dimgbianr:
5 Mao Zbiix][iniantdng zai Renmin Dahuitdng dimgndnbianr.

Exercise 17.2
1 ]tngshan Gimgyuan /i Qianmen bijiao yudn.
2 Renmin Dahuitdng /i Renmin Yingx i6ng ]inianbei hen iin.

Wang dimg zou jiu dao le.
3 Mao Zbiix! ]iniantang /i Tidn 'iinmen bu ta! yudn u/ang bei

zou jiu dao le.
4 Shi , jiu zai Zhimgguo Lish] Bourugudn duimian. (jiu zai

Zhonggu6 Lisbi B6wuguan he Renmin Dhhuitdng
zhOngjian)

5 Niujin /i Lundun you jiushiyi gong/i.
6 Sdnshi hao li ershiqi hao you sdn tidn.
7 Yudndan /i Shengdanjie you yi ge xingqi.



Exercise 18.1
1 QTng ni ha shOuju shOu hdo.
2 Baoguodan shang yao haitjianren de dizhf he xingming xii

qingchu.
3 Ba guahao(ei jia shang yigong yao duoshao qian?
4 Ta mei ha baoguodan tidn bdo,
5 Y6uke mei ha Gugong hdohdor kimyikan.
6 Shoupiaoyuan liu gii le Wang xidnsbeng lidng zhdng bdo

piao.
7 Waigu6 zbudnjid yinggdi ji xialai juchang de dianhua

baomd,
8 ShOuhuoyuan bu yuanyi mai gii td sich6u chenshdn.
9 Daifu yao song bingren dao yiyuan.

10 Wo yi ge ZhOnggu6 pengyou yi tidn neng xi wan lidng bdo
yan.

Exercise 18.2
1 xidng, nin, zen, yi, si, zhi (J~\).
2 qing, shuo, xie, hua (i. ).
3 ioei, shbu, yudn, ma, wen, hao (Q).
4 jin, hai, guo, zhe, yudn, bidn (L).
5 bie, na, y6u, dou (~ ).
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Exercise 18.4
Mr King is a very nice person but he has one small defect, he
really likes spending money. If he goes to buy a shirt, he ends up
with three, if you want him to buy a magazine he buys you ten.
He says they were all very interesting so he bought them all.
How can you feel relaxed if you let him go and do the shopping?
~~~Am.,mA~W-~~~~,~m#*.~o~
~-~M~,~~~~~;~~~~-*~~,~~~~
+*o~~.mw.m,m~.~7oft~~~*W,~
:gZ 1m1RJ~\IY!?

Exercise 18.5
1 (Zai) ZhOnggu6 y6udianju kiyi da changtu dianhua .
2 Zhe shi shOuju, qing shOu bdo.
3 Qing tidn zhe zhdng baoguodan. Ba shOujianren he jijianren

de dizhi he xingming (tian) xii qingcbu.
4 Y6upiao tie hdo le ma? Hai mei you ne.
5 Ii shu hen mdfan, danshi (hen) zbide.

1 (;(E) JP 00 dl\Hg}iij1iJ~n*i.tft!i! °
2 i!AI&Ii, ifl&. °
3 fti!*§.iti, iel&flFA~~AagU~~~ (Jl) ~
m~o

4 ~~J6.7~? ~&WIY! °
5 1W-:tHIUf*1:Ji, mA(fl){t[~ °

Exercise 19.1
1 iJ!m-ilUxm--ff~? ~-ff, ~1~HtiJ!m-~$7 °
2 iJ!m-JllH!f~Wftz~-ff? iJ!~ttijlm-if1r~$ o.

3 ~m~-ff~.*PJf~~~?~, ~fl.*PJf1iA
~~o

4 ~ilt~ag*llI.-ff~~, ~.*~w °
5 ;(Elf(lJtI a *ft!l!U11.m;(EJPOO-ff.~~?

1 Is a hard sleeper the same as a soft sleeper? No, a soft sleeper
is much more expensive than a hard sleeper.

2 What's the difference between a hard seat and a hard
sleeper? A hard seat is much cheaper than a hard sleeper.

3 Are you and she alike in not enjoying listening to music? No ,
I like listening to classical music very much.



4 I am as romantic as my fiancee, we both like writing poetry.
5 Are Japanese TVs as hard to buy in Europe as they are in

China?

27!l

Exercise 19.4
1 Hot dog.
3 Coca Cola.
5 Canada.
7 Cambridge.
9 Washington .

2 Hamburger.
4 Yamaha.
6 Cuba.
8 Warsaw.

10 Mrs Thatcher.

Exercise 19.5
1 The Chinese mid-Autumn Festival falls on the 15th day of

the 8th lunar month. On that evening everybody will look at
the moon and eat mooncakes(!).

2 Tang poems are very famous and also very interesting.
Students of Chinese will find them all worth looking at.

3 It's certainly fun to go shopping with friends.
4 What is your surname? And what is your Christian/given

name? I'll make a note of them both if that's OK with you.
5 If you have a student card and a preferential card (yellow

card), you pay the same price as the Chinese on the train,
plus you can pay in RMB.

Exercise 20.1
1 nian. 2 bian, 3 {anyi. 4 xie. 5 huan.



276 Exercise 20.2
1 F 2 F 3 T 4 T 5 F 6 T 7 F 8 F 9 T 10 T 11 F

Exercise 20.3
1 JL:.I:tpIEA••~pZ;tplElIt 0

2JL:.I:~tplE.fi~~,~~.~no
3 mWJ#~ln~WJ#~*,JAl$/l'fRJ 0

4 ~~7C~~re*fij:~~~~bc/l'PJ 0

5*1E*,$.~~/l'PJ,~~/l'~W~o
6 JJj~..tSlfjJtfln~~Wfl/l'~n 0

7 fm(!Ilk)~ft!.m%lijj£ia~~? TJJ»U~7tm7Ci*fm(1l&)
fIft!.m o

8 f«jJtflE~~~..t*fRJ/J,:~ 0

9/l'~~~7*&fl,~.~~~~o
10/l'~~~~~7~~~,fm~~~~~o
11 ~~~}I:.I:,*~~«IJlJfm:;tlAlJH)d~, ~/l'~?
12 ,*~~flnt~, ~:;tiX~1J 0

1 All Chinese like eating Chinese food.
2 Any branch of the Bank of China has the same exchange

rate for changing money.
3 Current accounts and deposit accounts have different rates

of interest.
4 I have to change my traveller's cheques into US dollars

today.
5 When you go abroad you have to take your passport (with

you) otherwise you can't leave the country.
6 Asia and Africa are very different from a historical point of

View.
7 Do you still remember his (her) telephone number? Don't

forget to give him (her) a call tomorrow whatever you do.
8 Politically speaking European countries are pretty much the

same with a few minor differences.
9 Regardless of whether you've signed (your name) or not , I

want to look at your passport.
10 No matter whether the bank clerk had counted the money

several times or not, he wanted to (had to) count it (once).
11 What you're saying is that you 'll only get to know him if

you happen to bump into him, is that it?
12 I won't do it like this unless there are regulations (to that

effect).

Exercise 20.4
1 Wo jintiiin gei ni tiiin le bu shiio mdfan. Yingyeyuan: Mei

sbenme, huiinying ni mingtiiin zai lai.



2 Tii jintian benldi yao qu yinhdng buan qidn dlmshi to u/ang le
bd l{;xing zbipiiu» dai lai.

3 NT hudiyi ta shenmei Wo bu zbida o, keshi wo bu xihuan ta
na ge yangzi.

4 Dingqi cunkuan de li(xi)l;'; bi hu6qi cunkuan (yao) gao de
duo.

S Kai che de bu yinggai he jiu.

1 ft4-JCtft{$~7~~~~ ° 1f~9! : iiftz, M{$IYlJC
N*o

2 14k4-U*~*.fr1Ail, f!lJ!14k~7reM!frU** °
3 {$tfl§ftBftz? ft~m~, iiJ£ft~.~ftBJlS1-~T °
4 ~$J#lkl¥J~tl(~)$ltffl$J#lk(~)1fIj~~ °
S 7f$I¥J~m~lIIIif °
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Exercise 21.1
1 hdoxiang.
4 bdoxiang.

2 xiang, xiang.
S xiang, bdoxiang.

3 xiang, xiang,

Exercise 21.2
1 bei, jiao, rang.
4 shou.

2 shim.
S bei, rang, jiao.

3 bei, rang, iiao.

Exercise 21.3
1 dai. 2 dai. 3 cbudn. 4 dai. S chudn.

Exercise 21.4
1 KeyT /iaojie ZbOnggu6ren shenghu6 de gege [dngmian,
2 Tamen zai Hdngzhou.
3 Tiimen yibiiin chizbe sdnmingzbi, yibian lido tidnir},
4 ZbOnggu6ren xibuan zhao xiang. Tiimen de zhaoxiangji

you ldosb] de, ye you xinshi de.
S Riben zhaoxiangji tebie shim hudnying.
6 Zhiye zbaoxiang de hen duo.
7 ZbOnggu6ren bu xibuan yi ge ren chu qu wdn(r).
8 Zhiing Xiqun shi Suzhouren. Ta ldi Hdngzhou ban shi(!).
9 Td xinli bu tai giioxing.

10 Women shouguo jiaoyU de ren yeyou yidianwongzu pidnjian.
11 Ta uuinqudn t6ngyi ta de shuo(a.
12 Yimoei chengren cuowU dengyu gai le yiban(r) le.

1 iiJJ?J. 7fWJ:flOOA1:ffll¥J*1-1JPii °
2 ftBftltffJt#/ °
3 ftBftl~itIPt;~:=:IJIJ~~itI.7C()L) °
4J:flOOA.~~~oftBftll¥J~~m~~~I¥J,~~~~

l¥Jo



278 5 a*n«~IU11.*»U3t~)!}! 0

6 JIR~n«lD tf(jf!$ 0

7 lfOOA~#~-1'Aili~}jt()L) 0

8 *lIM;J!!Ji;#/A 0 itB*lfC#/1J$ 0

9 1IlkJt\!I!~*iti~ 0

loftm~M~Wtf(jA~~-~~~~~o
11 itB~~FnJ~itBtf(jijtt! 0

12 ~Jg*iAmil~Tpt7-~()L)7 0

Exercise 21.5
1 In some ways Chinese and foreigners are pretty similar - they

both like to go out and enjoy themselves and seek paradise
on earth! Who doesn't want to live comfortably, wear nice
clothes and eat well? The Chinese are no exception. In the
past there were very few Chinese tourists but now they are
getting more and more numerous every year.

2 It is very difficult to understand another nationality (ethnic
group), it's not even easy to understand your own! The
Chinese people are a very ancient people. Their history and
culture are very different from our own, let alone their script!
Learning Chinese is not only very interesting but also of use
to us as individuals.

Exercise 21.6
1 Zdnmen yibian tan jiaoyu yibidn kan riluo ba.
2 'Zi qi qi ren' sbi yi ju hen zhide zhuyi de chengyu.
3 Yinwei Xianggang u/enti, Zhimg; Ying guanxi bian de hen

fuza.
4 Tii sbi wo de t6ngshi suoyf wo de yijian ddngrdn (hui) shou

yingxidng,
5 Ni jinnidn lidn yi tidn jia dou mei you (fang) , ndnguai ni

name (or zheme) lei.
6 Td jintidn lidn yige sdnmingzbi dou mei cbi, td zenme bUene?

1 p~m-~~~W, -~~a.~o
2 "~~~A";J!-~•••~~tf(jd.o
3 ~Jg*~fQ]R!, If. ~*~1e.fIU!~0

4 ftB;J!fttf(jFnJ$, J9i~fttf(j~~~~(~)5t~1qiij 0

5 ~~~Ji-7C-fI~ii~(1R), ~tl~WZ(or )!Z)Jl 0

6 1Ilk~7CJi-1':=:IJJH€t~iipt, ;'gZ~m~?

Exercise 22.1
1 Tdmen lai de shibou guii da [eng.
2 Td gei ta jf ge guant6u he yixie shufguo.
3 Td iuede ha shu ii dao Yinggu6 hen gui .
4 Ta ddsuan ha yixie zbong de dongxi fang zai shOutibao If.



5 Td [uede ta zizi Zhonggu6 de yi nidn guo de hen kuai. Ta
yong 'gudngyin si jian, riyue ru suo' zhe ju chengyu lai
miaoxie zhe didn.

6 Td shuo Wang Yimgshou sbi dididaodao de ZbOnggu6tong,
gen ZbOnggu6ren ddcbeng yipian.

7 Ta xue dao le hen duo dimgxi (tii xue de hen hdo) yinwei ta
sbui) 'jinnidn shouhuo hen da'.

8 Shi gu6chdn de.
9 Yinwei ta toang le bd jingt6ugai dakai (le).

10 Yinwei ta de yuanzbUbi huai le.
11 Hai keyi fang jiangy6u he cu.
12 Yinwei tii juede Shi Aili de pengyou tai duo le.
13 LT xidnsheng xia ge xingqiuni guo shengri, Na ge shihou

tdmen dagai zizi Yinggu6.
14 Ta shU hu.
15 Yinwei ta bu xibuan gen pengyou gaobie.
16 Ta ddsuan deng Sbi Aili he Wang Yongshou zai lai

ZbOnggu6 kai yi ge Iianhuanhui.
17 Tiimen (de) feiji xiawU si didn sishi qifei. Tiimen yinggai sdn

didn (zbOng) dao.
18 Yinwei ta bu xidng zai gao yi cl bie. (NB bu xidng not bu

yao)
19 Tii rang tdmen kan ta de lian, dou h6ng le.
20 Yinwei LT taitai bu (shi) kai che (de).
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U

U
K
MrsU

S
Mrs Li
S
Mrs Li

U
S
U

Exercise 22.2
U There you are (welcome, welcome). Come in.
Mrs U Is it cold outside?
S A bit. It's very windy, we were cycling against the wind, it

was really strenuous.
This is a little token of our regard. (He gives Mrs U several
tins and some fruit.)
You're too kind, you've gone to too much expense again.
It's nothing, it's just a small token.
Well thank you both, but good friends shouldn't stand on
ceremony.

Mrs U Stop hanging about (don't keep standing) in the hall, come
inside and sit down and warm up.
Would you like tea or coffee?
Tea I think.
Ah, AiIi, you're going back soon, so today is really your
'last supper', what a (great) shame.
Don't say that. When I hear that I feel really uncomfortable.
Have you finished packing?
Almost.
If you need any help don't hesitate to say so, for goodness
sake don't stand on ceremony.
I wouldn't, but really there isn't anything. I've posted
(mailed) off most of the books, (gosh) the postage cost a
fortune but there was no way round it.
Will you (your luggage) be overweight?
Normally it doesn't matter if you're two or three kilos over.
I'm planning to put some of the heavy things in my hand
luggage. I've already shared out tapes and things amongst
friends. I'll give you the classical tapes of Beethoven ,
Mozart and so on.
Great! Thanks. (Turning to King) Yongshou, you've been
teaching for a year now, what thoughts do you have on it
all? I've heard that in a way you'd like to stay on in China,
is that true?
This is called 'enjoying yourself so much that you forget
to go home', but recently my parents haven't been too well
so I want to go back and take stock before deciding
anything. Ah - a year has passed really quickly, how time
flies.

U
S

280



U You're a real old China hand, as Chinese as the Chinese.
281No wonder your students like you so much, hard-working

(conscientious), capable plus a great sense of humour. AiIi, f
you don't want to leave either do you? S'

S No, I've really got a lot out of this year. What a pity I can't ~

stay any longer. CD

=Li You really are returning with a sack full of goodies! CD

S I suppose you could put it like that. tl
i"Mrs Lt Come and eat . I've made the dumplings and they're III

cooking. Let's have some wine first. Here's a plate of hors
d'oeuvres. Wenhua,how about opening the wine?

Li This is a pretty good bottle. It's white wine from (made by)
a joint venture. Most Chinese wine is sweet but we know
that you're not too keen on sweet wines. Right, bottoms
up! Bon voyage (safe journey) and come back soon!

S Here's to your good health and your heart's desire!
U Let's take a few photos. Hang on (wait though) let's take

them after the dumplings have come, there'lI be more of a
Chinese atmosphere (flavour!) then. Ah, here they are.

K Have you got a flash?
LI Yes. Is everybody ready? Smile please! Oh, I've forgotten

to take the lens cap off.
Mrs Li You're so muddleheaded (you're such a twitl), wasting

(other) people's expressions, now hurry up!
K I'll take a few snaps too. When I've had them developed,

I'll post (mail) them to you. Have you got our address in
England?

Lt No.
K I'll write it down for you. AiIi, have you got a pen? My

ballpoint doesn't work (is broken).
S Yes, here you are. Zhou Dejin, your dumplings are really

delicious, next time you'll definitely have to teach me how
to make them.

Mrs Lt No problem (fine), I hope you'll come back as soon as
possible . .. the soya sauce and vinegar are both here.

S Thanks. I'll have a little soya sauce. There's no way that a
person like me can take vinegar (be jealous), ha ha!

Mrs Lt You see, Yongshou, if you were to stay for another year
there'd be absolutely no probleml

K I'm quieter and more stable than Aili. She has friends all
over the world. If anybody's going to be jealous it would
certainly be mel

S What rubbish my dear! How many female students of
yours have told me how handsome (attractive) you are!



U Come on, let's have another drink. May our friendship last
for evert Bottoms upl

K Next Friday is your birthday, (Mr/teacher) U, what a shame
that we'll have already left China by then so we're going to
propose a toast to you now and wish you 'a life as long as
the Southern Mountain and as blessed as the EastemSea'
in advance. We've also got you a little something.

U You can't do that! You've already given (us) some things
when you came, how come you're giving some more?

S They were for you both, this is a birthday present.Wehope
you can add a little tiger energy to the Yearof the Tiger!

U You really shouldn't have.
Mrs Li What's the matter Aili? Don't cry, we'll meet again some

day(l) Come back (again) after you've graduated.
S Don't take any notice of me. It's OK (it's nothing), I'm just

being sentimental! Whenever I part from friends, I always
think of the phrase 'meeting and parting are both difficult'.

Mrs Li That is true. Yourcoming from so many thousands of miles
away was really quite something but you'll still have plenty
of opportun ities to come to China in the future.

LI How about our having a get-together when you come
back? Come on, another toast, to our meeting again next
year or the year after.

Mrs LI You have to (can't not) go back, this time AiIi, you've still
got one year of studying to do but later on there'lI be
masses of opportunities.

U When's the plane leaving?
K 4.40 pm. We should get there by 3.
U We'll come and see you off eh?
S There's no need. The airport's miles away, it's much too

inconvenient. Let's count this evening as our goodbye
otherwise I won't be able to stand it if we have to say yet
another one.

Li We'll see. If I can get off class a bit earlier we'll definitely
go. All right, that's enough of that (the subject's closed).
Let's drink a last toast.

Mrs Li No more for me (I've had itl), I'll be drunk if I drink any
more. Look, my face is all red.

U Never mind, you're not drivingl Come on, joy and
happiness to us all! Bottoms upl

Mrs U, } B I
K and S ottoms up.



Exercise 22.3
1 Zhunbei hdo le ma? Wo lidng didn zbimg jiiI yao zou le.
2 ¥unnan zai Zhimgguo de xinan bic
3 BiI keyi bd zhaoxiangji jie gei td.
4 Wo you baifen zhi sishi de bdtoi»,
5 Yingguo de shenghu6{ei bi ZbOnggu6 gui duo le (or gui de

duo).
6 Gudian yinyue gen xiandai yinyue yiyang hao ting.
7 Fdnshi Iaoshi dou xibuan jiao shu.
8 Chu(ei ni yudnliang wo, wo cai bu ku.
9 Zai gu6wai shfjian hen chdng, kongpa fei huan qidn biIke.

10 Shangjf haoxiang bu xihuan tii, bu zhidao shenme yuanyin.
11 Ni dai shang taiyangjing qu canjia lidnbudnhui tai bu hesh]

ne!
12 Ta bei da le yi ta hatu.
13 Shehuizhuyizhe yinggai t6ngqfng qi6ng ren.
14 Wo bu t6ngyi ni - ta bing bu shi ge buai ren.
15 Qing ni bd ershi'er ke de kewen (anyi cheng Yingu/en.
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I Pinyin Chap.m (alphabetical order) Characters no. English

::::J a If! 4 ah, oh (expressing
CC sudden realization)- airen fiA 2 husband, wife_.

aiya I!1tI!f 20 oh dear (expressingtn surprise)
:::T an (zhao) f1((Jm) 8 according to, on

the basis of

< dnjing ~. 5 quiet

0 ba Pfg 2 particle indicatingo
J\.

suggestion

Q) ba 14 eight

C-
M re 18 preposition

showing disposal;

e also MW for things- with handles

Q) baba ~~ 7 daddy, dad
hai B 22 white; blank

~ bdi a 19 hundred
M ifen zhi - a?tz- 19 per cent
ban It 8 remove, move
ban -*' 7 half
ban #J. handle , attend to,

do
ban dao #J.ftJ 10 get something

#J..
done, accomplish

ban sbi 21 arrange for
something to be
done



Pinyin Chap.
285(alphabetical order) Characters no. English
e

bizn{t1 1J.t! method [bang *' 11 excellent (coil.)
bdngmdng ffltt 19 help, do a favour ;:,

bilngzhu fflDJJ help ID

banli 1J.JI 20 conduct, handle, ~
transact ibilo i!! 14 packet (of),

~

i!!
package !bilo 22 make (jiaozi); to

m(~)
wrap; include

bao (zhi) 11 newspaper
MWzhilng *_ is}JL
or (en(r)

~ffbaocun 20 keep, preserve
biloguo i!!. 18 parcel, package
biloguodiin i!!•• 18 parcel form
bilokuD i!!1i§ 9 include
bao shang §L wrap up
baoxido mm reimbursement of

rew expenses
baWD certainty
bei ~ 2 cup (ful)
bei ~~ 17 north
Beiduo(en 9l$~ 22 Beethoven
Beihtii Gongyuan ~~7fjJ1Hfj 10 Beihai Park
Beijing Daxue ~~)j(*~ 4 Beijing University
Beijing Fandian ~~)j( tJiJiS 7 Beijing Hotel
Beijing Yuyan ~~)j(m~ 7 Beijing Languages

Xuiyuan ~~ Institute (Now
known as the
Beijing Language
[and Culture]

~T
University)

beizi 6 cup
beizi WiT 6 duvet, quilt

MW chudng W
ben * 14 MW for books,

*
magazines

ben stupid
bendi *J& 21 this locality
beng m 20 needn't
benlai ** originally



286
Pinyin Chap.
(alphabetical order) Characters no. English

0

I benren *A 20 in person; oneself
bf It 7 compared with

;:, bian ~ 10 change
la bidoqing ;&111 22 expression; to! express one 's
~ feelings
~ biiiozhun ~?l 8 criterion; standard0-c bie JJ1J 4 don'ti"
~ bitang shu6 lt1i-Dt 11 for example

biiiao lt~ 7 relatively
bing ~ 7 soldier
bing * 10 negative

?li«!
emphasizer

binggui 6 freezer
bingxidng ?lift 5 refrigerator
bingren 1r1lA patient, sick person
bfm ltjut 10 for example, such

as
bixiuke(cbeng) ~'.i*(fi) 22 obligatory or

$jt
required course

biye 22 graduate
b6 t!l 16 dial
b61ibei JJt_~ 6 glass (tumbler)
bu flIj arrest
bit :ffl cloth
bit $ 15 MW for films
bit ~ 1 not
bit shdo ~& 19 quite a bit, quite a

few
bu shi . . . er shi ~:l!...W:l! 11 not . . . but
bu shi . .. jiit shi ~:l!...it:l! 11 if it's not ... then

it's ...
bit tong ~fPJ 20 different
bit yudn wan If ~J&nm 22 not considering

er lai W* 10 000 li too far to
come

bit zenmeyang ~{&~ff 4 not up to much
bit ... Ie ~···7 5 not ... any more
bubt ~~, not have to
bucuo ~m 4 pretty good
budlm .. . erqie ~-fi! .••W1l not only ... but

also
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/Ffi/F
2:

bude bu 9 cannot but, have to ::::I
CD

budui $~ 7 army 1bkfen $~ 9 part, section ::::I

bugutin /Fit no matter la

buguo /FM 22 but, however, only !
/Fm <buyong 22 need not 0e

buzhi ~. 5 decorate III

~
cai ffI 11 guess -<
cai :;t 11 not ... until ... ;

~
only

cai 4 dish, vegetable
caidan ~. 9 menu
ctiise ~~ 5 colour;

multicoloured
canjiii ~1Jn 8 join; attend
cdo xin .j~\ 20 worry about
cesuo filJiJi 6 toilet
cha :ti 1 tea
chti :m: 11 check; investigate
cha ~ lack, short of
chd zididn :m:~A 11 consult a

:ti~
dictionary

chabei 9 teacup
chabuduo ~/F~ 22 almost, nearly
chagutin :titil 10 teahouse
chajt :tiJL 6 coffee table
chdng (chdng} 1!t(1!t) 7 often
chdng "* 11 long
Changcheng "*~ Great Wall
chdngshou "*~ 16 long life
changtu dianhua "*~Jt!ffi 18 long-distance

trMt
telephone call

chdnpin 22 product
chtiojtdim ~~m 9 scrambled eggs
chdozhong 8m 22 overweight
chiitDU M~ 6 plug (electric)
chaye :tiltt 9 tea (leaves)
cbdzi X:r 6 fork
chiizuo MRl! 6 socket
cheku =$W 6 garage
cheng $; become
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o

I cheng qidn ~-Tl:J1 9 thousands and
shang WCln thousands

chenghu ~" 21 form of address; to
address

~ chengnidnren ~&FA 11 adult
< :*lA0 chengren 9 admit (e.g. mistake )a cbengsbi ~1ff 20 city, town
~
ii chenshan M~ 14 shirt, blouse
~ MWjian fit:

chibdo pt~ 5 eat one's fill
cbi cu pt. 22 feel jealous
chi fan 1Itt1i 3 eat (meal)
chizi ftB.:r 6 sink
(chi'mg)xI (~)~ 22 develop (as of

Mm
film); to wash

cbo« yan smoke (v-o)
chu lli 10 come or go out
chu chdi lli~ 21 be on a business

~
trip

chudn wear (clothes)
chudn m boat (n)
chudng J* 8 bed
chuangdiin J*1p. 6 sheet
chuangdian J*~ 6 mattress
chuanghu '!rft 6 window
chuanglian '!rri1 6 curtain
chufang !Mm 5 kitchen
chufei I*~~ 20 unless
chujing lliJt 20 leave the country
chUle .. . (yfwai) 1*7... 8 except, apart from

(~;r~)
chiintidn #7C 10 spring (season)
chushi lli7$ 20 show, produce
et tX 11 time, occasion

19 MW with number
of train

cidai iUff 22 tape
c6ng M 4 from (movement

Mitr
involved)

c6ngqian 9 previously, in the
past
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cu 11 6 vinegar; jealousy If¥~
(as in love affair)

cun qidn 20 deposit money
cuouru mil 21 mistake, error

~
dil * 7 grown up; big

<g
dti dilmbao fJft!.m send a telegram go
dti dianhua fJft!.-m 16 telephone (v-o) ii
dti ge(r) fJlI()L) belch, burp, hiccup ~

fJ1lt
(v-o)

dti gu beat a drum
dti hdn fJfF snore (v-o)
dti hiiqian fJ*X yawn (v-o)
dti hu(lu) fJPfPl snore (colloq.)

*~rp
(v-o)

dil mdoiin 6 bath towel
dd pai fJJIf 10 play cards or

fJJreJIi
mahjong

dti pigu spank (v-o)
dti qi fJ~ pump, inflate (v-o)
dti qiu fJfj( play ball
dti taijiquan fJ~t&$ 10 do taijiquan
dti zhen fJft givelhave an

fJ*
injection

dti zi type (v-o)
ddcheng yipian fJJilt~Jt 22 become one with,

*-
identify with

dagai probably
dilhOutiiin *~JC 16 day after the day

after tomorrow
ddi * 10 stay (v)
dili m 20 bring; take
dai • 21 wear (hats, gloves,

~;&
glasses etc.)

daibido 9 representative
dilifu *:x doctor
diljiii ** 15 everybody
dtikiii fJ* 22 open (up); switch

on
diindiao lttiNI 7 monotonous, dull
diing ~ 5 serve as; be
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o::r
SO ddngrdn Mi?t.\ 9 of course, naturally

i ddnrencbudng J(!AJ* 6 single bed
MWzhting '*Cl dtinrenfangjitin J(!AJhlm 9 single roomif::r dansbi 'fiH! 4 but

<
ddmoei J(!{rr 8 unitg

~
-dao JlJ 7 manage to do

iii action of verb up
~ to; to

dim JlJ 17 arrive, go to
dao . . . qul/ai JlJ...~1 10 golcome to . . . ;

(*k to arrive at .. .
daochu JlJ 10 everywhere
daoqt JlJWJ 20 become due , expire
daosbi 'J:l! 11 indeed, as it

]JT
happens

ddozi 6 knife
ddrdo ntt 11 disturb
daren jeA adult
dasbeng (de) jeFi(j&) 21 loudly
ddsuan . n. 22 intend, to plan
ddting nPJT 20 enquire
dat6ng-xiaoyi jelRJ/J\Jf 20 similar in major

area but different

jet<
on minor points

dayi overcoat
MWjian flI:

de t¥..r 3 marker
de sbihou t¥..rp;f~ 8 when
Degu6 .00 Germany
dii ~ 5 must, need
ding ~ 8 etc.
ding ~ 19 wait
dingyu ~T 19 be equal to; be

j&
equivalent to

di 10 locality, land; the
earth

di • 11 ordinal prefix
didn R 11 point, aspect
didn R 20 count, check (e.g.

money to see if
correct)
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didn zhimg .aff' 3 o'clock !dicmbao ft!!1l 18 telegram
MW fen -6t

diandeng ft!tr 6 electric light ca
ii"

dicmhua (ii) ft!m(m) 6 telephone ~

dianbua haoma ft!m%~ telephone number ~dianndc ft!M 8 computer go
didnr (coil.) .aJL 20 spot, small branch ii
dianshan ft!Ji8 6 electric fan ~

diansh) (ii) ft!l'l(m) 5 television
MWtdi €t

dianxian ft!~ 6 electric cable
dianying ft!~ 15 film

MWbu ffII
didao itBi! 22 genuine
didi ~~ 7 younger brother
difang itB1J 5 place
dilT itBJ!I! geography
dlng Di 19 top, peak; MW for

hats
ding Di 22 go against
ding iT 9 order (in advance)
ding iT 19 book, reserve;

subscribe to
dinghun iT1lt 19 be or get engaged
dingqi cunkuan ~WJ#~ 20 deposit account
diren flJ..A enemy
ditan itBf! 6 carpet
ditu itBOO 14 map

MW zhdng *diu ~ 20 lose
dixiimg ~JL brothers
dizh] itBJ.tI: 18 address
dimg (bianr) * (JftJ L) 17 east (side)
dong 11 11 understand
Dimgjing *n: Tokyo
dongtiiin ~7( 8 winter
dimgxi *W 14 thing(s)
dou • 4 both, all
dou JI 19 funny
du shu ~~ 5 study
duan ~ 10 short (in length)
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j dui ~ 3 correct
dui ... lai shuo ~...*iM. 11 as far as ... lis

concerned

~
duibuql ~/Ft!! 19 sorry; excuse me
duihulJn Ji~ 20 exchange (money)

I duimian ~Iti 17 opposite

~
duixiang ~. 3 steady boy- or

li' girlfriend
~ duizhiu» ~J«{ 20 compare

duo $ 4 many; more
duo $ 11 more than, odd
duo (me)

~~l
22 how

duo dehen 22 very many
duoshao $& 14 how many, how

much
duoshu $fi 9 majority

e m 4 hungry
ei ~ 20 yes (verbal

response to

ffij
enquiry)

er 19 but; and
er 14 two (number)
erlou =*1 6 first floor
erqii ffijJi 9 moreover
erzi JL-r 5 son

fadd £Jii 8 developed,
advanced

Fagu6 ~IE France
Fagu6ren ~IEA French (person)
fan'er .&ffij 10 on the contrary
fang (zai) ~r) 5 put (in or on)
fang jia 21 have a holiday or

vacation
fang xin 1iti~\ 16 set one's mind at

rest
[dngbian /if! 20 convenient
fdng{ei m. 9 room charge
fanguolai .&M* conversely
[dngjidn ml1~ 5 room
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[dngmian 1iW 9 aspect, respect 5"
III

ftingzi uFf 5 house tMWsuO/ge JiJi/{- :J .

{angzu m-m 8 rent (for house) ca

[dnqiezhi' ilbiitt 9 tomato juice ~
Jt:& <

[dnshi 20 every, any, all 0
n

ranting 1Jiff 6 dining room III
go

{iinyi lBw translate, interpret ii'
{dnzheng ~j£ 10 anyway, in any ~

case
[dxian 2tJll discover
{iiyin 2tlf 11 pronunciation
{iizhtin 2tJi 21 develop
{eichang ~~1It 4 extremely
{eiji ~m 22 aeroplane

MWjia ~
{{ei} jichdng (~)m~ 22 airport
(eijin{r) J1t9.JJ(}L) 22 strenuous, energy

Jm~
consummg

{eizao 9 soap
MW kuai ~

Feizhin« ~~lJH Africa
{en J}- 14 portion; MW for

J}-
money

(en 22 divide; distribute;

'6t(}L)
distinguish

(en{r) copy
{eng ~ 17 MW for letter
{eng )XI. 22 wind
{eng shang ~l: sew up
{engrenji ~wm 8 sewing-machine

MWtai (:}
{enhang J}-fj 20 branch (bank)
{ouze ~!i!tl 20 otherwise, or else
{u # 9 pay
{ujin ~Jli 10 nearby
{umu 5t-li 8 parents
fUnd ~:k woman
{uqin 5t* father
fUren :;RA 22 Mrs; Madame

(formal)
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(')
:r
5' (uwit BIH1 9 service; to serveCD

1 (uwityuan JJl~9! 7 attendant
::I (ityu 'lifT 22 rich in, full of
ce. (itza ~* complex,lii
:r complicateds
f;:

gai pt 21 alter, change,eTc
ii' correct
-< gan bei -=f*F 22 drink a toast

gan xingqie ~~@ be interested in

-=ffflI
something

gimbit 10 cadre
gang ~~ 19 just
gangcai ~~~ 11 just now
ganjing -=f?tt clean
ganjue ~1lt 21 feeling, sense
gankuai Mtlt hastily
ganqing ~11l 7 feeling, emotion
gdnxidng ~tl( 22 reflections,

~
thoughts

gao 4 tall, high
gao bizi ~.::r- 21 big nose
gaobie ~JJU 22 take leave of
gaosu ~iJF tell, let know
giioxing ~~ 2 happy
gebi Ii~ 18 next door
gege llfllf 7 elder brother
gege *1- 21 each, every
gei it; 2 to, for; give
gen JI{ 10 with; and
gen . .. yiyang JI{•••~*, 19 the same as . . .
geng J! 11 even more, still

more
genshang Jl{L 9 keep pace with
geren 1-A individual (person)
gongchang Ir 10 factory
gonggong ~jt 9 public
gonggongqiche ~jt~$ bus

MW liang m
gongjin ~JT 18 kilogram
gongll ~!I! kilometre
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(')
':r

gimgren IA 7 worker r
gongsi *"R'J 9 company }gongyuan *"lm 10 park
gongzi I~ 8 wages if
gongzuo IfF 7 work; to work ':r

IfFiiE <
gongzuozheng 9 ID card g

If
(employee's) go

gou 19 rather, quite; ii
enough -<

gouwuzhifUzheng JB~ preferential card
x#iiE (new type)

guahao tE.f} 18 register
guahaofei tE.f}fJt 18 registration charge
guai t! strange, odd
guan 'if 22 bother about;

Mf*m
be in charge of

guang da jii 10 go window-

*,il
shopping

guangpan bofangji 6 CD player
.fIlm (Note: the Chinese

also use the English

j*
abbreviation 'CD'.)

Gudngdong 10 Canton
gudngyin si jian, *,~W.fi, 22 time flies

riyue TU suo afJtt~
guant6u .~ 6 tin, can
gudnx! *~ 7 relation(ship)
gUdian is"A 22 classical
Gugong /tI.1r 17 Forbidden City

Jt
(Imperial Palace)

gui 9 expensive
guiding 11~ 20 rule, regulation
guitai «Ht 18 counter
guixing Jtftt 16 may I ask your

name?
gUldo is"~ ancient
guo M 5 pass, cross
-guo M 9 verbal suffix
gu6chdn 001'= 8 made in one's

oo~f1im
country

Gu6ji Pandian 19 International Hotel
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:3'
S' gu6jiii 00* 8 countryCD

t guojiimg *& 9 jam
::::I guojiang M~ 11 you flatter me
ID guoqu M~ (the) pastif
:3' gu6wai OO~~ 20 overseas, abroad
<
0
g

hiihii ** 22 ha haerc hai iji 7 still, in additioniD
-< hdisbi iji~ 5 or (used in

iji~
questions)

hdisbi 11 after all; still

ili*
(emphatic)

haishuT sea-water
haizi ~T 5 child
han " 21 shout, cry out
hangk6ng NL~ 18 airmail
Hdngzhbu tit#! 21 Hangzhou
Hanyii &11 4 Chinese language
Hanzi &~ 11 Chinese

it
character(s)

hao 1 good
-bdo it 11 do the action of the

%
verb satisfactorily

hao 15 number, date
bdo chi it~ 5 tasty, delicious
bdo jT itJL 19 a good many
haomd %~ 20 number (e.g.

itJJG()L)
telephone)

bdou/dntr} 19 entertaining,

it1t
enjoyable

hdoxiang 21 seem
haoxiao it~ funny
he IIIiJ 1 drink
he In 5 and
hehuo -a-fk 21 form a company or

1113
partnership

hei-bai 5 black and white
hen fR 1 very
heng • 16 horizontal
heshi -a-jQ suitable
hezi qTye -a-~1e~ 22 joint venture
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i.I
z

h6ng 22 red ::lI
et

h6ngcha i.I1l 6 black tea (Indian) }hou JJ thick
boubianr ~jft)L 17 back, behind i
houbui you qi ~~1fWJ 22 we'll meet again :r

<

~~
some day

~hounian 22 year after next go
houtidn ~7C 16 day after tomorrow iii
houzhe ~::f 22 the latter ~

huii :t£ 6 flowers; to spend
hull -m 21 remark, words(s)

MWj" 10
hua bing wt~ 10 skate (Lit. slide ice)
hull huar I!ID l!!!I)L draw, paint (v-o)
hua xue wt~ ski (v-o) (Lit. slide

:t£1k
snow)

huiicha 6 jasmine tea
huai J:f 21 bad; broken
huaiyi tfj@ 20 suspect
huan j£ give or pay back,

return
buan qidn ~~ 20 change money
huangy6u jll1lt 9 butter
huiinying ~im 5 welcome
huiiping :t£mt 6 vase
hullr J!!D)L 6 painting

MW zhiing *huiiyudn :t£~ 6 garden
hui rm 5 return
hut ~ 2 know how to, can;

will
hut ~ 9 will (showing

rmoo
possibility)

huigu6 19 return to your own

Mit
country

hujiiio 6 pepper
hunian JJi&F 22 year of the Tiger
huo (zhe) ~(::f) 9 or, perhaps
huo 11i' 8 goods
huoche 1<$ 19 train
huochezhlln 1<$1/i 19 railway station
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I hu6po ffltt lively
hu6qicunkuan fflWJ#lt 20 current account
huotuf 1<11 9 ham

ca hUqi JJe~ 22 vigouri hushuo NJijt 22 nonsense; talk
§ nonsense

hutu .~ 22 muddle-headed
~ huzhao !PIt« 20 passportii
~

jf liP 9 that is, viz
jf JL 3 how many (less

than ten)?;
several

jf f* 8 crowded; squeeze
ji 1ft 18 post, mail (v)
ji (xialai) iC-r* 16 note down, record
jia * 3 home; family
jia (shang) :bn(J:) 8 add (on)
jia lfI 17 A (as in A

*A says ... )
j iaju 8 furniture
j ian r~ 5 MW for room
j ian :fJ cut (as of hair)
jian J\!. 9 see; meet
jian flI: 14 MW for piece,

article, item

Mitt
e.g. clothing

jiandan 8 simple
[idneng tErm 21 Canon
jidng m: 19 speak; to explain
jiangy6u Bnk 6 soya sauce
jianjidan Jt!{~§ 9 fried egg(s)
jiankang •• 22 healthy, sound
jianwen J\!.tlfJ 21 what one sees and

hears
jianxing t\fi 22 give a farewell

dinner
jiao ~ 7 teach
jiao p4 7 call, be called
jiaotdng ~~ church
jiaoyu ~~ 21 education; to

educate
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jiaoyuan ~Dt 7 teacher 5'
ID

jiaozi tcr 22 kind of ravioli, t
p4M:

dumpling :::J

jiaozuo 22 be called, be ca

known as !
jiaqi -filM holidays, vacation

<
0

~jiaqian 1ft~ 9 price 17

jiben (shang) ~*Lt) 20 basic(ally) c
ii

jidim ~m 9 egg ~

jide ia~ 20 remember
jie !t 16 take hold of,

m
receive; to meet

tu street
jie fff borrow; lend
jie bing ~~ 10 freeze, ice over
jie hiin ~!lt 3 marry, get married
jiechit !till 9 come into contact

with
jiedai !t~ 20 receive; admit
jiijie !dUD. 7 elder sister
jiemei !dl1f* sisters
iiemo 11=* 6 mustard
jieshao fttB 2 introduce
jiezhe !tff 19 carry on; to follow
jiguiin m* 10 offices, organization
jihui m~ 22 opportunity,

chance
jijianren tffll:A 18 sender
jijie ~li 10 season (of year)
-ji/e t&7 4 extremely
jin IT 14 catty

j!f
eh kilogram)

jin 9 enter
jin Jl[ 17 near
jing ti 22 propose (a toast),

toast
jingcha W~ police, policeman
jingchting ~1it 10 regularly,

~M
frequently

jingguo 19 go through, pass
jinguan ~1f 20 feel free to; even

though, despite
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:r

i jingt6ugai i1~f& 22 lens cap

1 jingzi i1T 6 mirror
:::I -jinlai )tt* 8 verb + in
te. jinnian 4-~ 7 this yearii"
:r jintiiin 4-* 4 today
<

~1J!0 jinzdo 22 as soon as possible,g
at theD"c earliest possibleii'

~ date
jishi llPit 9 even if, even

tt7lt
though

jishu 4 technique
jisuan itfi: 20 count, to calculate
jisuanji it.m 9 calculating

if
machine, computer

jiu 2 alcohol
jiu 1L 14 mne
jiu it 3 then; just, only,

18
merely

jiu old
jiuping if. 6 wine bottle
jiushi it~ 11 precisely
iuede 1lttf 21 feel
juedui ~M 22 absolute(ly)
julebu iJU~ms social club
juzizhi #iTtt 2 orange JUice

kiifei Il&U Itf~ 1 coffee
kiii Jf 19 start; to open; to

drive
kiii che de Jf$l¥J 22 person who drives,

driver
kiiiguiin Jf* 6 switch (n)
kiiilang JfM open (personality)
kiiishi Jfilt 11 begin
kiiishui ** 9 boiled water
kan tt 5 look, see, watch,

read
kan xi tt~ see; watch a play
kaomianbiio ~m{g 9 toast

MW pian Jt
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C)
:r

ki ItJ 21 emphasizes tone of i

~J
speaker tke quarter; carve :l

ki' ai 1tJ~ lovable ce.
kibushi 1tJ/F:l! 21 exactly; that's just ~

<
the way it is 0

kikao 1tJ# reliable ~
C7'

kiki ItJItJ 9 ccocoa iD
kilitin 1tJ~ pitiable; pitiful -<
kbntin t;ml 16 sold out, full house
kinding 1r~ 21 definite(ly); affirm
kepa ItJffJ terrifying,

t;~
frightening

keqi 4 polite
kishi 1tJ:l! 8 but
keting t;ff 5 living-room, lounge
kewen ilJt 9 text

MWke il
kixi ItIm 10 it's a pity that
kixiao 1tJ~ laughable,

ridiculous
key, 1tJJ?J. 5 can, may
kongpa ~ffJ be afraid that ...
kou 0 7 MW for family

members
ku ~ 22 weep, cry
kuai tR 5 quick, fast
kulJi ~ 14 MW for money
kulJile tR* 22 happy, joyful
kuaizi ~T 4 chopsticks

MW shudng ~
kimnan ID~ 11 difficult; difficulty

la Ht 21 pull; to play (of
stringed

!«(tfj)
instrument)

la(de) hot or spicy food
/tii * 4 come
tan .. lazy
langfei ill'" 22 waste, squander
langman illit 19 romantic
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:r
3" ldngsong NHifi 19 recite, read aloudID

1 ~
with expression

:::l lao 5 old
ce. lao ~ 22 alwaysiii
:r ldobdn ~~ boss
~ ltiojia ~~ 17 excuse meg

ldoren ~A 10 old peoplego
c ldosbi ~!JiIi teacheriD
~ ltIoshi ~A: 21 old-fashioned

laowai ~9f- 21 'old foreigner'
le 7 3/4 particle le
leng ~ 8 cold
lengptin ~1.l 22 cold dish; hors

d'oeuvres
li • 17 from (static)
It .m 1/3 mile or 1/2

kilometre
-It .m 4 inside
litI fjij 3 two
lian ~ even (conj.)
litIn ~ 22 face
lidng ~ 4 cool
lidng Wi 3 two (of a kind)
lianhuiinhui ~~~ 22 get together, party
lianxi ~33 exercise, practise (n

JMI:1C(}L)
and v)

lido tiiin(r) 10 chat
litIojie 7. 21 find out,

.7f understand, know
likiii 22 leave (place or

tL~
person)

limao 21 courteous; manners
ling * 14 zero
Itngdai ~* tie
lingddo ~~ leader(ship)
ling (wai) 'l(9f-) 20 another; separately
(linyu) pentou ($m)~~ 6 shower
liu m 16 keep, remain; let

grow; leave
(behind or for

...L.
somebody)

liu /\ 14 SIX
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liuli Vtt~1j fluent

fliulian wimg(tin Vtt)il$Jl! 22 enjoy oneself so
much as to forget

m~~
to go home !liuxuesheng 7 student studying

<
abroad §

liwai ~J* exception
l,wU lL!tt 22 present, gift I

MW jian/ge f1:/1' ~

lixi ~J'@' 20 interest (e.g, bank)
li(xi)lil ~J(.@.)$ 20 rate of interest
16ngtou jf.!k 6 tap
loushang fI-.t upstairs
lOuti fI~ 6 stairs, staircase
16uxia fir 15 downstairs
lit • road
lit yin ~il record (v-o};

lachti t$1t
recording (tape)

6 green tea (Chinese)
lilguan Mit{f 9 hotel
Lundun &f! London
lunliu ~Vtt 10 take turns; in turn
litren B&A 17 passerby, stranger
liltu Mi~ 21 journey, trip
litxiangji ~-ftU1t 8 video recorder
lilxing Mifj 10 travel
lilxing zhipiao Mifji:~ 20 traveller's cheque
lityinji ~iltJL 6 tape recorder
lUy6u MirJti 21 tourism; to tour

ma ~ 2 question particle
ma .Q" horse
ma l& swear at, curse
mdfan -~ 5 trouble;

troublesome
mdi ~ 14 buy
mai ~ 16 sell
mdi dongxi ~*W 14 go shopping
mama ~~ 7 mummy, mum
man • 22 full; to reach the

it
limit, expire

man 5 slow
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()

I man zlli er gui ~~ffiiB 22 return with fruitful
results

:::l mdo ~ 14 MW for money
ca Mao Zhuxi ~±m: 17 Mao Zedongif
~ [iniantdng R.~~ (Chairman Mao)
<
0 Mausoleumg

mdobing ~~ defectg'
Ii" mdojin ~rfJ 9 towel
~ maojinjia ~rfJ~ 6 towel rail

mdoyi ~* 14 sweater, woolly
MWjian {if

maozi "'T hat
mdshang ~J: immediately
mei & 3 not (used with you)
mei 4v: 8 each, every
mei shenme &ftz 5 it's nothing
mei (you) gudnxi &(If)9C* 4 it doesn't matter
Meiguo ~OO 18 USA, American
Meiguoren ~OOA 11 American
meimei 1t*1t* 7 younger sister
meiren ~A 21 beautiful woman
meisbir &.JL 22 it's OK, it 's

nothing; have

~jG
nothing planned

Meiyuan 20 US dollar
men n 6 door, gate
mT * 14 metre, rice
mian{en 1ti~ 6 flour
mianjin 1tirfJ 6 face flannel

MWtiao ~
miaoxie ftli~ 19 describe
mimi ~tf secret
mingbai IYls 20 understand; clear
mingtidn IYlJC 3 tomorrow
mingzi 1:1* 16 name (given)
minzu ~~ nation
Mosike ~wr~ 19 Moscow
motuoche *ffi$ motorbike

MW liang m
mou ~ 9 (a) certain
Mozhiite ~fL% 22 Mozart
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~

mubido ~~ objective S-
CD

muyu -lij:iH 11 mother tongue 1na ~ 22 particle showing ~

mood ca

na (or nei) ~ 4 which? ~
nil (or nei) ms 3 that

<

~na chit *lfi 19 take out D'

ndiping W3mi milk bottle c
iii

name ms~ 1 so, in that case ~

nan Jj 3 male
nan ~ 10 difficult
nan m 17 south
nannilltioshao Jj:9:~& 10 men and women,

~tl
old and young

nanguai 19 no wonder
nilozhong fiJiJ* 6 alarm clock
nar ~JL 3 where?
nar (nilli) msJL(msm.) 8 there
ne ~ 2 question particle
neng tm 16 be able to, can
nenggan tm-=f 22 capable, competent
ng P,I 4 hm, uh-huh
nt f$ 1 you
nidn &f year
nian ~ 17 read aloud
nianji &ftG 7 age
nidnqing &f~ 19 young
Nikang lBli Nikon
nimen f${(J you (plural)
nin ~ you (polite form)
Niujin lf$ Oxford
niunai lfW3 milk
nu :9: female.":, , :9:JL daughternu er
nuanhuo Ill~ 22 warm
nudnqi Ill~ 6 central heating
nudnqipian Ill~Jt radiator
nilsheng :9:~ 22 female student(s)

0 11ft 22 oh
Ouzhou I!t~ 10 Europe
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I pa ~ 19 climb
pa itr 21 fear, be afraid of

~ ptii ~~ 15 row, line
c pai M! 20 plate; brand; card
~ paijia M!ffi" 20 market quotation
~ (exchange rate)
~ JJfgo pang fat
ii pdngbianr ~JiIJL 21 side
~ pdo • 10 run

pei ~ 5 accompany
peifU MD admire
pengidao} _JIJ 20 bump (into)
pengyou JJJJ~ 3 friend
pianjian «am 21 prejudice, bias
pianyi f!1i: 8 cheap
piao ~ 15 ticket

MW zhdng *piaojia ~ffi" 19 ticket price
piaoliang ~3li 5 beautiful, pretty
pijiu "'if 11 beer
ping ~ 9 rely on, depend on
ping mt 22 MW for bottles
pingchdng 3f# 9 usually, ordinary,

1F*
commonplace

pinggui5 14 apple
pingzi mtr 6 bottle
piqi JJ$~ temperament
pofei it. 22 go to some expense
putao •• grape
pumojiu ••if 22 wine
putonghua ttilti! 11 common spoken

language (modern
standard Chinese)

qi -e . 14 seven
qi !}f 22 ride (as of horse,

T
bicycle)

qidn thousand
qidn ~ 14 money
qiiin zi ~* 20 sign; signature
qidnbianr liOJiIJL 17 front, in front of
Qianmen liOn 17 Qianmen
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qiiimoan Tn 20 whatever you do S-
et

qianzhl liU:1f 22 the former
~qiaoke/i J5%1J chocolate

MW kuai ik ID

qiche ~$ 19 car ~
m <

MW liang g
qffei 19~ 22 take off (of go

~ii
aircraft) ii

qiguai 10 strange ~

qihou ~~ 10 climate
qing It 10 fine, clear, bright

if
(of weather)

qing 1 invite
qfng ke if1f invite somebody

for a meal
qingchu

WI_
II clear; clearly

Qingddo ftJ:b 11 Qingdao
qingkuang ffim 7 situation
qinmi *1; 21 close, intimate
qi6ng (ren) ~(A) poor (person)
qisbi ;Jt:~ 9 actually, as a

matter of fact
qiutiiin fX* 10 autumn
qu lfl 16 get, fetch
qu * 3 go
qu qidn lfl~ 20 withdraw money
quanti tit*tl right(s)
que 1;11 9 however
quesb! .~ 22 really, indeed; true,

certain
qun " 10 MW for group,

flock
quqianbiao lfl~~ 20 cash withdrawal

form

rang iJ: 22 let, to allow
re niundi ~lftJ3 9 hot milk
ren A 16 person
renao ~filiJ 10 bustling, exciting
renjiiin teyuan AlijJ~1lB 21 paradise on earth
Renmin Dabuitdng A~ 17 Great Hall of the

*~~ People
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:r
5" Renmin Yingxiong A.~~. 17 Monument to theCD

~
Jinilmbei R.~~ People's Heroes

renminbi A.~ifi 19 RMB (Chinese
ca currency)if lAiR:r rensbi 2 know, recogn ize
< lA1'J0 remoei 21 think, considerg

renzhen lA. 22 conscientiouseTc reqing ~tR 5 warm-hearted,iD
.;l enthusiastic

resbuiping ~*. 6 Thermos flask
Riben 13* 8 Japan
rich" am 15 sunrise
riluo a1t 19 sunset
Riyudn a5G yen
rizi aT 7 day; date
rongyi $B 11 easy
rudmoo $tl& 19 soft sleeper
rudnzuo $tRK 19 soft seat (train)
ruguo m* 19 if
ruguo ... (de hua), m*..· 9 if. .. then

;iu . . . ~~~),
Ruishi JMt± Switzerland

sdizi .T 6 plug (for sink , etc.)
siin 14 three
san bu WI~ 10 to take a stroll,

walk
siinmingzh i ~19l~ 21 sandwich

MW kuai *shiifii ~~ 6 sofa
MWtao ~ suite (settee and

I@j*ISB
two easy chairs)

shai taiydng 10 sunbathe
shang -t last; up
shang cesuo -tfiiJiJi 9 go to the toilet
Shangdide <-t*t¥1 16 'Amadeus'

Chi5ng'er ?ZJL)
sbdngdian iffiJi!i 10 shop
shiinggiinzhuyizhe m~±)(:f 22 sentimentalist
shimgji -t#}! superior(s)
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shimgpu l:fiIi 19 upper berth f
sbdngren iffiA 9 business person 1shanguiingdeng ~J'M:r 22 flash (light) ~

shcmgwU l:lf 19 morning CICl

shiio ~ 8 burn !
shao & 4 less, few ishaozi ~T 6 spoon

~shebei il* 9 equipment, ii'
facilities 0<

sbebude '*~~ 22 be unwilling to

it
part with, grudge

shei (or shu,1 9 who?
sheng (xialai) _rf*) 19 be left (over);

remain
shengchan ~F 10 produce,

manufacture
Shengdanjie £ii~ Christmas
shengdiao Fi~ 11 tone
shenghu6 ~m 4 life; to live
shenme sbihou ftzlf\f~ when?
shengri ~a 22 birthday
shengyi ~~ 9 business
shenme ftz 3 what?
shenmede ftziJ(] 9 and so on
shenti ~i* 7 health, body
shi W 19 poem

MWshOu 11
shi ~ 2 be
shi (qing) .111 11 matter, thing

MWjian {if
shffen +~ 21 extremely, very
shige wtk poetry
shfjiiin fJ\friU 5 time
shijie 1H:W 10 world
shfkebiao If\f~J~ 19 timetable, schedule
shfwU +1i 14 fifteen
shiye .~ 21 undertaking, cause
shizai ~tE 22 really, honestly;

i&(1lT)
true, real

shou (hao) 18 put away; receive
shou ~ 21 hand
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! shim ~ 21 receive, be

~ltiWlh
subjected to

shou bi Nanshan 22 may you live as
IQ fu ru Donghai m:!Ut*#i long as the:=
~ Southern Mountain
~ and be as blessedS as the Eastern Sea. .f:I'c shou bit lido ~/F7 22 be unable to bear5'
~ or endure

shOudu 1t. capital
ShOudu [uchdng 1t.ilIJ~ 16 Capital Theatre
shOuhuo i&~ 22 gains, results;

harvest
shouhuoyuan 'W1lt9\ 14 shop-assistant
shoujiimren i&flfA 18 addressee, recipient
shOujin :f-rfJ 6 hand towel
shOujit i&M 18 receipt
shoupiimyu(ln 'W~D1 15 box office clerk;

ticket seller
sboushi i&t€t 22 pack; tidy up, put

in order
shOut(lO :f-~ glove(s)
shoutibao :f-~§ 22 bag, handbag
shouyinji i&ift11. 6 radio

MWtailge ftl1"
shu ~ 6 book
shu jI belong to
shit M 6 tree
shit ~ 16 vertical
shuii ya Ailtl?f brush teeth
shuai ylfJ 22 handsome;

~AI*
beautifully (coll.)

shudngrenchudng 6 double bed
MW zhdng ~

shuiingren(angjiiin ~AU}raJ 9 double room
shucai a~ 6 vegetables
shufting ~U} 8 study room (n)
shufu ftHl 8 comfortable
shui * water
shut (jiao) 1Jj1l!: 8 sleep, go to bed
shutdianfei *Jt!.1Jt 8 water and

electricity charges
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shuIguo ** 22 fruit 5'

shulguozhi **tt 9 fruit juice !shuiping *.if 11 level, standard ~

shuitong *ti 6 bucket, pail ll:I

shujia ~~ 6 bookcase, !
<

bookshelf 0

shuo ~ 15 speak,say it
~sbui) bua iJt-m 4 speak, talk ii

shuofd ijt~ way of saying ~

iJtl!JJ
things

sbuoming show, explain,
illustrate

shiizhui) ~~ 8 desk
shuzi t;ft.:r 6 comb, brush

MWbd re
shitzishipan f{*~1.i 6 DVD player

bofangji Mntm (Note: the Chinese
also use the English
abbreviation
'DVD'.)

SI JB die
si Im 14 four
sichou *fJ! 14 silk
Sichuiin ImJII 10 Sichuan
sisheng imF 11 the four tones
song j! 22 give as a present;

see somebody off;
send

sa. Hang $,l!L 21 Suzhou and

• Hangzhou
suan 22 regard as, count as
suan le .7 20 forget it, let it pass
suan zhang .~ 9 work out bill,

make bill
suiin(niu)ndi .(If}!Oi 9 yoghurt
suanpan .1.i 9 abacus
Sugelan $t&~ Scotland
suhuil m-m 21 common saying,

MWjit -{ij proverb
sui ~ 3' year (of age)
suibian 1ififJ! 4 do as one pleases
suirdn . . . danshi !il t&...{!!:I: 8 although
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o

I suisbi ~1J;f 9 at any time
Sulian ~~ USSR

:::I suoyf JiJTJ?J. 5 therefore
ICI suoyou (de) JiJT~(t¥J) 20 all!
i tii ft!; 2 he, him
go tii j& 2 she, her
Ii' tii 'B 21 it
~ tai :;t 3 too, extremely

tdideng f:t~r 6 table lamp
taitai :;t:;t 2 Mrs, wife
taiyangjing :;t~ll 21 sunglasses

MWfu IIJ
tamen ft!;ff1 2 they
tan hua ~ffi 5 chat, conversation
Tang m 19 Tang Dynasty

• (618-907 AD)
tang 6 sugar, sweets,

rt*~
candy

tangyijia 6 ironing board
tdnsbuai (de) :tlt$(J&) 21 frank(ly)
tdnzi fiT 6 blanket
tao ll= 14 set
tebie ~iU 9 especially; special
tequdn ~~ 9 privilege
tidn tl 5 add, increase
tidn =JC 8 day; sky, heaven
tidn ~ 22 sweet
tidn (xii) ~(~) 18 fill in (e.g. form)
Tiiin'dnmen =JC!Ji:f1 17 Tiananmen Square

Gudngchdng }~
tidnping =JC3f 18 scales (for

=JC~
weighing)

tidnqi 8 weather
Tiiintan =JCJi 17 Temple of Heaven
tidntdng =JC~ 21 heaven, paradise
tidnxia =JCr 22 land under heaven

- the world
tie(shang) Wli(1:) 18 stick (on)
ting ff 5 hall
ting PJf listen
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ting ~ 15 very, rather Iting qilai Pjf~* 21 sound (verb)
tingshuo Pjfi,St 8 be told, hear of
tiqidn tt!1I 22 bring forward a date itongguo JilM 20 go through
t6ngqing IilJtR 9 sympathize with It6ngshi IilJIM 8 at the same time;

~moreover
t6ngshi 1iIJ. 7 colleague, fellow ~

worker
tongxidng i 1iIJ?J 21 person who was

born in the same

1iIJ~
place as oneself

tongxu« 21 fellow student
t6ngyi 1iIJ~ 21 agree with
t6ngzhi 1ilJit\ 18 comrade
t6ufa ~~ hair (on head)
tuixiii mf* 7 retire

waibi *ffi 20 foreign currency
waibin *~ 9 foreign guest,

visitor
waigu6 *00 7 foreign (country)
waihui (quan) *j[(~) 20 foreign exchange

*Iti
(certificate)

ioaimian 5 outside
-wan

~ 5 finish (doing)J'U
wan(r) JJG(}L) 3 have fun
wan ~ late
wan n ten thousand
wancan ~. 22 supper, dinner
wanfan ~1Ji evening meal,

dinner
wang (ii) l$(ia) 20 forget
u/ang tt 17 towards, to
wangqiu ~~ tennis
wangii cbdngcun n~*ff 22 last forever, be

tttt
everlasting

wdngiodng 9 more often than

~~
not, frequently

wanquan 21 complete(ly)
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u/dnshang ~.l: 3 evemng

! wimshi m yi n.Wt~ 22 your heart 's desire
:l wei -& 4 MW for persons
ce. (polite)i' P[l:r wei 16 hello (on
C§ telephone)
i wei Y'J 22 for, for the sake oferc wei shenme Y'Jft~ 19 why?li'
~ weib6!U tliJttP 6 microwave oven

u/eidao ~iI 22 flavour, taste
weihunfii *1tt;K 19 fiance
weihunqi *1tt~ fiancee
taeile Y'Jy 22 for the sake of, in

order to
Weinisi JJ1JBWi 21 Venice
weishengzht J!1:~ 6 toilet paper

MW juan ~
wen IR] 15 ask
wen [it 1R]!i& 17 ask the way
wending ' f1~ 22 stable, steady; to

stabilize
wenhua x-1t culture
u/enming fJij~ 21 well-known ,

famous
went! IR]J! question, problem
u/enzi x* script (writing

~
system)

wo 1 I, me
wajidan I&~m 9 poached egg(s)
women ~fi] 2 we, us
washi I&~ 5 bedroom
wudTng SDi roof
wudouchu/ 1i4MI 6 chest of drawers

wUdougui 1i4~
wiilT 1¥.!I! 22 in the room

xi ~ play
x i yiin I¥tm smoke (v-o)
-xia r 8 have the capacity

to (follows verb)
xia r 15 next
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xia ban -riE 10 finish work i
xia qi -r« 10 play chess 1xia xue -r~ 10 snow (v-o) :::J

xia yu -riilii 10 rain (v-o) ID

x iabianr -rJl1.JL 9 under(neath), !
<

below g
xidn ;'6 18 first (adv) go
xiandai J)tft modern iii'
xidng tJ1 3 feel like doing ~

• something; think
xiang 10 resemble
xiang tnJ 22 towards; to face
xidng qllai tJ1~BI~ 22 remember, call to

mind
xidngddng ;f:ft~ 9 quite (a bit)
xiangfdn ;f:ftli opposite, contrary
Xianggdng *~ Hong Kong
xiiinghui ;f:ft~ 22 meet one another
xiangjian shi nan ;f:ftmlf;f~ 22 meeting and

bie yi nan JjU$~ parting are both
difficult (quotation
from poem by Li

1f:~
Shangyin)

xidngshou 9 enjoy rights etc;
treat

(xidng] ydn (*)m 14 cigarette
MW zhi, bdo x,§

xiangzao *~ 6 toilet soap
xidnsbeng ;'61: 1 Mr, gentleman
xianyu Ilar 9 be confined to
xianzai J)t:(E 7 now, at present
xido Ij, 5 small
xiao ~ 22 smile, laugh
xidohdir Ij'~JL 3 child (small)
xidohuozi Ij'f1c-=f 21 young fellow
xidoiie IjY~1l 4 Miss, young lady
xidosbi INM hour
xidoshuo Ijyi~ 6 novel

MW ben *xidoyisi Ij'1lJM, 22 small token, mere
trifle
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I xiapu -riii 19 bottom berth
xiatian IjC 10 summer
xiawU -rlf 16 afternoon

if xiaytsbi -r.m 21 subconsciousness
~ Xibanyawen wm~X Spanish (language)

i xibianr WJ!I)L 17 west (side)
Xican W4 9 Western food

~ xie - shoe(s)5'
~ xii (zi) ~(*) 11 write (characters)

xiexie WW 1 thank; thank you
Xifang W1J 8 the West
Xi(angren W1JA 11 Westerner
xu« W~ 21 West Lake
xihuan #~ 1 like (v)
xTlianpen ~Jl\iit 6 wash basin
xin iT new
xin m 18 letter

MWfeng ~
xinfeng m~ envelope
xing ff 1 be all right
xingfu $m 22 enjoy good fortune,

ff$
happy

xingli 22 luggage, baggage
xingming ~~ 18 (full) name
xingqi mM 10 week
xingqiunc mM1i 16 Friday
xin/T i~\m 21 in the heart or

mind
xinshi iT~ 21 latest type, new-

iTtf
style

xinxidn 21 fresh
xinyi i~\~ 22 kindly feelings,

JL~
regard

xiongdi 8 brothers
xisheng fi!itt sacrifice (v)
xiux! f*~ 8 rest (v and n)
xhadnchi ~.~ 6 sink (n)
xiu/ang *:m 19 hope (v and n)
xtyiji ~*m 5 washing machine
xhaojian ~.f~ 6 bathroom
xlzdopen ~.it 6 bath (tub)
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xudn ~ 19 choose 5'
It

xueixi} ~(33) 4 study (v) lxu esheng ~1: 7 student ~

xueshengzbeng ~1:iiE 9 student card Cl:l

xuexiao ~~ 4 school ~
xuyao .~ 22 need, require;

<
0e

needs (n) IIIc-c
iii

ya I!!f 21 particle indicating .o!

7ft:
surprise

yagao 6 toothpaste
MWt6ng ~

yan M tobacco (cigarette)
yan 1! 6 salt
ydn ~ 16 perform, act
yang ff 11 type, kind
yanggulzi ~.!lT 21 foreign devil
yangshi ffJ:t 20 form, pattern
yangwei(r) ~~()L) 11 foreign flavour
yangzi ffT appearance, the

way somebody
looks

yanhutgang Mfj(mr 6 ashtray
yao ~ 16 yi in telephone and

train numbers)
yao ~ 5 want to; must, to

want
yao (shi) ... ~(:l:)... 10 if. .. then

(de bua), jiu (a1J-m) , it
yaoshi ~:l: 9 if
yaobU(ran) ~~(?&) 4 otherwise
yashua 7fAiitl 6 toothbrush

MWbti re
Yazhou S1flHl Asia
ye -t!! 3 also, too
yt 2 one
yf Z. 17 B (as in B says)
yi . .. jiu ~...it 10 no

sooner ... than . .. ,
as soon as

yi hundred million
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-&=' yibdn 8 generally; generalCl

~
yibdn lai sbui» -&~Hji 21 generally speaking
yid leitui *Jlt~Hl 20 others can be

ca deduced similarly! TIdali .*~J Italy
<

1t**UA0 Yidaliren Italian (person)
~ yidian(r) -~.()L) 4 a littleerc yiding -5i:: 4 certainly, definitelyS-
o< yifu ~nl 14 clothes

MWjian flI:
yigong -~ 14 altogether
yigui ~l! 6 wardrobe
yihan if. 22 regret; to regret, be

tiifUll!i
a pity

Yihiyuan 10 Summer Palace
yThou J?J.m 8 after, afterwards
yihuir -~)L 10 a short while , after

a moment
yijian ~J\!. opinion
yijing B~ 7 already
yilou -. 6 ground floor
yilu ping'an -J&~~ 22 bon voyage
yimo yiyang -~-~ 20 exactly like
yin ~ 10 cloudy, overcast
Yingbang ~jf 20 pound sterling
(ying)gai (m)~ 5 ought, should
Yingguo ~OO 4 Britain, England
Yingguoren ~OOA 4 British
yingjuyuan ~@J~ 15 cinema and theatre

jif&
(buildings)

yingwo 19 hard sleeper
yingyeyuan 1f~9\ 18 clerk, shop

~iI
employee

Yingyu 11 English language
yingzuo ji~ 19 hard seat (train)
yinli ~JJj lunar calendar
yimoei (yinwei) f§1g 11 because
yinyue il~ 22 music
yinyuehui il~~ 15 concert
yiqi -jfg 10 together
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yfqian 7 previously, before i
yiqie -ro all, every, }

~~
everything

yisheng 7 doctor
~yisi It}! 3 meaning
<(yi)xie (-)@ 8 some iyiyang -ft 20 alike, the same [yiyuan ~~ 7 hospital III

yizhenzi -J$.:r 19 period of time, spell ~

yfzi _.:r 6 chair
MWbd re

yong 10 4 use
yongyuan *~ 16 forever
you fl 3 have, there is/are
you (de) shihou fl(~)lM"lIl 9 sometimes
you kong fl~ 3 have free time
you ming fl~ be famous
you yisi flItJM. 11 be interesting
you yong fl10 useful
you . .. you X...X 5 both ... and
youdai tt~ 9 preferential

treatment
youdaizheng tt~iiE 19 preferential card
youde fl~ 8 some
youdeshi fl~n:: 10 have plenty of,

there's no lack
y6udianju ~Jt!fiU 18 post and

telecommunications
office

y6u(ei ~Jt 22 postage
y6uji ~. 18 send by post or

mail
y6uke t1fj~ 9 tourist, sightseer
y6utan t1fj~ visit (v), sightsee
youmogan JilIt!l\i 22 sense of humour
y6upiao ~~ 14 postage stamp

MWzhang *youyi ~i1l 22 friendship
Youyi Shangdian ~i1ljl)jm 20 Friendship Store
y6uyong t1fj~ swim (v-o)
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5" yuan mu 8 roundCD

1 yuan j& 17 far
~ Yudndan ]CH New Year's Day
tg, yuanliang Jl{i;6( 4 forgive
~ Yuanmingyudn ImOOIm 10 Old Summer Palace
~ yuanyi J,!{it 5 be willing, wantg

yuanyin Jl{l§ reason, causego
c yuanzhub; Im~~ 22 ballpoint peniD
~ MWzhi tt/i:

yue Jj 10 month
yue lai yue M*M 9 more and more
yuebing Jj~ 19 mooncake
yueguang Jj:}'t 19 moonlight
yueliang Jj1fi moon
yura ii~ 11 grammar
yujin mrfJ 6 bath towel

MWtiao ~
yukuai itt* 19 happy, pleased
yundou ft-4 6 iron
yupen m~ 6 bath (tub)
yushi miI 6 bathroom

zai ;{E 3 be at; at
zai N 5 again
zai ;{E 16 in the middle of

Ni5t
-ing

zai sbui) 22 not tackle a
problem until some
other time

zaijian N~ 5 goodbye
zang 1Jff dirty
zdnmen ~ff1 21 we (including

listener)
ztio 1f! 5 early
zdo . . . jiu 1f!...it long since
ztiocdn 1f!4 9 breakfast
ztiori 1f!a 22 at an early date;

soon
ztioshang 1f!-t 9 morning (early
zdzh! *;t; 14 magazine

MW ben *
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zenme ~~ 11 how S-
CD

zenme ban ~~1J 20 what's to be done? 1zenme le ~~7 22 what's the matter? :::J

zenmeyang ~~ft 3 what about (it)?; Cl

how? !
zh?m VIi 22 stand; station, stop

<

~(bus etc) l7

zhiing '* 14 MW for flat, e
iii

rectangular objects -<
zhimghu ~p 20 account (bank)
zhao fi potential resultative

ft
verb ending

zhao 7 look for
zhdo (qidn) ft(t!a) 14 give back (as of

mUll
change)

zhao xiang 10 take a photo, have

Jt«1It
one's picture taken

zhaochang 10 as usual
zhiiodai t1i~ 5 hospitality;

entertain
zhaopian Jt«}f photograph

MW zhdng '*zhaoxiang;t Jt«flU1l 21 camera
MWtai it

-zhe fi 10 verbal suffix
zhe (or zhei) j! 2 this
zhe yang j!ft 11 this kind of
zheme j!~ 22 so, this way, like

this
w en • 2 really; true, real
zhengfu W1Jf.f government
zhengge .~ 10 whole, entire
zhengchang JE1It 10 normal, regular
wenghao JEjij- 20 just right; to

iiEl!J]
happen to

zhengming 20 certificate; to prove
zhengzizi . . . ne JE;fl:...~ 10 in the middle of

W1~
-ing

zhengzhi political
zhentao ttll= 6 pillow case
zbentou tt~ 6 pillow
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(alphabetical order) Characters no. English

o
~

i zbir (zhelf) i!)L(i!J!) 4 here

~
zheyang i!*, 19 like this, in this

way, so
ca zhi m knit, weaveif
~ zhi .R 5 only

I zhi m 11 refer to, point at/
go

Zllll
to; finger

i' ... zhi jiiin 22 between,
~ amongst ...

... zbi zbimg zlfJ between,

mjA
amongst .. .

zbidao 11 know (a fact)
zbide {il~ 17 be worth, deserve
zhihao .R~ 5 have to
zhijie 1[~ 20 direct
zhiye Jm~ 21 occupation,

~
profession

zbOng 7 sort, kind
zhong m 18 heavy
ZbOngguo lfJOO 1 China
ZbOngguo Geming lfJOO1j1L. 17 Museum of

BOwUguan 1t~iff (the Chinese)
Revolution

ZbOngguo Lisbi lfJOOm~ 17 Museum of
BOwUguan 1t~iff National History

lfJOO
(of China)

ZbOngguo 19 China Travel
Lilxingshe ~fit± Service

Zhongguo lfJOO4lfi 20 Bank of China
Yinhdng

lfJOOiWZbOngguohua 19 Chinese language

lfJOOB
(older term)

ZbOngguotong 22 expert on China
zbOngjiiin lfJllll 17 middle, between
zhimgtou #~ hour
ZbOngwen lfJ)( 9 Chinese language

(usually written
form)

zhongyao m~ important
zhongzu ~~ 21 race (as in racism)
zhoumo JiJ* week-end



Pinyin Chap.
323(alphabetical order) Characters no. English
e
~

zhu ;« 22 boil, cook 5'
CD

zhu -f± 8 live in, at tzhu m 19 offer good wishes ::J

zhudn f!i 22 turn; transfer CI:l

zhuanjia 1f* 9 expert, specialist !
1f*ilE <

zhuanjiazheng 19 expert card 0

zhufang -f±0} 8 housing,
g
er

accommodation E.
III

zhujidan ;«~m 9 boiled egg(s) ~

zhunbei $-* 19 prepare
zhuozi ~T 6 table

MWzhang *zhuyao =l:1! 21 principal(ly)
zhuyi ttIt 21 pay attention to,

take note of
zi qi qi Ten ~~~A 21 deceive yourself as

well as others
zididn *A 6 dictionary

MW ben *zijt ~B 4 oneself
zimei 11$~ 8 sisters
ziu/ei il,,* 22 good taste, flavour
zixingcbe ~fi$ 19 bicycle

MW liang m
ziy6u ~m free; freedom
zizai ~tE 21 at ease, comfortable
zong (shi) ,~(;;t!) 8 always
zongli ~J.!I! premier
zongtong ,~tJt president
zou )E 5 leave, walk, go
zu m 21 rent, hire
zuheyinxiang tll1f{fptfij 8 hi-fi

MWtao ~
zui li 4 most
zui M 22 drunk
zuihdo liM- 4 had better; best
zuijin liUi 22 recently; nearest,

latest
zuibou liJ8 22 the last; finally
zuo ~ 1 sit
zuo che ~$ 17 go by transport
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o
:r
S-

I
~
~
g
D'
C
iD
~

Pinyin
(alphabetical order) Characters

zuo
zuofti

zuotidn

Chap.
no.

4
9

English

do, to make
way of doing
something
yesterday



a good many hdo jf
a little yidian(r)
a short while, after a moment

yihuir
abacus suanpan
able to, can neng
absolute(1y) juedu'i
accompany pei
accomplish, get something

done ban dim
according to, on the basis of

im(zhilO)
account (bank) zhimghu
actually, as a matter of fact

qishi
add, increase tiiin
add (on) jiii(shang)
address dizhf
addressee, recipient

shOujiimren
admire peifu
admit (e.g. mistake)

chengren
admit, receive jiedai
adult chengnidnren or

daren
aeroplane feijl
afraid that kongpa
after all, still baisbi
after (conj.), afterwards

yfhOu

afternoon xiawit
again zai
age nianj'i
agree with t6ngy'i
airmail hangki'mg
ah, oh a
airport feijtchting
alarm clock naozbimg
alcohol jiu
alike, the same yiyang
all + noun suoyou (de) +

noun
all right xing
all, both dou
almost, nearly cbabudui)
already yfjlng
also, too ye
alter, change, correct gai
although suirdn .. . dansbi
altogether yigong
always zimg (shi)
always (doing something)

ltio
'Amadeus' (Shangdi de

Chong'er~
America, USA Meigu6
American (person)

Meigu6ren
ancient gultio
and he
and so on sbenmede

E
rr
~

CC--en
:r.
I
c
:r.-~
CDen
CD
<o
o
Q)
c
e-Q)

~
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another, separately ling(wai)
anyway, in any case

ftinzheng
appearance yangzi
apple pingguo
army biedu]
arrange for something to be

done ban shi
arrest bu
arrive, go to dao
as far as ... is concerned

dui . . . lai shuo
as soon as possible, at the

earliest possible date
jtnzoo

as usual zbaochdng
ash tray ydnhuigdng
Asia Yazhin«
ask wen
ask the way wen lu
aspect, respect fiin~ian

at, in zai
at an early date, soon zdori
at any time suishi
at ease, comfortable zizai
at the same time; moreover

tongshi
attend, take part in, join

ciinjiii
attend to, handle, do ban
attendant fuwuyuan
autumn qiiaidn
await, treat dai

back, behind houbianr
bad, broken huai
bag, handbag sboutibao
ballpoint pen yuanzhubi

(MW zhi)
Bank of China Zhongguo

Yinhdng
basic(ally) jiben (shang)
bath (tub) yupen or

xizdopen

bath towel da mdoiin or
yujin (MW tido}

bathroom xizdojidn or
yushi

be sbi
beat a drum do gu
become cheng
belong to shu
berth (lower) xiapu
berth (upper) sbangpi«
beautiful, pretty piaoliang
beautiful woman meiren
because yinwei (yinwei)
bed chudng (MW zbiing}
bedroom wosh]
beer pfjiu
Beethoven Beiduofen
begin kiiishi
Beihai Park Beihdi

Gongyuan
Beijing Hotel Beijing

Pandian
Beijing Languages Institute

Beijing ¥uyan Xueyuan
(now called Beijing ¥uyan
Daxue BeijingLanguage
[and Culture] University)

Beijing University Beijing
Daxue

belch, burp, hiccup do ge(r)
best; had better zuihdo
between, amongst ... zhi

jiiin or ... zhi zbimg
bicycle zixingche

(MW liang)
big da
birthday shengri
black hei
black and white hei-bai
black tea (Indian) hongcha
blanket tdnzi
boat (n) chudn
boil, cook zbU
boiled water kiiishui



bon voyage, have a pleasant
journey yilu ping'iin

book shii
book, reserve, subscribe to

ding
bookcase, bookshelf shiijia
borrow; lend jie
boss ldobdn
both, all dou
both . .. and you ... you
bother about, be in charge of

guiin
bottle pingzi
box office clerk

shOupiaoyuan
branch (bank) fenhang
breakfast zdocdn
bring forward a date tiqidn
bring, take dai
Britain, England Yinggu6
British (person) Yingguoren
brothers xiongdildixiong
brush teeth shuii ya
bucket, pail sbuitong
bump (into) peng (dao)
burn shiio
bus gonggongqiche

(MW liang]
business shengyi
business person sbiingren
bustling, exciting renao
but danshi or keshi
but, and er
but, however, only buguo
butter hudngyou
buy mdi

cadre ganbu
calculating machine,

computer jisuanji
(MW jia)

call, be called jiao
calculate, count jisuan
camera zhaoxiangji

can, know how to hui
can, may keyf
can (physically able) neng
cannot but, have to

bade bu
Canon ]iiineng
Canton Guiingdong
capable, competent nenggan
capital shOudii
Capital Theatre Shoudii

]uchiing
car qiche (MW liang}
carpet ditdn
carry on, follow iiezhe
cash withdrawal form

quqianbiiio
catty e/2 kilogram) jin
central heating nudnqi
certain (as in 'a certain

person') mou
certainly, definitely yiding
certainty bawo
certificate, to prove

zhengming
chair yizi (MW bd)
change bian
change money huan qidn
chat lido tiiin(r)
chat, conversation tan hua
cheap pitinyi
check; investigate cha
check (e.g, money to see if

correct) didn
chest of drawers wildouchu,

wudougui
child hdizi
child (small) xiiiohair
China Zhonggu6
China Travel Service

Zhonggu6 Litxingshe
Chinese language Hanyu
Chinese language (older

term) Zhonggu6hua
Chinese character(s) Hanzi



Chinese language (usually
written form) ZhOngwen

chocolate qiiiokeli
(MW kuizi)

choose xuiin
chopsticks kuaizi

(MW sbudng}
Christmas Shengdimjie
church jiaotang
cigarette (xiang)yan

(MW zbt/bao)
cinema and theatre

yfngjuyucm
city, town chengshi
classical gUdiiin
clean ganjing
clear, clearly qingchu
clerk, shop employee

yfngyeyuan
climate qibou
climb pa
close, intimate qinmi
cloth bU
clothes yifu (MW jian]
cloudy, overcast yin
club (social) julebu
cocoa keki
coffee kafei
coffee table cMji
cold Jeng
colleague, fellow worker

t6ngshi
colour, multicoloured ciiise
comb, brush shiizi
come ldi
come into contact with

jiechu
come or go out chu
comfortable shufu
common saying,

proverb suhuiz
common spoken language

(Modern Standard
Chinese) putonghua

company gongsi
compare duizhiu»
compared with bi
complete(ly) wanquan
complicated, complex fuz;d
comrade t6ngzhi
concert yinyuehui
conduct, handle, transact

banli
confine to xianyu
conscientious renzhen
consult a dictionary

cha zididn
convenient fangbian
conversely fiinguoltii
cool lidng
portion; MW for money;

minutes fen
copy {en
correct dui
count, check (e.g, money to

see if correct) diiin
counter guitai
country gu6jia
courteous, manners limao
criterion, standard biaozhiin
crowded, squeeze jf
culture u/enbui:
cup beizi
cup(ful) bei
current account hu6qi

cunkuiin
curtain chudnglidn
cut (as of hair) jiiin

daddy,dad baba
daughter na'er
day after the day after

tomorrow dahoutian
day after tomorrow houtidn
day, date rizi
day, sky, heaven tian
deceive yourself as well as

others zi qi qi ren



decorate buzhi
defect mdobing
definite(ly), affirm kending
deposit account dingqi

cunkuan
deposit money cun qidn
describe miaoxie
desk shuzhuo (MW zhiing)
despite; feel free to jlnguan
develop (iizhan
develop (as of film), to wash

(chOng)xI
developed, advanced (iida
dial bo
dictionary zidian (MW ben)
die SI
different bu tong
difficult ndn
difficulty; difficult kioman
dining room [anting
direct zhijie
dirty zdng
discover (iixian
dish, vegetable cai
disturb darao
divide, distinguish (en
do as one pleases suibian
do taijiquan da taijiquan
do the action of the verb

satisfactorily -hdo
do, to make zuo
doctor yisbeng
doctor daifu
don't bie
door, gate men
double bed

shuiingrenchuang
(MW zhiing}

double room
shuiingren(angjiiin

downstairs louxia
draw, paint hua huar
draw up, subscribe to,

order ding

drink he
drink a toast giin bei
drive (v-o) kiii che
driver kiii che de
drunk zui
dumpling, kind of ravioli

jiaozi
duvet, quilt beizi

each, every mei
each and every gege
east (side) dimgtbianr)
easy rongyi
eat one's fill chi bdo
eat (meal) chi (an
education, to educate

jiaoyu
egg(s) jidan
egg(s) (boiled) zhujidan
egg(s) (fried) jiiinjtdan
egg(s) (poached) wojtdan
egg(s) (scrambled) chaojidan
eight ha
elder brother . gege
elder sister jiejie
electric cable dianxian
electric fan dianshan
electric light diandeng
enemy diren
engaged (of people)

dinghun
English language Ytngyu
enjoy rights, etc., treat

xidngsbou
enjoy good fortune, happy,

well-being xing(u
enjoy oneself so much as

to forget to go home
liulian u/ang (an

enquire dating
enter jin
entertaining, enjoyable

haowan(r)
envelope xinfeng



equal to, be equivalent to
dingyu

equipment, facilities
shebei

especially, special tebie
etc. deng
Europe Ouzhou
even (conj.) lidn
even if, even though iishi
even more, still more geng
evening uidnshang
evening meal wanpm
everlasting, last forever

wcmgu changcun
every, any, all fanshi
everybody &ljiii
everything yfqie
eve~here &lochu
exactly like yim6 yfycmg
exactly, that's just the way

it is kibushi
excellent (coll.) bang
except, apart from

chule .. . (ylwai)
exception liwai
exchange (money) duihuan
exchange rate (market

quotation) paijia
excuse me laojia
exercise (n and v) lianxi
expensive gui
expert, specialist zhuiinjiii
expert card zhuiinjiiizheng
expire, become due daoqi
explain, speak at length

jiang
expression, to express one 's

feelings bidoqing
extremely feichang or shffen
extremely (follows adjective)

-jile

face lidn
face flannel mianjin

facing, towards xiang
factory gongchang
family, home jiii
famous you ming
far yudn
fat pang
father fuqin
fear, be afraid of pa
feel juede
feeling, sense ganjue
feelings gdnqing
fellow student t6ngxue
female nil
female studentls] nilsheng
few shao
fiance weihunfU
fiancee weihunqi
fifteen shfwu
fill in (e.g. form) tian(xii)
film dianYlng
find out, understand, know

liaojie
finally, the last zuihou
fine, clear, bright (of weather)

qfng
finger zh!
finish work xia bdn
first (adv) xidn
flash (light) shanguiingdeng
flavour, taste ioeidao
floor (first) erl6u
floor (ground) yi/6u
flour mianfin
flower(s) hud
fluent liuli
for, for the sake of wei
for; give gii
for example blfang shui) or

b,m
for the sake of, in order to

ioeile
Forbidden City (Imperial

Palace) Gugong
foreign country waigu6



foreign currency waibi
foreign devil yangguizi
foreign exchange (certificate)

waihui(quan)
foreign flavour yangwei(r)
foreign guest, visitor

waibin
forever yongyuan
forget wang(ji)
forget it, let it pass suan le
forgive yudnliang
form a company or

partnership hehuo
form of address, to

address chenghu
form, pattern yangshi
former qianzhi
four si
France Fagu6
frank(ly) tdnsbuai (de)
free, freedom ziy6u
freeze, ice over jie bing
freezer binggui
French (person) Fagu6ren
frequently, more often than

not wangwang
fresh xinxidn
Friday xingqiun;
friend pengyou
friendship youyi
Friendship Store Youyi

Shiingdian
from (movement involved)

c6ng
from (static) li
front, in front of

qidnbianir}
fruit shuiguo
fruit juice shuiguozhi
full, to reach the limit;

expire man
funny, laughable hdoxiao
funny (colloq.) dou
furniture jiiiju

gains, results, harvest
shOuhuo

garage cheku
garden huiiyuan
generally speaking yibiin ldi

shui)
generally, general yibdn
genuine didao
geography dili
Germany Degu6
get, fetch qu
get-together, party

lianhuiinhui
give; far gii
give a farewell dinner

jianxing
givelhave an injection

da zhen
give as a present; see

somebody off song
give back as of change; to

look for zhdo
glad, happy gdoxing
glass (tumbler) bolibei
glove(s) shoutao
go qu
go against (e.g. wind) ding
go by transport zuo che
go shopping md! dimgxi
go to some expense porei
go to the toilet shang cesuo
go through (e.g. solicitor)

timggui»
go window shopping

guang da jie
go/come to, to arrive

dao ... qullai
good bdo
good taste, flavour zitoei
goodbye zaijian
goods huo
government zbengfU
graduate biye
grammar yufti
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grape putao
Great Hall of the People

Renmin Dabuitdng
Great Wall Changeheng
green tea (Chinese) liteM
group, crowd, flock qun
grown up, big da
grudge doing something

shebude
guess cdi

ha ha haM
had better; best zuihdo
hair tDufa
half ban
hall ting
ham huotuf
hand shOu
hand towel shOujin

(MWtiao)
handsome; beautifully

(coll.) shuai
handle, attend to, do ban
hat maozi
happy, joyful, cheerful

kuaile or yukuai
hastily gankuai
have you
have a holiday or vacation

fang jia
have an injection dii zhen
have free time you kong
have fun wan(r)
have plenty of youdeshi
have the capacity to -xia
have to, had better zhfhiio
he ta
health, body shenti
healthy, sound jiankang
hear of, be told tingshuo
heart's desire ioansbi ruyi
heaven, paradise tidntdng
heavy zbong
hello (on telephone) wei

help, do a favour (colloq.)
bdngmdng

help bangzhu
her tii
here zber (zhelf)
hi-fi zuheyinxiiing
him ta
hm ng
holidays, vacation jiaqi
home, family jia
honestly, really; true, real

shizai
Hong Kong Xianggiing
hope xiu/ang
horizontal heng
hors d'oeuvres lengpan
horse md
hospital yiyuan
hospitality, entertain

zhaodai
hot re
hot milk re niuniii
hotel liiguiin
hour xidoshilzhimgtou
housing, accommodation

zhufang
how (as in 'how do you

know?') zenme
how (as in 'how long?' or

'how lovely') duo
how many duoshao
how many (less than IO)?;

several jf
however que
hundred (yi)bdi
hundred million yi
hungry e
husband, wife airen

I, me wo
ID card (employees)

gongzuozheng
identify with, become one

with ddcheng yipian



if rnguo or yaoshi
if it's not , then it's ...

bu shi jiu shi
if ... then yao(shi) ...

(de hua), jiu
if ... then ruguo ...

(de bua), jiu
immediately mdshang
important zhongyao
in, at zai
in person, oneself

benren
in the heart or mind

xinli
in the middle of -ing

zhengzai ... ne
in the room wult
include baokuo
indeed, really, true, certain

queshi
individual (person) geren
inflate, pump da qi
inside It
intend, to plan dasuan
interest (e.g. bank) lixi
interested in something

gan xingqi:
interesting you yisi
International Hotel

Gu6ji Fandian
interpret (anyi
introduce jieshao
invite qtng
invite somebody for a meal

qtng ke
iron yundou
ironing board tangyijia
it ta
Italy Yidali
Italian (person) Yidaliren
it doesn't matter mei (you)

gudnxi
it's a pity that kixi
it's nothing mei shenme

jam guojiang
Japan Riben
jasmine tea huaehd
be jealous chi eu
join, attend ciinjia
joint venture hezi qtye
journey, trip lfitu
just gang
just now gangetii
just right, to happen to

zhenghao

keep pace with gimshang
keep, preserve baoeun
kilogram gongjin
kilometre gonglt
kitchen ehu(ting
knife diiozi
knit, weave zhi
know (a fact) zbidao
know how to, can hui
know, recognize renshi
known as jiaozuo

last, up shang
latest type, new-style xinsbi
latter houzbi
laugh, smile xiao
laughable, ridiculous kixiao
lazy lan
leader, leadership lingddo
learn, study xuetxi)
leave (place or person) likai
leave the country ehujing
leave, walk, go zou
leave (behind or for

somebody) liu
left over, remain

sheng(xialai)
lend; borrow jie
lens cap jingt6ugai
less, few shao
let, to allow rang
letter xin



level, standard shulping
life, to live shenghu6
like (v) xibuan
like this, in this way

zheyang
listen ting
live in, at zhu
lively hu6po
living room, lounge

keting
locality, land; the earth di
London Lundun
long chdng
long distance telephone call

chtingtu dianhua
long life chtingshou
look for zhdo
look, see, watch, read kim
lose diu
loudly dasheng(de)
lovable ke'ai
luggage, baggage xingu
lunar calendar yinli

made locally (here, in
China) gu6chan

magazine ztizhi
majority duoshie
make zuo
make (jiaozi); to wrap;

to include bdo
male nan
manage to do action of verb,

-up to; -dao
many, more duo
Mao Zedong Mausoleum

Mao Zhuxi [iniantdng
map ditu
market quotation (exchange

rate) paijia
marry, get married jie hun
matter, thing sbi (qing)

(MW jian)
mattress chudngdian

meaning yisi
meet (by appointment) ne
meet one another xidnghui
men and women) old and

young ndnni; laoshao
menu caiddn
merely jiu
method banfJ
metre mi
microwave oven weibolu
middle, between zhongjiiin
milk niunai
milk bottle ndiping
mirror jingzi
Miss, young lady xidojie
mistake, error cuoun«
modern xianda!
money qidn
monotonous, dull ddndiao
month yue
Monument to the People's

Heroes Renmin
Yingxi6ng ]inianbei

moon yueliang
mooncake yuebing
moonlight yueguiing'
more, many duo
more and more yue lai yue
more often than not,

frequently wangwang
moreover erqie
morning (early) zdosbang
morning shangwu
Moscow Mosike
most zui
mother tongue muyu
motorbike m6tuoche

(MW liang}
Mozart Mozhiite
Mr, gentleman xiiinsheng
Mrs, Madam (formal)

fUren
Mrs, wife taitai
muddle-headed hutu



mummy, mum mdma
Museum of National

History Zbonggu6 Lisb]
B6witguan

Museum of Revolution
Zbonggu6 Geming
B6witguan

music yinyue
must, need dei
mustard iiemo

name (full) xingming
name (given) mingzi
naturally ddngrdn
near jin
nearby fitjin
need not buyong or beng
need, require, needs (n)

xuyao
new xin
New Year's Day Yuandan
newspaper baotzhi)

(MW zhdng}
next xia
next door gebi
Nikon Nikong
nine jiu
no matter bitguan
no sooner ... than . . . , as

soon as yi ... jiit
no wonder nanguai
nonsense, talk

nonsense hushuo
normal, regular zhengchang
north bei
not bit
not (used with you) mei
not have to bub]
not only ... but

also budan ... erqie
not up to much

bit zenmeyang
not any more bit le
not but bu shi er shi

not ... until ... ; only cai
novel xitioshuo (MW ben)
now, at present xianzai
number hao
number (telephone) haoma

o'clock didn zhimg
objective, aim mubiiio
obligatory or required

course bixiuke(cheng)
occupation, profession zhiye
odd, strange guai
of course, naturally ddngrdn
offer good wishes zhit
offices, organization jiguiin
often chang(chang)
oh! 0
oh dear iiiyii
old ldo (of people)
old jiit (of things)
old China hand; expert on

China Zhonggu6tong
'old foreigner' laowai
old person or people ldoren
Old Summer Palace

Yudnmingyudn
old-fashioned ldoshi
on business chu chiii
on the contrary fan'er
one yi
one (used in speech instead of

yi in telephone and train
numbers) yiio

oneself; own ziji
only zb{
open; switch on kiii
open (personality) kiiilang
open (up); switch on dakiii
opinion yijian
opposite, i.e, facing duimian
opposite, contrary xiiingfan
opportunity, chance jihui
or (used in questions) hdisb!
or, perhaps huo(zhe)
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I
f
I

orange JUice juzizhi
order (in advance) ding
originally binlai
otherwise yllObu(ran)
otherwise, or else fouze
ought, should (ying)giii
outside u/aimian
overcoat dayi (MW jian)
overseas, abroad gu6wai
overweight chiiozhong
Oxford Niujin

pack, tidy up, put in
order shOushi

pail, bucket sbuitimg
painting hullr
parcel form biioguodiin
parcel, package biio(guo)
parents fumu
park gongyuan
part, section bufen
pass, go via jingguo
pass, cross guo
passerby, stranger luren
passport huzhao
past (the) guoqu
patient, sick person bingren
pay fU
pay attention to, take note

of zhuyi
pepper hujiiio
per cent btiifen zbi . . .
perform, act ytin
period of time, spell

yfzhenzi
person ren
photograph (n) zhaopian
pillow zhentou
pillowcase zhentllo
pitiable, pitiful kilian
place difang
plate, brand; card pai
play (n) xi
play ball dd qiu

play cards or mahjong
dtipai

play (stringed instrument)
lii

play chess xia qf
plenty of youdeshi
plug siiizi
plug (electric) chiitou
poem shi (MW shOu)
poetry shige
point at zh!
point, aspect didn
police, policeman jfngcha
polite keqi
political zhengzhi
poor (person) qi6ng(ren)
post and telecommunications

office y6udianju
post, mail (verb) ji
postage y6ufei
pound sterling Yingbang
practise lianxf
precisely jiushi
preferential card

youdaizheng or
gouwUzhifuzheng
(new type)

preferential treatment
youdai

prejudice, bias piiinjian
prepare zhunbei
premier zonglf
present, gift Ifwu
pretty, beautiful piaoliang
president zongtong
pretty good bticui»
previously; before

(conj.) y{qian
previously, in the past

congqidn
price jiaqian
principal(ly) zbUyao
privilege tequdn
probably dagai



produce, manufacture
shengchan

product chdnpin
pronunciation fayin
propose (a toast), toast jing
prove zheng7.ning
public gonggong
pull, to play (of stringed

instrument) la
pump (v-o), inflate dd qi
put (in or on) fang(zai)
put away, receive shou(hdo)

question, problem toenti
quick, fast kuai
quiet anjing
quite (+adj.) xidngddng
quite a bit, quite a few

bit shdo

RMB (Chinese currency)
renminbi

race (as in racism) zhongzu
radiator nudnqipian
radio shouyinji
railway station huochezhan
rain (v-o) xia yU
rate of interest li(xi)lft
rather, quite, enough gou
read kan
read aloud nian
really, true zhen
reason, cause yuanyin
recall, call to mind xidng

qllai
receipt shOujit
receive, accept shou
recently, nearest,

latest zuiiin
recite, read aloud with

expression ldngsong
record (v); recording (tape)

lit yin
red h6ng

refer to zh]
reflections, thoughts

gdnxidng
refrigerator bingxidng
regard, kindly feelings xinyi
regard as, count as suan
register gullhao
registration charge

guahaofei
regret; to regret, be a pity

yihan
regularly, frequently

jingchang
reimbursement of

expenses baoxido
relation(ship) gudnxi
relatively bijiiu»
reliable kekao
rely on, depend on ping
remark, word hua
remember jide
remove, move ban
rent (n) for house fangzu
rent, hire (v) ZU
representative daibido
resemble xiang
reserve for someone; remain;

let grow; leave liu
rest xiux!
retire tuixiu
return (as of money) hudn
return bui
return to your own

country hui gu6
rich in, full of fityu
ride (as of horse, bicycle) qi
righns) qudnli
road lit
romantic langman
roof wading, fanding
room {angjian
room charge fangfei
round yuan
row, line pai



rule, regulation guiding
run pdo

sacrifice (v) xisbeng
salt yan
sandwich sanmingzhi
scales (for weighing)

tidnping
school xuexiao
Scotland Sugeltin
script (writing system)

wenzi
season (of year) ;i;ie
seat (in train) hard yingzuo
seat (in train) soft rudnzuo
sea-water haishut
secret (adj.; n) mimi
see, meet ;irm
see, watch kan
seem bdoxiang
sell mai
send song
send a telegram da dianbao
send by post or mail y6u;i
sender jijirmren
sense of humour youmogan
sentimentalist

shangganzhuyizhe
serve as; be ddng
service, to serve fuwu
set (n) tao
set one's mind at rest

fang xin
seven qi
several it
sew up feng shang
sewing-machine fengren;i
she ta
sheet ehuangdan
shirt, blouse chensbdn
shoe(s) xii
shop shdngdian
shop-assistant shoubuoyuan
short (in length) dudn

shout, cry out hdn
show, produce ehushi
show, explain, illustrate

shuoming
shower (Iinyu)pent6u
sick person bingren
side pdngbianr
sign, signature qidn zi
silk sieh6u
simple ;iandan
single bed ddnrencbudng
single room danrenfangjian
sink chizi or xiu/dnchi
sisters ;iemei/ztmei
sit zuo
situation qingkuang
six liu
skate (v) hua bing
ski (v) hua xue
sleep, go to bed sbui (jiao)
sleeper (in train) hard

yingwo
sleeper (in train) soft

rudmoo
slow man
small xido
small token, mere trifle

xidoyisi
smile, laugh xiao
smoke (v-o) chin; yan or xi

yan
snore (v-o) dd hiin
snore (colloq.) (v-o)

da hu(lu)
snow (v-o) xia xue
so, in that case name or

zbeme
soap feizao (MW kuai)
soap (toilet) xiangzao
socket ehazuo
sofa, settee shafa
sold out, full house keman
soldier bing
some (yi)xie



some (subject or topic
position only) y6ude

sometimes y6u(de) shihou
son erzi
soon zaori
sorry, excuse me duibuqi
sort, kind zbOng
sound (v) ting qilai
south ndn
soya sauce jiclngy6u
Spanish language

Xibiinyawen
spank (v-o) da pigu
speak sbui)
speak, talk (v-o) shuo bua
spend hua
spicy or hot (food) La(de)
spoon shaozi
spot didnr (coll.)
spring (season) chuntidn
stable, steady, to stabilize

wending
stairs, staircase louti
stamp (postage) y6upiao
stand zhan
start, to open; to drive kai
stay dai
steady boy- or girlfriend

duixiang
stick (on) tielshang}
still, in addition hdi
stop (bus etc) zhan
street jie
strange qiguai
strenuous, energy

consuming (eijin(r)
student xuesheng
student card

xueshengzheng
student studying abroad

liuxuesheng
study (v), learn du shu or

xuexi
study (n) shu[ang

stupid ben
subconsciousness xiayisbi
subject to; receive shou
sugar, sweets, candy tang
suitable heshi
suite, (settee and two easy

chairs) shafa (MW tao}
summer xiatian
Summer Palace Yiheyuan
sunbathe shai tlliyang
sunglasses tlliyangjing
sunrise richu
sunset rilui:
superior(s) shangji
supper, dinner wancdn
suspect huaiyi
swear at, curse ma
sweater, woolly mdoyi
sweet tidn
sweets, sugar tang
swim (v-o) y6uy6ng
switch (n) kiiiguan
Switzerland Ruishi
sympathize with t6ngqing

table zhuozi (MW zhdng}
table lamp taideng
take a photo zhao xiang
take a stroll, walk san bit
take hold of, receive, to

meet jie
take leave of gaobie
take off (of aircraft) q{fei
take out nd chu
take turns, in turn lunliu
tall, high gao
tap 16ngtou
tape cidai
tape recorder lityinji
tasty, delicious hdo chi
tea cha
tea (Chinese) lacha
tea (Indian) h6ngcha
tea (jasmine) budchd
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tea (leaves) chaye
teach ;iao
teacher jiaoyuan or ldosbi
teacup chabei
teahouse chaguan
technique ;ishu
telegram (n) dianbao
telephone (n) dianhua(ji)
telephone (v-o) da dicmhua
telephone number dianhua

haoma
television dianshi(ji)

(MWtai)
tell, let know gaosu
temperament piqi
Temple of Heaven Tidntdn
ten thousand (yi) wan
tennis wangqiu
terrifying, frightening kepa
text kewen (MW ke)
thank, thank you xiexie
that na (or nei)
that is, viz. ji
the same as ...

gen ... yiyang
theatre and cinema

yTngjuyuan
then jiu
there nar or nalt
there is/there are you
therefore suoyT
Thermos flask resbuiping
they tdmen
thick Mu
thing(s) dongxi
think; feel like doing

something xidng
think, consider remoei
this zh« (or zhei)
this kind of zhe yang
this locality bindi
this year jinnian
thousand (yi) qidn
three sdn

Tiananmen Square
Tian'anmen Gudngcbdng

ticket piao
ticket price piaojia
ticket seller shoupiaoyuan
tie ltngdai
time (length of) shijian
time, occasion et
timetable, schedule

shikebitio
tin, can guantou
to dao
toast kdomianbdo
tobacco, cigarette yan
today jintian
together yiqT
toilet cesuo
toilet paper weishengzbt
toilet soap xidngziu»
tomato juice (anqiezhi
tomorrow mingtidn
tone shengdiao
too, extremely tai
toothbrush ydshuii

(MW ha)
toothpaste yagao

(MW tong)
top, peak; MW for hat ding
tourism; to tour lt1y6u
tourist, sightseer y6uke
towards, to, in the direction

of uiang
towel mdojin (MW tido)
towel rail maojinjia
town, city chengsb!
train huoche
translate (anyi
travel /axing
traveller's cheque /axing

zhipiao
tree shu (MW ke)
trouble, troublesome mdfan
turn, transfer zhudn
two /ia



two (number) er
two (of a kind) lidng
type (v-o) da zi
type, kind yang

US dollar Meiyuan
uh-huh m
unbearable shou bit lido
uncover, open jiekiii
under(neath), below

xiabianr
understand dong
understand, clear mingbai
undertaking, cause shiy«
unit diinwei
unless chufei
up, last sbang
upper berth sbangpi«
upstairs 16ushang
us women
use yong
useful you yong
USSR Sulian
usually, ordinary pingcbdng

vase huiiping
vegetables shucai
Venice Weinisi
vertical shit
very hen
very many duo dehen
very, rather tlng
video recorder litxiangji
vigour hUqi
vinegar; jealousy (as in love

affairs) cu
visit, sightsee y6ultin

wages gongzi
wait deng
walk zou
want to, must yao
wardrobe yigui
warm nudnhuo

warm-hearted,
enthusiastic reqmg

washbasin xllidnpen
washing machine xlyiji
waste, squander lang(ei
watch, see kan
water shui
water and electricity

charges shufdian(ei
way of saying something

shuofa
way of doing something

zuofa
we women
we (including listener)

zdnmen
we'll meet again some day

houhui you qi
wear (clothes) chuiin
wear (hat, gloves, glasses,

etc) dai ·
weather tidnqi
week xingqi
weekend zhoumo
weep, cry ku
welcome huiinying
well-being, happy xingfu
well-known, famous

u/enming
West, the West Xifiing
West Lake Xihu
west (side) xi(bianr)
Western food Xiciin
Westerner Xifiingren
what/what? shenme
what about (it)?; how?

zenmeyang
whatever you do qianu/an
what one sees and hears

jianwen
what's the matter?

zenme le
what's to be done?

zenme ban
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when de shihou
when? shenme shihou
where? ndr
which? nii (or nei)
white bdi
who? shei (or shui)
whole, entire zhengge
why? ioei shenme
will (showing possibility)

hui
willing yurmyi
wind [eng
window chuiinghu
wine putaojiu
wine bottle jiuping
winter dimgtidn
with, and gen
withdraw money qu qian
woman (Unit
work out bill, make bill

suan zbang
work, to work gongzuo
worker gongren

world shijie
worry about cdo xin
worth, deserve zhide
wrap up bdo shang
write (characters) xie (zi)

yawn (v-o) da hdqian
year nidn
year (of age) sui
year after next hounidn
yen Riyuan
yesterday zuotiiin
yoghurt sudn (niu)niii
you nt
you (plural) nlmen
you (polite form) nin
you flatter me guojiang
young nidnqing
young fellow xidohuoz:
younger brother didi
younger sister meimei

zero ling



1 Making friends (i)
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4 At the Lis' (i)
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5 At the Lis' (ii)
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7 Myfamily
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11 In the restaurant
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The first number In each entry refers to the chapter, the second to the section
within the Grammar of the chapter.

abbreviations, 4.5, 21.3
adjectives

as verbs , 1.2
plus deMn, 22.4 '
reduplication of, 5.8
with or without de, 5.7

adverb (adv. phrase of)
order of, 8.1
place, 4.3
plus de, 5.6
position of, 1.6
'time how long' , 10.12
'time when', 3.8

auxiliary verbs, 5.14, 12

ba,2.7
bB,18.1
bei,21.6
br,7.5
bia, 4.7
bing, 10.1
M , 1.4

tones on, 1.7
plus verb plus le, 5.13

M shi er shi, 11.1
M shi jiu shi, 11.2
M shi ma?, 11.7
Mguan doulye, 20.6
M/un doulye, 20.6

cBi,11.9
cMngyu, 21.2

Chinese language, 9.3
chuan, 21.8
chutei . . . cBi, 20.7
comparative

with br, 7.5, 8.3
with g{m . . . yfyang, 19.1
with you, 8.3

compass, points of, 17.1
complement, of degree, 4.8
c6ngqian, 9.5
conjunctions, position of, 10.15, 12

da, plus object, 10.9
da, with ages, 7.6
dSi,21.8
dao . . . quI/Si, 10.17
dates, 15.1
days, of the week, 10.13
de

linking clauses, 9.7
linking two nouns, 3.5
nominalizer, 5.12, 20.8

de shfhou, position of, 8.4
deng , plus noun, 10.10
di, plus number, 11.6
directional endings

compound, 8.9, 11.13
simple, 5.1 (11)

duo
plus noun, 5.15
plus verb, 4.9

dynasties, 15



Earthly Branches, 22
er, 19.3
er, compared with liang, 3.2
exclamations, 22.1
expressions, colloquial, 19.8

fang, plus ziJi, 5.4
fanshi . . . d6u , 20.1
fai . . . Mk~, 20.3
Festivals, 19
'foreign devils', 21
FEe, 19.2, 20
fractions, 19.4

g~i, 2.1
gen. ;. yiqT, 10.16
gou, 19.6
gU8nxi,11
guo, verbal suffix, 9.2

hBi mei you . . . ne, 7.4
hBishi, in questions, 5.2
hBoxiang, 21.4
M,5.9
Heavenly Stems, 22
hui,2.9
hui . . . de, 9.11
huozhe, 9.1

indirect object , position of, 7.9

jia, 17.3
j iao, 21.6
jiu, 3.11,11.9
jiushi,11.10
job description, 7.8

kexi,10.4
kuai, plus yao . . . le, 16.4

lao, 5.10
le

change of state, 4.6
more on, 11.4
sentence final particle, 7.10
verbal suffix, 3.4
with ku8.i plus yao, 16.4
with t8.i, 3.7

1f,17.4
lian yidian . .. ye/d6u M , 21.11
liang, compared with er, 3.2

ma, question form with, 2.10
measure words, 2.6, 3.1, 4.1, 12

reduplication of, 10.14
mei . . . ao«, 8.2
money, 14.1
months, of the year, 10.5
mou, 9.9

names, 1.1, 7.1
foreign, 4.2, 19.9

ne, 2.8
negative, double, 9.8
nian, 8.5
nln , 2.4
numbers, 2.11

approximate, 11.5
telephone, 16.1

opposites, balance with, 21.5

passive, the, 21.6
percentages , 19.2
place-words, 17.2

extensions of, 19.5
pluralizer suffix men, 5.5
poetry, 22
progressive aspect, 10.3
proverbs , 21.2, 22.5
punctuation, 5.16

qTng, 1.3
question , answering of, 3.6
question form , positive and

negative, 1.5
question words

their position, 3.3
used in a non-question way, 9.10

rimg ,21.6
receipts, 18
resultative verbs, 5.1, 11.12, 12

potential,7.13
njguo (de hua), jiu .. . , 9.4
RMB, 19,20
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sMng

adj.lnoun plus shBng, 20.4
resultative verb ending, 18.3

sMo
plus noun, 5.15
plus verb, 4.9

shi,2.3
shl bu shi, 10.2
shi . . . de, 4.4
snou, used in the passive, 21.6
suiran . . . danshi, 8.12

telephone numbers, 16.1
tian, 8.5
time,

telling the, 3.10
when, 3.8, 12
how long, 10.12, 12

titles, 15.2
t6ng, 21.7
topic construction, 2.5, 7.11
trains, 19

verb
plus cMng, 20.2
plus object, 3.9
plus object de, v-o, 10.8
reduplication of, 5.3

verbal suffix
guo, 9.2
zhe,10.11

voice, 8.10

work unit, 8
wulim ... dou, 20.6

x/an VI' zlli V2, 18.4
xiang, 21.4
x/ao,5.10

with ages, 7.6

yao, one, 19
ye, 7.3
ye . .. ye, 21.10
yi + measure word, 7.7
yi + noun, 7.14
yi . . . j/iJ, 10.7
yT,17.3
yib/an . .. , yibian . .. , 21.1
yThou, position of, 8.4
yin and yang, 21.9
yTq/an,

comparison with c6ngq/an, 9.5
position of, 8.4

y{xia, 2.2
yix/e, 8.6
yOu,19.4
you yid/an plus adj., 7.12
you . . . you ... ,5.11
youde, 8.7
yue lai yue .. . , 9.6

zanmen, compared with women,
21.12

zenme, 11.3
zenmeyang, 11.3
zhe, verbal suffix, 10.11
zhe, as nominalizer, 22.3
zhe zhong, compared with zhe yang

de, 11.11
zodiac, the Chinese, 22



beginner's chinese script
elizabeth scurfield & song lianyi

• Are you interested in the Chinese script?
• Are you planning a business trip or holiday?
• Do you want to understand simple signs and notices in

China?

Beginner's Chinese Script will help you get to grips with
reading and writing simple Chinese, whether you are

studying the language or planning a trip for business or
pleasure. The step-by-step approach will build your
confidence to read and write mainly simplifed characters

in a variety of real contexts.



world cultures: china
kenneth wilkinson

• Are you interested in the story of China and the Chinese?

• Do you want to understand how the country works today?

• Are you planning a visit to China or learning Chinese?

World Cultures: China will give you a basic overview of
China - the country, its language, its people and its culture 

and will enrich any visit or course of study. Vocabulary lists
and 'Taking it Further' sections at the end of every unit

will equip you to talk and write confidently about all aspects
of Chinese life.



mandarin chinese conversation
elizabeth scurfield & song lianyi

• Do you want to talk with confidence?
• Are you looking for basic conversation skills? '

• Do you want to understand what people say to you?

Mandarin Chinese Conversation is a 3-hour, all-audio course to

use at any time, whether you want a quick refresher before a trip or
you are a complete beginner. The 20 dialogues on COs 1 and 2 will

teach you the Chinese you will need to speak and understand,

without getting bogged down with grammar. CD 3, uniquely, teaches
skills for listening and understanding. The perfect accompaniment to
Beginner's Chinese and Chinese in the teach yourself range.
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